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PREFACE & 
ACKNOWLEDGMENTS 

This book concerns what Isaac Deutscher called "the queer and unde

niable fact" of Joseph Stalin's "absence or inactivity at the [Bolshevik] 

headquarters during the rising" of October 1917, known to history as 

the October Revolution. I cannot claim to have solved the problem 

definitively-I am not sure a definitive solution is possible at present

but I have tried to put it in its historical context. 

My thanks go to R. Carter Elwood, who first encouraged me to 

undertake the study. For basic data on the Russian Revolution I have 

relied primarily on the work of Alexander Rabinowitch. For an un

derstanding of Stalin's complex psychology, one of the principal ele

ments in the case, I have followed Robert C. Tucker's pioneering 

analysis of the tension between Stalin's grandiose self-image and the 

often harsh reality that threatened to undermine that image. 

A third scholar whose work has guided me is the late Charles 

Duval, Jr. Duval's still unpublished biography of Sverdlov is required 

reading for an understanding of the formative years of Soviet power. 

Holland Hunter and John N. Westwood provided useful data on the 

train that brought Stalin to Petrograd in March 1917. Robert Him mer 
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PREFACE & ACKNOWLEDGMENTS 

generously shared with me his wide-ranging work in progress on 

Stalin. 

For helping to make possible conditions in which I could work, I 

am grateful to a number of my colleagues in the Department of His

tory at Michigan State University, especially Kwan-wai So, Warren 

Cohen, Don Lammers, Harold Marcus, and Bill McCagg. For reading 

the manuscript, offering some valuable comments, and recommend

ing its publication I thank Robert V. Daniels. 

Indispensable help was rendered by the staff of the Michigan State 

University Library, especially Henry Koch and Robert Runser. 

Financial support was provided by the Earhart Foundation; my 

thanks especially to the executive secretary, Dr. Antony T. Sullivan. 

Jack Goellner, director of the Johns Hopkins University Press, showed 

exemplary patience during the work's long gestation and chose the 

title. Carol Ehrlich, my editor at the Press, combined tact and critical 

acumen for which I am grateful. Jo Grandstaff was a top-notch typist 

and valued friend. 

Portions of the work were presented at the Department of History, 

Yale University, and the Center for Russian and East European Stud

ies, University of Michigan; my thanks to both institutions. Pet er 

Clement, Mary Rohrkemper, and other members of a seminar on 

Stalin at Michigan State University contributed valuable insights. 

The bottom line belongs to Elizabeth. Without her love and sup

port, neither this book nor its author would be in existence. 
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NOTE TO THE READER 

All dates are given Old Style, thirteen days behind the Western calen

dar. 

Transliteration is based on the Library of Congress system, with modi

fications. 
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Arrival 

Among the passengers who got off the Trans-Siberian express on its 

arrival in Petrograd on Sunday morning, March 12, 1917, were three 

prominent figures in the Bolshevik party: Matvei K. Muranov, who 

had served as one of five Bolshevik deputies in the Fourth State 

Duma; Lev B. Kamenev (Rozenfel'd), editor of the Bolshevik news

paper, Pravda, in l 913-14; and Joseph V. Stalin (Dzhugashvili), since 

1912 a member of the party's Central Committee and its Russian 

Bureau. All three were returning from the Siberian exile to which 

they had been sentenced by tsarist authorities and from which they 

had just been freed under an amnesty that was one of the first official 

acts carried out by the new Provisional Government established 

shortly after the collapse of the tsarist regime and the abdication of 

Nicholas II on March 2. 

Revolutionary politics and the winds of chance had brought the 

three men together briefly. For the first weeks after their return the 

three would cooperate closely in pursuit of their common interests; 

thereafter their careers would develop along divergent paths. For Ka

menev, the path of life would lead ultimately to disgrace and execu

tion on the orders of his 1917 comrade, Stalin. Muranov, in contrast, 

would live to see Stalin buried and would die in peaceful old age as a 

state pensioner. 
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As for Stalin, in March 1917 he was a comparatively young man 

(thirty-seven) in search of a greatness to which he felt destined but 

who had yet to discover the role and function in the world which 

would earn him the recognition to which he believed himself entitled. 

It would have seemed bizarre in the extreme had some bystander with 

the gift of prophecy recognized in the pockmarked, swarthy, short 

(five-foot four-inch) Georgian of March 1917 the man who would one 

day inspire awe, reverence, and terror as the most powerful despot 

Russia had ever known. Only in a time of revolutionary transforma

tion would a meteoric rise to power like that of Stalin be possible, and 

even for Stalin the road to the summit was to be long, arduous, and 

dangerous. The eight months of the revolution, from February to 

October 1917, proved far from adequate as the launching base for his 

ascent; for Stalin, the year 1917 was to constitute such a mixed record 

of partial achievements and outright failures, missed opportunities 

and foolish blunders, that he could never afterwards contemplate it 

without acute discomfort. For that reason he devoted much of his 

energy in later years to the never-ending task of revising the record of 

his activities in 1917, correcting it, touching it up, or simply blotting it 

out from the collective memory of history. 

In March 1917 Stalin had lived just over half of his allotted span; 

thirty-seven years old on December 21, 1916, he died a little over 

thirty-six years later, on March 5, 1953. Behind him lay years of 

struggle as an obscure, ambitious, and unscrupulous professional revo

lutionary; ahead lay the road to unlimited power, but power achieved 

at a staggering cost in human suffering. 

At the time it seemed a stroke of luck for Stalin that he was one of 

the first political exiles to return to the capital after the overthrow of 

the autocracy. Ironically, the tsarist government had made an unwit

ting contribution to Stalin's seeming good fortune. In October 1916, 

in an act of desperation, government authorities had decided to help 

meet the army's insatiable demand for cannon fodder by inducting 

political prisoners and exiles. The order did not explicitly exclude 

Bolsheviks, despite the well-known antiwar stance of the party's 

leader, Vladimir ll'ich Lenin. A convinced Leninist in the ranks of the 

tsarist army could do more harm to the national war effort than a 

platoon of enemy soldiers. By including Stalin's name in the list of 

those to be called to the colors, the tsarist authorities in effect certified 

him to be nondangerous to the war effort-a useful clue to the ques

tions that will confront us shortly of Stalin's attitude toward Lenin's 

stand on the war and toward Lenin himself. 

Not all the Bolshevik exiles in Siberia were called up: Yakov M. 

Sverdlov, for example, a prominent party member who for a time 
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shared quarters with Stalin in his Siberian exile, received no induc

tion order. But Sverdlov had been an outspoken supporter of Lenin's 

stand on the war, a fact the tsarist authorities may have taken into 

account. 

The induction order found Stalin in Kureika, a remote settlement 

north of the Arctic Circle in the forbidding and nearly inaccessible 

Turukhansk region . To reach Krasnoyarsk, a regional center where 

the medical examinations for call-ups were held, Stalin had to make a 

six-week journey across frozen tundra and along icebound rivers, 

reaching his destination only at the end of December 1916. As far as 

the stated purpose of his trip was concerned he could have saved 

himself the trouble, for the army doctors rejected him-not, as later 

hagiographers maintained, because he was regarded as politically dan

gerous, but because he had a withered left arm that prevented him 

from handling a rifle or a bayonet effectively. Stalin's future military 

glory, including self-appointment as Supreme Commander of the So

viet Armed Forces and the title of Generalissimo in the course of 

World War II, would have seemed sheer fantasy to the medical board 

that examined him in January 1917. 

Rejection by the army was a stroke of luck, but the real gain for 

Stalin lay in the time advantage the call-up gave him. His four-year 

sentence of exile had only a few more months to run; taking advan

tage of the laxness of police surveillance in the waning days of tsarist 

power, Stalin simply remained near Krasnoyarsk, finding temporary 

shelter in the nearby town of Achinsk. From Achinsk it was only a 

few hours' trip to Krasnoyarsk, where he could catch the train for 

Petrogr ad, a four-days' journey. News of the tsar's abdication reached 

Stalin and other exiles in Achinsk early in March, and on the eighth a 

group including the three Bolsh evik leaders boarded the train for the 

capital. En route some of the exiles sent a telegram to the ex-tsar's 

brother, Michael Romanoff, congratulating him on his decision not to 

assume the title of tsar in a last-ditch effort to save the dynasty. 

Kamenev was among those who signed the telegram, but not Stalin. 

Stalin's early return to Petrograd and the advantages it gave him 

can usefully be contrasted with the experience of his friend and fellow 

Georgian G. K. Ordzhonikidze, who was languishing in the even 

more remote Siberian region of Yakutia at the time of th e February 

Revolution and who remained there through May. As a result, in the 

words of biographers Georges Haupt and Jean-Jacques Marie, 

Ordzhonikidze played "only a minor role in the Revolution and Civil 

War." 1 

Stalin's ea rly arrival in Petrograd gave him a head start over Lenin, 

who came into the city on April 3. For some three weeks, therefore, 
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Stalin enjoyed the experience of being one of the top-ranking Bolshe

viks at the center of a rapidly changing revolutionary situation. How 

effectively did he make use of his opportunity? The answer is provided 

by his later determination to suppress, distort, or obliterate the record 

of that period of his career and to silence or destroy the surviving 

witnesses to it. It is only thanks to the failure of some careless or 

remarkably brave and stubborn archivist to purge the files that one of 

the most damning records of Stalin's activities in this first phase of the 

revolution lay undetected during all the years of his supreme power, 

emerging intact only in 1962. 

The Local Situation 

When Stalin arrived in Petrograd he found that the major lines along 

which the revolution would develop had already been set, lines to 

which he could react and which he could hope to influence but which 

he was in no position to define, let alone to originate. There already 

existed a number of freshly minted political organizations established 

in the first flush of revolutionary enthusiasm, as well as some Bolshe

vik party bodies that had survived the final convulsions of expiring 

tsarism. 

There was, first of all, the Petrograd Soviet of Workers' Deputies, 

established on February 27 on the initiative of the local Mensheviks 

and their rivals and allies, the Socialist Revolutionaries (SR's). A few 

Bolsheviks had also joined the Executive Committee of the Soviet, 

but it was dominated by the Mensheviks and SR's. In keeping with 

their interpretation of Marxist theory, the Mensheviks regarded the 

fall of tsarism as Russia's long-awaited bourgeois revolution, which 

would lead in the fullness of time to a liberal democratic republic and 

the flowering of Russian capitalist industrialization. Only when that 

process had run its course, with the growth of a large-scale working 

class, would Russia be ready for the proletarian revolution which, in 

Menshevik eyes, Marx had foretold. Until that time, which might lie 

decades in the future, the task of the workers' parties and their politi

cal organs such as the Soviet was to defend the interests of the workers 

against the bourgeois state and its capitalist allies. Under no condi

tions, the Mensheviks held, should a workers' party attempt to as

sume political power before the objective socioeconomic conditions 

capable of providing the basis for a socialist regime had been estab

lished. In support of this position the Mensheviks could invoke the 

authority of Friedrich Engels, who had specifically warned of the 

dangers a socialist government would face if it were set up before its 

time. Since Russia in 1917 manifestly had not attained the conditions 
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described by Engels as essential for a successful proletarian revolution, 

the Mensheviks reasoned that the Soviet must abstain from exercising 

power, even though there were militant workers in Petrograd who 

were anxious to set up a provisional revolutionary government. Reluc

tantly, the SR's accepted the Mensheviks' self-denying logic, all the 

more readily since their own program provided guidance only up to 

the revolution, not beyond it. 

Although in theory an expression of grass-roots initiative on the 

part of the factory workers, the Soviet was in fact built from the top 

down, owing its genesis to a self-chosen executive committee of rank

ing Menshevik and SR leaders who came together at a time when the 

troops of the Petrograd garrison had already broken with their tsarist 

commanders. It was the Executive Committee that organized the elec

tion of deputies in the plants and factories of Petrograd, and it was the 

same Executive Committee that continued thereafter to speak in the 

name of the Soviet as representative of the workers. 

In apparent confirmation of the Menshevik-SR theory of the revo

lution, a new provisional government manifestly bourgeois in charac

ter appeared almost simultaneously. It emerged in the final days of 

tsarism out of the Provisional Committee of the Fourth State Duma, a 

committee that had been called into existence in a desperate effort to 

maintain a modicum of continuity in the exercise of state power. The 

Duma, in turn, was a quasi-legislative body that had been elected in 

the far-off prewar year of 1912 by an electorate deliberately restricted 

by the tsarist government in such a way as to give preponderant 

influence to the propertied and well-to-do classes. Thus it was the 

unmistakably middle- and upper-class Provisional Government that 

took a rather shaky grip on power at the time of the collapse of the 

tsarist regime, while the Petrograd Soviet contented itself with exercis

ing a wary supervision over the government's behavior in the name of 

the workers. 

A formula expressing this "dual power" relationship soon emerged 

in the speeches and publications of the Soviet: the Soviet would 

support the Provisional Government "insofar as" it defended the 

achievements of the revolution. 

On one point the Soviet leaders drew the line: none of them must 

sully their socialist virtue by accepting a position in the Provisional 

Government. For its part, the latter was eager to draw in some of the 

moderate socialists as a means of broadening its base and strengthen

ing its authority. The Mensheviks and SR's stood firm, however; a 

leading Menshevik, the Georgian Nikolai Chkheidze, refused a tempt

ing invitation to join the Provisional Government as minister of jus

tice. Less scrupulous and more ambitious, a rising young socialist 
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lawyer from Lenin's home town of Simbirsk, Alexander Kerensky, 

accepted the offer when it was addressed to him, justifying his action 

on the ground that the socialists needed their own spokesman in the 

bourgeois camp. 

The local Petrograd Bolsheviks took only a small part in the forma

tion of the Soviet, and none at all in that of the Provisional Govern

ment. The February Revolution found them in some disarray, for as 

one of its final efforts the Okhrana (tsarist security police) had arrested 

the Petersburg Committee (PK) of the Bolshevik party on February 

26. (The committee insisted on calling itself the "Petersburg" rather 

than "Petrograd" committee, to indicate its disapproval of the renam

ing of the capital in 1914, on the ground that the change was an 

expression of national chauvinism.) It was not until March 2 that a 

group of local Petrograd Bolsheviks came together in the attic of the 

Central Labor Exchange Building to hold their first formal session 

after the February Revolution. 

During the interval while the Petersburg Committee was in limbo, 

its authority was assumed by the nominally subordinate raion (district) 

committee of the Vyborg raion, one of the sections of the capital with 

a predominantly working-class population, and one where the work

ers held a particularly strong faith in the capacity of their class to 

make their own revolution, without the aid of party intellectuals. 

Even after the reestablishment of the Petersburg Committee, the Vy

borg Raion Committee continued to exert a strong influence on Bol

shevik policy, usually throwing its weight to the more radical end of 

the political spectrum. 

Even without the timely initiative of the Vyborg Raion Committee, 

the temporary eclipse of the Petersburg Committee would not have 

meant the total absence of a Bolshevik voice in the February Revolu

tion, thanks to the existence of yet another body, the Russian Bureau 

of the Central Committee of the party. In its origins this body went 

back to the prerevolutionary years-Stalin had at one time been one 

of its members-but its presence in Petrograd in February 1917 re

flected the hard work and revolutionary zeal of three young men who 

had joined the party before the war and who had somehow avoided 

arrest by the Okhrana. Two of the young men were from a working

class background: Aleksandr Gavrilovich Shlyapnikov, whose de

tailed and all-too-candid memoirs of this period would later earn for 

him Stalin's murderous hostility, and Pyotr A. Zalutsky, who never 

wrote his memoirs but who nonetheless fell victim to Stalin's wrath 

because of his outspoken criticism of Stalin's policies in 1917 and 

subsequently. 

The third member of the Russian Bureau was an intellectual of 
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middle-class background, Vyacheslav M. Skryabin, soon to make a 

name for himself under his party pseudonym, Molotov (from molot, 

"hammer," presumably as a gesture of self-identification with the 

workers). Under the leadership of Shlyapnikov, who had worked in 

close contact with Lenin and who had been co-opted to the Central 

Committee in September 1915, these three young and still inexperi

enced men did their best to speak in the name of the party and to 

define its position on the urgent problems arising out of the revolu

tion. 

Their first action was the publication of a manifesto on February 

27, "To All the Citizens of Russia," which called on the workers and 

soldiers to elect representatives to a provisional revolutionary govern

ment. Though issued in the name of the Russian Bureau, the mani

festo was in fact the work of a group of members of the Vyborg Raion 

Committee, who wanted to head off an intellectual-led socialist revo

lution by preempting the ground through the establishment of their 

own worker-led provisional government. The effort failed, primarily 

because it lacked a broad base of support in the Petrograd proletariat, 

but in part because it was overtaken and thrust aside by the better

organized movement to set up the citywide Soviet of Workers' Depu

ties. In any case the February 27 manifesto, which reflected Bolshevik 

policy as it had been worked out during the Revolution of 1905, was 

little more than a stopgap measure, a quick improvisation designed to 

assert the party's continuing existence and its determination to make 

its voice heard. 

It soon became apparent to the members of the Russian Bureau, 

however, that there was a pressing need for a steadier and more 

continuous medium for articulating party policy. The total abolition 

of censorship, one of the first actions of the Provisional Government, 

had the welcome effect of lifting the ban on Pravda, which dated back 

to the early days of the war, and on March 2 the Russian Bureau 

assigned to Molotov the task of reestablishing the party newspaper. A 

printing press was soon found, and editorial offices were established in 

the same building. At its meeting on March 4 the Russian Bureau 

formally resolved to publish Pravda as the organ of the party Central 

Committee and jointly, pending other arrangements, of the Peters

burg Committee. Reflecting this dual responsibility, the editorial 

board was to be composed of two representatives of the bureau and 

one of the Petersburg Committee. The first number of the new Pravda 

appeared on the following day, with free distribution, while the sec

ond issue, on March 6, sold one hundred thousand copies, according 

to Shlyapnikov, an indication of the eager response of the Petrograd 

workers to the Bolshevik line as defined in Pravda. 
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Under Molotov's editorial direction Pravda took a clear-cut stand 

of opposition to the Provisional Government as a bourgeois institu

tion and continued to call for the election instead of a provisional 

revolutionary government, in accordance with the bureau's manifesto 

of February 27. It soon became apparent, however, that in this matter 

Pravda did not speak for all the Bolsheviks of Petrograd; in particular, 

the Petersburg Committee (PK) took a less hostile position toward the 

Provisional Government. At a meeting on March 3 the PK, after 

listening to Molotov's advocacy of the bureau's policy, voted instead 

"not to oppose the power of the Provisional Government insofar as its 

actions correspond to the interests of the proletariat and the broad 

democratic masses of the people," a conciliatory position indistin

guishable from that of the Menshevik-SR leadership in the Executive 

Committee of the Petrograd Soviet. Thus on this crucial point an 

influential group of Bolsheviks in the capital occupied a position close 

to that of the other socialist parties. 

The Family 

For many young people in tsarist Russia one of the most potent lures 

of the revolutionary movement was the opportunity it provided for 

association with an extended social grouping of friends, collaborators, 

and like-minded individuals. The time-honored greeting within the 

revolutionary movement, tovarishch, "comrade," had not yet lost its 

warmth. Especially for "illegals" like Stalin, revolutionaries who had 

run afoul of the law and who were forced to live in hiding, the 

knowledge that in virtually any town or city throughout the Russian 

Empire they could be sure of finding a friendly welcome, food and 

lodging, and the technical facilities to continue their revolutionary 

activities went far to mitigate the loneliness, danger, and insecurity of 

their lives. 

Stalin was nearly thirty before he had the opportunity to see at first 

hand the splendors of St. Petersburg. It was in July 1909 that he made 

his first fleeting visit to the capital, and another two years before he 

returned. Once again, ironically, it was the tsarist authorities who 

helped shape the course of Stalin's future destiny. By forbidding him 

to live in the Caucasus, including his native province, Georgia, some 

nameless tsarist official in June 1911 contributed to Stalin's emergence 

from the provincial backwater where he had spent the first ten years 

of his revolutionary career. True, the same administrative order 

banned him from residing in the capital cities, St. Petersburg and 

Moscow, as well as other major industrial centers, but it was easy for 

an experienced "illegal" to slip through the police surveillance net-
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work. In September 1911 Stalin enjoyed a three-day visit to St. Peters

burg before the police caught up with him, and in April 1912 he 

managed to live there illegally for three weeks before being arrested. In 

the autumn of that year he was back for what would prove to be his 

longest prerevolutionary sojourn in the capital, from September 12, 

1912, to February 23, 1913, with time out for two short trips abroad. 

When Stalin arrived in Petrograd in March 1917, therefore, he was 

coming back to a city where he already knew his way around. Losing 

no time he headed for the apartment of an old friend, Sergei Alliluev, 

a skilled engineer who lived with his family in the working-class Vy

borg district north of the main channel of the Neva River. 

The Alliluevs, a close-knit family of father, mother, and three lively 

daughters, provided Stalin with an adoptive family that offered him 

the warmth, concern, and affection of which his life had hitherto 

known all too little. Stalin's first marriage had ended in 1908 with the 

death of his young wife, Yekaterina Svanidze; his son by that mar

riage, Yakov, took his father's legal surname, Dzhugashvili, but was 

never close to his father, and his death in a German prisoner-of-war 

camp during World War II left Stalin apparently unmoved. 

Stalin's own father was a cobbler by trade and a heavy drinker by 

reputation, with a foul temper which he was prone to take out in 

beating his wife and infant son, the future dictator. It was Stalin's 

mother, a devout and pious woman, who implanted in the frail and 

sickly boy the conviction that he had the potential for greatness, and 

it was his mother who set him on the path to advancement by arrang

ing for his entry, after elementary school, into the Tiflis Theological 

Seminary where he could receive the training qualifying him for mem

bership in the upper clergy of the Georgian Orthodox Church. But 

there is no evidence that Stalin was ever emotionally close to his 

mother; not a single letter from him to her has been published. 

Stalin had, it seems, a second son, whose name and identity have 

been lost to history. During his last, longest, and most rigorous exile, 

from 1913 to 1916, he lived for stretches of time in complete isolation, 

and in a moment of uncharacteristic frankness he later told one of the 

Alliluev girls that he had taken as mistress a peasant woman who bore 

him a son. Both mother and son, if they really existed-and the 

evidence is far from conclusive-seem to have been brusquely aban

doned when Stalin returned to European Russia at the end of 19 I 6; 

except for Stalin's indiscreet revelation, they were never heard of 

agam. 

Thus it was to none of his closest rdations-parents, wife, mistress, 

or sons-that Stalin could look for family affection. All the more 

important in his private life, then, were the Alliluevs. The close family 
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ties between Stalin and the Alliluevs were cemented by marriage: two 

years after the revolution one of the Alliluev girls, Nadya, became 

Stalin's wife. (Thirteen years later, in despair over what he had be

come and his harsh policy toward the peasants, she committed sui

cide.) 

Sergei Alliluev, the father, was employed in the Tiflis railway shop 

as a skilled mechanic when he first observed young Dzhugashvili, a 

fledgling revolutionary, in 1900; within a few years Alliluev made the 

young man's personal acquaintance and a friendly relationship grew 

up between the older Russian worker, who had been deported to the 

Transcaucasus because of his political radicalism, and the young Geor

gian who was just embarking on a revolutionary career. 

Sergei's wife, Ol'ga Yevgen'evna, took little part in the men's politi

cal activities but devoted her energies to maintaining the home and 

raising her children. A woman of warmth and sympathetic tempera

ment, she found room in her maternal affections for the rough but 

susceptible young Georgian whom her husband had befriended. It 

was to Ol'ga Yevgen'evna that Stalin wrote the only personal letter of 

his which has survived from the prerevolutionary years, a note in 

which Stalin thanks Mrs. Allilueva for her "kind and good senti

ments" toward him as well as for a parcel she had sent him. Evidently 

something of the Alliluev family warmth transmitted itself to the 

normally unresponsive Stalin, for in the same letter he urged Ol'ga 

Yevgen'evna not to spend money on him which the Alliluevs needed 

themselves. 2 

It is to the reminiscences of Sergei Alliluev and his daughter Anna 

that we are indebted for a number of glimpses, fleeting but revealing, 

into the personal and emotional life of Stalin in 1917. With the 

Alliluevs Stalin felt at home; in the warmth of their family circle he 

could relax and show a side of his nature-fun-loving, even playful-of 

which the world would otherwise have no inkling. 

A Sour Welcome 

Having touched base with the Alliluevs and arranged for a temporary 

lodging elsewhere (the Alliluevs were in the process of moving to a 

larger apartment, and Stalin asked them to include a room for him), 

Stalin, together with his Krasnoyarsk colleagues, made his way to 

Bolshevik headquarters. It was symptomatic of the topsy-turvy world 

of revolution that party headquarters were now established, not, as 

would have been customary under tsarism, in some obscure, out-of

the-way worker's rooms, carefully hidden from the snooping of the 
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Okhrana, but in the center of the most fashionable district of the 

capital, in a mansion that had been commandeered from its previous 

owner, Matilda Kshesinskaya, whose talents as a prima ballerina in 

the Imperial Ballet had done less to earn her this valuable property 

than her brief but well-publicized liaison with the heir to the throne, 

the future Tsar Nicholas II. 

Party headquarters in early March 1917, pending Lenin's return, 

meant the Russian Bureau of the Central Committee, comprising at 

first the three young men whom we have already met-Shlyapnikov, 

Zalutsky, and Molotov. One of the three, Molotov, was already ac

quainted with Stalin, having worked with him on Pravda in the period 

1912-13. 

During the first days of March, as party life quickly revived in an 

atmosphere of unbounded political freedom, additional party figures 

were added to the bureau, so that by the time of Stalin's return it 

numbered more than a dozen members. It was this body that met on 

the afternoon of March 12 to consider how best to employ the services 

of the recruits who had just come back from Siberia. 

With regard to Muranov, the members of the bureau had no hesi

tation: by unanimous vote he was invited to join with full privileges. 

The vote showed that the bureau was not insisting that its members 

follow a strict party line, for it was generally known that Muranov, as 

a deputy to the State Duma, had been less than firm in his support of 

Lenin's antiwar stance. But Muranov's record in exile was unblem

ished, and it was no doubt this fact that earned him the bureau's 

cordial welcome. 

Stalin's candidacy proved more difficult. In the words of the proto-

col of the bureau's session, first published in 1962, 

It was reported that he [Stalin] had been an agent of the Central Commit

tee in 1912 and therefore it would be advisable to have him as a member. 

... However, in view of certain personal chara cteristics, the Bureau de

cided to give him only a consultative vote. 1 

Thus at the very outset of the revolution a group of Stalin's party 

comrades voted to deny him the prerogatives to which his party rank 

entitled him because of certain unspecified "personal characteristics." 

In so doing they struck a note that was to resound ominously 

throughout Stalin's entire career, reaching its definitive formulation 

in the words of Lenin's Testament, "Stalin is too rude." 

Regrettably, the protocols of the March 12 session are silent as to 

the specific nature of Stalin's "personal characteristics"; either the 

members prudently avoided spelling them out in the discussion of his 
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candidacy, or the secretary who wrote up the protocols, a young 

woman named Yelena Stasova, considered it wise not to record them. 

The result is that we are left to speculate on the exact nature of the 

charge, with the further result that a number of differing guesses have 

been offered by recent biographers of Stalin. For Adam Ulam, the 

reference is "undoubtedly" to Stalin's work on the editorial board of 

Pravda in 1912-13, and the source of the negative report would thus 

logically be Molotov. If true, this would be, as Ulam says, "piquant," 

in view of the fact that Molotov was later one of Stalin's most faithful 

supporters. Elsewhere Ulam recognizes that "unflattering rumors 

about Stalin's behavior in exile must have reached some Petrograd 

comrades," but he fails to connect this insight with the March 12 vote 

of the Russian Bureau. 4 

Robert C. Tucker, on the other hand, believes that "undoubtedly 

... the allusion was to his [Stalin's) arrogance, aloofness, and uncom

radely behavior during the Turukhansk exile." 5 Despite the confi

dence with which these explanations are advanced, complete cer

tainty in the matter is unobtainable by the very nature of the laconic 

wording of the protocol, but the weight of available evidence points to 

Tucker's hypothesis as the more probable one. It is supported by the 

unpublished memoirs of an Old Bolshevik, Boris I. Ivanov, in which 

Stalin is described as being" 'as proud as ever, as locked up in himself, 

in his own thoughts and plans' " and as keeping" 'aloof from all other 

political exiles' " as Ivanov saw him toward the end of 1916.6 With 

new arrivals from Siberia pouring into the capital daily, gossipy re

ports on the exiles' behavior were bound to become common knowl

edge, and Stalin's record in exile provided ample grounds for the kind 

of hostile criticism which lay behind the March 12 verdict. 

Ivanov's description of Stalin shows a keen insight into the latter's 

psychology. "Proud," "locked up in himself and his own plans"-these 

words go far beyond the surface observation of Stalin's "uncom

radely" behavior and indicate on lvanov's part a recognition in Stalin 

of an inner motivation different from that of the other Siberian exiles. 

lvanov's testimony enables us to postulate that as early as December 

1916 Stalin was thinking of himself as not merely one of the leading 

group of the Bolshevik party but potentially as something greater, 

possibly not yet clearly formulated in his own mind. Thus the "un

comradely" behavior that lay behind the Russian Bureau's unfavor

able vote on March 12 concealed something much more startling: 

nothing less than Stalin's image of himself as party leader, a concept 

significantly different from that of collective leadership held by virtu

ally all other Bolsheviks. 
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Stalin and Kamenev 

Like Stalin, Kamenev was dealt a stinging rebuff by the Russian Bu

reau at its meeting on March 12. According to the protocol, the 

bureau 

decided to add him [Kamenev] to the staff of Pravda if he offers his services . 

. . . His articles are to be accepted for Pravda, but he is not to get a by-line. 7 

Nothing was said about membership in the bureau. In Kamenev's 

case, however, the motive behind the bureau's adverse vote was made 

clear. Its reasons, as set forth in the protocol, centered around a trial 

in a tsarist court in February 1915 at which Kamenev had appeared as 

one of the defendants, along with the five Bolshevik deputies to the 

State Duma. The charge was that of treason, based on Lenin's policy 

of "turning the imperialist war into a civil war." As editor of Pravda 

and as adviser to the Bolshevik fraction in the Duma, Kamenev was 

held accountable for the policies that Lenin, in emigration, was enun

ciating. Partly because he sincerely disagreed with Lenin on the nature 

of the war-Kamenev saw Russia as fighting a defensive war against 

Germany and her allies-and partly from considerations of 

prudence-he was a man who deplored violence and who tried to 

avoid unnecessary controversy-Kamenev at the trial dissociated him

self from Lenin's position. 

Despite this apostasy, which amounted to a violation of the Bolshe

vik principle of democratic centralism under which party members 

were bound to support policies adopted by the leadership even when 

they disagreed with them, Kamenev was found guilty, but the punish

ment imposed was a comparatively mild one: exile to the Yenisei 

district of Siberia, a far less rigorous area than the one to which Stalin 

had been banished. There, at the settlement of Monastyrskoe in the 

summer of 1915, Kamenev was forced to face a second "trial," this 

time before a group of his revolutionary comrades. As it happened, 

Stalin was present, having been allowed to make the trip downriver 

from Kureika for the purpose. 

During the period of Stalin's dictatorship the record of his partici

pation in the 1915 trial was falsified to make it appear that "he stigma

tized the cowardly and treacherous behavior of Kamenev at the trial 

of the five Bolshevik members of the Fourth Duma." 8 There was, in 

fact, a group among the exiles which took this line, but it was led not 

by Stalin, who maintained a noncommittal silence, but by Yakov 

Sverdlov and Suren Spandaryan, two Central Committee members 

in exile. Years later Spandaryan's widow, Vera Shveitser, in Trotsky's 
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stinging words, "was forced to ascribe to Stalin what had actually 

been done by her husband," that is, to portray Stalin as the leader in 

condemning Kamenev's disavowal of Lenin's policy on the war.9 

Thanks in part to Stalin's refusal to join Sverdlov and Spandaryan, 

the Monastyrskoe trial ended with a resolution approving the behav

ior of the Duma Bolshevik fraction at the earlier trial. The verdict 

constituted a vindication for Kamenev, and Stalin, by his refusal to 

support the party militants, had made a significant contribution to 

this outcome. 

In part, no doubt, Stalin's reluctance to become embroiled in the 

controversy reflected his lack of interest in the time-honored Russian 

practice of heatedly debating politically urgent but abstract questions. 

As Isaac Deutscher puts it, 

Thrashing out principles for their own sake, without the faintest chance 

for their immediate application, was not his [Stalin's] pet occupation. 10 

In its effect on his relations with Kamenev, however, Stalin's re

straint at the 1915 trial had a more positive aspect: it helped shield 

Kamenev from a reproof that the militants were intent on inflicting 

on him, and that could have had serious consequences for his future 

standing in the party. The March 12 censure of Kamenev by the 

Russian Bureau, at a time when Sverdlov was still thousands of miles 

from Petrograd and Spandaryan's body was rotting in a Siberian 

grave, showed the depth of feeling among party members on the war 

issue. Stalin's restraint in 1915 had certainly earned him some credit 

in Kamenev's eyes as a possible ally, if not a friend. Years later, when 

Kamenev had been exposed as an "enemy of the people," Stalin's 

official biographers were at pains to dissociate him completely from 

any indication of approval of Kamenev's position on the war in 1915; 

hence the need to dragoon Vera Shveitser into substituting Stalin's 

name for that of her husband, Spandaryan, in her memoirs. 

Behind the cordial relationship between Stalin and Kamenev es

tablished by the 1915 episode lay a long record of contacts which 

stretched back as far as 1904, when Kamenev first met the youthful 

Dzhugashvili on a trip to Tiflis where he was carrying out an assign

ment by Lenin to organize a conference of Caucasian Bolsheviks. 

Dzhugashvili, though three years older than Kamenev, was by com

parison a raw, provincial party worker, too obscure and powerless to 

play any part in Kamenev's activities, too insignificant and unknown 

to attend the conference when it met in November 1904. 

After that first, inconclusive contact the two men lost touch with 

each other for more than ten years. Though they both served on the 

editorial board of Pravda, they missed each other there, since it was 
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only after Stalin's arrest in February 1913 that Kamenev was directed 

by Lenin to take over the editorship of the party journal. By 1915 

both men had climbed high in the party hierarchy, Stalin as a member 

of the Central Committee, Kamenev as its most prominent journalist. 

Stalin's prudent restraint vis-a-vis Kamenev at the Monastyrskoe 

trial in July 1915 can therefore be seen not simply as the result of a 

lack of interest in debating abstract principles but as the prudent 

avoidance of censuring a party functionary whose record and stand

ing in the parry made him a figure to be reckoned with, someone 

whose friendship it would be worth Stalin's time to cultivate. 

In terms of self-assurance and a well-defined position in the party, 

Kamenev was far superior to Stalin. The 1915 episode represents a 

turning point in their relationship, when Stalin for the first time 

ranked in a position of approximately equal authority with Kamenev, 

the first time when he was in a position to extend a helping hand to 

the younger man . 

We catch a revealing glimpse of the two men on the eve of the 

revolution through the eyes of Anatoly Baikalov, a member of the 

Yenisei Union of Cooperatives who happened to be in Achinsk in 

February 1917 and who later wrote several accounts of what he re

membered of that occasion. Despite the lapse of many years between 

the actual observations and the publication of Baikalov's recollections 

in 1940 and 1950, his account carries conviction in its portrayal of a 

taciturn, pipe-smoking Stalin yielding to the more articulate Kamen ev 

in conversation and nodding his agreement with Kamenev's forecast 

that the war would end with a German victory, to be followed by a 

bourgeois-democratic revolution in Russia. 11 

Muranov Lends a Hand 

Stalin was not forced to submit to the indignity of conditional mem

bership in the Russian Bureau for long. On the very next day, March 

13, the bureau reversed itself and accepted him as a full member, at 

the same time naming him a member of the editorial board of Pravda. 

At the same session Molotov, pleading inexperience, asked to be 

relieved from his duties on the editorial board. 

If the people with whom Stalin came into contact in 1917 are 

grouped into categories in accordance with the degree to which they 

were attracted to or repelled by him, Molotov must be ranked in the 

category of clients and disciples. He was to be one of the first who 

accepted at face value Stalin's own vision of his future greatness and 

who helped contribute to the realization of that vision by selfless 

devotion to Stalin. Conclusive evidence is lacking as to just when 
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Molotov saw the light and recognized in Stalin someone greater than 

himself, service to whom would be his life work. The March 13 session 

of the Russian Bureau was evidently not yet that moment, but it 

represented the first recognition by Molotov that contesting Stalin's 

ambition was not the path he wanted to follow. 

Stalin, we can be sure, was present at the March 13 session and 

must have made a strong case for himself. The decisive effort on his 

behalf, however, is likely to have been made by Muranov, who, it will 

be recalled, had been accorded voting privileges on the preceding day. 

The events of the next few days show that the three exiles who 

returned from Siberia on March 12 worked closely together for the 

promotion of their common interests, with Muranov providing the 

initial push. 

The results of this campaign were announced by Pravda on March 

15. To facilitate the conduct of current business in the rapidly expand

ing Russian Bureau a new five-person presidium was established, in 

which two of the newcomers, Stalin and Muranov, confronted an 

equal number of "old" members, Shlyapnikov and Zalutsky. To pro

vide balance and help avoid a tie vote a fifth member was added, the 

faithful party stalwart Yelena D. Stasova, who also brought needed 

secretarial skills to the position. (It is to her well-kept protocols, amaz

ingly preserved during the years of the Stalinist tyranny, that we are 

indebted for our knowledge of the work of the Russian Bureau at this 

period.) 

Also announced by Pravda on the fifteenth was a radical shakeup 

in the newspaper's editorial board. Muranov, claiming rank as one of 

the Bolshevik deputies in the State Duma, assumed overall responsi

bility for Pravda's editorial policies, on the ill-founded but convenient 

pretext that the newspaper was the organ of the Bolshevik fraction in 

the Duma. (In fact and in theory, Pravda was the organ of the party 

Central Committee or its authorized representative, the Russian Bu

reau, but during the tsarist period, to ease its troubled relations with 

the censors, it had made use of the legal subterfuge that it was simply 

the organ of the Bolshevik fraction in the Duma.) 

Serving with Muranov were his Krasnoyarsk comrades, Stalin and 

Kamenev. Kamenev had, in fact, already jumped the gun by publish

ing a signed article in Pravda on the thirteenth, thereby violating the 

Russian Bureau's order denying him a by-line. 

Finally, on March 15 Pravda reported the designation of Muranov, 

Kamenev, and Stalin as Bolshevik representatives to the Executive 

Committee of the Petrograd Soviet. Thus in the short space of three 

days Stalin overcame his lame start and earned a triple promotion: to 

full membership in the Russian Bureau, to the editorial board of 
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Pravda, and to the Executive Committee of the Petrograd Soviet. His 

mandate as a member of the party Central Committee, dating back to 

1912, was still valid, giving him a position of potential strength which 

enabled him to outface any rivals. (Shlyapnikov, too, was a member 

of the Central Committee, but he lacked Stalin's talent for self

assertion.) It was an impressive start, made all the more dramatic 

against the background of the unflattering reception accorded him by 

the Russian Bureau on March 12. 

Gratitude for services rendered is a motive that Stalin's biographer 

is seldom called on to attribute to him. Yet a long view of the relation

ship between Stalin and Muranov provides grounds for suspecting the 

existence of this, for Stalin, rare emotion. The strongest evidence is 

the fact that Muranov was one of the handful of Old Bolsheviks who 

had served alongside Stalin in 1917 who survived the Great Purge 

(1936-38), and who died as an honored state pensioner in 1959. 

Muranov's discreet silence over the years is, without doubt, an essen

tial part of the explanation for his unusual good fortune; unlike Shly

apnikov and others, Muranov never incurred Stalin's wrath by pub

lishing the memoirs of 1917 which his experiences richly qualified him 

to write. 

Muranov, however, had other, more positive services to Stalin to 

his credit. For example, in 1931 he served as a member of the judicial 

board in one of the early show trials mounted by the secret police, the 

trial of the so-called Menshevik Center. There were many Old Bolshe

viks, of course, who could point to a record of service to Stalin no less 

meritorious but who nevertheless fell victim to the Great Purge . The 

speculation therefore arises that Stalin must have recognized some 

special bond linking him with Muranov, must have felt some lingering 

warmth, which earned Muranov one of the rare winners' tickets in 

the macabre lottery known as the Great Purge. 

This consideration serves to strengthen the suggestion that it was 

Muranov, more than anyone else, who gave Stalin his first boost up 

the ladder of political advancement in 1917. It might be argued that 

Kamenev, too, had helped Stalin over the first obstacles in his path in 

1917, yet earned no such gratitude later. We shall, in fact, find Stalin 

defending Kamenev against Lenin's wrath in the days just before the 

Bolshevik seizure of power in October, and to that extent, a feeling of 

obligation or gratitude might be postulated in Stalin. As to the differ

ence between Muranov's and Kamenev's fate in the Great Purge, it is 

enough to point to the fact that Kamenev, after Lenin's death, proved 

to be one of the staunchest and most effective critics of Stalin's claim 

to supreme power. Furthermore, unlike Muranov, who never aspired 
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to a position in the top leadership, Kamenev was a close confidant 

and ally of Lenin and possible successor to his power. For all these 

reasons Stalin could feel no lasting sense of indebtedness to Kamenev. 

Muranov, by a combination of positive and negative factors-helpful 

actions and equally helpful silences-may ther efo re have given Stalin 

the opportunity to displ ay one of his rarest and least often employed 

traits, gratitude for services rendered. 

Did Stalin Pull Rank? 

The association of the names of Muranov, Kamenev, and Stalin in 

the reorganizations and appointments announced by Pravda on 

March 15 strongly suggests the existence of a working agreement 

amongst the three. Within this troika-the first in Stalin's revolution

ary career-the predominant role at the outset appears to have been 

played by Muranov, with Kamenev supplying the theoretical basis 

and Stalin playing the role of junior partner. Muranov, it will be 

remembered, was the only one of the three who was accepted into full 

membership by the Russian Bureau at its March 12 meeting, the only 

one against whom no objections were raised. 

Once granted full membership in the bureau, Muranov was in a 

position to affect its future course of action, and he presumably used 

this power to help bring in Stalin as a full member and ally on the 

thirteenth. Together the two collaborators were then able to solidify 

their position by taking over Pravda, in company with Kamenev, 

moving into the newly formed Presidium of the Russian Bureau, and, 

for good measure, establishing a beachhead in the Petrograd Soviet. 

Altogether the three-day operation represented a triumph of organiza

tional skill in manipulating party politics. 

Several biographers of Stalin, impressed by the seeming ease with 

which he established a strong position in the Bolshevik organization 

in Petrograd, have assumed that he was the real instigator of the 

organizational changes announced by Pravda on March 15. The lead 

in establishing this view was taken by Trotsky, writing at a time when 

the evidence was less extensive than it now is. For Trotsky, there could 

be no doubt that the central role in the takeover of Pravda was played 

by Stalin: 
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the exile from Kureika [Stalin] had the knack of keeping his hold on the 

Party machine; he still regarded his old mandate as valid . Aided by Ka

menev and Muranov, he first of all removed from leadership the "Leftist" 

Central Committee Bureau and the Pravda editorial board . He went about 

it rather rudely, the more so since he had no fear of resistance and was in a 

hurry to show that he was boss. 12 

Trotsky was followed in this interpretation by Deutscher, who writes: 

On the grounds of his formal seniority as a member of the Central Com

mittee of 1912, he [Stalin] "deposed" the Petersburg trio [Shlyapnikov, 

Zalutsky, and Molotov] and, together with Kamenev, took over the editor

ship of Pravda. 13 

Ulam puts essentially the same view more colorfully: 

Stalin had won his first open political contest. He could not have had too 

much assistance from the mild and indecisive Kamenev. [Ulam does not 

even mention Muranov.] But he had his self-assurance and his domineer

ing manner, distasteful to his comrades and yet impressive at a bewildering 

time. He was far from being the polished intriguer that he would become 

in a few years, but he towered over his opponents .... Stalin was indisput

ably the senior Bolshevik on the spot. 14 

Edward E. Smith also sees Stalin as the ringleader in the changes 

effected between March 12 and 15: 

He [Stalin] hurried off to the offices of Pravda where, using his credentials 

as a Central Committee member co-opted in I 9 I 2 by Lenin himself, he 

began to clean house .... He brought into the Pravda offices a new staff, 

which was, of course, subservient to his direction. 15 

The same point of view is espoused by Boris Souvarine: 

[Stalin] brusquely evict[ed) the management of the paper [Pravda], without 

taking any notice of the organization or of the cadres, solely on the 

strength of his membership in the Central Committee by simple co

optation. 16 

Robert V. Daniels agrees: 

At this juncture the leaders from Siberia arrived. Kamenev and Stalin, 

ranking as Central Committee members [Kamenev was not, in fact, a 

member of the CC], quite naturally took over the party organization and 

the editorial control of Pravda. 17 

W. H. Chamberlin echoes the general line but confines himself to the 

change in editorship of Pravda: 
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Stalin, Kamenev and Muranov returned to Petrograd on March 25 [New 

Style] and, resting on their superior status in the Party organization, 

carried out a sort of coup d'etat in the editorial office of Pravda. 1~ 

Robert C . Tucker adopts a more cautious tone but takes basically the 

same position: 

After his [Stalin's] chilly initial reception, he successfully asserted his au

thority. 1q 

In a balanced account, E. H. Carr writes: 

Kamenev was an experienced writer and had been appointed editor of the 

central party organ-at that time the Rabochaya gazeta [a cover name of 

Pravda]. by the Prague conference of 1912; Stalin, having been a member 

of the central committee of the party since I 912, replaced Shlyapnikov as 

senior party organizer in Petrograd; Muranov was one of the Bolshevik 

deputies of the fourth Duma . ... They at once took over the reins of 

authority from Shlyapnikov and his young colleagucs. 2'1 

But even Carr sees Stalin's membership in the Central Committee 

as the decisive lever. Following Trotsky's lead, all these writers in 

varying degrees draw a picture that reflects their knowledge of Stalin's 

later career. If we confine ourselves to the evidence for March 1917, 

however, a picture less flattering to Stalin emerges. The first point to 

be noted is that Bolshevik principles did not provide any basis for the 

assertion of seniority by a member of the Central Committee, cer

tainly not the overriding of a valid vote taken by a duly constituted 

party organization such as the Russian Bureau. Even if Bolshevik 

policy had sanctioned such an action, however, the situation in Petro

grad ruled it out, for one of the local Petrograd Bolsheviks whom 

Muranov, Kamenev, and Stalin pushed aside, Shlyapnikov, was no 

less a member of the Central Committee than Stalin, and had been in 

much more recent touch with the party leader than Stalin in his 

remote Siberian exile. To suppose, with Trotsky and others, that 

Stalin in March 19 I 7 could have used "his old Party mandate" to 

"show them who was boss" is to misread the events of I 917 in the 

light of party practice at a much later time when Stalin had in fact 

made himself "boss." It is also to misjudge Stalin's still precarious and 

uncertain position in March 1917, and, in consequence, to underesti

mate the difficulties he faced before he emerged into a position of 

recognized authority. He had shown he knew how to use power, in 

alliance with his Siberian comrades, but he was still far from "tower

ing over his opponents." Now he would have to consolidate the posi

tion he had won by showing he could produce ideas capable of gener-
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ating an enthusiastic following in the party and among the workers. 

The pages of Pravda during the next few weeks throw a searching light 

on the question of how well he rose to that challenge. As that evi

dence shows, Stalin's appetite for power had far outstripped his capac

ity to generate ideas and policies keyed to the demands of the revolu

tionary situation. 

Stalin as a Member of the Editorial Board of Pravda 

Between March 14, when Stalin's first signed article appeared in 

Pravda, and March 28, the date of his last contribution before Lenin's 

return, Stalin published six short articles and one editorial in Pravda, 

all but one of which he signed "K. [for Koba, his old revolutionary 

pseudonym) Stalin." Chronologically the articles fall into two distinct 

groups: four were published almost daily between the fourteenth and 

eighteenth, skipping only issue number nine on March 15 (the date of 

Pravda's announcement of the triple promotion affecting Stalin), then 

a week's hiatus, followed by a group of three on March 25, 26, and 28. 

(If Stalin took a day of rest on Sunday the twenty-sixth, that would 

account for his absence from the columns of the newspaper on the 

twenty-seventh.) 

In terms of content, too, there is a distinct break between the two 

groups of articles. The first four deal with some of the basic issues 

confronting the party-the Soviets of Workers' Deputies, the war, the 

Provisional Government-while the second group is concerned pri

marily with the national question and its implications for the future 

state form of Russia, an important topic, to be sure, but one periph

eral to the party's central concerns at the time. 

In searching for an explanation of this pattern, one notes that the 

week-long silence on Stalin's part coincides with an event of cardinal 

importance for the party, for the editorial board of Pravda, and for 

Stalin personally. This was the receipt by the board of the first of a 

series of letters from Lenin in Zurich analyzing the progress and pros

pects of the revolution on the basis of the scanty reports available to 

him in the Western press. It was on March 19 that Aleksandra Kollon

tai brought the first two of these "Letters from Afar" into the Pravda 

editorial office where Kamenev and Stalin were ensconced. Two days 

later Pravda published Lenin's first letter, but not in full: nearly one

fifth of the text had been cut by the editors to bring it more nearly 

into line with the policies they considered it proper for Pravda to 

pursue and to obscure the fact that Lenin's position differed radically 

from their own. The remaining three "Letters from Afar" seem to have 
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drifted into the Pravda office at irregular intervals. (Lenin wrote the 

first four in a burst of activity from March 7 to 12, then, preoccupied 

by the concerns attendant on his return to Russia, let two weeks 

elapse before starting the fifth, on March 26, just before the final 

arrangements for the sealed train were completed.) The editorial 

board of Pravda (read: Kamenev and Stalin) dealt even more cavalierly 

with Lenin's second letter than they had with the first: they simply 

consigned it to the archives, where it remained unpublished until after 

Lenin's death. It appears that the remaining three letters failed to 

reach Petrograd. By the time Lenin arrived in person, on April 3, they 

had been overtaken by events. 

According to the Soviet historian I. I. Mints, the first two "Letters 

from Afar" were delivered to the Pravda office by A. M. Kollontai on 

March 19. At the time of the first publication of letters 2-5 in 1924, 

Kamenev asserted that letters 2-4 (and presumably the later, unfin

ished letter number 5) were not received at the Pravda office in 1917. 

According to Mints, it has been established that letters 3-5 were sent 

by Lenin to Ya. S. Ganetski (Hanecki) in Stockholm on March 12. 

Mints does not, however, assert that these letters reached the editors 

of Pravda at the time. 21 

The seven-day break in Stalin's writing for Pravda, taken in con

junction with his turn away from topics of major importance, pro

vides ground for the surmise that it was his reading of Lenin's first 

"Letter from Afar" that drove him into temporary silence, and then 

into an avoidance of high-risk subjects . Thus for Stalin the encounter 

with Lenin's ideas and personality, which was to be decisive for his 

behavior in the revolution, began not on April 3, when Lenin made 

his physical entrance into Petrograd, but on March 19 when his 

uncompromising, insistent, and deeply disquieting (for Stalin) voice 

reached the Pravda office in the form of the first two "Letters from 

Afar." Still strongly under the influence of Kamenev and his friends in 

the Executive Committee of the Soviet, Stalin seems to have had 

difficulty at first in grasping the outlines of Lenin's radical vision of 

the future course of the revolution and Bolshevik prospects in it. For 

Stalin, the period of rethinking which began on March 19 eventually 

led him to accept Lenin's vision. It would take him almost exactly a 

month to complete the process of mental conversion, a month during 

which we can observe Stalin cautiously feeling his way, clinging to the 

familiar Kamenev-Menshevik policies, then gradually realizing the 

greater opportunities opened to him personally, as well as to the party, 

by Lenin's radical vision. 
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Stalin on the Soviets 

Stalin's first contribution to Pravda, an article entitled "The Soviets of 

Workers' and Soldiers' Deputies," appeared in the March 14 issue and 

was therefore probably written on the thirteenth, the day after his 

return. 22 Considering the short time that this gave him to orient 

himself, the article can be judged a creditable effort, lacking neither in 

originality nor in a bold if confused vision of the future prospects of 

the revolution. In the article Stalin showed that he had already 

grasped the fact that Petrograd, where the revolution broke out, had 

forged far ahead of the rest of Russia: 

Now, as always, Petrograd is in the forefront. Behind it, stumbling at 

times, trail the immense provinces. 

Stalin also recognized that the victory of the revolution had not yet 

been fully consolidated and that it faced the danger of counterrevolu

tion: 

The forces of the old power are crumbling, but they are not yet destroyed. 

They are only lying low, waiting for a favorable moment to raise their 

head and fling themselves on free Russia. 

Destruction of the old forces, an alliance between the revolutionary 

capital and the awakening provinces, and the "further advance" of 

the revolution were defined by Stalin as "the next immediate task of 

the proletariat in the capital." Using his favorite device of posing 

rhetorical questions, Stalin asked, "But how is this to be done? What 

is needed to achieve this?" His answer was to strengthen the tempo

rary "alliance between the workers and the peasants clad in soldiers' 

uniform." 

For it is clear to all [another of Stalin's favorite rhetorical devices) that the 

guarantee of the final victory of the Russian revolution lies in consolidat

ing the alliance between the revolutionary workers and the revolutionary 

soldiers. 

Fortunately for the revolution, the "organs of this alliance," Stalin 

asserted, were already present in the form of the Soviets of Workers' 

and Soldiers' Deputies. Now it was necessary to "weld" the soviets 

more closely together and "organize" them. "Revolutionary Social

Democrats," Stalin urged, 

must work to consolidate these Soviets, form them everywhere, and link 

them together under a Central Soviet of Workers' and Soldiers' Deputies 

as the organ of revolutionary power of the people. 
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Workers, close your ranks and rally around the Russian Social

Democratic Labor Party! 

Peasants, organize in peasant unions and rally around the revolution

ary proletariat, the leader of the Russian revolution! 

Soldiers, organize in unions of your own and gather around the Rus

sian people, the only true ally of the Russian revolutionary army! 

To close his article on a ringing note, Stalin resorted to a stripped

down version of the minimum demands of the socialist parties, which 

he called "the fundamental demands of the Russian people": 

land for the peasants, protection of labor for the workers, and a demo

cratic republic for all the citizens of Russia! 

As a first effort, the article has some merits. It recognized that the 

revolution was not completed, that it faced the danger of counterrevo

lution, and that the soviets had already emerged as essential organs 

for its continuation and completion. One can also give Stalin a good 

mark for his adherence to the Bolshevik line in defining the proletar

iat as the leading force in the revolution. But the weaknesses and 

omissions of the article far outweigh its modest strengths; as Carr says, 

it "was less remarkable for what was said than for what was omit

ted."23 Among its principal omissions Carr lists the Provisional Gov

ernment and the war, but it can be urged in Stalin's defense that the 

article's subject was, after all, the soviets; that it was brief; and that 

Stalin would shortly turn his attention to exactly those subjects whose 

omission Carr criticizes. 

Much more astonishing than the omissions to which Carr calls 

attention, however, are other omissions and blunders in the article. 

First and most surprisingly, Stalin seemed to have forgotten that a 

single Russian Social-Democratic party no longer existed; that the 

party had split as far back as 1903; and that he, Stalin, had committed 

himself to the Bolshevik fraction, since 1912 a self-proclaimed inde

pendent organization. The article repeatedly refers to a Social

Democratic party around which the workers are urged to rally. The 

author seems ignorant not only of the Bolshevik party's separate 

existence but of its claim to speak on behalf of the poor and landless 

peasants. The article calls on an undifferentiated peasantry to "rally 

around the revolutionary proletariat," just as though the Bolsheviks 

had made no effort to speak directly to and on behalf of the poor 

peasants. As to the soldiers, their rallying point, in the author's view, 

should be "the Russian people" (narod), an appeal not only strikingly 

un-Marxist in its failure to distinguish between various socioeconomic 

categories but also a grotesque distortion of the ethnic complexities of 
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the Russian Empire, a blunder especially surprising in a writer whose 

chief claim to attention in the party's literary activities up to that 

point had been his essay on "Marxism and the National Question." 

Given the fact that the subject of the article is the Soviet of Work

ers' and Soldiers' Deputies, it is astonishing that the author nowhere 

mentions the existing Petrograd Soviet nor makes any attempt to 

define the relationship he envisages between that already flourishing 

body and the hypothetical "Central Soviet of Workers' and Soldiers' 

Deputies," which he evokes as "the organ of revolutionary power of 

the people." 

Finally, the article defines the goal of all this revolutionary activity 

in singularly mild and nonsocialist terms: "protection of labor" is all 

the workers can look forward to (protection against whom? The impli

cation is that the capitalist system will still be flourishing when the 

"fundamental demands of the Russian people" have been met). The 

Constituent Assembly is another of the article's striking omissions; 

somehow, in a manner the author never explains, a "democratic re

public" will be established "for all the citizens of Russia." Although 

the terms are vague, the implication is clear: as Deutscher points out, 

these words show that in Stalin's mind 

the revolution was still to be anti-feudal, but not anti-capitalist; it was to 

be "bourgeois demo cratic," not socialist. 24 

Along with its modest strengths and startling weaknesses, Stalin's 

first published article in 1917 is noteworthy for its brief but suggestive 

anticipation of a much later war, wh en Stalin would appear not as an 

inexperienced and confused journalist but as the mighty and unchal

lenged leader of a Russia fighting for its survival. In the appeal to the 

soldiers to "gather around the Russian people, th e only true ally of the 

Russian revolutionary army," one catches an uncanny prefiguration of 

Stalin's victory toast "to the Russian people" in May 1945 as the basic 

source of support for the army and the true guarantor of Russia's 

survival in World War II. 

Stalin was a slow learner, and this first article shows how much he 

still had to learn in mid-March 1917, but he had a tenacious memory, 

and the echoes of his 1917 experience can be detected in his writings 

and speeches of World War II. 

Stalin Tackles the Question of the War 

For his second signed contribution to Pravda, an article entitled "The 

War," Stalin turned to a subject that had already proved highly divi

sive within the socialist movement and that was to constitute one of 
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the chief points of conflict between the Petrograd Soviet and the 

Provisional Government. The Soviet had just heard a report from 

General Lavr Kornilov, commander of troops of the Petrograd Mili

tary District, to the effect that the Germans were planning an offen

sive against Russia. In response, two prominent bourgeois political 

figures, Alexander Rodzyanko and Mikhail Guchkov, had appealed 

to the army and the people to fight the war to the end. 

It was this appeal that formed the subject of Stalin's article. 25 His 

principal argument was that revolutionary Russia in 1917, unlike rev

olutionary Fran ce in 1792, was not endangered by a coalition of 

enemy powers. "The present war is an imperialist war," Stalin main

tained, whose principal aim is "the seizure (annexation) of foreign, 

chiefly agrarian territories by capitalistically developed states." Given 

that definition of the character and war aims of the belligerent 

powers, Stalin argued, 

The present war is not, and cannot lead necessarily to interference in the 

internal affairs of the territories annexed, in the sense of restoring their old 

regimes. 

Thus, 

the present situation of Russia provides no warrant for sounding the alarm 

and proclaiming: "Liberty is in danger! Long live the war!" 

The real aims of the "Russian imperialists," Stalin asserted, are "the 

Straits and Persia." He cited with approval the "anti-war resolutions 

of the Zimmerwald and Kienthal Socialist Congresses of 1915-1916," 

neglecting, however, to mention that both these left-wing socialist 

gatherings had failed to endorse Lenin's uncompromising rejection of 

any justification for support of the war whatsoever, along with his 

demand for "turning the imperialist war into a civil war." Support of 

the Zimmerwald and Kienthal congresses' position was the furthest 

Stalin was prepared to go, a fact that conclusively demolishes any 

claim that he had supported Lenin' s stand on the war while in Sibe

rian exile. 

In answer to his customary rhetorical questions, "What should be 

our attitude, as a party, to the present war? What are the practical 

ways and means capable of leading to the speediest termination of the 

war?" Stalin brusquely rejected Lenin's antiwar stand, as well as that 

of the Vyborg Raion Committee, and asserted that it is "unquestion

able" 

that the stark slogan, "Down with the war!" is absolutely unsuit able as a 

pra ct ical means, because ... it does nor and cannot provide anything 
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capable of exerting practical influence on the belligerent forces to compel 

them to stop the war. 

Faced with the challenge from Kornilov, the Petrograd Soviet at its 

March 14 session had adopted an appeal to all the peoples of the 

world urging them to force their governments to end the war. One 

"cannot but welcome this appeal," Stalin wrote, but he felt it alone 

would "not lead directly to the goal," especially since, in his view, it 

was far from certain that the German people could overthrow their 

"semi-absolutist regime." 

Stalin's solution-identical to that of the Menshevik-SR leadership 

in the Soviet, as Trotsky later pointed out 26-was 

to bring pressure on the Provisional Government to make it declare its 

consent to start peace negotiations immediately. The workers, soldiers and 

peasants must arrange meetings and demonstrations and demand that the 

Provisional Government shall come out openly and publicly in an effort to 

induce all the warring powers to start peace negotiations immediately, on 

the basis of the recognition of the right of nations to self-determination. 

When this article was later reprinted, Stalin, faced with the embar

rassing need to justify his divergence from Lenin on the question of 

the war, admitted that in "The War" he had adopted "a profoundly 

mistaken position," 

since it sowed pacifist illusions, contributed to the position of defencism 

and impeded the revolutionary education of the masses.27 

What he failed to mention, however, was that the 1917 article 

showed no awareness of the fact that Lenin had drawn a sharp line 

between his position and that of all other socialist parties and groups. 

Also unmentioned was the fact that the February 27 manifesto issued 

by the Russian Bureau had staked out a position much more sharply 

opposed to the war and much closer to that of Lenin. Again, as in his 

first article, one is struck by the extent to which Stalin, in "The War," 

showed himself ignorant of Bolshevik policy on a key issue, as defined 

by Lenin. 

A short, unsigned article, "Bidding for Ministerial Portfolios," 

which Stalin contributed to Pravda on March 17, amounts to little 

more than an extended footnote to "The War." 28 It takes the form of a 

commentary on several resolutions passed a few days earlier by a 

group calling itself "Yedinstvo" (unity), organized and led by the vet

eran Russian Marxist G. V. Plekhanov. In its resolutions the 

Yedinstvo group called for "participation of the working class democ

racy in the Provisional Government" and continuation of the war by 
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the proletariat, among other reasons, in order "to deliver Europe from 

the menace of Austro-German reaction." 

Again Stalin identified his stand on the war as that of the Social 

Democratic party as defined by the Zimmerwald and Kienthal resolu

tions, against defensism and against participation in the Provisional 

Government. On that basis Stalin rejected the Yedinstvo group's 

appeal for unity among the different groups and parties of socialists. 

But he implicitly accepted the idea of an alliance or merger between 

the Bolsheviks and other socialists on the basis of the Zimmerwald

Kienthal position. 

"The War" and "Bidding for Ministerial Portfolios" provide a valu

able clue to Stalin's associations and the source of his ideas in the first 

week after his return to Petrograd. Both articles reflect the gossip and 

intellectual interchange characteristic of the Executive Committee of 

the Soviet, to which Stalin had been appointed on the fourteenth. 

The articles give no indication, on the other hand, that Stalin had 

been absorbing or sharing a Bolshevik outlook. The whole thrust of 

the Muranov-Kamenev-Stalin party coup had been to elbow aside the 

previously dominant Bolshevik leadership and discredit its line on the 

problems facing the party. Caught up in the bureaucratic talk-shop 

that the Executive Committee was rapidly becoming, Stalin uncon

sciously parroted the ideas characteristic of that milieu. It would be 

pointless to search for the source of Stalin's ideas as of mid-March 

19 I 7 in his earlier writings; the bitter years of exile in Siberia had in 

effect wiped his mind clean of the accumulated intellectual baggage of 

the preceding decade and a half of revolutionary activity and had 

made him susceptible to the nearest intellectual guidepost, provided it 

seemed to point in the direction of power. And to Stalin in March 

1917 the Executive Committee of the Soviet appeared to offer a much 

more direct path to power than the small, faction-ridden, and conten

tious Russian Bureau of the Bolshevik party. With his position on the 

editorial board of Prm:da secure and his foot in the door of the Execu

tive Committee, Stalin obviously felt this was not the moment to 

stress the irreconcilability of the Bolshevik position. 

Member of the Executive Committee 

Stalin's reception by his fellow Bolsheviks in the Russian Bureau had 

been cool in the extreme, and the brusque manner in which, with 

Muranov's and Kamenev's help, he had overcome that setback caused 

a feeling of bitterness among those he had pushed aside which still 

rankled years later. In the Executive Committee of the Soviet, in 
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contrast, Stalin encountered a warm welcome from his fellow Geor

gians, including the Mensheviks Nikolai Chkheidze, president of the 

Soviet, and lraklii Tseretelli, its leading theorist. 29 

It might be supposed that Stalin would have used the opportunity 

of his appointment to the Executive Committee of the Soviet to raise 

a staunchly Bolshevik voice in that forum dominated by the Menshe

viks and the SR's. The reality, however, was quite different. For Stalin 

the Executive Committee proved a welcome haven where he could 

rub elbows with the rising politicians of the new phase of the revolu

tion and absorb their point of view. Trotsky gives a hostile but essen

tially accurate characterization of Stalin's role in the Executive Com

mittee: 

Ther e has not remained in the minutes or in the press a single proposal, 

declaration or protest in which Stalin in any distinguishable manner coun

terposed the Bolshevik point of view to the flunkeyism of the "revolution

ary democracy" toward th e bourgeoisie. 10 

Trotsky then quotes what is arguably the single most famous image of 

Stalin in the revolution: 

Among the Bolsheviks, besides Kamenev, there appeared in the Executive 

Committee of the Soviet in these days Stalin. During his modest activity 

in the Executive Committee [he] gave us th e impression-and not only 

us-of a grey blur which would sometimes emit a dim and inconsequential 

light. Th ere is really nothing more to be said about him. ll 

The "grey blur" passage has been widely quoted, sometimes as a kind 

of blanket characterization of Stalin's participation not merely in the 

Executive Committee but in the revolution in general. Of course, it 

was not meant to be read in this sweeping way and should not be used 

for this purpose. 32 

Stalin on the Prospects of the Revolution 

By the time Stalin's fourth article, "Conditions for the Victory of the 

Russian Revolution," appeared in Pravda, he had had time to form a 

coherent general picture of the future prospects of the revolution, the 

dangers it faced, and the steps that, in his opinion, it must take to 

head off those dangers. 33 It was a picture identical in all important 

aspects to that of the "revolutionary democracy" as represented in the 

Executive Committee of the Soviet. There was nothing specifically 

Bolshevik about it, and much in it with which Lenin was bound to 

disagree violently. 
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Again, as in "The War," Stalin asserted the existence of a split 

between revolutionary Petrograd and the "inertia" of the provinces, a 

split that he believed found its expression in the "dual power," 

that actual division of power between the Provisional Government and 

the Petrograd Soviet of Workers' and Soldiers' Deputies. 

The former he called "an organ of the moderate bourgeoisie," the 

latter "an organ of revolutionary struggle of the workers and soldiers." 

Ignoring the fact that Moscow had already gone over to the side of 

the revolution, Stalin asserted that the split he saw between Petrograd 

and the rest of Russia ("the provinces") represented both a danger to 

the revolution, insofar as it was a source of weakness, and an opportu

nity, since the provinces, following Petrograd's lead, were shaking off 

their inertia and "are being revolutionized." What was needed, Stalin 

declared, was 

an all-Russian organ of revolutionary struggle of the democracy of all 

Russia, one authoritative enough to weld together the democracy of the 

capital and the provinces and to transform itself at the required moment 

from an organ of revolutionary struggle of the people into an organ of 

revolutionary power, which will mobilize all the vital forces of the people 

against counter-revolution. Only an all-Russian Soviet of Workers', Sol

diers' and Peasants' Deputies can be such an organ. 

Here, as in his first article, Stalin advocated an idea that had no 

visible support in the population and formed part of no party's plat

form. Like the alleged problem it was designed to solve, the "all

Russian Soviet" was a figment of Stalin's imagination and simply 

showed the enormous distance that still separated him from both 

political realism and Bolshevik orthodoxy. Yet one must not be too 

harsh in judging this work. Stalin's all-Russian soviet never got off the 

ground, but it bears a recognizable kinship to the All-Russian Con

gress of Soviets in whose name the Bolsheviks did in fact take power 

eight months later. Stalin rightly saw that soviets of workers' deputies 

were being formed in what he called the provinces, together with 

peasants' and soldiers' "unions," but he had not yet grasped the possi

bility of a nationwide network of soviets drawn together and crowned 

by an all-Russian congress. The idea of a network of soviets had been 

formulated in the late months of 1905 during the revolution of that 

year, but in the swift pace of events, which saw the revolution crushed 

along with the December Armed Uprising in Moscow, the idea failed 

to reach the stage of embodiment. Even had someone recalled the 

1905 experience, no one in March 1917 could have foreseen the way 

in which the establishment of an all-Russian congress of soviets would 
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be dovetailed with the uprising that carried the Bolsheviks to power in 

October. 

Stalin's second condition for the victory of the revolution was the 

establishment of a workers' guard, "the immediate arming of the 

workers." His reasoning here was that the regular army had already 

acquired "the character of a people's army," a fact that explained "the 

comparative ease with which the revolution broke out and triumphed 

in our country." Stalin was greatly exaggerating the degree to which 

the army had been radicalized, just as he appeared ignorant of the 

difference between the troops of the Petrograd garrison, whose sup

port for the insurgent workers had made possible the victory of the 

February Revolution, and the soldiers in the field army, the great 

majority of whom still respected military discipline and were prepared 

to honor their commitment to the legally established government, 

tsarist or provisional. As an essay in the weighing of military capabili

ties, "Conditions for the Victory of the Russian Revolution" reflects 

scant credit on its author, the future generalissimo. 

Equally weak was the logic behind Stalin's third condition, the 

early convocation of a constituent assembly. Here Stalin simply 

adopted one of the stock proposals in the arsenal of "revolutionary 

democracy," one to which even the Bolsheviks still paid lip service. 

Generations of Russian revolutionaries had regarded the convocation 

of a constituent assembly as the crowning achievement that would 

ultimately reward their efforts, giving the Russian people the opportu

nity to define the future form of their state and society once and for 

all. But Stalin apparently forgot that he had just called for the estab

lishment of an all-Russian soviet of workers', soldiers', and peasants' 

deputies and its transformation into an organ of revolutionary power 

as the first condition for the victory of the revolution. What was to be 

the relationship between this super-soviet and the Constituent As

sembly, described by Stalin as "the only institution which will enjoy 

authority in the eyes of all sections of society"? He offered no explana

tion, nor could he have, for there was an unbridgeable gulf between 

his first and third conditions. 

Almost as an afterthought Stalin added a "general condition for all 

these necessary measures": 

the opening of peace negotiations as soon as possible and the termination 

of this inhuman war. 

Again betraying complete disregard for Lenin's writings on the war, 

Stalin called continuation of the war "that submerged reef on which 

the ship of revolution may be wrecked." In actual fact, however, it was 

the Provisional Government, not the revolution, that was to be 
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wrecked on the continuation of the war: for the Bolsheviks, as Lenin 

was quick to perceive, continuation of the war provided the party 

with its best opportunity for a bid for power, by exhausting its oppo

nents and discrediting its rivals. 

Pravda Edits Lenin 

Between the first group of Stalin's contributions to Pravda and the 

second, as we have seen, there was a week's silence, during which we 

are deprived of the opportunity to observe at first hand the evolution 

of his thinking. It was in that week, however, that the editors of 

Pravda, particularly Kamenev and Stalin, were confronted with a 

formidable challenge in the form of at least one, possibly two letters 

from Lenin, written on March 7 and 9, which Kollontai brought to 

the Pravda office on March 19. 

Reading the first "Letter from Afar" in the context of Stalin's 

contributions to the March 1917 Pravda, one cannot fail to be im

pressed with the broad sweep of Lenin's ideas, the vigor of their 

expression, and the boldness of his perspective. H At a time when 

Stalin, already on the scene in Petrograd, was feeling his way cau

tiously and awkwardly, Lenin, still far from Russia, showed the ability 

to grasp the essential elements of the situation; to locate the February 

Revolution in a coherent framework of time, dating back to the Revo

lution of 1905-7, and of place, ranging over the entire array of bellig

erent and war-weary powers; and to lay down the main points of the 

strategy the Bolshevik party would follow to victory eight months 

later. With slashing strokes Lenin drew a devastating picture of the 

Provisional Government, at a time when Kamenev and Stalin were 

urging its conditional support. The Provisional Government, Lenin 

wrote, 

cannot give peace because it is a government for war, a government for the 

continuation of the imperialist slaughter, a government of conquest .... It 

cannot give bread because it is a bourgeois government . ... It cannot give 

freedom, since it is a government of landowners and capitalists, who are 

afraid of the people. 

Lenin defined the current situation as "a period of transition from the 

first stage of the revolution to the second" and identified the allies of 

the revolution as, first, "the broad masses of the semi-proletarian and, 

partly, the petty peasant population of Russia," and second, "the 

proletariat of the warring countries and of all countries in general." 

With the aid of these allies, he confidently predicted, 
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the proletariat of Russia can and will proceed on to win, first, a democratic 

republic and the victory of the peasantry over the landlords, then Social

ism, which alone can give peace, bread, and freedom to the peoples ex

hausted by the war. 

Faced with this blast of molten intellectual power, Kamenev and 

Stalin temporized. To shut out the letter altogether would be too 

direct a repudiation of Lenin's leadership, yet to print it in full would 

jeopardize the comfortable working relationship they had established 

with other members of the "revolutionary democracy" by their redi

rection of Bolshevik policy since March 12. The solution they found 

was a makeshift one: they printed roughly four-fifths of Lenin's text, 

but cut out his more scathing references to the Provisional Govern

ment and the Menshevik leaders in the Soviet, leaders whose good 

opinion they valued and with whom they had reached a general 

understanding of the needs of the moment. 

With regard to Lenin's second "Letter"-assuming that it actually 

was delivered by Kollontai on March 19 and that Kamenev's 1924 

denial of that event was the result either of a lapse of memory or, more 

probably, of embarrassment-the editors took the more drastic step of 

suppressing it entirely, consigning it to the files from which it emerged 

only after Lenin's death some seven years later. 

As for Stalin, he showed his awareness of the arrival of Lenin's 

"Letters" by his characteristic response of silent withdrawal in the face 

of a new challenge: for a week he wrote nothing for Pravda, and when 

his contributions were resumed, on March 25, his subject was the 

comparatively safe one of the national problem and the future state 

form of Russia. The outcome of this first encounter between Lenin 

and Stalin in 1917 was thus one that provides little useful copy to the 

future manufacturers of the legend of Stalin as Lenin's closest collabo

rator and most faithful supporter in 1917. Always uneasy in the pres

ence of intellectual power, and none too sure of his own position, 

Stalin preferred to give his cautious support to the nearby and reason

able Kamenev rather than to the still distant and incalculable Lenin. 

Stalin on the National Problem 

While he was in Siberian exile-or so he later claimed-Stalin wrote 

an article on the question of national minorities in a multinational 

state such as Russia. The article, entitled "Cultural-National Auton

omy," was allegedly completed by February 1916. In the chronology of 

Stalin's life included in volume 2 of his Works it is stated that on 

February 5, 1916, he wrote a letter to "the Party centre abroad" 
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concerning the article, and on February 25 he sent a second letter to 

the same address, to be transmitted by Inessa Armand, in which he 

inquired about the article "which he has sent abroad." 35 

In her memoirs published in 1946 Anna Allilueva stated that her 

father, Sergei Alliluev, forwarded the manuscript at Stalin's request to 

Lenin, but there is no evidence that it reached him, nor has it been 

published. A Soviet scholar, M. A. Moskalev, writing in 1947, 
claimed that the manuscript was intercepted by the tsarist censor and 

confiscated and that it was still preserved in the Okhrana file in the 

Krasnoyarsk district. 16 That would explain why it never reached 

Lenin, but raises the more serious question why it was not included in 

Stalin's Works, the second volume of which ends with an article writ

ten in early 1913 and the third volume of which opens with Stalin's 

Pravda article on the soviets written shortly after his return to Petro

grad in March l 9 l 7. There is thus an awkward four-year gap in the 

official record of Stalin's writings, which a carefully thought out and 

well-prepared essay on the national question would do a great deal to 

fill. 

The conflicting evidence provides a basis for various hypotheses. 

First, the article may simply never have been written. In that case, the 

entries referring to it in the chronology of volume 2 of Stalin's Works 

must have been falsified, along with the memoir of Anna Allilueva 

and the book by Moskalev. Even though such a broad-scale effort at 

falsification is by no means inconceivable, it seems unlikely, since the 

witnesses agree that there was in fact an article while disagreeing on 

the details of its transmission. This lack of coordination sounds more 

like the normal discrepancies among sources than a well-orchestrated 

exercise in falsification. It is noteworthy that the evidence tends to 

cluster around the years 1946-4 7, when the editing of Stalin's Works 

was in progress and the question of his activity in exile from 1913 to 

1916 urgently demanded an answer. It seems inherently probable that 

Stalin, during the long and tedious years of exile, would have made an 

effort to continue his work on the national question, both because the 

subject was of genuine concern to him and because his first essay in 

that field had been favorably received by Lenin. On balance, there

fore, it seems unlikely that the reports of the manuscript's existence 

were falsified. Stalin did write something on the national question. 

What did it say, and what happened to it? 

Some writers think it possible that the article did reach Lenin, and 

explain its nonpublication by its poor quality. Deutscher, for example, 

writes: 

It [the article] was never published; either it was lost on the way or it was 
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not up to the standard s of his [Stalin's] previous work and did not please 

Lenin. 37 

It would have been most uncharacteristic of Lenin, however, to de

stroy even an unsatisfactory article from a party member without 

recording its arrival or making some effort to get in touch with the 

author to elicit from him a better piece of work. Reasoning along these 

lines, Tucker has suggested a link between the missing article and two 

inquiries that Lenin made in 1915 in an effort to learn Stalin's last 

name (Dzhugashvili), which he had forgotten. 38 The first letter, writ

ten to Zinoviev, is undated but was written not later than July 23, 

1915, according to the editors of the fifth edition of Lenin's Works.39 

In it Lenin inquires, "Do you remember the last name of Koba?''

Koba being the pseudonym by which Stalin was best known in the 

party before 1917. 

In Lenin's second request, in a letter to V. A . Karpinsky which the 

editors date "earlier than November 8 [1915]," the tone is more ur

gent: 

A big request: find out (from Stepko or Mikha et al.) the last name of 

"Koba" (losif Dzh .. . . ?) We have forgotten. Very importanr. 40 

(The two names Lenin gives as possible informants are party pseudo

nyms of Georgians living in emigration, N . D. Kinkadze and M. G. 

Tskhakaia, who could be expected to know the real name of their 

fellow Georgian.) 

Tucker's suggested link between these letters and the missing manu

script appears unlikely, however, since on the evidence of the chronol

ogy in volume 2 of Stalin's Works, he did not send off the manuscript 

until February 1916, three months after Lenin's second inquiry . 

During the period when Lenin was trying to learn Stalin's real 

name, he was engaged in an attempt to reestablish the Russian Bureau 

of the Central Committee, of which Stalin had been named a member 

in 1912. The last reference to a message from Stalin which occurs in 

Lenin's pre-1917 correspondence is in a letter to Karpinsky dated 

August 1915, in whi ch Lenin writes, "Koba sent greetings and the 

news that he is well." 41 Two days later Lenin wrote to Shlyapnikov 

th at he considered it "extremely important" that the Russian Bureau 

should be reestablished. 42 It was toward the middl e of September (the 

editors date the letter "earlier than September 13") that Lenin wrote 

to Shlyapnikov informing him that he had been co-opted to the 

Central Committee, 43 the same action that had been taken in regard 

to Stalin in 1912, and for almost exactly th e same reason-to organize 

(as of 1912) or reorganiz e (as of 1916) the Russian Bureau of the CC. 
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Shlyapnikov was unable to carry out this mission until his return to 

Russia in November 1915:14 It was apparently at just about this time 

that Lenin wrote the letter to Karpinsky in which he made his urgent 

request for Stalin's last name. 

This evidence suggests that it was some problem in connection with 

the reestablishment of the Russian Bureau, not Stalin's manuscript on 

the national question, that prompted Lenin's attempt to learn Stalin's 

name. If his inquiries on that subject in summer and autumn 1915 

cannot be linked with the missing article, it appears that there is no 

record in Lenin's correspondence of any trace of the manuscript or 

the correspondence concerning it. 

There is an unbridgeable gap between Moskalev's testimony as to 

the manuscript's continuing existence in Krasnoyarsk as of 1947 and 

Anna Allilueva's assertion, in 1946, that her father sent it to Lenin. 

The negative evidence from Lenin's secretariat (maintained by the 

faithful Krupskaya) casts a strong shadow on Anna Allilueva' s ac

count. We are left with Moskalev, who believed that the manuscript 

was still extant. Why, then, did the editors of Stalin's Works pass up 

this golden opportunity to include an article by Stalin which would 

support his claim to having continued his party researches in exile? 

Possibly, one suspects, because its publication in 1946 would have 

done nothing to strengthen Stalin's claim as a theorist on the national 

question. That this may be the correct explanation is strongly sug

gested by two articles on the national question which Stalin contrib

uted to Pravda in March 1917 and which presumably repr ese nt his 

mature thinking on the subject. The first article, "Abolition of Na

tional Disabilities," appeared on March 25; the second, "Against Fed

eralism," followed thre e days later. 45 

"Abolition of National Disabilities" opens with the confident asser

tion that the source of th e oppression of national minorities is "the 

obsolescent landed aristocracy." In a rapid survey of world conditions, 

Stalin reveals hi s ignorance of social arrangements in a number of 

countries, beginning with "old Russia." There, says Stalin, at a time 

"when the old feudal landed aristocracy was in power" (when would 

that be? one wonders), "national oppression operated to the limit, not 

infrequently taking the form of pogroms (of Jews) and massacr es 

(Armenian-Tatar)." Passing rapidly over England, where he sees a rule 

shared between the landed aristocracy and the bourgeoisie with a 

correspondingly mild form of national oppression, Stalin moves on to 

Switzerland and what he calls "North America" (evidently me aning 

the United States), where idyllic conditions prevail: since "landlord

ism has never existed" in those countries and "the bourgeoisie enjoys 

undivided power," 
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the nationalities develop more or less freely, and, generally speaking, there 

is practically no ground for national oppression. 

For Stalin, evidently, the Negroes and Indians of "North America" 

simply do not exist. 

On this naive and ill-informed basis Stalin proceeds to erect an 

equally unsound general principle: 

Thus the way to put an end to national oppression and to create the actual 

conditions necessary for political liberty is to drive the feudal aristocracy 

from the political stage, to wrest the power from its hands. 

Returning to Russia, Stalin takes as his premise the full victory of the 

revolution: 

Inasmuch as the Russian revolution has triumphed [!], it has already 

created these actual conditions, having overthrown the power of the feu

dal serfowners [NB: serfdom was in fact abolished in 1861] and established 

liberty. 

All that remains, in Stalin's view, is to safeguard these newly won 

rights by "(l) defin[ing] the rights of the nationalities emancipated 

from oppression," and "(2) confirm[ing] them by legislation." This 

brings him to the Provisional Government's decree, just enacted, 

abolishing legal and social inequalities on the basis of nationality, the 

terms of which he summarizes and to which he extends a guarded 

approval: "This is all very good." 

But there are several steps that must still be taken, Stalin warns, "to 

guarantee national liberty." First, the government's decree fails to 

specify that national minorities may use their own language rather 

than Russian in schools and public institutions such as parliaments; 

second-and here at last, one feels, Stalin shows some awareness of 

the real issues underlying the national problem-it is necessary to 

adopt "a positive program which will guarantee the elimination of 

national oppression." Two principles must be proclaimed: (1) political 

autonomy (Stalin stresses that he does not mean federation) 

for regions representing integral economic territories, possessing a specific 

way of life and populations of a specific national composition ... 

and 

... (2) the right of self-determination for such nations as cannot, for one 

reason or another, remain within the framework of the integral state . 

Only in the final sentence does Stalin remember something of his 

training as a Marxist: 
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This is the way towards the real abolition of national oppression and 

towards guarante eing the nationalities the maximum liberty possible un

der capitalism. 

One is reminded of Trotsky' s caustic characterization of the 

article-"this hopelessly provincial analysis"-and his fully justified 

condemnation of Stalin as a theorist: 

In theory he [Stalin] had not moved forward since the beginning of the 

century; more than that, he seemed to have entirely forgotten his own 

work on the national question, written early in I 913 under Lenin's fes

cue.40 

When Stalin returned to the national question a few days later, he 

took as his point of departure an article by one Jos. Okulich in the SR 

newspaper, Delo naroda, entitled "Russia-a Union of Regions." In 

line with SR thinking on the problem, Okulich proposed th e conver

sion of Russia into a federal state in which the Ukraine, Georgia, 

Turkestan, and so forth would each enjoy "internal sovereignty" in a 

federal union analogous to what the author believed the American 

colonies had created in 1776. The central government in this proposal 

would retain control of the army, the currency, foreign policy, and the 

supreme court, but otherwise 

the various regions of the single state [ would] be free to build their new life 

independently. 47 

Granting that the article was "interesting, ... original [and] in

triguing," Stalin dismissed it as "a peculiar pie ce of muddleheaded

ness," due to "its more than frivolous history of the United States of 

America (as well as of Switzerland and Canada)." Stalin then pro

ceeded to set Okulich straight on his U.S. history, which he depicted 

as a transition from the "confederation of what until then were inde

pendent colonies, or states," in 1776, to the "federation" that was 

established as the result of the victory of the northern states in the 

Civil War. This governmental structure, Stalin asserted, proved "in

tolerable," and 

in the course of its further evolution the United States was transformed 

from a federation into a unitary (integral) state, with uniform constitu

tional provisions and the limited autonomy (not governm ental, but 

political-administrative) permitted to the states by these provision s. 

Only in name could the present-day United States be described as 

a federal union of states, in Stalin's view: 

Th e name "federation" as applied to the United State s became an empty 
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word, a relic of the past which had long since ceased to correspond to the 

actual state of affairs. 

The evolution of state form took a similar course in Canada and 

Switzerland, according to Stalin: 

The development was from independent regions, through their federation, 

to a unitary state. 

It followed that 

the trend of development is not in favor of federation, but against it. 

Federation is a transitional form, [the reason being that) ... the develop

ment of capitalism in its higher forms, with the concomitant expansion of 

the economic territory, and its trend towards centralization, demands not 

a federal but a unitary form of state. 

Since this was the clear trend of history, Stalin argued, 

it follows from this that in Russia it would be unwise to work for a 

federation, which is doomed by the very realities of life to disappear. 

Following a recapitulation of his reasons for rejecting Okulich's 

analogy between Russia in 1917 and the United States in 1776, Stalin 

offered his own "solution to the national problem," which he called 

"as practicable as it is radical and final." It combined two principles 

(and here Stalin did, pace Trotsky, show that he had not entirely 

forgotten his 1913 essay): 

(1) The right of secession for the nations inhabiting certain regions of 

Russia who cannot remain, or who do not desire to remain, within the 

integral framework; (2) Political autonomy within the framework of the 

single (integral) state, with uniform constitutional provisions, for regions 

which have a specific national composition and which rem ain within the 

national framework . 

In December 1924, less than a year after Lenin's death, when plans 

were launched for reprinting this essay in a collection of documents 

on the 1917 revolution, Stalin felt it advisable to add an explanatory 

note .48 In general the reason for Stalin's later embarrassment in regard 

to his 1917 writings was that he had failed to align himself with 

Lenin's position on various issues. Here, on the contrary, Stalin for 

once could show that in early 1917 his rejection of a federal solution 

for Russia's future state form was good Leninism at that time. He was 

able to cite a letter from Lenin to Shaumian in November 1913 in 

which Lenin categorically asserted, 

We stand for democratic centralism unreserv edly . ... We are opposed to 
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federation in principle-it weakens economic ties, and is unsuitable for 

what is one state .4" 

Only with Lenin's August 1917 work, "State and Revolution," said 

Stalin, did 

the Party, in the person of Lenin, [make] the first serious step towards 

recognition of the permissibility of federation, as a transitional form "to a 

centralized republic. "''1 

Thus, for once Stalin was in the happy position of being able to 

explain away his "mistakes" of March 1917 on the ground that he had 

simply been following Lenin's position as then defined. (Wisely, Stalin 

made no attempt to foist onto Lenin the faulty historical data on the 

basis of which he, Stalin, had tried to justify his opposition to federal

ism.) 

More was involved, however, than a mere matter of correcting a 

position taken at the outset of the revolution and long since modified. 

Underlying Stalin's discomfort in 1924 may well have been his still 

fresh memories of the bruising and bitter struggle he had waged 

against Lenin over exactly this question, and the sharp reprimand he 

had received from Lenin for his harsh centralizing policies, as commis

sar of nationalities, in curbing the autonomy of national minority 

regions, including Georgia. If the March 1917 article had been re

printed without explanation in 1924, it would have reminded knowl

edgeable party members all too forcibly that the centralizing tenden

cies expressed in "Against Federalism" had reflected Stalin's real 

convictions, which motivated his later policies, policies that had 

earned Lenin's condemnation. Thus the author's note of December 

I 924 is really an act of self-justification, not of self-criticism, as it 

would appear to be on the surface; in it Stalin is really saying, "The 

position I took in March 19 I 7 may have been mistaken, but if so the 

mistake was Lenin's, not mine." 

Stalin Calls for Milyukov's Resignation 

Perhaps the most effective article contributed by Stalin to Pravda in 

March 19 I 7 was a brief commentary, "Either-Or," published on 

March 23, which dealt with an interview given by Paul Milyukov, 

foreign minister in the Provisional Government and leader of the 

Constitutional Democrat (KO, Cadet) party. 51 Although it was un

signed, the article is included in Stalin's Works and has apparently not 

aroused any suspicion among scholars as to its authenticity. If the 

attribution to Stalin is valid, the article helps strengthen his reputa

tion as a perceptive and alert political observer. 
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In the interview Milyukov had defined Russia's war aims as em

bracing a number of traditional tsarist territorial goals: Constantino

ple and Turkish Armenia from Turkey, Galicia from Austria-Hungary, 

and northern Persia. In view of the flagrant discrepancy between these 

imperialist aims and the Petrograd Soviet's manifesto calling for an 

immediate end to the war "without annexations or indemnities," Al

exander Kerensky, minister of justice in the Provisional Government, 

thought it wise to issue an announcement to the effect that Mil

yukov's statement represented his personal opinion, not that of the 

Provisional Government. 

Shrewdly, the author of "Either-Or' ' impaled Milyukov on the 

horns of an awkward constitutional dilemma. As a liberal political 

figure in the State Duma, Milyukov had repeatedly demanded that 

ministers in the tsar's government must be held accountable to the 

Duma. (Under the Fundamental Laws of 1906, the tsar alone had the 

power to appoint or dismiss ministers, and while the Duma might 

discuss their conduct and criticize their policies, it could not demand 

their resignation.) Now, as the writer pointed out, Milyukov, having 

himself become a minister in the Provisional Government, had been 

disavowed by a spokesman for that government. Either Milyukov 

must resign in accordance with his own principles, or Kerensky's 

statement of disavowal was untrue, 

in which case the revo lutionary people must call th e Provisional Govern

ment to order and compel it to recognize its will. 

Milyukov's rash interview had thus caused a flareup that cast a 

revealing light on the real power relationships of Russian politics: in 

the Provisional Government Kerensky, though only one of several 

ministers, was already assuming responsibility for defining the policy 

of the entire government. Meanwhile, the Provisional Government 

itself enjoyed power only "insofar as" it continued to earn the grudg

ing approval of the Petrograd Soviet, a fact of which Kerensky, as his 

announcement showed, was well aware. 

To have perceived all this promptly and to have formulated it 

concisely reflects credit on Stalin, assuming he was the author of the 

unsigned article. If he was in fact th e author, one wonders why he did 

not sign the article, or at least append his initials. Either (as Stalin 

would have said) the other members of Pravda's editorial board (Ka

menev especially) disliked the sharp tone of the article and its shrewd 

thrusts at Kerensky and the Provisional Government, and insisted 

that the article must appear anonyIT.ously, or (and this appears less 

probable) the position taken in the article represented the consensus 

of the editorial board, including Kamen ev, and its appearance with-
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out identification was thus meant to signify that it spoke for the 

editorial board as a whole. Either Stalin was by now developing his 

own independent and penetrating political insights, or he had inte

grated himself so well with his colleagues that he could speak on their 

behalf. 

One other possibility merits consideration: that the article was 

based on a general view prevailing in the Executive Committee of the 

Soviet, where the original interview, Kerensky's disavowal, and the 

Soviet's recently passed manifesto on the war were all bound to arouse 

the most intense interest. If that was the case, the author's anonymity 

might be a prudent calculation that would conform to some known 

attributes of Stalin's personality: the bolder the stroke, the more desir

able to avoid personal identification, in case the sally proved too risky. 

Whatever the correct explanation may be, and whoever the author 

was (let us assume it was Stalin), the article correctly identified a 

source of conflict which would shortly cause the first major crisis in 

the Provisional Government. 

The author of "Either-Or" shared with other Bolsheviks the belief 

that the question of war aims was of fundamental importance, but his 

position was much more moderate than that of the Russian Bureau of 

the CC (of which Stalin was a member), as set forth in a resolution 

adopted by the bureau on March 22 and published in the same issue 

of Pravda which included "Either-Or." The resolution took a posi

tion closely resembling that of Lenin and may, in fact, have been 

influenced by the first two "Letters from Afar," which were received in 

Petrograd on March 19. The resolution, as David Longley has pointed 

out, states 

(I) that the Provisional Government cannot solve the tasks of the revolu

tion; (2) that the soviets are the embryo of the new power which at a given 

moment in the development of the revolution will implement the demand 

of the people in revolt; (3) in the meantime the Petrograd Soviet should 

keep a careful check on the government's action and (4) consolidate the 

soviets and deepen the revolution by arming the whole people and creat

ing a Red Guard. 12 

As Deutscher notes there is historical irony in the fact that Stalin 

in March 1917 sharply criticized Milyukov for expansionist war aims 

when "nearly thirty years later he himself would rehash some of 

Milyukov's war aims." 51 Here, as in other instances, the biographer of 

Stalin receives the impression that for Stalin the two world wars 

formed parts of a single continuous experience, so that he often acted, 

during his years as Soviet war leader in 1941-45, along lines foreshad

owed in 1917-18. Similarly, a connection could be drawn between the 
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rather oversimplified views on the nature of the war set forth by Stalin 

in his article "The War," where he rules out the possibility of a war of 

national defense a la revolutionary France in 1792 on the ground that 

the war is, by definition, imperialist, and thus does not endanger the 

political gains of the revolution (since Germany and her allies were 

supposedly interested only in acquiring territory), and Stalin's com

ment to Milovan Djilas in 1945, "This war is not like others. "54 

Stalin at the All-Russian Bolshevik Conference 

The Russian Bureau's resolutions of March 22 were drawn up in 

preparation for the first big Bolshevik gathering of the revolutionary 

era, an all-Russian conference held in Petrograd from March 27 to 

April 4. The conference, which opened at party headquarters in the 

Kshesinskaya mansion and then shifted to the Tauride Palace, former 

meeting place of the State Duma, overlapped with an all-Russian 

conference of soviets called on the initiative of the Petrograd Soviet, 

which opened on March 29 and closed on April 3. 

Stalin's growing stature as one of the top-ranking Bolsheviks in 

Petrograd was attested to by his assignment to deliver one of the 

principal reports, "On the Provisional Government," at the March 29 

session of the conference. 55 The report showed the influences of 

Lenin's first "Letter from Afar" in its analysis of the complex class

economic factors that had produced th e February Revolution, with its 

characteristic creation of "two governments, two forces" -the Provi

sional Government and the Petrograd Sovi et . But Stalin was unwill

ing to endorse Lenin's unequivocal demand for rejection of the Provi

sional Government; for Stalin, the Provisional Gov ernment had its 

positive sides, at least for the present: 

The Provisional Government has in fact taken the role of fortifying the 

conquests of the revolutionary people. 

But this situation was only temporary: 

The bourgeois layers will in the future inevitably withdraw from us . 

Meanwhile, it was to the party's advantage to stall for time: 

It is necessary for us to gain time by putting a brake on the splitting away 

of the middle bourgeois layers so that we may prepar e ours elves for the 

struggle again st the Provisional Gov ernment. 

Eventually, political questions would give place to social questions, 

and "the middle bourgeois layers [will) split away"; at that time the 

Provisional Government 
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will become transformed from an organ for fortifying the conquests of the 

revolution into an organ for organizing the counter-revolution. 

Stalin claimed to see the beginnings of this process already, in the 

form of agitation in the army against the Petrograd Soviet, coupled 

with support for the slogan "War to a victorious conclusion!" Thus for 

Stalin the question of whether or not to support the Provisional 

Government was not, as it was for Lenin, a simple one to be answered 

solely on the basis of the government's class composition but a tactical 

one in which the question of timing was of paramount importance: 

Insofar as the Provisional Government fortifies the steps of the revolution, 

to that extent we must support it; but insofar as it is counterrevolutionary, 

support to the Provisional Government is not permissible. 

Stalin cautioned against too rash a test of strength: 

Many comrades who have arrived from the provinces ask whether we 

shouldn't immediately pose the question of the seizure of power. But it is 

untimely to pose the question now. The Provisional Government is not so 

weak. The strength of the Provisional Government lies in the support of 

Anglo-French capitalism, in the inertia of the provinces, and in the sym

pathy for it. ... We must bide our time until the Provisional Government 

exhausts itself, until the time when in the process of fulfilling the revolu

tionary program it discredits itself. 

When that time comes, Stalin argued, 

The only organ capable of taking power is the Soviet of Workers' and 

Soldiers' Deputies on an all-Russian scale. 

Here Stalin reverted to the idea advanced in his Pravda article of 

March 14; the possibility of an all-Russian congress of soviets had not 

yet occurred to him, even though the first steps toward the organiza

tion of such a congress were actively going ahead at the very moment 

he was speaking. 

Stalin's final recommendation was for cautious preparation for an 

eventual test of strength: 

We ... must bide our time until the moment when the events will reveal 

the hollowness of the Provisional Government; we must be prepared, 

when the time comes, when the events have matured, and until then we 

must organize the center, the Soviet of Workers' and Soldiers' Deputies, 

and strengthen it. Therein lies the task of the moment. 

Stalin then read the resolution on the Provisional Government 

adopted by the Russian Bureau on March 22, rejecting that body as 
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"incapable of solving the tasks posed by the revolution" and calling 

for 

the consolidation of all forces around the Soviet of Worker's and Soldiers' 

Deputies as the embryo of revolutionary power. 

Stalin made it clear, however, that he favored the more moderate 

position adopted by the Krasnoyarsk Soviet, which employed the 

"insofar as" formula: 

To support the Provisional Government in its activities only insofar as it 

follows a course of satisfying the demands of the working class and the 

revolutionary peasantry in the revolution that is taking place . 

In his summing up, however, Stalin swung over to a more criti-

cal attitude: 

Up to now the revolutionary initiative has come from the Soviet. The 

Soviet of Workers' Deputies has issued declarations, broached issues and 

made threats, while the Provisional Government has balked, struggled, 

only finally to agree. In such a situation can one speak of supporting such a 

Government? One can rather speak of the Government supporting us. It 

is not logical to speak of the support of the Provisional Government, on 

the contrary, it is more proper to speak of the Government not hindering 

us from putting our program into effect. 

Stalin then proposed that a resolution that did not support the 

Provisional Government be accepted as a basis. In the end, however, 

the conference voted unanimously in favor of a resolution presented 

by the Executive Committee which explicitly supported the Provi

sional Government. 56 

For the session of March 29 the protocols record a motion introduced 

by Yakov M. Sverdlov, who had just completed his arduous journey 

from exile back to civilization. Characteristically, Sverdlov's motion 

concerned procedure rather than substance and was designed to move 

forward the business of the conference. His motion, "to close the 

discussion, elect a committee, and give the floor to the reporters for 

summary," was carried. 

It must have been shortly after this brief appearance that Sverdlov 

was sent off on his travels again, this time to Yekaterinburg in the 

Urals, to organize the local party body there. Soviet biographers of 

Sverdlov state that the assignment was made by the party Central 

Committee, and given the structure of Bolshevik politics in late 

March 1917, Ulam is probably correct in saying that this meant Stalin 

and Kamenev. 57 Stalin's part in the order, assuming that its aim was to 
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remove Sverdlov from the scene of action, would be compatible with 

other evidence pointing to an antipathy between him and Sverdlov. 

If that was the underlying purpose behind Sverdlov's new assign

ment, he neatly circumvented it and, within less than a month, was 

back in Petrograd, this time as a duly accredited delegate to the party's 

Seventh Conference. From that point on, Sverdlov never looked 

back. Until his untimely death in March 1919, he remained at the 

nerve center of the party machine, designing and carrying out policies 

that helped shape the destiny of the party, the revolution, and Stalin. 

During the next two days, March 30 and 31, Stalin took little re

corded part in the conference's proceedings, but he made a notewor

thy appearance at the April 1 session, where the principal topic was 

the question of unification between the Bolsheviks and left-wing Men

sheviks, following a proposal by Iraklii Tseretelli, one of the Menshe

vik leaders in the Executive Committee of the Soviet. 

Stalin expressed enthusiasm for holding exploratory talks: We ought to go 

[to a proposed meeting with the Mensheviks]. Unification is possible along 

the lines of Zimmerwald-Kienthal.58 

Molotov differed sharply: 

Tseretelli wants to unite heterogeneous elements. Tserecelli calls himself a 

Zimmerwaldist and a Kienchalisc, and for this reason unification along 

these lines is incorrect, both politically and organizationally. 

Also at odds with Stalin was Pyotr Zalutsky, like Molotov one of 

the original members of the pre-March 12 Russian Bureau. In his view, 

It is impossible to unite [ with the left-wing Mensheviks] on the basis of a 

superficial Zimmerwald-Kienthal token .... le is necessary to lead the 

masses behind us. le is necessary to advance a definite program. 

Molotov and Zalutsky were defending a line that they shared with 

Lenin. But that fact did not deter Stalin. Assuming the role of media

tor and conciliator he urged, 

There is no use running ahead and anticipating disagreements. There is no 

party life without disagreements. We will live down trivial disagreements 

within the party. Bue there is one question-it is impossible to unite what 

cannot be united. We will have a single party with chose who agree on 

Zimmerwald and Kienthal, i.e., those who are against revolutionary defen

sism. That is the line of demarcation . 

To quiet fears that the party might find itself committed to a merger as 

the result of the proposed talks, Stalin added, 
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We must inform the Mensheviks that our desire is only the desire of the 

group meeting here and that it is not binding upon all Bolsheviks . We 

ought to go to the meeting, but not advance any platforms. Within the 

framework of what we desire is the convocation of a conference on the 

basis of anti-defensism . 

The delegates then voted on competing resolutions, one offered by 

Stalin, the other by Molotov . Stalin's called for unification with 

"those Mensheviks who held the standpoint of Zimmerwald and 

Kienthal, i.e., anti-defensism," Molotov's for preparation of a separate 

Bolshevik Platform . Both resolutions agreed that the proposed meet

ing with the Mensheviks should be "informative in character," non

binding. 

By a unanimous vote the delegates approved Stalin's proposal to go 

to the meeting. His initiative had won him his first victory . Discussion 

then moved on to the question of how best to carry out the talks. V. P. 

Milyutin (Lenin's first commissar of agriculture, later purged by Sta

lin) proposed that a bureau be elected "for contact with the centers," 

that is, the Menshevik and Bolshevik leaders. Stalin offered the coun

terproposal that negotiations should be channeled through the Execu

tive Committee of the Petrograd Soviet, which could get in touch 

with "internationalist-Mensheviks on the question." This proposal, 

which was carried with only one negative vote (probably Milyutin's), 

serves as a useful indication of the easy familiarity that Stalin had by 

now acquired with the bureaucratic machinery of the Soviet Execu

tive Committee. 

In recognition of his leading role in the discussion, the conference 

concluded its April I session by electing Stalin to a four-member 

committee to negotiate with the Mensheviks and charged him with 

responsibility for making a report on the subject at a forthcoming 

joint session of the two parties. 

Altogether, Stalin's achievements at the April I session constituted a 

modest but genuine triumph. He had displayed leadership in guiding 

the conference toward the goals he had formulated; he had made 

tactical concessions without sacrificing his major objectives; and he 

had carried the delegates with him in the voting. 

In retrospect, however, Stalin's triumph was revealed as an April 

Fool's joke played on him by history. By obtaining approval of his 

policy, Stalin ensured that his activities during the next few days 

would be directed toward a goal that the party later disavowed. But it 

was not only in hindsight that Stalin's policies were exposed as a 

violation of Leninist principles. At the time of the March conference 

it was already known to many party members, including Stalin, that 
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Lenin had demanded that the party strictly avoid any compromise 

with other parties. A telegram of March 6 from Lenin to a group of 

Bolsheviks in Stockholm just about to leave for Russia included the 

stern admonition, "No rapprochement whatsoever with the other 

parties." The record shows that this telegram was read and discussed 

at the March 13 session of the Russian Bureau, with Stalin present. 59 

It was Stalin's direct, open violation of Lenin's categorical instruction 

on this point which made the protocols of the March conference a 

seriously damaging piece of evidence undermining his later efforts to 

portray himself as Lenin's loyal follower and undeviating supporter. It 
was in part to reinforce that image that the memoirs of Sergei Alli

luev, suitably doctored by party historians, were issued in 1946, at a 

time when the whole issue of Stalin's relations with Lenin was being 

reexamined in connection with the publication of Stalin's Works. 

Awkwardly inserted into Alliluev's modest and straightforward text is 

the obviously contrived statement (referring to 1904, but clearly 

meant to have general validity), 

In the numerou s discuss ions and di sputes Koba [Stalin] was th e terror of 

the Menshevik s and of everyone who compromised with them. Lenin 

abroad, in emigration, Koba here in the Transcaucasus, carried out a 

common task-th ey laid th e foundation of a new, Bolshevik Party. 60 

Furthermore, by pursuing the will-o'-the-wisp of unification, Stalin 

lost sight of a forthcoming event that was fundamentally to alter 

Bolshevik policy on the revolution and Stalin's position in the Bolshe

vik party. The long-awaited return to Russia of the party's leader, 

Lenin, was now only a few days away; preparations to make his 

reception a suitably impressive spectacle were already going ahead, 

and a greeting committee was being formed. All this eager preparation 

was going on without any participation by Stalin. Intent on achieving 

his goal of unification with the left-wing Mensheviks, he failed to 

realize the importance of Lenin's return for the party, for the revolu

tion, and for himself. 
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The Return of Lenin 

On the evening of Monday, April 3, another group of Bolsheviks 

arrived in Petrograd, this time not from Siberian exile but from emi

gration in the West. This was no routine group of party figures, 

however, since it included the party leader himself, Lenin, now re

turning to his native land for the first time in more than ten years. 

Life in the West had made him a more cosmopolitan figure than many 

of his party comrades-Stalin, for example-who had spent most of 

their lives in Russia, and he brought with him a point of view which 

placed events in Russia in an international context. 

Before the train reached the Finl and Station, the terminus of its 

run, it made a brief stop at Belo Ostrov on the Russo-Finnish border, 

and there a group of party officials, headed by Kamenev, climbed 

aboard to greet Lenin. Conveniently for the historian, one of the 

Bolsheviks present was a Kronstadt sailor named F. F. Raskol'nikov, 

who later published his recollections of the scene. 1 Raskol'nikov viv

idly remembered the first words uttered by Lenin, words not of greet

ing but of sharp reproof : 

"What's thi s you're writing in Pravda? We have seen sever al issues and 

really swore at you!" 
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As Raskol'nikov later recollected the scene, it was Kamenev who bore 

the brunt of Lenin's wrath; Stalin was not present, and no contempo

rary witness recalled his presence. Even though he first published his 

account in 1923, at a time when he was under no pressure to white

wash the record as far as Stalin was concerned, Raskol'nikov remem

bered that Lenin made no specific reference to Stalin, but Lenin's 

stinging rebuke obviously applied to him as well, for Stalin shared full 

responsibility with Kamenev for Pravda's recent editorial line. (A foot

note in the 1964 edition of Raskol'nikov's memoirs, added at a time of 

renewed debunking of the Stalin cult, explicitly identifies Stalin as 

one of the principal targets of Lenin's wrath.) 2 

Meanwhile, the main welcoming party for Lenin was getting ready 

at the Finland Station, with the faithful Shlyapnikov as master of 

ceremonies and the Soviet leader Chkheidze as the spokesman of 

"revolutionary democracy" to extend a formal welcome to the return

ing Bolshevik chief . For the Finland Station festivities we have an 

eyewitness account by that indispensable historian-diarist of the revo

lution, the Menshevik N. N. Sukhanov (Himmer). 3 His description of 

the scene has become a classic that should be read by everyone inter

ested in Lenin's place in the Russian Revolution. For present pur

poses, however, Sukhanov's report is of interest chiefly for the fact 

that, like Raskol'nikov's recollections of the Belo Ostrov encounter, it 

makes no mention of Stalin as among those present. Other reliable 

observers lend confirmation by their silence: Stalin was not present at 

the Finland Station. 

The point may seem of relatively slight importance . What signifi

cance could there be, one may ask, in the presence or absence of a 

given party figure at what was, after all, merely another arrival of a 

group of tired, bone-weary travelers, anxious to find their bearings in 

the confusing new Russia of the revolutionary era? (Lenin, uncertain 

of the temper of the authorities in revolutionary Petrograd, half ex

pected to be carted off to jail on arrival.) Reasoning thus, some biogra

phers of Stalin simply pass over the entire episode in silence, hurrying 

on to other, in their eyes more significant developments. 

Stalin felt otherwise, for he subsequently went to enormous lengths 

to "correct" the historical record, either inserting himself into the 

Belo Ostrov greeting party or, more frequently, assigning himself the 

principal role in the welcoming ceremonies at the Finland Station. 

Anything less, he evidently felt, would have cast a shadow of doubt 

on his claim to being Lenin's closest, most faithful disciple. The unfor

tunate memoirists-Raskol'nikov, Sukhanov, and others who failed 

to remember and report Stalin's presence-were later made to pay a 
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bitter price for their inconveniently accurate memories: Sukhanov 

was executed on trumped-up charges in one of the early Stalin-era 

show trials, while Raskol'nikov was rubbed out (the gangster term is 

fully justified) by Stalin's secret police thugs after refusing to return to 

Russia for virtually certain extermination during the Great Purge . 

Eliminating.inconvenient witnesses was a step toward establishing 

a more seemly version of the event, but something more positive was 

required. For this purpose Stalin's court painters, using all the illu

sionistic techniques of "socialist realism," were pressed into service, 

and imposing canvases were created depicting Stalin extending the 

hand of greeting to Lenin as he dismounted from the train. Photo

graphs are stubborn things, and while an awkward and inconvenient 

figure can be blotted out with a little erasing fluid, it is not so easy to 

insert a new figure into an existing group. Luckily for Stalin, camera 

techniques in 1917 had not progressed far enough to permit the re

cording of such a tumultuous, rapidly shifting scene under artificial 

light as the one at the reception rooms of the Finland Station, so that 

there are no contemporary newsreel shots of the event. But there was 

nothing to hinder Soviet film makers from creating "historical recon

structions" of the event, under Stalin's orders. 

As reconstructed, the Stalinist version of the April 3 ceremonies 

featured a historic meeting betweeo the two titans of the revolution: 

the Great Lenin, who had guided the party from abroad, at last joins 

hands with the equally Great Stalin, who had faithfully supported 

him through all the difficult prerevolutionary years. Now finally 

united, the two are ready to lead the party step by step to victory in 

October. 

This is exactly how the flexible Yaroslavsky, after suitable "instruc-

tion," described the "meeting" between Lenin and Stalin: 

On April 3, Stalin went to Belo Ostrov to meet Lenin. It was with great 

joy that the two leaders of the revolution, the two leaders of Bolshevism, 

met after their long separation. They were both about to launch into the 

struggle for the dictatorship of the working class, to lead the struggle of the 

revolutionary people of Russia . During the journey to Petrograd Stalin 

informed Lenin of the state of affairs in the party and of the progress of the 

revolution ." 

So firmly established did the legend of Stalin's presence as head of 

the greeting party for Lenin become in Soviet writings that as late as 

1960, seven years after Stalin's death and four years after Khru

shchev's attack on his "cult of personality," the official party biography 

of Lenin still listed Stalin as among those present at the welcome for 
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Lenin. 5 It took the second wave of Khrushchev's anti-Stalin cam

paign, launched at the Twenty-second Party Congress in October 

1961, to discredit for a time this persistent falsification. Yet party 

historians are a stubborn breed, and in volume 4 of the official chro

nology of Lenin's life issued in 1974 under the auspices of the Institute 

of Marxism-Leninism, the ghostly figure of Stalin has somehow reap

peared in that long-distant welcoming ceremony for Lenin. 6 

Granted, then, that Stalin was not among those present to wel

come Lenin, what explanation can be found for his absence? Various 

suggestions have been offered. Edward E. Smith, for example, argues 

that Stalin may have "anticipated Lenin's criticism and this was the 

reason he had absented himself from greeting him upon his arrival." 7 

Whatever faults Stalin may have possessed, however, cowardice was 

not among them; caution, certainly, but not cowardice. And even if 

he had foreseen Lenin's rebuke, it was a mistake for him to pass up the 

opportunity to be present at a historical moment. 

Trotsky, never loath to make a damaging point at Stalin's expense, 

draws an obvious moral from Stalin's absence: 

That little fact shows better than anything else that there was nothing 

even remotely resembling personal intimacy between him and Lenin. 8 

Trotsky's charge is valid, at least for the period before Lenin's 

return, but it tells only part of the story: Stalin's absence represented 

an error in judgment, a faulty scale of values. The real reason Stalin 

was absent was because he had, or thought he had, something better 

to do than hurry off to meet Lenin. Caught up in the party conference 

that he had been guiding, and sharing the political outlook of his 

associates in the Executive Committee of the Soviet, Stalin on April 3 

was attending a preparatory conference looking to the eventual mer

ger of the Bolsheviks with the left-wing Mensheviks. It was this con

cern, not cowardice or a lack of intimacy with Lenin, which best 

explains his absence from the welcoming ceremonies. 

It was only because Stalin later made such enormous claims for 

himself and his role in the revolution that he came to feel so keenly 

the disgrace of his absence from the meeting with Lenin. His failure in 

April, though relatively small in scale, foreshadowed his far more 

serious failure in October, and the reasons that lay behind it

obtuseness, faulty judgment, preoccupation with secondary issues

were to recur in magnified form in October. Perhaps that is why Stalin 

came to assign such apparently excessive importance to the task of 

"correcting" the historical record with regard to the nonmeeting be

tween him and Lenin in early April. 
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Lenin Presents the "April Theses" 

Lenin's return marked the opening of a third phase in Bolshevik 

policy since the overthrow of tsarism . During the first phase, from 

February 18 to March 12, the party, represented primarily by the 

Russian Bureau and the Vyborg Raion Committee, tried to develop its 

own independent line: supportive of the Petrograd Soviet, distrustful 

of the Provisional Government, insistent on an immediate end to the 

war, hostile to other socialist and left-wing parties. The inexperienced 

young men who led the party in this phase tried to the best of their 

ability to steer the frail party vessel through the exhilarating but risky 

rapids of the revolutionary torrent, but they lacked the assurance or 

the authority to unite the party behind them. 

The return of Muranov, Kamenev, and Stalin on March 12 

brought the first phase of Bolshevik policy to an abrupt end and 

substituted in its place a more moderate line, characterized by the 

attempt to reach a modus vivendi with the new institutions that had 

emerged to take the place of the discredited autocracy. Though op

posed by many militant workers and resented by the leaders of the 

first phase, the line adopted by the spokesmen of the second phase 

helped the Bolshevik party find a secure if limited place in the emerg

ing world of pluralistic revolutionary politics. 

Like the first phase, the second came to an abrupt end with the 

arrival of a new group of returning party figures. This time, however, 

the shift was fundamental, radical, and permanent. The new era inau

gurated by Lenin is one that continues in an unbroken line from that 

time down to the present. 

Briefly summarized, the "April Theses," which Lenin presented to 

a party gathering late on the evening of April 3 and then repeated 

before a mixed audience on th e following day, represent a bold and 

imaginative amalgam of three diverse elements: first, an analysis of the 

existing situation not only in Russi a but in the wider perspective of a 

world at war; second, a set of prescriptions for political action, de

signed to advance the revolution farther along the road to socialism; 

and third, a list of specific steps to be taken by the party to enable it to 

play the leading role in the revolution as thus conceived. 9 

Lenin began his "April Thes es" with the war, which had been at 

the center of his thoughts ever since its outbreak and which to him 

represented the touchstone against which all other questions must be 

tested. In line with the analysis he had offered in his book, Imperial

ism, The Highest Stage of Capitalism, Lenin defined the war strictly in 

class terms. Capitalism, he argued, leads inevitably to to imperialism, 
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while a capitalist nation in the era of imperialism is driven to wage war 

for profits, the annexation of territories, and the weakening or de

struction of rival capitalist nations. Since the Provisional Govern

ment, headed by Prince Lvov and dominated by the middl e-class 

Cadet and Octobrist parties, was by its nature capitalist (Lenin 

treated this proposition as a self-evident one not requiring proof), the 

war "unquestionably remains a predatory imperialist war." 

Without mentioning Pravda or its editorial board, Lenin brusquely 

rejected the policy of conditional support for a defensive war, which 

the newspaper had advocated when Kamenev and Stalin were direct

ing its policies. Only with the overthrow of capitalism in Russia, 

Lenin asserted, would a "truly democratic peace" be possible; it was 

the task of the party to explain this to the masses, "who are being 

deceived by the bourgeoisie." Lenin made a special point of calling for 

"the most widespread campaign for this view ... in the army at the 

front" and for "fraternization" between Russian soldiers and those of 

the armies opposing them. (Within two weeks the Bolsheviks, using 

funds provided by the German General Staff, were able to begin 

publication of a special newspaper for the field army, Okopnaia 

pravda). 

Having staked out his position on the war in his first thesis, Lenin 

turned for his second to the question of the nature of the revolution 

and the specific stage it had currently attained-matters of fundamen

tal concern to any Marxist, since the agenda for the next round of 

actions would be determined by knowing exactly where one found 

oneself at the moment. The Menshevik leaders of the Soviet Execu

tive Committee had their own answer to this question, based on their 

reading of Marxism: since the socioeconomic conditions in Russia 

were objectively suitable only for a bourgeois liberal-democratic revo

lution, the proper course of action for the workers' parties was to aid 

the bourgeoisie in carrying through its revolution in order to help 

create the conditions that would ultimately make possible a workers' 

revolution leading to the establishment of socialism. Though he was 

no Menshevik, Stalin, along with many other Bolsheviks, shared this 

perspective before Lenin's return. 

To the indignation and shock of the Mensheviks in the audience 

that listened to Lenin's presentation of the "April Theses," and to the 

bewilderment of many of his own followers, Lenin now unceremoni

ously jettisoned this time-honored reading of the Marxist scriptures 

and asserted that the assumption of power by the bourgeoisie during 

the February Revolution was the result not of historical necessity but 

of a regrettable failure on the part of the proletariat, its "inadequate 

organization and insufficient class consciousness." Far from having 
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achieved its goals, the revolution was in transition from its first phase, 

marked by the assumption of power by the bourgeoisie, to 

its second stage, which is to place power in the h ands of the proletariat 

and the poorest strata of the peasantry. 

Almost in passing, Lenin mentioned the genuine liberties the Russian 

people were currently enjoying: 

This transition is ch aracte rized, on the one hand, by a maximum of 

legality (Russia is now the freest of all th e belligerent countries of the 

world); on the other, by the absence of oppression of the masses. 

Lenin's view of the proletariat's failure in February dismissed 

Marx' s assertion that the workers could make their own, socialist 

revo lution only when the objective co nditions for it were present. 

In his Theory of Permanent Revolution, Leon Trotsky had devised 

an ingenious mechanism wher eby backward Russia could escape from 

this apparently ironclad historical law: the workers of Russia, Trotsky 

argued, could initiate by their action a wave of revolutions which 

would quickly spread to the advanced capitalist nations of the West, 

and then the small but militant proletariat of Russia would find pow

erful allies in its worker-brothers of Western Europe. Without ac

knowledging his intellectual debt to Trotsky, Lenin developed a strik

ingly similar concept in his theory of the "uninterrupted revolution" 

and in his analysis of imperialism. Even though these premises are 

never set forth specifically in the "April Theses," they underlie Lenin's 

concept of "the present situation in Russia." No wonder that his 

audience, steeped in traditional Marxism, reacted in surprise, shock, 

or disbelief to Lenin's apparent disregard of the basic Marxist verities. 

Having just paid tribute to the democratic internal policies of the 

Provisional Government, Lenin in his third thesis uncompromisingly 

condemned it as "a government of capitalists" and hence "imperialist" 

in its foreign policy, including its war aims. For Lenin there was no 

separation between foreign and internal policy: since, he asserted, the 

Provisional Government was capitalist, and hence, by definition, im

perialistic, it could not renounce the goal of annexations and therefore 

all its promises were "utterly false." The Bolshevik party, Lenin in

sisted, must adopt a policy of no support toward it, not just the 

"insofar as" policy of the Menshevik-SR leadership in the Soviet Exec

utive Committee (or of Kamenev and Stalin in Pravda). 

In place of the Provisional Government, Lenin asserted in his 

fourth thesis, "the Soviet of Workers' Deputies is the only possible 

form of revolutionary government"-this, despite the fact that, as 

Lenin candidly admitted, the Bolshevik party "constitutes a minority, 
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and a small one at that . . . in most of the Soviets of Workers' 

Deputies." It was the task of the party, Lenin urged, 

to present a patient, systematic, and persistent analysis of its [the Soviet's) 

errors and tactics, an analysis especially adapted to the practical needs of 

the masses. 

Even the Constituent Assembly, in Lenin's view, must be brought 

within the scope of the Soviet as a government: in the impromptu 

speech with which he accompanied the "Theses" (which he had writ

ten out beforehand), Lenin asserted that "the Soviet is the only gov

ernment that can convoke the Constituent Assembly," and, in any 

case, the work of the Constituent Assembly would be in effect deter

mined for it in advance, since Russia needed (according to Lenin's 

fifth thesis), 

Not a parliamentary republic-a return to it from the Soviet of Workers' 

Deputies would be a step backward-but a republic of Soviets of Workers', 

Agricultural Labourers' and Peasants' Deputies throughout the land, from 

top to bottom . 

For his concept of the Soviet as a revolutionary government Lenin 

drew heavily on Marx's analysis of the nature and policies of the Paris 

Commune of 1870-71: 

Abolition of the police, the army, the bureaucracy. All officers to be 

elected and to be subject to recall at any time, their salaries not to exceed 

the average wage of a competent worker's. 

Turning to the agrarian question for his sixth thesis, Lenin revealed 

that even his boldness had limits. At a time when individual peasant 

seizures of gentry land were only beginning-a phenomenon that was 

to grow, with Bolshevik approval and encouragement, into a massive, 

fundamental peasant revolt by the late summer of 1917-Lenin still 

envisaged a fairly orderly process geared to an eventual socialization of 

the land: 

Nationalization of all lands in the country, and management of such lands 

by local Soviets of Agricultural Laborers' and Peasants' Deputies. . . . 

Creation of model agricultural establishments out of large estates . . . 

under the control of the Soviet of Agricultural Laborers' Deputies, and at 

public expense. 

The basic point was emphasized in his accompanying commentary, 

"Agriculture on a Communal Basis." Only reluctantly over the next 

few months was Lenin to recognize that the peasants wanted to seize 

the land for themselves, not for socialism. 
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Centralization of the entire banking system of the nation, another 

point borrowed from Marx's analysis of the Paris Commune, consti

tuted Lenin's seventh thesis, with the proviso that the "one general 

national bank" should be under the control of the Soviet of Workers' 

Deputies. The same body, in the eighth thesis, was to exercise "control 

of social production and distribution of goods," a task that Lenin was 

careful to distinguish from "the 'initiation' of Socialism as an immedi

ate task." 

As to the party, in his ninth thesis, Lenin demanded the "immedi

ate calling of a party congress," changes in the party program to bring 

it into line with the theses on the war and the state, and-a symbolic 

step, but one to which Lenin attached great importance-the change 

of the party's name from "Social Democratic," a label now tarnished 

by the "betrayal of Socialism" by the majority of Social Democratic 

parties at the outbreak of the war, to "Communist." 

In his tenth and final thesis Lenin reminded his listeners that for 

him the socialist revolutionary movement was an international phe

nomenon. Since, the Leninist argument ran, the parties of the Second 

International had "betrayed socialism" by voting national war credits 

in August 1914, the Bolsheviks had the obligation of 

taking the initiative in the creation of a revolutionary International, an 

International against the social-chauvinists and the "center." 

By the latter phrase, as applied to Russia, Lenin had in mind the left

internationalist group of Mensheviks represented by the Soviet lead

ers Chkheidze and Tseretelli-that group, in other words, with regard 

to whom Stalin, a few days earlier, had obtained approval from the 

March conference for exploratory talks looking to an eventual merger. 

It was with unmistakable reference to precisely this development that 

Lenin concluded his presentation of the "April Theses." "I hear," he 

said, 

that in Russia there is a movement towards unity, unity with the defen

sists. This is a betrayal of Socialism . I think that it is better to stand alone, 

like Liebknecht, one against one hundred and ten. 

There was no need for Lenin to identify the specific individual in 

the party against whom these fighting words were directed: by his 

signed articles in Pravda and his eloquent pleading at the March 

conference, Stalin had identified himself as the leader of the "move

ment" that Lenin now condemned as a "betrayal of Socialism." For 

Stalin the bitterness he must have felt at that moment was com

pounded by the fact that the reproof was delivered before the very 

audience, in the same meeting place, where he had expected to carry 
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through to completion his plan for a merger of the Bolsheviks and the 

left-wing Mensheviks. 

For Stalin, the third phase in revolutionary Bolshevik policy began 

even more inauspiciously than had the second. In March, with the 

help of a few comrades and his own forceful personality, he had 

emerged from the reproof of his party judges virtually unscathed. But 

on that occasion his opponents had been either junior and inexperi

enced functionaries whom he could easily thrust aside, or denouncers 

and gossip-mongers who sheltered themselves behind the cloak of 

anonymity (to this day we cannot be sure who told the Russian 

Bureau about Stalin's undesirable "personal characteristics"). Further

more, the earlier setback had been administered in the privacy of a 

closed party meeting, and the record of it had been consigned to the 

archives, unknown to all but a few party members and to everyone 

outside the party. Stalin's quick recovery in March made it possible 

for him to treat the entire episode as something that had never taken 

place (only his complete forgetting of the March 12 reproof can ex

plain the survival of the unretouched protocol of that session in the 

party archives during the decades of his unlimited power). 

In contrast, the setback Stalin experienced at the start of the third 

phase took place in a public gathering, before a mixed party and 

nonparty audience; it was administered by the party's recognized 

leader, in terms that permitted no rejoinder and in a tone that left no 

apparent hope for recovery. The only aspect of the affair in which 

Stalin could take comfort was that Lenin had stopped just short of 

specifically identifying him as the figure personally responsible for the 

movement toward merger with the left-wing_ Mensheviks. And 

therein, as Stalin slowly came to perceive, lay the path by which he 

could find his way out of this new humiliation. Lenin, who never 

hesitated to employ the most violent and abusive language against 

those he regarded as enemies or rivals, could be extraordinarily pa

tient and understanding in dealing with party members whom he saw 

as potential recruits for leading roles in the party. It was this pedagogi

cal characteristic of Lenin, and the response it evoked in Stalin, which 

enabled the latter to emerge from his discomfiture at the outset of the 

third phase not merely with his old status in the party unimpaired but 

with an ascent to a position of which he had previously only dreamed. 

Stalin and the "April Theses" 

It took some time for Stalin fully to comprehend what had happened. 

The positions set forth in the "April Theses" were too radical, too 

little related to the questions he had been concerned with, for him to 
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incorporate them immediately into his mental world. Nor was he 

disposed to accept automatically whatever Lenin advocated simply 

out of a sense of personal loyalty or party discipline. 

When the "April Theses" were discussed at a meeting of the Rus

sian Bureau on April 6, Stalin spoke against them. (The record of his 

brief remarks, stripped to their elements, was another of those "uncor

rected" documents of 1917 which somehow survived in the archives, 

to be dug out and published as part of the anti-Stalin campaign under 

Khrushchev .) In the skeletal protocols, which are all that survives of 

the April 6 session, Stalin is quoted as saying, 

The picture of the bridge between the West and the East-destruction of 

the colonies. A sketch, but no facts, and therefore unsatisfactory. There 

are no answers about small nations. 10 

Brief though it is, this summary tells us a good deal about the stand 

Stalin took. It shows that he was still concentrating on his specialty, 

the national question (a question, incidentally, on which, as far as the 

record shows, Lenin said nothing in the "April Theses"). Stalin seems 

to have ignored entirely Lenin's central themes-the war, the Provi

sional Government, the Soviet. Furthermore, as Tucker has pointed 

out, Stalin's criticism fits in closely with the position taken by Ka

menev at the same meeting, a position he was still defending at the 

April Conference, to the effect that "the general sociological scheme 

[in the "April Theses"] has not been filled in with concrete political 

content." 11 

For a description of what Stalin later wished he had done in the 

discussion of the "April Theses," we can turn to the ever-pliant 

Yaroslavsky, who writes, 

On April 4, Lenin addressed a conference and read his celebrated April 

Theses, in which he outlined the plan for the further development of the 

revolution, the plan for the capture of power by the Soviets. When Zino

viev and Kamenev, those traitors to the revolution, opposed this plan, 

they met with a severe rebuff at the hands of Stalin, who ardently de

fended Lenin's plan for the growth of the bourgeois democratic revolution 

into the socialist revolution. 12 

As of April 6, then, Stalin was still groping for a way to reject 

Lenin's new program, attacking it on a peripheral issue and relying for 

support on the familiar figure of Kamenev to provide him with a 

general critique. Thereafter, however, it was Kamenev, rather than 

Stalin, who carried the brunt of the fight against what he regarded as 

Lenin's unorthodox and dangerous proposals. When the "Theses" 

were published in Pravda on April 7 (the delay is in itself symptomatic 
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of resistance), they were accompanied by an editorial note to the effect 

that they represented only Lenin's personal views, not those of the 

party. Since Stalin was still, at that point, one of the co-editors of 

Pravda, the note must have passed his scrutiny. As far as it goes, that 

fact indicates a wait-and-see attitude rather than one of outright con

demnation and may be taken as the starting point of Stalin's reorien

tation toward a position closer to that of Lenin. 

Kamenev's critique of the "April Theses" was developed more fully 

in an article he published in Pravda on April 8 under the title "Our 

Oifferences." 13 Again he emphasized that for him the "Theses" repre

sented "the personal opinion" of Lenin, but he praised them as "con

cise" and "thorough." Defending the editorial line of Pravda, which he 

had helped establish, Kamenev pointed out that it had been sup

ported by the Bolshevik delegates to the All-Russian Conference of 

Soviets in March, as formulated in the resolution on the Provisional 

Government and the soviets. 

As his principal theoretical difference with Lenin, Kamenev named 

their divergent views on the character of the revolution. Lenin's gen

eral line, he said, 

appears to us unacceptable inasmuch as it proceeds from the assumption 

that the bourgeois-democratic revolution has been completed and it builds 

on the immediate transformation of this revolution into a Socialist revolu

tion. 

Kamenev called for a "broad discussion" of the issue in which he 

hoped to vindicate his point of view 

as the only possible one for revolutionary Social-Democracy in so far as it 

wishes to be and must remain to the end the one and only party of the 

revolutionary masses of the proletariat without turning into a group of 

Communist propagandists. 

With the April 8 article Kamenev emerged as the most prominent 

Bolshevik critic of the "April Theses." As far as the record shows, 

Stalin, who had tacitly supported Kamenev as late as April 7, thereaf

ter took no action and made no further statements, oral or written, 

which could be construed as a criticism of the "Theses." A basic shift 

in his allegiance from Kamenev to Lenin was under way. Once 

started, the process of rethinking by Stalin gathered momentum rap

idly, and when he resumed publication of signed articles in Pravda on 

April 11 it was clear that he had executed a sharp change of position. 
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Stalin Swings Over to Support of Lenin 

Between April 11 and the opening of the Seventh Party Conference 

on April 24, Stalin published three short articles in Pravda, two signed 

with his usual pseudonym, "K. Stalin," and one unsigned editorial. In 

addition he gave his first recorded speech of the revolution. Brief 

though they are, these materials are enough to enable us to chart the 

general flow of his reorientation. 

In the first, a signed article published on April 11 under the title 

"Two Resolutions," Stalin showed how far he had already moved 

toward accepting Lenin's view of the war. 14 The Provisional Govern

ment had just announced the floating of a so-called Liberty Loan to 

raise funds for various purposes, principally continuation of the war. 

The Executive Committee of the Soviet, true to its policy of limited 

support of the Provisional Government, thereupon adopted a resolu

tion calling on the population to support the loan. Defying both the 

government and the Soviet, a group of workers in the machine shops 

of the Russo-Baltic Railway Car Works came out against the loan, 

charging that it was 

being floated with the aim of continuing the fratricidal slaughter, which is 

advantageous only to the imperialist bourgeoisie. 

The workers' resolution, in a clear indication of the Bolshevik 

influence that lay behind it, accused the Executive Committee of 

"betraying the International" by supporting the loan, a charge that 

Stalin in his article flatly endorsed. Thus he gave public notice that he 

now accepted Lenin's position on the war and had parted company 

with the supporters of a defensist position in the Soviet. 

Three days later, on April 14, Stalin published a second article in 

Pravda, the message of which was conveyed in its title, "The Land to 

the Peasants." 15 In the sixth of his "April Theses," Lenin had called 

for "confiscation of all private lands" and their cultivation on a com

munal basis. Stalin now added his voice to this demand, spelling it out 

in detail: 

We therefore call upon the peasants, upon the peasant poor of all Russia, 

to take their cause into their own hands and push it forward. We call upon 

them to organize and form revolutionary peasant committees ... , take 

over the landed estates through these committees, and cultivate the land 

in an organized manner without authorization. 

Before Lenin's return, Stalin had written nothing as incendiary as 

this. 
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Along with his new militancy on the peasant question went a far 

more critical attitude toward the Executive Committee of the Soviet. 

There, the SR leaders, fearing to alienate the middle-class liberals by 

championing the peasant demand to take over privately owned es

tates, had counseled the peasants to be patient and await the convoca

tion of the Constituent Assembly, which would settle the land ques

tion in a legal, orderly manner. In words that showed how far he had 

shifted from his earlier stance, Stalin brushed aside such scruples: 

We are told that immediate seizure of the landed estates would disrupt the 

"unity" of the revolution by splitting off the "progressive strata" of society 

from it. 

But it would be naive to think that it is possible to advance the revolu

tion without quarreling with the manufacturers and landlords. 

Unauthorized cultivation of the landed estates and their seizure by the 

peasants will undoubtedly "split off" the landlords and their ilk from the 

revolution. But who would venture to assert that by rallying the millions 

of poor peasants around the revolution we shall be weakening the forces of 

the revolution 7 

Fully accepting Lenin's concept of the basic forces of the revolution 

and its future course, Stalin continued, 

The policy of waiting and procrastinating until the Constituent Assembly 

is convened, the policy recommended by the Narodniks [i.e., the SR's], 

Trudoviks, and Mensheviks of "temporarily" renouncing confiscation, the 

policy of zigzagging between the classes (so as not to offend anybody!) and 

of shamefully marking time, is not the policy of the revolutionary proletar

iat. 

In his first two Pravda articles in April Stalin showed that a mo

mentous shift had taken place not only in his ideas but in his intellec

tual allegiance. Where he had previously relied on the moderate Ka

menev and the conciliatory Menshevik-SR leadership in the Soviet 

for guidance, Stalin was now deriving his ideas directly from Lenin. 

For the first time in his revolutionary career Stalin was sharing an 

office with Lenin and discussing with him the problems and opportu

nities that arose from day to day in the editing of the party newspaper. 

The close working relationship between the two men quickly led to a 

sharing of their editorial responsibilities. For example, the immediate 

point of departure for Stalin's article "The Land to the Peasants" was 

a telegram from Minister of Agriculture Shingaryov to the peasants of 

Ryazan' guberniia calling on them to abstain from illegal seizure of 

gentry lands. On April 15, the day after Stalin's article appeared, 

Lenin contributed a short follow-up to Pravda, reiterating the princi-
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pal points Stalin had made and for good measure giving the full text of 

Shingaryov's telegram as printed in that morning's edition of the 

Cadet newspaper, Rech'. 16 

The third contribution by Stalin to Pravda in April, an unsigned 

editorial entitled "May Day," carried even clearer indications of the 

guiding role that Lenin had now assumed in shaping Stalin's think

ing.17 Previously (for example, in his March 16 article, "The War"), 

Stalin's vision had been confined to Russia . Now it widened to take in 

the whole of war-torn Europe: 

The world has begun to stifle in the grip of war ... [leaders in the original]. 

The peoples of Europe can bear it no longer , and are already rising up 

against the bellicose bourgeoisie . 

If an echo of Lenin's slogan "Convert the imperialist war into a civil 

war" could be detected in that statement, the Leninist inspiration of 

Stalin's next assertion was even more unmistakable: 

The Russian revolution is the first to be forcing a breach in the wall that 

divides the workers from one another. The Russian workers, at this time of 

universal "patriotic" frenzy, are the first to proclaim the forgotten slogan: 

"Workers of all countries, unite!" 

For the first time in his career, Stalin now seemed to grasp the rela

tionship between the Russian Revolution and the larger international 

socialist revolution about which Lenin and Trotsky had been talking 

and writing for years: 

Amidst the thunder of the Russian revolution, the work ers of the West too 

are rising from their slumber . The strikes and demonstrations in Germany, 

the demonstrations in Austria and Bulgaria, the strikes and meetings in 

neutral countries, the growing unrest in Britain and France, the mass 

fraternization on the battle fronts-these are the first harbingers of the 

socialist revolution that is br ewing. 

The war, the land, the international socialist revolution-one by 

one, Stalin was directing his att ention to the principal issues facing 

the Bolshevik party and showing the change in his outlook caused by 

Lenin's influence . A fourth major issue, policy toward the Provisional 

Government, was added in a speech Stalin delivered on April 18.18 In 

March Stalin had favored the "insofar as" formula of conditional 

support of the Provisional Government. Now, under the influence of 

Lenin, he dropped all qualifications and called on the workers and 

soldiers to "support only the Soviet of Workers' and Soldiers' Depu

ties which they themselves elected." 
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The First AII-Petrograd Conference of Bolsheviks 

In preparation for the party congress for which Lenin had called in 

the "April Theses," the Bolsheviks of Petrograd met in an all-city 

conference between April 14 and 22. 19 Stalin's name occurs only once 

in the protocols of th e conference, and then not as a speaker but 

simply as one of those elected to a seven-man committee, along with 

Lenin, Molotov, Zinoviev, and Kamenev, to draft a resolution on the 

Provisional Government and the war. (The other two members of the 

committee were S. Ya. Bagdatiev, using the party pseudonym "S er

gei," and K. I. Shutko ["Mikhail"], both members of the Petersburg 

Committee. Neither Bagdatiev nor Shutko published any memoirs of 

their experiences in the revolution, a fact that may explain their 

survival through the Great Purge. Bagdatiev died in 1949, Shutko in 

1941.) 

It is possible that Stalin was not present at the conference. Trotsky 

asserts that 

Stalin did not even show up. Obviously, he sought to be forgotten for a 

while .20 

For the rank-and-file delegates at the conference, Stalin's name was 

still not one to be reckoned with, and when they elected a presidium 

at their opening session, Stalin was not included. Lenin's stature was 

recognized by designating him "honorary chairman"; the actual work 

of the conference was assigned to his lieutenant, Zinoviev. Molotov, 

whom the party organization remembered as a leader in the February 

Revolution, was named a member of the presidium. 

On April 14, the date of the conference's opening session, the 

delegates had only Stalin's April 11 article, "Two Resolutions," and 

"The Land to the Peasants" in Pravda for April 14 by which to evalu

ate his changing outlook. It took the party organization some time to 

realize that the moderate Stalin of the period before Lenin's return 

was now changing rapidly into a staunch Leninist. Stalin's virtual 

eclipse and lack of recognition at the Petrograd conference is a telling 

indication of his modest standing in the party as of mid-April. 

Nevertheless it is difficult to accept Trotsky's explanation of Stalin's 

comparative obscurity at the Petrograd conference as the result of a 

withdrawal into protective silence. After all, at the very time the 

conference was in session Stalin was publicly proclaiming his new pro

Lenin stance in the pages of Pravda. A more cogent reason for Stalin's 

silence was that Lenin, at this point, simply felt no need to call on him 

for support. 

There was, in fact, no special need for Stalin to speak at the Petro-
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grad conference. The agenda, as announced by Pravda on April 12, 

included a report on the current situation, to be delivered by Lenin, 

and discussion of the party's attitude toward the Soviet, the structure 

of the party, the immediate arming of the workers, the municipal 

elections, and the attitude to be adopted toward other socialist par

ties, none of which called for any contribution on the part of Stalin. 

For Stalin, the period between April 7, when Pravda published 

Lenin's "April Theses," and April 24, when the Seventh Party Con

ference opened, was a time of rapidly expanding horizons. Working 

side by side with Lenin in the Pravda office, Stalin readily absorbed 

the older man's point of view, the more so because his own outlook 

was only tentative and was based more on impulse than on firmly held 

principles . 

During the first phase of his participation in the revolution Stalin 

had adopted the stance of Muranov and Kamenev; then, as his famil

iarity with the Executive Committee of the Soviet increased, he fell 

under the influence ofTseretelli, Chkheidze, and other left-wing Men

sheviks in that milieu. He had little or nothing original to contribute 

by way of ideas, but he was eager, ambitious, and reasonably articu

late and compensated for his intellectual shallowness by a doggedness 

that made him a valuabl e asset to any group. 

What he did not have, except in his own fancy, were the attributes 

of leadership. He was still searching for a role that suited his talents 

and for an authority figure on whom he could model his own person

ality. In Lenin he seemed to hav e found what he was searching for, 

and the attempt to establish himself as a second Lenin was to domi

nate his later career, especially after the Leader's death in 1924. For 

Stalin, however, the Leninist path was to prove another of those false 

trails that he was to follow in his quest for pow er and glory, for it was 

not Lenin who ultimately provided Stalin with the key wh erewith to 

unlock the gates of power but another party figure, Yakov Sverdlov. 

Or rather, it would be more accurate to say that Stalin's ultimately 

successful formula for total power represented a unique blend of at

tributes derived from two principal models: Lenin, th e party leade r, 

and Sverdlov, the party organizer. It was on his use of the legacy of 

Sverdlov that Stalin's real power came to be ba sed. 

The April Crisis 

While the Petrograd all-city conference was in progress, a sudden 

political crisis broke out that shook the Provisional Government, 

troubled the Soviet Executive Committee, and galvanized the Bolshe

vik party into frenzied action. Th e root of the crisis was the still 
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unresolved discrepancy between the war aims of the Provisional Gov

ernment, as defined by its foreign minister, Milyukov, and the very 

different goals of the Petrograd Soviet, as set forth in its Appeal to the 

Peoples of the World of March 14. 

With a political insight for which he is sometimes not given suffi

cient credit, Stalin had called attention to this conflict in his Pravda 
article of March 26, "Either-Or." In that article he demanded either 

that the Soviet apply pressure to the Provisional Government to bring 

its war aims into line with those of the Soviet or that Milyukov resign. 

It was by means of the former of these alternatives that the conflict 

was temporarily resolved. The Provisional Government on March 27 

issued a statement signifying its acceptance of the formula "no annex

ations, no indemnities," and tension temporarily subsided . But the 

restored harmony was more apparent than real, for Milyukov had by 

no means accepted the Soviet's definition of war aims, not only be

cause he did not share them, but because he was under intense pres

sure from the British ambassador to reaffirm in categorical terms 

Russia's loyalty to her allies and to the agreements she had reached 

with them. 

Given this situation it was merely a question of time before the 

conflict would break out again, and on April 20 it did, with the 

publication of a note written by Milyukov on the eighteenth to the 

British and French ambassadors formally endorsing the government's 

redefinition of war aims of March 27 but actually undercutting it by 

assuring the Allies that Russia would carry the war "to a definite 

conclusion" with the aim of obtaining certain "sanctions and guaran

tees." 

Publication of Milyukov's note touched off a series of angry demon

strations by workers and soldiers which soon raised the threat of an 

attempt at armed overthrow of the government. Some eager Bolshe

viks in the Petersburg Committee and the Bolshevik Military Organi

zation, notably Bagdatiev, were prominently associated with these 

actions, a fact that forced Lenin soberly to evaluate the party's pros

pects for success in the event of a test of strength between the Provi

sional Government and the Soviet. 

Meetings of the Bolshevik Central Committee were held daily 

while the crisis raged (April 20-22), with Lenin drafting the resolu

tions that defined the party line. On the morning of the twentieth the 

committee resolved that the Milyukov note fully confirmed the par

ty's condemnation of the Provisional Government as "imperialist 

through and through, tied hand and foot to Anglo-French and Rus

sian capital." 21 The resolution called on the revolutionary proletariat, 

with the support of the revolutionary army, to take "the entire power 
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of the state into its own hands . . . in the form of the Soviet of 

Workers' and Soldiers' Deputies," an injunction that could be, and in 

some quarters was, read as an open invitation to try to overthrow the 

Provisional Government by force. 

On the twenty-first, with violence in the streets mounting rapidly 

and some militant Bolsheviks calling for a direct assault on the gov

ernment, the Petrograd Soviet tried to calm the storm by issuing a 

two-day ban on all street meetings and demonstrations. On the same 

day the Provisional Government made public an "explanation" of 

Milyukov's note which amounted to a repudiation of it and of him. 

The effect of these moves was to put a damper on the demonstrations, 

cooling the ardor of the angry crowds besieging government head

quarters in the Mariinsky Palace. 

For Lenin and the Bolshevik Central Committee, the Soviet order 

was a danger signal, a warning to weigh the risks and opportunities 

that the mass demonstrations posed for the party. It was Lenin's 

reluctant judgment, expressed in a Central Committee resolution 

adopted late on the twenty-first, that the risks outweighed the oppor

tunities and that further actions should be limited to "peaceful discus

sions and peaceful demonstrations." 22 To mollify the frustrated insur

gents, the resolution called on the workers and soldiers to hold new 

elections to the Soviet as a means of forcing it to alter its policy of 

confidence in the Provisional Government. Finally, on April 22, the 

crisis subsided, and the Central Committee drew up a balance sheet 

on the whole episode in the form of yet another resolution, as usual 

drafted by Lenin. 23 The slogan "'Down with the Provisional Govern

ment,"' the resolution asserted, 

is an incorrect one at present [italics added] ... because in the absence of a 

firm (i.e., a class-conscious and organized) majority of the people on the 

side of the revolutionary proletariat, such a slogan is either an empty 

phrase or, objectively, it leads to attempts of an adventurist nature . 

In words that looked ahead to September the resolution continued, 

We will favor a transfer of power into the hands of the proletarians and 

semi-proletarians only when the Soviets of Workers' and Soldiers' Depu

ties adopt our policy and are willing to take the power into their own 

hands. 

The protocols of the Central Committee sessions for April have 

not been published and apparently no longer exist. From the available 

evidence it seems that Lenin encountered no serious opposition to his 

views, and there is no record of any discussion of his draft resolutions. 

As to Stalin, we know that he took part in one brief but significant 
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action during the April Crisis, as a member of a committee set up by 

the Executive Committee of the Soviet to draft a telegram to the army 

headquarters in the Petrograd area "demanding that they not send 

military units to Petrograd without the explicit written invitation of 

the Petrograd Soviet of Workers' and Soldiers' Deputies." 

Trotsky's comment on this action is characteristically barbed: 

From the official protocols we note, not without surprise, that the text of 

the telegram was composed by a commission that consisted of two Com

promisers [i.e., lu. M. Steklov and G. M. Erlikh, both Mensheviks] and 

one Bolshevik, and that this Bolshevik was Stalin. It is a minor episode (we 

find no important episodes pertaining to him throughout that period), but 

decidedly a typical one. The reassuring telegram was a classic little example 

of chat "control" which was an indispensable element in the mechanics of 

dual power .... The Compromisers placed Stalin on the commission 

because the Bolsheviks alone enjoyed any authority in Kronstadt. That 

was all the more reason for declining the appointment. But Stalin did not 

refuse it. 24 

Thus during the height of the April Crisis Stalin was dividing his 

time between the Bolshevik Central Committee (assuming that he 

attended the sessions of April 20-22) and the Soviet Executive Com

mittee. This policy of keeping a foot in both camps helps to explain 

the continued good standing he enjoyed among the Soviet leaders, 

even at a time when he was publicly identifying himself with Lenin's 

harsh criticism of them. 

There is also evidence that Stalin, in his capacity as a member of 

the Executive Committee of the Soviet, attended a meeting between 

that body and the Provisional Government on April 22 at which an 

effort was made to patch together an agreement in order to overcome 

the crisis. Since Stalin's report on this meeting was delivered orally 

during the Seventh Conference and published a day later, it will be 

convenient to postpone discussion of it until we take up that party 

gathering. 

Finland Raises the National Question 

Just before the April Crisis broke, the Bolshevik Central Committee 

was turning its attention to one of the fundamental problems of the 

revolution, the national question. At a meeting on April 19 the com

mittee heard and considered an appeal from the Social Democratic 

party of Finland concerning the growing movement for Finnish au

tonomy. In response Lenin advocated full support for the Finnish 
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appeal, and he was even prepared to sanction the withdrawal of Fin

land from the Russian state and the establishment of an independent 

Finland. Lenin evidently failed to win majority support for this policy, 

however, for the resolution he drew up was not adopted. 25 

In view of Stalin's established reputation as the party's leading 

authority on the national question, it would be interesting to know 

what position he adopted at the April 19 session, if he attended it. 

Was he one of those whose opposition helped defeat Lenin's resolu

tion, or did he speak in its support? Most likely neither: cautious 

silence when confronted by a new challenge was Stalin's favored tac

tic. If that is the line he took, it was a wise one, for the April 19 debate 

on the national question proved to be a springboard for an action by 

Lenin which completely transformed Stalin's position in the party 

and his relations with Lenin. 

Lenin's failure to carry the Central Committee with him on the 

national question, to which he assigned cardinal importance in his 

overall strategy, must have made it clear to him that he faced an uphill 

fight over that subject at the forthcoming party conference . (The 

preliminary agenda for the conference, published in Pravda on April 

13, listed the national question as the sixth and last substantive item 

for discussion, just before the elections to central party bodies.) 

Lenin could expect opposition to his line on the national question 

not so much from ethnic Russians in the party as from representatives 

of the national minorities, for example, the Pole Felix Dzerzhinsky, 

who, despite his general endorsement of Lenin's line, refused to follow 

him in his policy on the national question. Clearly what Lenin 

needed most at this point was a non-Russian spokesman for his views 

who could effectively counter the attacks on them to be expected from 

other non-Russians in the party such as Dzerzhinsky. The solution to 

the problem was obvious: Stalin had all the necessary qualifications 

and had just been demonstrating, by his writings in Pravda since April 

11, that he was amenable to Lenin's influence. What more natural 

than to ask Stalin to report on the national question at the conference 

whose opening was now just a week away? The fact that Stalin's most 

recent writings on the subject, his Pravda articles of the period before 

Lenin's return, were by no means to Lenin's liking, was of little impor

tance: Stalin had shown a cavalier disregard for consistency once he 

had decided to shift his allegiance and ideas. 

But Lenin had an even more potent inducement to offer Stalin . 

Made aware by the April Crisis of the need to strengthen the party's 

organization, Lenin was on the lookout for suitable recruits to the 

party's leadership. Stalin, he decided at some point, met his require-
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ments. What Lenin had to offer Stalin, then, was an irresistible com

bination of power and policy. It was this offer, and Stalin's acceptance 

of it, which made the April Conference a major landmark in the 

latter's rise to power. 

The Opening of the Seventh Conference 

With his very first introductory statement to the Bolsheviks' Seventh 

Party Congress, on the morning of Monday, April 24, Lenin set the 

Russian Revolution within the framework of the world socialist revo

lution, which he foresaw as the inevitable outcome of the World War. 

"Comrades," he said, 

our conference is meeting ... under conditions not only of the Russian 

revolution but of the growing international revolution. The time is ap

proaching when the assertions of the founders of scientific socialism [i.e., 

Marx and Engels], and the unanimous forecast of the socialists who gath

ered at the Basie Congress [of the Second International in 1912), that 

world war would inevitably lead to revolution, are being everywhere 

proved correct. 26 

In the nineteenth century, Lenin asserted, Marx and Engels had 

prophesied that "the French worker will begin [ the socialist revolu

tion], the German will finish it." Instead, 

The great honor of beginning the revolution has fallen to the Russian 

proletariat. But the Russian proletariat must not forget that its movement 

and the revolution are only part of a world proletarian movement, which 

in Germany, for example, is gaining momentum with every passing day. 

Only from this point of view can we define our tasks. 

With those wide-ranging words ringing in their ears, the delegates 

proceeded to the first formal action of the conference, the election of a 

five-man presidium. As at the Petrograd all-city conference a week 

earlier, the action served as a partial indication of the popularity and 

standing of the party leaders as viewed by the delegates. Of these there 

were a total of 151-133 with full voting privileges and 18 with consul

tative rights only. The delegates represented some 80,000 party mem

bers, in seventy-eight party organizations-still a minuscule figure in a 

state numbering over 125 million inhabitants, but up sharply from the 

January 1917 estimate of 40,000. 27 

Lenin, of course, easily won membership on the presidium, as did 

his close associate G. Ye. Zinoviev, one of those who had accompa

nied him on his "sealed train" return from Switzerland. The third 
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member of the presidium, Ya. M. Sverdlov, was something of a sur

prise: had he not been sent off to the remote Urals at the end of 

March? But Sverdlov was not to be sidetracked by mere bureaucratic 

measures: himself a master at the art of political manipulation, he lost 

no time in reorganizing the party committee in Yekaterinburg to 

which he was assigned and was returned by that organization to 

Petrograd as its representative to the Seventh Conference. Hencefor

ward, until his untimely death in March 1919, Sverdlov would never 

leave the center of power except for trips undertaken on behalf of the 

party leadership. 

As the fourth member of the presidium the conference chose G. F. 
Fedorov, a member of both the Petersburg Committee and the Execu

tive Committee of the Soviet. Something of the temper of the man 

can be gleaned from his later career: in 192 7 he was ousted from the 

party as a Trotskyite; readmitted subsequently, he was again thrown 

out in 1934 and died, almost certainly in one of Stalin's labor camps, 

in 1940. 

The fifth presidium member was our old friend M. K. Muranov, 

appearing at the conference as a delegate from the Kharkov party 

organization. Kharkov was his native city; evidently he had returned 

there shortly after the takeover of Pravda in mid-March. Was that 

move of his own choosing, or was he, like Sverdlov, given an assign

ment in the provinces by a party leadership consisting of Stalin and 

Kamenev-a move designed to remove him from the center? In any 

case his return to Kharkov left the field clear for Kamenev and Stalin 

to assume editorial responsibility for Pravda. Muranov was a less po

tent figure than Sverdlov, but he was nevertheless well enough re

garded to be chosen to report on the entire southern region: in the 

interests of time, the conference voted to hear reports, not from dele

gates representing individual towns or cities, but about some ten to 

twelve broad regions of Russia. Neither Stalin nor Kamenev won a 

place on the presidium, an indication that the policies with which 

they were identified were not overly popular in the party. 

The conference next chose a five-man mandate commission, the 

names of the members of which have not been pres erved. (When the 

commission's report was presented on April 16, it was delivered by G. 

I. Bokii, a member of the Petersburg Committee.) It then established a 

twelve-point agenda. In comparison with the preliminary agenda pub

lished by Pravda on April 13, the new one was far more comprehen

sive, including, for example, discussion of the Constituent Assembly 

as well as the revision of the party program demanded by Lenin in the 

"April Theses." Like the April 13 draft, however, the new agenda still 
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placed the election of party bodies at th e end of the proceedings, 

following discussion of all substantive points on the agenda, including 

the report on the national question. 

Lenin versus Kamenev (April 24) 

The first day's work of the conference was dominated by a lengthy 

report by Lenin on "The Current Situation." In forceful terms Lenin 

reiterated and developed his by now familiar stand on the war, the 

Provisional Governm ent, and the Soviets of Workers' Deputies. An 

element of conflict was added to the proceedings by the submission of 

a draft resolution from the Moscow regional party conference, the gist 

of which was to add th e idea of "control" by the soviets over the 

Provisional Government and local governmental agencies. The Mos

cow draft resolution was presented by A. S. Bubnov, a delegate from 

the textile center of lvanovo-Voznesensk . It defined "control" in 

broad terms and concluded with a forecast of the transformation of 

control over the existing governmental agencies into control of them: 

This control in th e development of the victorious proletarian-peasant 

revolution will inevitably be transformed into control over all elements of 

state-administrative existence and will be a stage on the road to seizure of 

th e entire gov ernmental power by th e organized masses of the prol etariat 

and the poor pcasants .w 

Lenin seemed somewhat disconcerted by the Moscow proposal, 

which marred the appearance of unity behind his policies which he 

was striving to project. In his speech, he simply took note of the 

Moscow draft, refraining from comment on the ground that he had 

not previously had a chance to study it. Following Lenin's report the 

delegates took a three-hour break. 

When the conference resumed its work, the first speaker was a 

gaunt, emaciated figure, the Pole Felix Dzerzhinsky, only recently 

freed from a tsarist jail in Moscow and not yet fully recovered from 

the effects of his prolonged imprisonment. Characteristically, how

ever, Dzerzhinsky ignored his physical weakness and plunged directly 

into party controversy. "From private conversations," he said, "it has 

become clear that many [of the delegates] are not in agreement in 

principle with the theses of th e reporter [Lenin]." Implying that 

Lenin's views wer e based on a faulty perspective in the eyes of those 

"who together with us lived through the revolution," Dzerzhinsky 

proposed that the conference hear a second, alternative report on the 

current situation. 29 If Lenin had hoped the conference would accept 
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his report without debate, he misjudged the temper of the delegates, 

for by a majority they adopted Dzerzhinsky's proposal. 

As their spokesman the Moscow delegation chose Kamenev, who 

had emerged before the conference as the party's most consistent and 

thoroughgoing critic of Lenin's tactics. 3° Kamenev opened his co

report with a brief summary of the stages through which the party had 

passed since February, then launched into a detailed critique of 

Lenin's report. His most serious charge, already familiar from his 

April 7 article, "Our Differences," was that Lenin was trying to push 

the party along at too rapid a pace. At a time when the gentry still 

owned the feudal lands, Kamenev asked, how was it possible to speak 

of the bourgeois-democratic revolution against feudalism as being al

ready completed? Similarly, Kamenev argued, the situation in the 

soviets differed from the analysis offered by Lenin. Everyone recog

nized the soviets as the center of the workers' movement, yet there too 

the revolution had not yet reached the stage where the workers' party 

could successfully advance its own socialist program: in the soviets the 

parties of the petty bourgeoisie were in control, and the Bolsheviks 

were forced to work with them in a temporary bloc. Even Lenin, 

argued Kamenev, admitted that, as long as the Soviet placed its trust 

in the Provisional Government, it was impossible to talk of over

throwing the latter. 

Eventually, Kamenev asserted, conflict was inevitable between the 

government and the petty bourgeois-proletarian bloc in the Soviet 

over the basic questions of the war, food, and democratic freedoms. It 

was not the task of the party, however, to try to speed up this process; 

let the revolution ripen at its own pace, thereby avoiding the kind of 

embarrassing zigzags that had characterized party policy during the 

April Crisis. With deliberate irony Kamenev agreed with Lenin that 

the slogan "Down with the Provisional Government" was unwise, but 

he said he would have welcomed a warning to that effect a little 

sooner-a sly dig at Lenin for having encouraged the hotheads in the 

party. 

Speaking on the basis of his experience as the party's ranking 

representative in the Executive Committee of the Soviet, Kamenev 

complained that Lenin's policies provided no clear guidance to party 

members in the existing situation, whereas "control," in the sense of 

the Moscow resolution, had proved itself effective. As an example, 

Kamenev cited an order issued on April 21 by General Lavr Kornilov, 

commandant of the Petrograd Military Region, to deploy two artillery 

batteries on Palace Square to defend the government against the 

demonstrators. The order had been nullified, however, by a statement 
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by the Soviet to the effect that the troops of the Petrograd garrison 

were answerable only to it. This action, said Kamenev, was "more 

than fine words"; in blocking Kornilov's order, the Soviet "had exer

cised a fair degree of governmental power." In Moscow and the prov

inces, he continued, the soviets were the real leaders of the revolution 

to an even greater extent than in Petrograd. 

"Control" of this kind, Kamenev argued, would serve to hasten the 

transfer of power to the soviets, through a series of well-defined steps, 

a policy he contrasted with Lenin's tactics of awaiting the moment 

when the party had achieved a dominant position in the soviets, 

meanwhile patiently explaining party policies to the masses. 

As to the war, Kamenev accepted Lenin's general analysis, which 

he called a "splendidly developed maximum program," but again he 

asked that the general outline be reinforced by specific measures to

ward which the party could work. As an example he cited the demand 

for publication of the secret treaties with the Allies, not because he 

thought Milyukov would agree to make the texts public but because 

his refusal would serve to enlighten the masses as to the government's 

real war aims. 

Having heard both reports, the delegates plunged enthusiastically 

into a discussion that showed almost as many points of view as there 

were speakers. Six delegates mounted the speaker's rostrum one after 

another without significantly contributing to the clarification of the 

issues; what did emerge unmistakably was that none of them whole

heartedly supported Lenin, while several-Bubnov, for example, and 

Bagdatiev-sharply criticized Lenin's report and indicated their pref

erence for Kamenev's stand. 

With another thirty delegates requesting the right to speak, the 

prospect loomed of the transformation of the conference into a free

for-all. What had begun as a modest proposal by the Moscow delega

tion for a procedural addition to Lenin's report now threatened to 

develop into a widespread revolt against his leadership. (Kamenev, it 

should be noted, had been careful to avoid any direct challenge to 

Lenin, and made a noticeable effort to identify himself with as much 

of Lenin's position as he could.) 

A series of procedural moves, undertaken on the initiative of dele

gates whose names are unfortunately not recorded, shut off this incipi

ent mutiny and brought the conference back to a more disciplined 

mode of procedure . First, it was decided to close off the list of would

be speakers; then the delegates voted to conclude the debate by allow

ing two speakers to defend each of the principal positions which had 

emerged, Lenin's and Kamenev's. 

During the discussion of these measures, Kamenev made the concil-
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iatory gesture of reducing his disagreements with Lenin to a single 

issue, "control." The effect of this move was to bury the far more 

serious differences of principle which separated him from Lenin on the 

nature of the revolution and its future prospects, but it opened the 

way for a reconciliation-on Lenin's terms. 

Stalin Comes Out in Support of Lenin 

After a ten-minute break, the delegates reassembled to listen to the 

first champion of Lenin's cause. This turned out to be Stalin, perhaps 

to the surprise of some provincial delegates who had not kept up with 

his recent articles in Pravda but who remembered how far from 

Lenin's position he had been before Lenin's return. 

Taking advantage of Kamenev's reduction of the disagreement to 

the single issue of "control," Stalin heaped heavy sarcasm on the 

whole proposal, arguing that the crisis over the Milyukov note 

showed that the Provisional Government was now in control of pol

icy, while "the Soviet is following the government." 

The government attacks the Soviet. The Soviet retreats. To suggest after 

this that the Soviet controls the government is just idle talk. That is why I 

propose that Bubnov's amendment on control be not accepted. 31 

Stalin's speech was, of course, grossly unfair; it completely ignored 

Kamenev's serious criticisms of Lenin's position on the revolution, 

just as it misrepresented Kamenev's and Bubnov's patient explanation 

of how "control," as they envisaged it, would serve the needs of the 

party and advance the workers' cause. Stalin's ridicule of "control" 

was also premature: within a few weeks, Milyukov and his colleague 

Guchkov resigned, thereby providing a striking demonstration of ex

actly the kind of "control" which Kamenev and the Moscow delega

tion had in mind. In the long run it was the Provisional Government 

that had to retreat, not the Soviet. Nevertheless, Stalin's speech was 

undeniably effective, not merely because of its bluntness but also 

because in making it Stalin was serving public notice of his switch 

from the position he had shared with Kamenev to unqualified support 

of Lenin. 

In contrast to Stalin's short speech, the statement by Zinoviev, 

who served as Lenin's second advocate, was wordy, involved, and 

unconvincing. 32 Clearly Stalin had come through with a solid hit for 

Lenin in a tight situation. And just as clearly he had not done so 

merely of his own volition: limited to two speakers, Lenin had deliber

ately chosen Stalin as his lead-off man in the concluding debate. 

In the records of the Seventh Conference Stalin's statement of 
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April 24 stands out for its crudity: it is a startling prefiguration of the 

style, tone, and intellectual aridity of political discourse in the Stalin 

era. Whereas other delegates, no matter how impassioned their ideas, 

always clothed them in the texture of a closely reasoned intellectual 

analysis, Stalin reduced complex questions to a simple antithesis be

tween his own (i.e., Lenin's) position, which he claimed made obvious 

good sense, and that of his opponents, which he derided as patent 

nonsense. Only fools, he implied, could support the position advo

cated by Kamenev, conveniently forgetting that only a few weeks 

earlier he himself had done just that. 

The most important point about the statement, however, was not 

so much what it revealed about Stalin as what it implied about the 

relationship between him and Lenin. Lenin's obvious approval of the 

crudeness of Stalin's method indicates the concern he felt at the 

direction in which the conference appeared to be moving: here, at the 

opening session, his first major report was encountering not approba

tion but questioning and even opposition. Acting on Dzerzhinsky's 

suggestion, the conference had challenged Lenin by calling for a co

report on the current situation and had compounded the affront by 

selecting for that purpose Kamenev, the man who more than any 

other had voiced the hesitations, questions, and outright skepticism 

felt by many party members with regard to Lenin's polici es. The 

debate on the two reports, before it was shut off by a procedural 

motion, showed all too clearly that the delegates were in no mood to 

accept Lenin's analysis docilely. ln his report Kamenev had scored 

some damaging points. What Lenin needed now was not further intel

lectual hair-splitting but a sharp, brutal assault on the Kamenev posi

tion, and this Stalin effectively supplied. 

Trotsky, alert as always to indications of Stalin' s mental proce sses , 

contrasts Stalin's April 24 statement with Lenin's habitual method of 

analysis: 

Lenin' s co nc ep tion of the revo lution was ba sed on the interrelationship of 

classes, not on some isolated diplomatic note, which differed little from 

other acts of the government. But Stalin was not interested in general 

ideas. All he needed was some obvious pretext in order that he might 

make his shift with the least damage ro his vanity. He was "doling out" hi s 

retreat. n 

But Trotsky, as frequently happened when he was analyzing Sta

lin's tactical skills, missed the essential point. Stalin was not simply 

rising to make a statement as one among the many delegates who 

wished to join the debate; he was speaking on behalf of Lenin, as 

Lenin's number one chosen spokesman, ahead even of Zinoviev. 
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Trotsky was right in describing Stalin's statement as a characteristic 

sample of his mental processes, but he failed to recognize that the 

statement was made with Lenin's approval and was designed to 

achieve an important tactical goal: reassertion of Lenin's control over 

the party. Trotsky's handling of the episode thus casts a revealing light 

on his mental processes: acute in his judgment of Stalin, he was blind 

to the evidence of Lenin's use of Stalin to quell incipient opposition. 

The spokesmen for the Kamenev-Moscow position were Viktor P. 

Nogin and Aleksei I. Rykov, an old associate of Lenin (he had been 

one of the Iskra agents in the period 1901-3), who was attending the 

conference as a representative of the Moscow organization. Nogin's 

report went over familiar ground, but Rykov introduced some new 

ideas. 34 Like Kamenev, Rykov questioned Lenin's view that the 

bourgeois-democratic revolution in Russia was already completed, 

adding the criticism that Russia, as "the most petty bourgeois country 

in Europe," could not be considered ripe for a proletarian revolution. 

That, said Rykov, must come from the advanced capitalist nations of 

the West. In Rykov's view, the party must realistically recognize the 

limitations it faced and adapt its program to existing conditions. For 

Rykov this included the continuation of the bloc between the party 

and other elements of "revolutionary democracy." 

The conference concluded its first full day's work with an evening 

session at which the two co-reporters, Lenin and Kamenev, delivered 

their concluding statements. Kamenev's summing up amounted to a 

clarification and restatement of his principal points, especially the 

concept of "control." 35 Again he called for the addition of concrete 

directives to Lenin's general propositions, so that party workers would 

have clear guidance in their work; again he criticized the Central 

Committee-that is, Lenin-for its misleading slogans and sudden 

changes of front during the April Crisis. But on the essential ques

tions of the war, the Provisional Government, and the international 

socialist revolution he took a stand not significantly different from 

that of Lenin. 

Responding to Kamenev, Lenin frankly admitted that there had 

been a regrettable lack of coordination between the Central Commit

tee and the "adventurists" of the Petersburg Committee during the 

April Crisis, and he added darkly, 

In the future we will take all measures so that we have the kind of organiza

tion in which there are no Pekisty [members of the Petersburg Committee] 

who do not listen to the Central Committee. lo 

Like Kamenev, Lenin reduced their differences to the single issue of 

"control," but he denied that this question was isolating the party 
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from its former allies in the soviets: the real reason for the party's 

present isolation, Lenin said-and this was, for him, a significant 

concession-was that the peasants still supported the war (Lenin used 

the term "chauvinist" to define their position). Under these condi

tions, he frankly admitted, a worker-peasant alliance was out of the 

question. Logically, in a country of predominantly peasant population 

such as Russia, this should have led Lenin to see merit in Rykov's view 

that a Marxist-style socialist revolution could not succeed in Russia. 

Instead, Lenin simply denied the relevance of Rykov's objection: 

Comrade Rykov says that socialism must come from other countries, with 

a more developed industry. But this is not so. Nobody can say who will 

begin it and who will end it. That is not Marxism: it is a parody of 

Marxism. 

This was as close as Lenin ever came to defending his view that Russia 

could make a socialist revolution notwithstanding the comparative 

weakness of her working class. A few months later, in July, we will find 

Stalin making essentially the same point in addressing a party con

gress, and defending it as an example of "creative Marxism." 

Following Lenin's summing up, the conference elected a commis

sion to draft the resolution on the current situation. The voting 

clearly reflected the mood of the delegates: Lenin and his supporters 

(Zinoviev and Stalin) were outnumbered by Kamenev, Bubnov, Mil

yutin, and Nogin. The remaining two members of the commission, I. 
G. Pravdin, representing a Urals district party organization, and I. A. 

Teodorovich, from Petrograd, had not joined the discussion but could 

hardly be classified as staunch Leninists. 

Stalin Reports on Relations between the Soviet 

and the Provisional Government 

While the April Conference was in session, Pravda on April 25 pub

lished a signed article by Stalin entitled, "The Conference in the 

Mariinsky Palace." 17 Although it was not included in the protocols of 

the April Conference, it seems that the article was first delivered as a 

report to the conference delegates, probably on the opening day, April 

24. One delegate, S. I. Gopner, later recalled, 

During the discussion of Lenin's report on the current situation we were 

informed that a comrade would at once provide information about yester

day evening's session of the Provisional Government jointly with represen

tatives of the Petrograd Soviet in the Mariinsky Palace. 38 

Gopner, who claimed to have heard Stalin speak, characterized his 
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report as "clear and accurate" and even used the term "eloquent" to 

describe his account of the meeting. The published article is hardly 

eloquent, but it is undeniably effective in its crisp dissection of the 

motives of the Provisional Government spokesmen, Milyukov, Guch

kov, and Shingaryov. 

Surprisingly, in view of the brutal verbal assault on Kamenev, 

which Stalin delivered later on the twenty-fourth, his article con

cluded with an account of how Kamenev, as Bolshevik representative 

on the Soviet Executive Committee, had charged that the Provisional 

Government, because of its determination to fight the war to a victo

rious finish, was incapable of solving the nation's problems. The solu

tion, Kamenev asserted, 

therefore lay in the transfer of power to another class, a class capable of 

leading the country out of the impasse .. . (Leaders in the original) 

Perhaps inadvertently, Stalin's article provides valuable evidence of 

a noteworthy shift that had taken place in Kamenev's thinking on the 

war and the Provisional Government, one that brought him much 

closer to Lenin's position. 

Was it Stalin's report on the meeting in the Mariinsky Palace which 

suggested to Lenin the idea of using Stalin as one of his two spokes

men in the debate during the second half of the April 24 session? It 

seems likely. Whether Lenin heard Stalin's report himself or simply 

learned of it from other delegates to the conference, he must have 

recognized that it provided a perfect basis for attacking Kamenev on 

the issue of "control." Choosing Stalin as his lead-off defender in

volved a certain element of risk: this would be the younger man's first 

appearance at a major party conference in defense of Lenin, and he 

might well fail. But the gains would be proportionately great if he 

succeeded: as late as April 6 Stalin had sided with Kamenev against 

Lenin; if he now publicly attacked Kamenev and supported Lenin, the 

switch might well help a number of hesitant party delegates to make 

up their minds in favor of Lenin. 

Organizational Work (April 25-28) 

After his uncharacteristic burst of activity on the opening day of the 

conference, Stalin sank back into the mass of delegates who listened 

in silence to the party leaders and who registered their views only 

through their votes. But Stalin was by no means idle during the next 

three days. He had been named a member of the commission to draft 

the resolution on the current situation, and even though Lenin sup

plied the driving force and the principal ideas, the other committee 
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members were expected to take an active part in the work, since it was 

their collective responsibility to see that the finished resolution was 

framed with due regard to all relevant aspects of the problems facing 

the party in "the current situation." 

No text of Stalin's April 24 report has survived, nor do we have 

any memoirs that might provide information on what contributions 

he made, if any, to the discussion of the report on the current situa

tion. In any case, he was more concerned with absorbing Lenin's 

point of view and helping defend it than with expressing original ideas 

of his own. Far more challenging was the second task assigned to 

Stalin during these days: he had been chosen by Lenin to present the 

report on the national question, and he needed all the concentration 

he could muster to discharge that task worthily. 

While Stalin was engaged in his editorial labors, the conference was 

proceeding with its organizational business. According to Lenin's 

original plan, most of the responsibility for this work was to be dis

charged by Zinoviev. It was Zinoviev who presided over all sessions of 

the conference for which the protocols indicate a chairman, and he 

may well have chaired some or all of the other sessions. Increasingly as 

the conference proceeded, however, the role of Lenin's troubleshooter 

and master organizer was taken over by the efficient and hard

working delegate from Yekaterinburg, Yakov Sverdlov. From the very 

outset of the conference, where, as we have seen, his stature in the 

eyes of the delegates was registered by election to the conference 

presidium, Sverdlov showed that he intended to take an active part in 

the proceedings. Even before the formal opening of the conference, he 

joined with Nogin in sponsoring an addition to the agenda, a report 

on the Social Democratic "peace conference" being organized in 

Stockholm. 

It was Nogin who delivered the report on the Stockholm gathering, 

but the resourceful Sverdlov had his turn later in the April 25 session 

when he opened the series of reports from local areas. For his sphere of 

responsibility Sverdlov covered the Ural region, one of Russia's prin

cipal industrial areas and a Bolshevik stronghold only a little less 

powerful than Petrograd and Moscow. 

At the fifth session of the conference, on the morning of April 26, 

Sverdlov made a key organizational move by proposing that the dele

gates split up into five sections in order to prepare the final reports. 

When Lenin rose to support the proposal, its adoption was assured. 

Under Sverdlov's watchful guidance the delegates settled down to the 

hard work of drafting reports, dutifully sacrificing the luxury of unin

hibited debate which had marked the opening session. 
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By the seventh session on the morning of April 2 7, Sverdlov had 

established himself so firmly in Lenin's estimation that he was given 

the responsible task of reading the draft "Resolution on the War" 

paragraph by paragraph, and when the delegates assembled for the 

next to last time on the evening of April 29, it was Sverdlov who gave 

them instructions on how to turn in their secret ballots in the voting 

for the Central Committee. 

The Election to the Central Committee (Evening, April 29) 

Both the preliminary agenda of April 13 and the final agenda adopted 

at the outset of the April Conference placed the election of new party 

bodies at the very end of the proceedings, following debate on all the 

principal substantive issues. Instead, for reasons about which the pro

tocols are silent, the election of a new central committee-the first in 

five years-was moved up to the first half of the ninth session, on the 

evening of April 29, ahead of the reports and discussion on the na

tional question. 

The mood of the delegates was tense: even from the laconic sum

mary provided by the protocols, it is clear that they realized how 

much depended on the choices they would make. In the Bolshevik 

party, with its emphasis on central control and guidance, choosing 

able leaders was fully as important as formulating correct tactics. 

By a number of procedural votes the delegates showed that they 

were in no mood to accept direction from Lenin or anyone else. At 

the outset Lenin proposed that the size of the Central Committee be 

increased from nine to thirteen members, including the core of the old 

CC dating back to 1912 but with new recruits to share the heavy 

burdens that the revolution was likely to place on the leadership of 

the party. Zinoviev seconded Lenin's proposal, arguing that experi

ence showed that a nine-member CC was too small. Unimpressed, the 

delegates rejected Lenin's proposal, obviously clinging to the estab

lished forms of the party. N 

A proposal by Zinoviev that the election be preceded by a discus

sion of candidates fared a little better: it squeaked by with a bare 

plurality, 35 to 33, with at least one-third of the delegates not voting. 

Although Lenin had prudently refrained from personally sponsoring 

this motion, he showed that he supported it by taking an active part 

in the discussion of candidates. 

Probably the single most valuable document dug out of the long

sealed party archives and published for the first time as part of the 

1958 edition of the Seventh Conference protocols was the record of 
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the discussion of candidates for the Central Committee. It is a vital 

source of information on Lenin's tactics, as well as an indispensable 

clue to Stalin's emergence as one of the party's top leaders. 

Even while they were relaxing their controls, however, the custodi

ans of the party archives stopped short of full disclosure of the record . 

The protocols of the Central Committee for the period from early 

April through lat e July 1917 still remain unpublished, even though 

they were announced for publication in that same permissive year, 

1958. A Soviet scholarly article published in 1977 purports to provide 

a summary of the missing protocols, but it is far from adequate as a 

substitute for the original texts.4° 

Twenty-six names were proposed for the Central Committee, rang

ing from the obvious and inevitable one of Lenin to relatively obscure 

figures of only local significance. Of the twenty-six, seven were not 

discussed at all-Lenin and Zinoviev because they were too well 

known, the others because no one felt the need to discuss their candi

dacies. Of those formally presented to the delegates, another eight 

attracted neither supporters nor opponents; these included Lenin's 

wife, Krupskaya, and his mistress, Inessa Armand. 

Part of the drama of the election lay in the latent conflict between 

the two teams that had led the party before Lenin's return. Molotov, 

Shlyapnikov, and Zalutsky, all candidates for the CC, had provided 

leadership along Leninist lines in the initial period of the revolution; 

Stalin and Kamenev (Muranov was not a candidate) had veered 

sharply to the right. 

Despite their fealty to Leninist principles, not a single member of 

the original team was elected to the CC, whereas both Kamenev and 

Stalin were, and by convincing votes: Stalin, with 97 votes, appeared 

to be the third most popular figure in the party, after Lenin (with 104 

votes) and Zinoviev (with 101), while Kamenev lagged only a few votes 

behind, with 95 votes to his credit. There followed, at a considerable 

distance, Milyutin, with 82 votes, Nogin with 76, Sverdlov with 71, 

then (another sharp drop) Smilga with 53 and Fedorov with 48. 41 

The record of the discussion helps to explain these striking results. 

First, a fact of cardinal significance, Lenin himself spoke on behalf of 

only two candidates: not, as a naive delegate might have expected, 

Krupskaya and Inessa-their loyalty and services were assured Lenin 

in any case, and he had no need for them on the CC-but the two 

culprits of the second phase, Stalin and Kamenev. 

Consideration of Kamenev's candidacy was the third item on the 

agenda, following those of Lenin and Zinoviev, both hors concours. A 

brash delegate named Soloviev (there were two with that surname at 

the conference, and the protocols do not make it clear which one 
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spoke on this occasion) led off with a blistering attack on Kamenev's 

record, first, because of his behavior in the trial of the Bolshevik 

deputies to the Duma in 1915, and second, because of his March 1917 

writings in Pravda, especially those in which he voiced his support of a 

defensist position on the war. 42 

The anti-Kamenev feeling among the delegates was evidently wide

spread, for in 1926-27 a number of party members who had been 

delegates to the Seventh Conference joined in a general attack on him 

(undoubtedly with Stalin's support), which took the form of recollec

tions of how, at preliminary meetings of delegates before the formal 

session on the evening of April 29, Kamenev's candidacy had been 

rejected, both because of the 1915 trial and because of the telegram of 

congratulations to Michael Romanov, which he had co-signed in 

March 1917.43 There was thus a groundswell of anti-Kamenev senti

ment among the delegates as the voting for the CC got under way, 

and Soloviev was no doubt confident of speaking for a popular cause 

when he attacked Kamenev. 

Lenin's method of meeting this challenge must have disconcerted 

many delegates. 44 He began by simply ignoring Soloviev's second 

point, 

in the first place, because I don't remember and, in the second place 

because after all many comrades wavered in the first phases of the revolu

tion. 

As for Kamenev's behavior at the 1915 trial, Lenin conceded that the 

point was a serious one, but asserted that it no longer counted against 

him: 

At the time the behavior of comrade Kamenev was condemned by the 

CC. In the central party organ abroad it was stated that the behavior of 

the deputies in the trial, and of Kamenev in particular, was inadmissible. 

With this the incident was closed. Some comrades felt that these measures 

were insufficiently harsh, but in my opinion they were sufficient. There

fore it is impossible to object to his candidacy on the grounds of a lapse for 

which comrade Kamenev has already been brought to trial and adequately 

evaluated and condemned . The incident is closed . There is no evidence of 

wavering. 

Having thus drawn a veil over the past, and completely ignoring 

Soloviev's reference to Kamenev's recent misdeeds as one of the edi

tors of Pravda, Lenin turned to the positive side of Kamenev's candi

dacy. "The activity of comrade Kamenev," he said, 

has extended over ten years and it is very valuable. He is a valuable 

worker, both in the Executive Committee [of the Soviet] and on the edito-
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rial board [of Pravda]. There is no point in dwelling on the incident 

further. The fact that we disagree with comrade Kamenev yields only 

positive results. The presence of comrade Kamenev is very valuable. After 

convincing him, with difficulty, you will find that at the same time you 

have overcome those difficulties which arise among the masses. 

Seeing which way the wind was blowing, and anxious to play down 

his differences with Lenin, Nogin jumped to Kamenev's defense, twist

ing the facts a little in the process. The Moscow oblast bureau of the 

party, Nogin said, had sharply censured Kamenev for his behavior at 

the Duma deputies' trial, but then, after impassioned debate, had 

selected him to report on the war (evidently at its conference on April 

19-21). A footnote in the 1958 edition of the conference protocols 

points out that Nogin was in error: it was at the all-Russian confer

ence on March 27-April 2, not at that of the Moscow oblast commit

tee, that Kamenev delivered the report on the war. 45 More to the 

point, it was Kamenev who had been selected by the Moscow delega

tion to present their position in the debate on the current situation. In 

accordance with that decision, Nogin expressed "full confidence" in 

Kamenev. 

By his endorsement of Lenin's favorable judgment on Kamenev, 

Nogin strengthened his own position: in the balloting he ranked 

second in the group just below the Big Four, despite an adverse verdict 

by Rosalia S. Zemliachka (Samoilova), one of the power brokers in the 

Moscow city committee. By contrast, the rash and impetuous Solo

viev, who dared to speak against Kamenev before Lenin's position was 

disclosed, remains a cipher in party history; it is not even known 

which of the two Solovievs present at the conference opposed Ka

menev. 

Following the discussion of Kamenev's candidacy the delegates 

turned to that of I. A. Teodorovich, a member of the Petersburg 

Committee and a veteran of political struggle, including long years of 

imprisonment. Zinoviev spoke on his behalf, recalling his services in 

the socialist movement and praising him as "one of the model Marx

ists."46 In contrast, F. I. Goloshchekin ("Filipp"), another member of 

the Petersburg Committee, spoke against Teodorovich with a com

plete lack of regard for any past services to the party. "Previously," said 

Goloshcheki n, 
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For good measure, Goloshchekin added that newspaper reports from 

Krasnoyarsk indicated that Teodorovich had appeared there as a 

right-wing speaker. Not surprisingly, he failed to attract the necessary 

votes for inclusion in the CC, an indication that Zinoviev's recom

mendations carried no special weight with the delegates. 

Overall, Zinoviev spoke on behalf of four candidates

Teodorovich, Nogin, Milyutin, and N. P. Glebov (Avilov), another 

Petersburg Committee member. Of these only two, Nogin and Mil

yutin, were elected to the CC, and their active participation in the 

conference would probably have ensured their election even without 

Zinoviev's support. Clearly the power wielded by Lenin had not 

rubbed off onto Zinoviev. 

The fifth candidate presented to the delegates for consideration was 

Stalin, and only one speaker took the floor, Lenin. But Lenin's brief 

statement said it all, in words of authority which none of the delegates 

ventured to challenge. "Comrade Koba," Lenin said, 

has been known to us for a great many years. We saw him in Cracow, 

where our bureau was located. His activity in the Caucasus was important. 

A good worker in all responsible jobs. 48 

So much for Stalin's spotty record as a prominent party figure and 

as editor of Pravda in March! Clearly, Lenin had made up his mind to 

give Stalin his unqualified support and to overlook entirely all the 

false starts and faulty perceptions of which Stalin had been guilty over 

the years. It must have been a great moment for Stalin, a personal 

triumph equaled only by the results of the balloting, which showed 

Stalin with the third highest total-97, just behind Lenin with 104 

and Zinoviev with 101, and a few votes ahead of Kamenev. 

Writing in ignorance of the discussion of candidates first published 

in 1958, a number of authors have argued that the large number of 

votes cast for Stalin is proof that he had now achieved a strong 

position in the party on the basis of his record. Deutscher, for exam

ple, writes, 

This was the first time Stalin was confirmed in leadership by a large vote in 

a direct, open election. To the cadres of the party he was now a familiar 

figure, although to outsiders he was still a name only. 49 

Ulam concurs: 

His current stature in the Party was attested to by the fact that in the 

secret balloting he received ninety-seven of the hundred and nine delegate 

votes .... The barely known Caucasian of 1912, the man who five weeks 
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earlier it had been proposed should be kept out of the Party councils 

because of his bad temper and mann ers, was now freely acknowledged by 

his fellow Bolsheviks to be the lead ing "practitioner" in the Party. 50 

These opinions, howev er, and others like them, cannot be sus

tained in the light of th e evidence provided by the discussion of 

candidates. The 1958 document shows unmistakably that it was 

Lenin's personal intercession on behalf of Stalin, far more than any 

personal merits of the latter, which earned him his high vote. After 

the sharp reproof implied to critics like Soloviev in Lenin's statement 

on behalf of Kamenev, none of th e delegates cared to remind their 

comrades of the faulty guidance provided by Stalin before Lenin's 

return. If Lenin was willing to forget the mistakes of the recent past, 

the delegates were content to follow his lead. The high votes cast for 

Stalin and Kamenev reflect Lenin's popularity and power in the party, 

not theirs. Robert Payne is close to the mark when he writes, 

As usu al, the Central Committee had been hand -picked by Lenin and the 

voting was a mere formality. 11 

If Trotsky is to be believed, Lenin later reca lled that Sverdlov's 

name was not included in the original list of members to be elected to 

the CC. 52 "Fortunately," said Lenin, as reported by Trotsky, "we were 

corrected from below." In other words, the delegates voted for 

Sverdlov, even though he had not been included in the master list 

drawn up by Lenin and his closest aides. 

Trotsky suggests that Lenin's failure to include Sverdlov was the 

result of Stalin's influence over Lenin (which Trotsky is otherwise 

inclined to minimize). Recalling the incidents at the Pravda office in 

1912 and the period of exile in Siberia when relations between Stalin 

and Sverdlov had further worsened, Trotsky writes, 

He [Stalin] apparencly tried to take his reveng e at the conference and in 

one way or another, we ca n only guess how, man aged to win Lenin' s 

support, but hi s attempt did not succeed . If in 1912 Lenin met with the 

resistance of the delegates when he tried to get Stalin onto the Central 

Committee, he now met with no less resistance when he tried to keep 

Sverdlov off. 53 

Trotsky overstates his case: the published discussion of candidates 

indicates that Lenin did not actively oppose Sverdlov's candidacy. 

Only one speaker took part in the discussion of Sverdlov's candidacy, 

V. V. Kuibyshev from the Samara party organization, who said, 

Comrade Sverdlov is an old party worker, an irreplac eable organizer. His 

presence on the CC is essential. 54 
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This concise but essentially accurate statement, representing as it un

doubtedly did the viewpoint of a sizable group of delegates, was suffi

cient to earn Sverdlov inclusion on the CC, though with significantly 

fewer votes than the Big Four. Trotsky's recollection, based as it neces

sarily was on hearsay and later comments by Lenin, since he himself 

was not a delegate to the April Conference, implies the existence of a 

master list of candidates for the CC which Lenin drew up and which 

was circulated to the delegates before the voting began. It was this list, 

presumably, from which Sverdlov's name was omitted. Trotsky's anec

dote also strongly implies that Stalin had a hand in helping Lenin 

prepare the list; in other words, that he was now effectively function

ing as a member of the party's top leadership group. Confirmation of 

that deduction is provided by evidence from a variety of sources. First, 

however, it will be useful to consider Stalin's report on the national 

question. 

Stalin and Makharadze Report on the National Question 

Contrary to the procedure announced in the advance agenda, the 

conference took up its discussion of the national question after the 

elections to the Central Committee-but before the results of the 

balloting were announced. 

What were the reasons for this procedural change? First, as we have 

seen, Lenin unmistakably wanted Stalin as one of the inner core of 

party leadership and may have felt it wise to take no chance of having 

an adverse reaction among the delegates as a result of the position 

Stalin would take on the hotly debated national question. Better to 

ensure his election first, Lenin may have reasoned, and then take his 

chances on the national question debate. The procedural change also 

had the advantage, from Lenin's point of view, that it gave him the 

opportunity to indicate his unconditional support of Stalin before the 

latter spoke on the national question. In this way the delegates would 

be aware that Stalin was speaking not merely in his own name but as 

the spokesman for Lenin's views. 

The question may be asked, why did Lenin not deliver the report 

on the national question himself? It was an open secret at the confer

ence that it was he who wrote the resolution on the subject which was 

finally adopted. Lenin had excellent reasons, however, for choosing 

Stalin as his spokesman on this particular question : Positions that 

Lenin, as a Russian, could hardly defend convincingly against the 

onslaughts of non-Russian party stalwarts such as the Pole 

Dzerzhinsky, the Ukrainian Pyatakov, or the Georgian Makharadze, 

would be less vulnerable when put forward by a non-Russian-for 
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example, the "marvelous Georgian," Dzhugashvili-Stalin. Once again, 

as in 1913, Lenin was using Stalin to defend a position that was hotly 

disputed by some of the most articulate and outspoken representatives 

in the party of those same minority groups. 

Just before the Seventh Conference opened, Lenin's attention had 

been forcibly drawn to the national question by an appeal from the 

Finnish Social Democrats for recognition of their support of the Finn

ish national independence movement. Early in the conference Lenin 

had been given a reminder that the question was certain to give rise to 

controversy and that his own position was going to come under at

tack. At the third session, on April 25, in the debate about the 

socialist "peace conference" in Stockholm, Dzerzhinsky raised the 

question of Poland's independence, which had been included as one 

of the party's demands in the draft resolution. "It is not appropriate 

for us," Dzerzhinsky argued, 

to raise the national question, for that delays the coming of the social[ist] 

revolution. I therefore propose that the question about Poland' s indepen

den ce be dropped from the resolution. 55 

Dzerzhinsky had a further opportunity to press his views as a mem

ber of the three-man commission that was set up to draft the confer

ence resolution on the Stockholm conference, but he was evidently 

outvoted by the other two members of the commission, Lenin and 

Kamenev, for the resolution as finally adopted retained the paragraph 

on Polish independence. 56 The incident must have served as a re

minder to Lenin of the explosive nature of the national question and 

the danger it represented of a challenge to his views in the debates of 

the full conference. 

A further indication of the turbulent mood of the delegates with 

regard to the national question was provided by the conference's 

decision on procedure for discussion of the subject. According to S. I. 
Petrikovsky, a delegate from Petrograd whose notes constitute a valu

able supplement to the official conference protocols, the delegates 

voted to hear thirty-minute reports from two rapporteurs on the na

tional question and to follow the reports with ten-minute statements 

by two delegates for each report, for and against. 57 

Stalin's report, delivered at a late hour (midnight was already past 

when he took the floor), was comparatively brief. 58 Even so, he de

voted approximately one-third of his time to a preamble in which he 

established "certain premises," in the process correcting some of the 

cruder mistakes he had perpetrated in his Pravda articles of March. 

There he had identified the landed aristocracy as the class mainly 

responsible for national oppression and had singled out Switzerland, 
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the United States, and Great Britain as democratic states in which 

national oppression did not exist. Now he prudently restricted his 

examples of democracy to Great Britain, "where there is a certain 

degree of democracy and political freedom," and Switzerland, which 

"approximates to a democratic society," adding, for the benefit of 

Marxist scholars, "By democracy we mean that definite classes are in 

control of the state power." 

This elementary Marxist premise provided an easy transition to an 

updating of Stalin's analysis of the class origin of national oppression. 

In his March articles he had identified the landed aristocracy as the 

class principally responsible for national oppression. Reluctantly 

abandoning an idea to which he was evidently attached (it was, after 

all, original with him), Stalin now added, 

It may be said from this point of view that the closer the old landed 

aristocracy is to power, as was the case in old Tsarist Russia, the more 

severe is the oppression and the more monstrou s are its forms. 

Having thus made an attempt to bring his ideas into line with 

Marxist principles, Stalin proceeded to the reading of the resolution, 

as drafted by Lenin. Its most controversial provision was that 

every nation forming a part of Russia must be recognized as having the 

right to secede freely and to form an independent state. 5" 

As an example of the way that denial of this right leads to "a direct 

continuation of the policy of Tsarism," Stalin cited the conflict 

"which has recently broken out between Finland and the Russian 

Provisional Government." The resolution was careful to distinguish, 

however, between "the right of nations to free secession," and "the 

expedience of the secession of one nation or another at a given mo

ment" (italics added). This was a question for the proletariat (i.e., the 

Bolshevik party, claiming to represent the proletariat) to decide "quite 

independently in each individual case, from the standpoint of the 

interests of overall social development and of the proletarian class 

struggle for socialism." 

For nations not choosing the right of secession, the resolution 

continued, "the party demands broad regional autonomy," but it 

"resolutely rejects so-called 'national cultural autonomy."' Further

more, it 

demands inclusion in th e constitution of a fundamental law prohibiting 

any special privileges whatsoever for one nation and any infringement 

whatsoever on the rights of a national minority. 

But the whole carefully elaborated structure of ideas was fatally 
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undermined by the final paragraph of the resolution, which ruled out 

any recognition of national minority rights in the party: 

The interests of the working class demand the merging of the workers of 

all nationalities of Russia into unified proletarian organizations-political, 

trade union, co-operative-educational, etc. Only such an amalgamation of 

the workers of different nationalities into single organizations enables the 

proletariat to wage a victorious struggle against international capital and 

bourgeois nationalism. 

The remainder of Stalin's report consisted of a gloss on these prop

ositions, presented with a fair show of conviction. Occasionally the 

strain of defending a position in which he did not really believe 

proved too much for him, however, and he let his real feelings show 

through. For example, in defending the Leninist principle of the right 

of minority nationalities to secession Stalin admitted, 

I personally would be opposed to the secession of Transcaucasia, bearing in 

mind the common development in Transcaucasia and Russia, certain con

ditions of the struggle of the proletariat, and so forth. But if, nevertheless, 

the peoples of Transcaucasia were to demand secession, they would, of 

course, secede without encountering opposition from us. 

Stalin concluded his report by "reduc[ing] our views on the na-

tional question to the following propositions:" 

(a) recognition of the right of nations to secession; 

(b) regional autonomy for nations remaining within the given state; 

(c) special legislation guaranteeing freedom of development for national 

minorities; 

(d) a single indivisible proletarian collective, a single party, for the prole

tarians of all nationalities of the given state.' ''' 

In introducing his co-report Pyatakov announced that the nine

man section for preparation of the conference report on the national 

question had voted 7 to 2 in favor of a position that, in Pyatakov's 

words, "was taken by the revolutionary part of German Social

Democracy, Polish Social-Democracy, and others"-a position differ

ing from that of Lenin, which Stalin had just presented. But Pyatakov 

recognized that there was general agreement at the conference on 

many aspects of the national question, and he therefore devoted his 

report to consideration of those aspects on which disagreement ex

isted. 61 

Gently chiding Stalin, with his emphasis on the landed aristocracy 

as the chief source of national oppression, for dwelling on past history, 

Pyatakov drew the delegates' attention to existing world economic 
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conditions. These conditions, he said, made national independence 

an "obsolete" principle, and the demand for national independence 

was "taken from another historical epoch, it is reactionary, for it tries 

to turn history backwards." 

In contemporary society, Pyatakov asserted, the split between the 

bourgeoisie and the proletariat had deepened to such an extent that 

the "two camps" had virtually nothing in common. If the Polish 

bourgeoisie, representing a majority of the Polish population, wished 

to establish an independent Poland, while the Polish proletariat 

wished to have Poland included "in a general socialist organization," 

the Bolshevik party might well "carry on a struggle against the Polish 

bourgeoisie." Stalin's formulation of the question, Pyatakov charged, 

was "purely metaphysical." 

Another distinguishing characteristic of the present epoch, accord

ing to Pyatakov, was the virtual merger between the economic system 

of capitalism and the state form of bourgeois democracy. Whereas the 

slogan of an independent state was a progressive demand in an earlier 

era, "now it is a reactionary factor, directed against socialism ." The 

movements for national independence at present, Pyatakov argued, 

led as they are by the nationalistic bourgeoisie and directed "against 

the socialist revolution ... have become obviously reactionary." 

Pyatakov said he had nothing against the struggle to end the op

pression of national minorities, but it was essential to keep that ques

tion separate from the struggle for a socialism "without national 

boundaries." Pyatakov noted Stalin's unguarded admission that he 

was not in favor of Transcaucasian independence but tactfully re

frained from taking advantage of it. 

Summing up, Pyatakov called for a concrete definition by the party 

of its goals on the national question, "not limiting itself to formulating 

the abstract 'right of self-determination,' a formulation which can play 

into the hands of petty bourgeois reaction." 

In accordance with the ideas developed in his report, the resolution 

presented by Pyatakov asserted that 

the formation of national states under the conditions of the imperialist 

epoch, i.e., the epoch of the eve of the socialist revolution, is a harmful 

and reactionary utopia, 

and it frankly proclaimed that 

the international party of the proletariat, in the event that there is a 

majority on its side on an all-European scale, cannot take into account the 

will of the majority of a nation if that will is in conflict with the will of its 

proletarian minority. 62 
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The resolution accordingly affirmed that 

"the right of nations to self-determination" is merely a phrase lacking any 

specific content, 

and it proposed corresponding changes in the party program. Echoing 

Lenin's draft resolution, the one presented by Pyatakov closed by 

demanding the "merger [slianie] of the workers of all nationalities of 

Russia into common proletarian organizations," on the grounds that 

such a merger 

will make it possible for the proletariat to wage a successful struggle against 

international capital and bourgeois nationalism. 

Lenin himself spoke as the first defender of the resolution that 

Stalin had presented. The stenographic report of this speech is incom

plete, but enough has been preserved to indicate the general trend of 

his argument. In attempting to respond to Pyatakov's demand for 

concrete guidance, Lenin virtually admitted that his national policy 

was a matter of tactics that varied from place to place. 

In Russia we must stress the right of separation for the subject nations, 

while in Poland we must stress the right of such nations to unite. The right 

to unite implies the right to separate . We Russians must emphasize the 

right to separate, while the Poles must emphasize the right to unite. 63 

Lenin spent most of his allotted ten minutes berating the Poles, 

especially Dzerzhinsky, for confusing the question of Poland's freedom 

with that of the socialist revolution. But no Pole, he charged, gave the 

party any guidance when it came to Finland, the Ukraine, and other 

national minority regions. Was the party to support national oppres

sion in these regions? To do so, Lenin asserted, amounted to "chau

vinism." Only the example of the revolution could provide effective 

propaganda for the oppressed masses. 

Dzerzhinsky was not convinced by Lenin's arguments. Appearing 

as the first speaker in support of Pyatakov's draft resolution, he ac

cused Lenin of sharing the position of the Polish, Ukrainian, and 

other national chauvinists. 64 As far back as the Second Party Con

gress in I 903, Dzerzhinsky reminded his listeners, the Polish Social 

Democrats had refused to join the party because of its stand on Polish 

independence. He castigated Lenin's two-track tactics: 

What kind of a social-democratic point of view is that? Our positions must 

be identical. After all, are not the interests of the Polish and Russian 

proletariat the same? 
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As to the "will of the nation," Dzerzhinsky asserted, it can manifest 

itself only under the conditions of socialism. For Poland the right of 

independence from Russia would mean, in effect, the right of the 

bourgeoisie to ensure its domination. The 1905 Revolution, in 

Dzerzhinsky's view, had ended any nationalist spirit among the Polish 

workers. As to Lenin's taunt that the Polish Social Democrats had no 

answer for the party on the national question, Dzerzhinsky categori

cally denied the charge: 

Our concrete answer: national oppression can be destroyed only under the 

complete democratization of the government, the struggle for socialism, 

whereas separatist efforts are efforts for the struggle against socialism. We 

concretely oppose the right of nations to self-determination. 

As to Finland, 

The fact that Finland is a separate state is by no means evidence in favor of 

the separation of Finland from Russia. If the Provisional Government 

wants to take over those rights which the Tsar previously exercised in 

regard to Finland, our task, the only method for us, is to struggle against 

this Provisional Government, for the democratization of Russia, for the 

destruction of this shameful government which wants to coerce the will of 

the Finnish people . 

Following Dzerzhinsky, Zinoviev spoke in support of Lenin's draft 

resolution. 65 He charged that, whatever his purposes, objectively 

Pyatakov was taking a nationalist stance. Extension of the socialist 

revolution to the colonial nations, Zinoviev maintained, demanded 

that the party adopt a consistently anti-imperialist position. As to 

Finland, let the Finnish people themselves decide their fate. 

The final speaker was the Georgian Filipp Makharadze, represent

ing the Tiflis party organization and speaking in support of Pyatakov's 

draft. 66 Makharadze made the significant, and for Lenin ominous, 

point that 

those comrades who are taking part in the conference, who are for the first 

time discussing the national question in common and who themselves are 

representatives of the oppressed nations, almost all unanimously reached 

the conclusion formulated here by comrade Pyatakov . 

Speaking as a party member accustomed to working in the Trans

caucasus, with its highly diversified national minority structure, 

Makharadze charged that adoption of Lenin's (Stalin's) resolution, 

with its "right to secession" clause, would harm the party's prospects 

in the minority regions. The national question will be solved, 
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Makharadze predicted, "only in a socialist order," and like Pyatakov 

he asserted that 

the national state at the pre sent time is related to the past, not to the 

future . 

Pyatakov used his five-minute "concluding remarks" period to re

ply to Lenin and Zinoviev, making no substantially new points but 

pleading for further discussion of the national question in the party. 

The final statement was made by Stalin, who put the question in 

terms of tactics: the party must support the independence movement 

in Finland in order to show that it is opposed to the Provisional 

Government. 

In his critique of Lenin's "April Theses" on April 6, Stalin had 

complained that Lenin's picture of the "bridge" between the socialist 

revolution in the West and the anti-imperialist movement in the East 

was a "sketch," lacking in facts and "therefore unsatisfactory." Since 

that time he had had an opportunity to work closely with Lenin and 

to absorb his outlook on revolutionary strategy and tactics. Now, in a 

statement that can fairly be described as pure Leninism, Stalin made 

amends for his April 6 strictures: 

Either we consider that we must create a rear for the vanguard of the 

socialist revolution in the shape of the peoples which are rising against 

national oppression-and in that case we shall build a bridge between 

West and East and shall indeed be steering for a world socialist revolution, 

or we do not do this-and in that case we shall find ourselves isolated and 

shall be abandoning the tactics of using every revolutionary movement 

among the oppressed nationalities for the purpose of destroying imperial 

ism.67 

In a last-ditch effort to prevent the conference from adopting Sta

lin's resolution, Makharadze proposed withdrawing the entire na

tional question and taking no resolution on the subject, but the dele

gates rejected this proposal by a vote of 42 against 21, with 15 

abstentions. Stalin's resolution then won a substantial victory, 56 to 

16, with 18 abstentions, while the vote on Pyatakov's draft was only a 

little less decisive-11 for, 48 against, with 19 abstentions. As these 

figures show, however, there remained a hard core of 30 delegates

more than a quarter of those present-who were unwilling to accept 

the Stalin/Lenin resolution with its "right of secession" formula. This 

was by far the largest bloc of votes opposing a policy sponsored by 

Lenin at the conference, a fact that provides graphic proof of Lenin's 

tactical shrewdness in bringing Stalin to his side in the debate. Except 

for Stalin, not a single representative of the national minorities supported 
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Lenin on this issue, and the most telling assaults on his position came 

from the Pole Dzerzhinsky, the Ukrainian Pyatakov, and the Geor

gian Makharadze. 

Immediately following Stalin's concluding remarks the results of 

the election to the Central Committee were announced, and it be

came clear to everyone that Stalin had joined the top leadership group 

in the party-the only representative of a national minority to do so. 

(It should not be forgotten, of course, that the new CC included three 

Jews-Zinoviev, Kamenev, and Sverdlov. But their ethnic identity 

played no part-at this stage at least-in determining their party posi

tion, and one of them, Zinoviev, had come out strongly in support of 

Lenin on the national question.) 

There remained only a few formalities to be completed. After a one

hour break, the weary delegates reassembled to listen to Zinoviev 

present the draft resolution on "The Situation in the International 

and the Tasks of the RSDLP(b)," which passed with a nearly unani

mous vote, marred by one stubborn holdout in opposition and one 

abstention, following which Lenin brought the delegates back to their 

starting point with a presentation of the "Resolution on the Current 

Situation." Only Soloviev (was it the same brash Soloviev who had 

opposed Kamenev's candidacy to the CC?) ventured to offer a "cor

rection" to Lenin's text, and he was quickly reduced to silence. The 

resolution passed with no nays but with eight abstentions. After a few 

more perfunctory votes, approving the resolutions on revision of the 

party program and on the Soviets of Workers' and Soldiers' Deputies, 

the weary delegates finally broke up. It was 4 o'clock in the morning, 

and they had earned the right to a few hours' slumber. 

The Origins of the Politburo: Lenin's Deal with Stalin 

It is customary for a new central committee to hold its first plenum 

immediately following the congress (or in this case the conference) at 

which it is elected, and there can be little doubt that the CC elected at 

the Seventh Conference duly observed this by now time-honored 

practice. Lacking as we do the protocols of the CC for this period, it is 

not possible, unfortunately, to cite direct documentary evidence for 

the organizational steps taken by the new post-conference CC, but a 

convergence of indirect clues enables us to establish one point of 

cardinal importance in the history of the party and the career of 

Joseph Stalin. The Central Committee that was elected at the Sev

enth Conference voted at its first post-conference plenum to establish 

a bureau or steering committee that was the original form of what 
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later came to be called the Political Bureau, or Politburo. Further

more, we can be reasonably certain that this bureau, the exact name 

of which is unknown, was composed of four members: Lenin, Zino

viev, Stalin, and Kamenev, to name them in order of their vote totals 

in the balloting for the CC. Finally, there is good reason to believe 

that behind the action of the CC lay a fait accompli in which the CC 

merely endorsed a slate that Lenin had designated beforehand. 

We have already noted part of the evidence which points to these 

conclusions, notably the pattern of voting for the CC, in which the 

four top candidates were marked off by a sizable interval from the next 

group of elected members of the CC. We have also noted the evidence 

pointing to the existence of a master list of candidates, drawn up by 

Lenin and made known to the delegates before the voting. 

It is a striking fact that Stalin consistently claimed in later years 

that he had been elected to the Politburo in May 1917, at the time of its 

establishment, and had remained a member uninterruptedly thereafter. 

Perhaps the first time this claim appeared in print was in the autho

rized biography of Stalin written by I. P. Tovstukha, a Ukrainian 

party official who became the head of Stalin's Private Secretariat at 

some time in the mid- l 920s. In Tovstukha's biography of Stalin, pub

lished in the Granat Encyclopedia, the following statements are made: 

At the all-Russian Conference of Bolsheviks in April [ 1917], at which two 

tendencies came to light in the Party, Stalin stubbornly defended Lenin's 

position. In May, the CC Politburo was set up . Stalin was elected to it and 

has retained his seat on it ever since. 

During the October days, the CC elected him [Stalin] a member of the 

pyatyorka (the group of five organizing the political leadership of the rising) 

and the semyorka (the group of seven entrusted with organizational control 

of it).68 

Substantially identical statements appeared in the biographical 

sketches of Stalin included as part of the appendices of a number of 

volumes in the third edition of Lenin's Works, published between 1930 

and 1935.69 

Noteworthy is the fact that Tovstukha clearly distinguishes be

tween what he calls the Politburo, which he says was established in 

May 1917, and the committees of five and seven set up in October 

1917. Especial interest attaches to the committee of five, since it was 

this body, although T ovstukha does not say so, which for the first 

time bore the designation of Political Bureau, or Politburo. This fact 

has led a number of scholars to conclude that this body constituted 

the original form of the Politburo, even though the October 1917 
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Politburo apparently never functioned as an entity and disappeared 

without a trace in the tumult of the Bolshevik uprising. Officially, the 

Politburo in the form in which it is best known-that is, the top 

policy-making institution in the party-was not established until the 

Eighth Party Congress in March 1919, and that date has generally 

been regarded as definitive, in part because it carried the endorsement 

of Merle Fainsod in his authoritative and influential text, How Russia 

Is Ruled.70 

May 1917 has been given as the date of the Politburo's origin in a 

number of Soviet reference works published after Stalin's death. 71 

Recently, however, Soviet reference works have dropped that date 

and have substituted for it October 1917, obviously having in mind 

the committee of five which Tovstukha specific ally distinguished from 

the genuine Politburo. 72 

Light is cast on the problem by some entries in the published 

protocols of the Central Committee for the period October 1917-

January 1918. From these we learn th at at a meeting of the CC on 

November 29, 1917 (Old Style), it was decided to refer one knotty 

problem on the agenda-the renaming of the Ukrainian Social

Democratic party-to a "bureau of the CC" consisting of Lenin, Sta

lin, Trotsky, and Sverdlov . 73 "In view of the difficulty of assembling a 

[plenary] session of the CC," the protocols explain, 

it was decided that this four som e [eto chetvero] sh all be given the right to 

decide all urgent matters, but that they are oblig ed to includ e all the CC 

members in the Smolny at the time of the decision . 

This "bureau of the CC" is recognizable as a progenitor of the later 

Politburo, sharing with it such characteristics as its small size, its 

mandate to deal with urgent matters, and the obligation to include 

members of the CC present at the time a decision was taken. 

The next reference to the "bureau of the CC" occurs in the proto

col for January 8, 1918 (Old Style). In the sharply truncated notes 

written by the secretary, there is an agenda item, "Bureau of the CC," 

which reads, 

(I) The CC [is to move) to Mo scow . 

(2) The Buro [is to function] in Mo scow, as in the April days.H 

Brief though they are, these entries provide th e key to the problem. 

They tell us, first, that a special "bureau of the CC," performing tasks 

later assigned to the Politburo, was functioning by late November 

1917 and was still operating early in January of the following year. 

Second, they tell us th at the bureau included the four most powerful 

men in the party, as would be expect ed for a policy-making commit-
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tee. Third, they tell us that the bureau was regarded as being in some 

way continuous with an earlier body that had functioned "in the 

April days." This can only mean April 1917. Bearing in mind that the 

CC protocols for the period before February 1918 were still using Old 

Style dates, whereas the biographies of Stalin cited earlier, as well as 

the reference works published in the period 1954-1963, employed 

New Style dates for the events of 1917, the "bureau of the CC" which 

harked back to "the April days" can be recognized as the Politburo 

referred to in Tovstukha's biography of Stalin and the Soviet publica

tions that followed his lead in this matter. 

The conclusion is virtually inescapable: a "bureau of the CC" was 

set up immediately after the April Conference, consisting of Lenin, 

Zinoviev, Stalin, and Kamenev, with the task of providing leadership 

for the party. 

Yaroslavsky formulates the point concisely: 

In May I 9 I 7, after the April Conference, Stalin was elected a member of 

the Political Bureau of th e Central Committee, and he has remained a 

member of that body ever since. 75 

For once, Yaroslavsky was telling the truth-a truth that Western 

scholars have generally ignored on the grounds that it was simply 

another of Yaroslavsky's shameless lies on behalf of the Stalin cult. 

It would be interesting to know why the Soviet historical profession 

(read: the Communist party) has decided to suppress the facts about 

the date of origin of the Politburo and to adopt instead the erroneous 

version long current in the West. The decision may be in some way 

related to the parallel decision to withhold from publication the pro

tocols of the CC from the period March-August 1917. 

For our present purposes, the cardinal point is that Stalin was 

chosen by Lenin as a member of his "bureau of the CC" at the time it 

was set up in May 1917 (New Style). In making that choice Lenin had 

to overlook, not only Stalin's inept handling of his responsibilities as a 

member of the editorial board of Pravda in the period before Lenin's 

return in early April, but also the undesirable "personal characteris

tics" that had led the Russian Bureau on March 12 to exclude Stalin 

from full participation in its work. What were the positive features 

Stalin had to offer which, in Lenin's eyes, outweighed these shortcom

ings? 

There seems little doubt that Stalin's major value to Lenin at this 

time was as spokesman for Lenin's views on the national question. No 

other prominent non-Russian party figures (except the Jews Zinoviev 

and Kamenev, who were unsuitable) were available to Lenin for that 

purpose, to which he attached cardinal importance. Given the stub-
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bornness and the size of the non-Russian opposition to Lenin on this 

point at the Seventh Conference, it is entirely conceivable that if 

Stalin had not come out in support of Lenin and lent him his own 

authority as the party's recognized spokesman on the national ques

tion, a majority of the delegates would have defied Lenin and voted 

either to support Pyatakov's competing draft resolution or to follow 

Makharadze's proposal to defer consideration of the national question 

to a later date. 

Stalin's value to Lenin in April 1917 transcended the national 

question, however. Since April 7 Stalin had shown a willingness to 

place himself entirely in Lenin's hands and accept without hesitation 

Lenin's views on the major problems facing the party. ln pursuit of 

this purpose, Stalin had served effectively on the opening day of the 

conference in helping Lenin crush an incipient grass-roots mutiny. 

Stalin's intellectual crudeness, which led Trotsky and other party 

intellectuals to belittle his potential as a party leader, was exactly what 

Lenin needed at that point. 

1t was the combination of these traits and characteristics in Stalin 

which recommended him to Lenin . But there must have been some

thing more to make Lenin offer Stalin a position on the policy-making 

"bureau of the CC." That something more may have been Lenin's 

recognition that Stalin had aspirations to leadership, that he was 

already, in his own eyes, one of the party's top figures. Seen in this 

light, Stalin 's blunders in March acquire a different aspect from the 

one in which they are usually interpreted. What mattered to Lenin 

was not that Stalin made blunders-tactical errors were forgivable, if 

the wrongdoer was willing to correct them (and Lenin was happy to 

provide instruction). What mattered was the innate capacity for lead

ership, and by his actions in March Stalin had shown that he pos

sessed that quality. He had overcome an initial setback, asserted his 

authority, redirected the party's course, and influenced the views of 

the party's membership. The fact that he did these things in pursuit of 

goals that Lenin regarded as misguided was less important than the 

fact that he had shown leadership qualities. 1t was for this above all 

that Lenin marked him out as one of the members of the ur-Politburo. 

ls it possible to name the specific occasion on which Lenin decided 

to offer Stalin a position on the "bureau of the CC"? Indirect evidence 

provides some pointers. 

Working with Stalin in the editorial office of Pravda in the period 

between April 7 and the opening of the April Conference on the 

twenty-fourth gave Lenin his first opportunity to evaluate the "mar

velous Georgian" on a day-to-day basis. What he saw was an eager, 

ambitious young man, uncultured but not illiterate, lacking in origi-
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nal ideas and with only a shaky grasp of Marxist principles but willing 

to learn and able to formulate effectively what he had learned. For 

Stalin the opening session of the April Conference was a crucial test, 

and he passed it with flying colors. By choosing Stalin as one of his 

two defenders in the debate on the current situation at the session of 

April 24, Lenin indicated that he already regarded Stalin as one of his 

closest aides. In all probability the decision to invite Stalin to join the 

"bureau of the CC" had already been tentatively formulated at that 

point. If Stalin failed to rise to the challenge, Lenin could drop him 

and look elsewhere. Instead, Stalin made effective use of his opportu

nity, far surpassing the more experienced Zinoviev in the forcefulness 

of his defense of Lenin. 

In all probability, therefore, the offer was made on or shortly after 

the first day of the conference and was linked with the invitation to 

Stalin to present the report on the national question, which was both 

a mark of confidence on Lenin's part and a responsible service to be 

performed. In that sense we can speak of a bargain between Lenin and 

Stalin: in return for supporting Lenin on the national question, Stalin 

was invited to join Lenin's inner circle. But we know that the offer 

was made and accepted before the report on the national question was 

delivered, since the voting on the CC preceded the report. As we have 

seen, that order of events represented a deviation from the agenda 

originally planned for the conference. The change must have had 

Lenin's approval, or rather, must have been initiated by him. The 

most obvious effect of the change, as far as Stalin was concerned, was 

to separate his report on the national question from the elections for 

the CC and consequently to force the delegates to decide on his 

candidacy entirely on the strength of Lenin's endorsement of him. 

Did Lenin fear that Stalin might not handle himself well in present

ing the report? Or did he want to make sure of Stalin's election to the 

CC before the debate on the national question, which was bound to 

be bitter and which might well damage Stalin's standing in the eyes of 

the non-Russian opponents of Lenin's national policy? If the vote had 

been taken after Stalin's report, the hard-core opponents of Lenin's 

national policy would scarcely have permitted Stalin to run up the 

third highest number of votes in the elections for the CC. The shift of 

items on the agenda can therefore best be explained as a tactical move 

by Lenin to protect Stalin's standing in the party from the potentially 

adverse effects of his participation in the debate on the national ques

tion. 

What it cannot be used to explain is the alleged helpful effect of 

Stalin's report on his vote total in the CC election, since the delegates 

had to make their choice on the bare evidence of Lenin's endorse-
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ment, before Stalin had delivered his report. The high vote they cast 

for Stalin was therefore an indication of the strength of Lenin's au

thority in the party, not of Stalin's stature as party expert on the 

national question. 

This analysis may serve to clear up one of the minor mysteries of 

the revolutionary period, namely why Molotov, who had been 

pushed aside by Stalin in March, later became one of Stalin's most 

faithful supporters . In terms of policy, the problem appears a difficult 

one: in March it was Molotov, not Stalin, who followed a line close to 

that of Lenin on all the major questions facing the party. If correctness 

of policy was to be the acid test for leadership roles in the party, it was 

therefore Molotov, not Stalin, who should have been rewarded by 

Lenin at the April Conference by elevation to a top position. Instead, 

Molotov's candidacy for the CC went unsupported by Lenin, and he 

failed to receive the necessary votes for inclusion. 

By disregarding Stalin's blunders in March (and, by the same to

ken, overlooking the correctness of the line pursued by Molotov, 

Shlyapnikov, and Zalutsky), Lenin provided a graphic demonstration 

of the relative importance in his eyes of policy and leadership poten

tial. Stalin had the latter, as he had shown; his political blunders were 

venial, especially because he was eager to leave them behind under 

Lenin's tutelage. By conferring on Stalin the accolade of recognized 

leadership, Lenin indicated the prime value he assigned to power 

capability in his close associates. As to policy, he was fully capable of 

making that himself; all he required of his colleagues was a willingness 

to accept his views. It may well have been this demonstration that 

convinced the young Molotov that Stalin was, in very truth, the 

potential leader he believed himself to be . Whatever Molotov's rea

sons were, from the time of the April Conference he accepted Stalin 

as his personal leader. 
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Stalin in the Doldrums 

For Stalin the weeks following the April Conference marked a distinct 

letdown from the heady excitement provided by that event. Lenin 

had little immediate need for his services, and the issues facing the 

party were of minor significance. During the entire month of May and 

the first week of June Stalin published only three articles, two in 

Pravda and one in Soldatskaia pravda, the organ of the Bolshevik 

Military Organization. In addition, he contributed a signed "correc

tion of a mistake" to Pravda on May 5 and volunteered a few 

comments at a meeting of the Petersburg Committee on May 10, 

neither of which was thought important enough to include in his 

Works in 1946. By any standards, this is a meager output for a man 

who had just been elevated to the top level of the party leadership. In 

contrast, Lenin, during these same five weeks, poured out a steady 

stream of articles, speeches, reviews, and drafts, enough to fill some 

two hundred pages in his Collected Works. 1 

Faced with this scanty record, Stalin's biographers have been hard

pressed to account for his deeds. Trotsky, as usual, set the tone: 

It is hard to trace Stalin's activities during the next two months. He was 

suddenly relegated to a third-rate position. Lenin himself was now directly 
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in charge of the Pravda editorial board day in and day out-not merely by 

remote control, as before the War-and Pravda piped the tune for the 

whole Party. Zinoviev was lord and master in the field of agitation. Stalin 

still did not address any public meetings. Kamenev, half-hearted about the 

new policy, represented the Party in the Soviet Central Executive Com

mittee and on the floor of the Soviet. Stalin practically disappeared from 

that scene and was hardly ever seen even at Smolny. Sverdlov assumed 

paramount leadership of the most outstanding organizational activity, as

signing tasks to Party workers, dealing with the provincials, adjusting 

conflicts. In addition to his routine duties on the Pravda and his presence 

at sessions of the Central Committee, Stalin was given occasional assign

ments of an administrative, technical or diplomatic nature. They are far 

from numerous .... For a while he felt acutely unwell. Everywhere he was 

superseded either by more important or more gifted men. 2 

After a brief look at Stalin's work on the Soviet Executive Commit

tee in April, Trotsky then moves directly to early June, with the 

opening of the First All-Russian Congress of Soviets on June 3. Here, 

too, the record of Stalin's activities is skimpy, but Trotsky was able to 

quote from the 1928 memoirs of an emigre SR, Vereshchak, in a 

passage that helps bridge an awkward gap. "I tried in every way," 

Vereshchak wrote, 

to understand the role of Stalin and Sverdlov in the Bolshevik Party. 

While Kamenev, Zinoviev, Nogin, and Krylenko sat at the table of the 

congress praesidium, and Lenin, Zinoviev and Kamenev were the main 

speakers, Sverdlov and Stalin silently directed the Bolshevik Fraction. 

They were the tactical force. It was then for the first time that I realized the 

full significance of the man . i 

In an uncharacteristic passage of grudging praise for Stalin, Trotsky 

comments: 

Vereshchak was not mistaken. Stalin was very valuable behind the scenes 

in preparing the [Bolshevik) Fraction for balloting. He did not always 

resort to arguments of principle. However, he did have the knack of 

convincing the average run of leaders, especially the provincials. 

Even in praising Stalin, however, Trotsky could not resist the impulse 

to cut him down to size: 

But even on that job the pre-eminent place was Sverdlov's, who was 

permanent chairman of the Bolshevik Fraction at the Congress. 

Trotsky's lead was followed by Deutscher. "In each Soviet," Deut-

scher explains, 
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the Bolsheviks acted as a compact body; and as in the successive by

elections their numbers increased, their actual weight grew out of propor

tion to their numbers. Somebody had to keep in touch with them from 

day to day, convey to them the decisions of the Central Committee and 

instruct them how to vote in the Soviets and behave vis-a-vis the other 

parties. This arduous job was carried out by Stalin and Sverdlov .... 

While Lenin, Zinoviev, or Kamenev took the platform and engaged in 

battles of words and resolutions, Stalin and Sverdlov acted as the indefati

gable and invisible conductors of the Bolshevik groups in the assemblies, 

making the rank and file behave in unison with the leaders.4 

Though his account is unmistakably based in part on Vereshchak's 

testimony, Deutscher avoids direct use of that source, with the result 

that the picture he draws, though vivid, lacks any documentary foun

dation. By way of compensation, Deutscher pulls out all the stops in 

his praise of Stalin: 

The tenacious and skillful organizer to whom Lenin had assigned so cru

cial a role in his scheme of the revolution now had to prove himself, not 

within the narrow confines of an underground but in the middle of an 

open and swelling popular movement. 

If in fact Stalin had been carrying on a task involving such wide

spread and direct contact with rank-and-file party members, many of 

whom subsequently published their memoirs of 1917, surely, one 

would think, at least a few of them would have left written evidence 

confirming these colorful statements. Since none did so, however, 

Deutscher is forced to conclude, somewhat lamely, 

By its nature, his [Stalin's] role remained as anonymous and modest as it 

had been. Not for him the popularity and fame which the revolution was 

generously and rapidly bestowing upon its great tribunes and master

orators. 

Tucker essentially agrees, though in less effusive terms: 

In the course of the developing revolutionary events, Stalin reverted to his 

old role of a special assistant to Lenin for delicate assignments. His astute

ness, conspiratorial skills, and total reliability were now put to good use. 5 

Recognizing, perhaps, that the evidence for Stalin's behind-the-

scenes activity during May and early June is tenuous, Ulam makes 

little attempt to account for his activities during this period but in

stead portrays a Stalin "enjoying his first real freedom since he was 

arrested that April day in Baku in 1901." Ulam attributes Stalin's 

"relatively benign temper" at this period to a "dramatic change in his 
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personal life," namely, his quasi-familial existence with the Alliluevs, 

on which he cites Anna Allilueva's memoirs, with their picture of an 

"often smiling" Stalin. For Ulam, Stalin's existence at this time was 

that of "everyone in politics": 

always on the run-to hurried consu ltations with colleagues, committee 

meetings, visits to Party cells in suburbs, his work on Pravda, which at 

times kept him in its editorial offices overnight. 6 

Ulam offers no explanation as to why the slim total of Stalin's contri

butions to Pravda at this time made overnight work necessary. 

For Smith, the period from April to July is simply a blank in 

Stalin's biography: Smith moves directly from mid-April, when Stalin 

"seems to have vanished into the most convenient place to nurse his 

political wounds and to wonder if his career had reached an ignomini

ous conclusion," to early July .7 Souvarine is equally dismissive: he 

ignores Stalin entirely for the period April-July, mere ly noting that 

it is still difficult to assign to him any considerable role without ignoring 

proportion. Whether calculated or not, this reticence is perhaps character

istic. He assumed administrative work at the headquarter s of the Party and 

of its journals , and was careful to say and do nothing which would commit 

him irrevocably.8 

One is left with the impression that for Stalin this was a period 

during which he neither was able to develop any initiative in political 

activity nor was assigned any major tasks by Lenin or the Central 

Committee. As far as it goes, the scanty evidence suggests that in 

addition to editorial work on Pravda he was serving as an assistant to 

Sverdlov in organizing and dir ec ting party delegates to conferences 

and meetings. For a man of Stalin's intensely ambitious nature, such a 

subordinate role could not be satisfying for very long. 

Stalin's Account of the Party's Activities in May 

A valuable source of information on the Bolshevik party's activities in 

May is a statement by Stalin which was included in his report for the 

Central Committee to th e Sixth Party Congress on July 27.9 These 

activities, Stalin declared, "were directed along three lines": 

First, it [the Central Committee] issued the call for new elections to the 

Soviet of Workers' and Soldiers' Deput ies . . . . Our opponents accused us 

of trying to seize power. That was a calumny. We had no such intention . 

. . . New elections were therefore the keynot e of our work in the month of 

May. In the end we won about half the seats in the workers' group of the 
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Soviet, and about one-quarter of the soldiers' group. 

Second, agitation against the war. We took the occasion of the death 

sentence passed on Friedrich Adler to organize a number of protest meet

ings against capital punishment and against the war. That campaign was 

well received by the soldiers. 

The third aspect of the CC's activities was the municipal elections in 

May. Jointly with the Petrograd [sic] Committee, the CC exerted every 

effort to give battle both to the Cadets, the main force of counterrevolu

tion, and to the Mensheviks and Socialist Revolutionaries, who willingly 

or unwillingly followed the Cadets. We secured about 20 percent of the 

200,000 votes cast in Petrograd. The Vyborg District Duma we won en

tirely. 

Using Stalin's July statement as a yardstick against which to mea

sure his party work in May, it becomes clear that as a member of the 

editorial board of Pravda he made only a minimal contribution to the 

three major campaigns that, by his own account, the party waged in 

May. For example, his sole published piece on the antiwar campaign 

was an article, "What Did We Expect from the Conference?" pub

lished in Soldatskaia pravda for May 5. JO In an obvious effort to appeal 

to the supposedly illiterate soldiers, Stalin couched his article in the 

simplest terms, explaining, for example, what a conference is and 

reducing the complex problems of the war and the land to posterlike 

contrasts of black and white. 

Since Stalin, we must assume, was deliberately simplifying his mes

sage, it would be unfair to conclude that the article's crudities are a 

valid indication of his own thinking. Nevertheless, the article conveys 

such a strong impression of a poorly educated mind grappling with 

problems too complex for its comprehension that one is virtually 

driven to the conclusion that something of Stalin's own helplessness 

in the face of current problem 's is reflected in it. Certainly Lenin could 

never have written so intellectually impoverished an article, nor cou ld 

any of the party's other leading publicists. 

As an indication of Stalin's long-term view of the political world, 

one notes the article's shrill insistence on total unanimity in the party: 

The struggle [for socialism] can be successful only if our party has unity 

and solidarity, if it has a single spirit and a sing le will, if it beats to a single 

stroke everywhere, to all the corners of Russia. 

Also characteristic of Stalin is the article's unquestioning assumption 

that "the people" must be "led to victory" by a party so organized and 

so defined. 

On the subject of new elections to the Soviet, Stalin published 
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nothing in May, though that does not necessarily mean that he made 

no contribution in that area. The only substantial article he published 

concerned the party's efforts in the Petrograd municipal campaign, an 

article made to appear more important by being spread over three 

issues of Pravda from May 21 to 26. 11 In the cadenced rhythms that he 

had learned at the Tiflis Seminary, Stalin castigated the rivals of the 

Bolshevik party, from the Cadets to the "non-party" candidates, and 

called on the workers to vote only for the Bolsheviks. Judged as a 

rational analysis of the election campaign, the article was crude and 

oversimplified; viewed as a piece of party propaganda, it was no doubt 

effective. 

Stalin's third article in May, "Lagging behind the Revolution," 

reverted to a theme he had explored in March, under very different 

conditions, the discrepancy in revolutionary tempo between the capi

tal and the provinces. 12 Then, in March, he had portrayed a militant 

Petrograd leading the rest of the nation in revolutionary zeal. Now he 

found the opposite situation: the Executive Committee of the Petro

grad Soviet, with its reluctance to sanction unauthorized land sei

zures, was lagging behind the provinces, where the peasants were 

increasingly taking the law into their own hands. It was not that the 

Executive Committee had reversed direction, merely that it had failed 

to keep pace with the peasants' rapidly developing land hunger. 

In the article's final paragraph, Stalin tried his hand at the sociol-

ogy of revolutions. "In a period of revolution," he wrote, 

it is impossible to halt, you have to mov e-either forward or backward. 

Therefore, whoever tries to halt in time of revolution must inevitably lag 

behind. And whoever lags receives no mercy: the revolution pushes him 

into the camp of counter-revolution. 

This idea may well have been one that Stalin picked up from 

Lenin, since Lenin expressed essentially the same concept in his first 

speech to the First All-Russian Congress of Soviets on June 4. 13 Or the 

influence may have operated in the opposite way: sharing the Pravda 

office as they did, it was inevitable that Lenin and Stalin should 

experience a certain degree of intellectual interaction at this time. 

Interestingly enough, the May 4 article constitutes one of the rare 

instances in which one can plausibly infer an influence by Stalin on 

Lenin's thinking . A few days later, on May 6, Pravda published an 

article by Lenin applying the "lagging behind" concept to the newly 

formed coalition cabinet in the Provisional Government in relation to 

the delegates to the currently in session Peasant Congress. 14 Where 

Stalin framed the tension in geographical terms, however, thereby 

revealing his own sensitivity to capital-provincial differences, Lenin, 
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with a surer grasp of Marxist theory, saw it as the express ion of class 

conflict, the peasants versus the middle-class Provisional Govern

ment . 

By a transparent journalistic device, Stalin managed to spread the 

short May 4 article over two issues of Pravda. On May 5 the newspa

per republished the concluding paragraph, with minor editorial 

changes, under the heading "Correction of a Mist ake ." Since no point 

of principle was involved, the only tangible effect was to lend added 

weight, through repetition, to St alin's criticism of the Ex ecutive Com

mitte e. 

A major reason for Stalin's lack of journalistic productivity in May 

was that Lenin, as principal editor of Pravda, left him with little to do. 

Virtually every issue of Pravda carried one or more contributions by 

Lenin, ranging from short articles of a few paragraphs to more sub

stantial pieces. All the burning qu est ions of th e day-the war, dual 

power, the land, work ers' control, minority rights, party conflicts, th e 

economic crisis-were subjected to Lenin's piercing scrutiny and illu

minated by his tr enchant phrases and biting wit. Working under 

Lenin as an editorial assistant must have contributed enormously to 

Stalin's training as a journalist, but it gave him little opportunity to 

practice his trade. 

Lenin Woos Trotsky 

For Stalin, the most important event that occurred in M ay 19 I 7 was 

one in which he had no direct part but that was to affect his life 

profoundly. Ever on the lookout for fresh talent to strengthen th e 

Bolshevik leadership, Lenin on May 10 took a bold step for which 

there was littl e support among his closest collaborators: he invited 

Leon Trotsky to join the Bolshevik party, not as a rank-and-file recruit 

but as one of the party's top leaders. To underst and something of the 

significance of that action and its fateful effect on th e Bolshevik party 

in general and Stalin in particular, it will be appropriate to look briefly 

at Trotsky's earlier career and his relationship with the Bolsh ev iks 

before 1 91 7. 

When th e Ru ssian Social-Democratic Labo r Party (RSDLP), at its 

Second Congress in 1903, sp lit into two wings, Bolshevik and Men 

shevik, the young Trotsky, already well known in party circles as an 

effective writer and original thinker, joined neither faction but, with 

the high sense of his own importance whi ch was an essential part of 

hi s nature, kept aloof from the conflict, staking out for himself a 

position above the battle. In th e period immediately following the 

split, Trotsky direct ed his polemics against both factions but concen-
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trated his fire more frequently on Lenin and the Bolsheviks, whom he 

accused of trying to establish a tightly centralized party organization 

in which "the organization will replace the Party, the Central Com

mittee will replace the Party organization, and finally, the dictator will 

replace the Central Committee." 15 

During the 1905 Revolution Trotsky showed a new side of his 

personality, emerging as an effective speaker and as the most promi

nent leader of the short-lived St. Petersburg Soviet of Workers' Depu

ties, which was dominated by the Mensheviks. In the period of reac

tion which set in after 1907, Trotsky tried to maintain an independent 

stance, holding aloof from both the Bolsheviks and the Mensheviks, 

but again it was Lenin and his Bolshevik group who were the target of 

Trotsky's sharpest barbs . In 1908 he acquired a journalistic base in the 

form of a small emigre newspaper, Pravda, published in Austria and 

smuggled into Russia. It was in this organ (known for convenience as 

the Viennese Pravda, to distinguish it from the Bolshevik paper of the 

same name which began publication in 1912) that Trotsky mounted 

some of his sharpest attacks on Lenin . For his part Lenin, never one 

to turn the other cheek, replied with equal spirit, not only in the 

Bolshevik press but in vituperative personal letters. Many years later, 

after Lenin's death, these polemical exchanges were exhumed from 

the party archives and used effectively by the party leadership, includ

ing Stalin, in their campaign to discredit Trotsky's claim to having 

been one of Lenin's closest colleagues and allies in 1917 and later. 

Despite Lenin's attacks on Trotsky, he recognized the latter's bril

liance as a writer and theorist. In particular, Lenin could not help but 

be impressed by Trotsky's original solution to the most serious di

lemma confronting Russian Marxists: how were they to lead a prole

tarian revolution in a country where the working class, as a conse

quence of the backwardness of Russian capitalist industrialization, 

constituted not the overwhelming majority of the population-a pre

requisite in classical Marxist theory for a successful proletarian 

revolution-but a mere 5 percent of the population in a nation pre

dominantly peasant in social composition? Trotsky's solution to this 

dilemma (one that Stalin was too ignorant and unschooled to recog

nize) was to envisage the Russian Revolution in the framework of the 

world Marxist movement, so that the workers in the advanced indus

trialized nations, Germany above all, could be expected to come to 

the aid of a revolution in Russia initiated by the workers and carried 

forward by them in alliance with their class allies in a socialist Ger

many (the German workers having meanwhile been inspired by the 

Russian example to overthrow their own capitalist class). 

It was this theory, labeled the Theory of Permanent Revolution, 
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which constituted Trotsky's principal claim to fame as a Marxist theo

rist. 

Although Lenin never explicitly recognized Trotsky's originality in 

developing the Theory of Permanent Revolution, he paid silent trib

ute to it by developing a closely similar concept (his label for it was 

"uninterrupted revolution," but in substance it was close to Trotsky's 

theory). It was this theory, as Menshevik critics of Lenin were quick to 

recognize, which underlay his "April Theses" and which was later to 

form part of the strategy on which he based the Bolshevik bid for 

power in October. 

The February Revolution found Trotsky in the United States, edit

ing a Russian-language newspaper and trying to organize a minuscule 

group of Russian-born factory workers. Dazzled by the vistas opened 

up by the overthrow of tsarism, Trotsky tried desperately to get back 

to Russia, but bureaucratic obstacles, coupled with political distrust of 

him on the part of U.S., Canadian, and British authorities, delayed 

his return to Petrograd. It was not until May 4-just after the Bolshe

viks, at their April Conference, had rearmed themselves for the com

ing test of strength-that Trotsky finally reached the city where the 

fate of Russia was being decided. Like Lenin a month earlier, Trotsky 

was accorded a reception, though one considerably more modest than 

Lenin's at the Finland Station. According to Trotsky's later recollec

tion, it was G. F. Fedorov, a moderate Bolshevik who had just been 

named a member of the party Central Committee, who welcomed 

him at the railroad station with a speech summarizing current Bolshe

vik policy as defined by Lenin's "April Theses." As later recalled by 

Trotsky, Fedorov 

in his speech of welcome posed sharply the question of the next stage of 

the revolution, the dictatorship of the proletariat and the socialist course 

of development. 

Trotsky's response-again, in his own later recollection-

was in full accord with Lenin's April Theses, which, for me, flowed unfail

ingly from the theory of permanent revolution. 

It was this question, Trotsky believed, that "Lenin considered decisive 

with regard to the possibility of our collaboration." 16 

Trotsky lost little time in entering the political fray. Shortly before 

his return, the Provisional Government had undergone its first reor

ganization, the result of which was the entry of several Menshevik and 

SR leaders into a combined cabinet known as the First Coalition. On 

May 5 the new socialist ministers addressed the Soviet with an appeal 

for its support; it was this assembly that provided the opportunity for 
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Trotsky's first public speech after his return. 17 In it he called for the 

transfer of power from the Provisional Government to the soviets, the 

only bodies, in his view, which could "save Russia." Trotsky concluded 

his speech by hailing the Russian Revolution as the prelude to a world 

revolution, thereby placing local events in a universal context and 

echoing Lenin's similar ideas in the "April Theses ." In content 

Trotsky's speech was close to Lenin's position; in the powerful effect it 

produced, for which we have the eyewitness account of Sukhanov, it 

marked the entry into the political arena of a new star of the first 

magnitude. 18 

Even before Trotsky's return, a group of his followers had come 

together in Petrograd. Known collectively as the Mezhraionka (literally 

the Interdistrict, a reference to their stance midway between the Bol

sheviks and the Mensheviks), the group had been organized in 1913; 

now it was actively considering the possibility of merger with the 

Bolshevik party, whose current line, as defined by Lenin, held a strong 

appeal for the Mezhraiontsy. Trotsky's return served as a renewed 

stimulus to the merger proposal, and on May 10 Lenin, accompanied 

by Kamenev and Zinoviev, held a meeting with Trotsky and several of 

his followers to discuss it. 

In preparation for the meeting Lenin had attempted to obtain the 

Central Committee's approval of an offer to Trotsky to take over the 

editorship of Pravda, but even Lenin's personal authority was insuffi

cient to force that unpalatable suggestion down the CC's collective 

throat: the proposal was rejected, and Lenin had to scale down his 

offer, thereby lessening its appeal to Trotsky. The incentives he was 

able to offer Trotsky were relatively tame: the Mezhraiontsy were to be 

invited to name one of their representatives to the editorial boards of 

the two Bolshevik newspapers-Pravda, which was to be a mass

circulation paper, and a more restricted journal, yet to be established, 

which would serve as the official party organ. 19 In addition, the Bol

shevik Central Committee was to be asked "to set up a special organiz

ing committee to summon a party Congress (in six weeks' time)," to 

which the Mezhraiontsy would be invited to send delegates. 

Even this watered-down offer failed to receive the support of the 

Central Committee, and Lenin was forced to present it "in his own 

name and in the name of several [unspecified] members of the Central 

Committee." 20 In reply Trotsky indicated his wholehearted approval 

of the proposal for unification, but only on condition that the Bolshe

vik party "internationalize" itself. To this end he suggested that repre

sentatives of several national minorities should be included in the 

organization bureau to prepare a party congress. Trotsky brushed 

aside as "less convincing" the offer of editorial collaboration on Pravda. 
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The real sticking point for Trotsky was retention of the party name, 

"Bolshevik." Trotsky insisted that before he and his followers could 

join it the party "must find a new name." "I cannot call myself a 

Bolshevik," he asserted, adding, "It is impossible to demand from us 

recognition of Bolshevism." The meeting therefore ended on an in

conclusive note but went on record as being "decidedly and ardently 

in favor of unification." 21 

In the highly abbreviated notes that Lenin jotted down during 

Trotsky's reply there occur the cryptic words, "Bureau-(C[entral] 

C[ommittee] + ... ) acceptable." From this it would appear that Lenin 

had offered Trotsky a place on his "inner core" Bureau of the Central 

Committee and that Trotsky was prepared to accept the offer. 22 

Lenin's reasons for making such an offer have been well stated by 

Angelica Balabanoff, a Ukrainian-born Italian socialist who was close 

to Trotsky at this time. She writes, 

Aware of the serious difficulties Russia would have to overcome in order to 

survive and convinced that Trotsky would be able to compete with every 

obstacle, Lenin silenced all resentment, factional animosities, and his per

sonal dislike of Trotsky's behavior to put at the service of the Bolshevik 

regime [sic] not only his [Trotsky's] unusual gifts but also his weaknesses, 

which Lenin knew how to exploit. 21 

Lenin was by no means willing to admit defeat, however, and for 

several weeks after the inconclusive meeting of May 10 he cherished 

the hope that Trotsky could be lured into the job of editing Pravda. As 

late as May 30 Lenin attended a meeting of the Petersburg Committee 

at which the question was discussed of authorizing the PK to publish 

its own newspaper. Concerned lest such an authorization weaken 

party discipline, Lenin strongly but unsuccessfully opposed the move, 

advancing as one of his reasons that "an agreement is about to be 

reached with the Inter-District Group [the Mezhraionka] for getting 

Comrade Trotsky to edit a popular organ." Lenin added that "the 

establishment of a popular newspaper is a difficult job that calls for 

considerable experience"-experience that, in Lenin's view, Trotsky 

had already acquired. 24 

Although opposition among his own followers and Trotsky's stiff

necked insistence on protocol defeated Lenin's plan for the time be

ing, he already regarded Trotsky as a recruit to the Bolshevik party, as 

his use of the label "Comrade" demonstrated. For his part, Trotsky 

acted and spoke in full accord with the Bolshevik party line. 

The formal entry of Trotsky and his followers into the party did 

not take place until the Sixth Party Congress in late July. Even then, 

Trotsky's assimilation into the party's inner leadership group was 
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delayed, owing to his arrest by the Provisional Government, from 

which he was not freed until early September. Thus, during the four 

crucial months of late spring and summer Trotsky had no direct 

contact with the party decision-making apparatus in its day-to-day 

functioning. 

This delay had important consequences for Trotsky, for the Bolshe

vik party, for the revolution, and for Stalin. Most immediately, it 

meant that Trotsky missed the opportunity to join the party's inner 

leadership group; instead, he remained, in Deutscher's words, a "free 

lance." 25 By the same token, Trotsky remained unaware of the group's 

membership and failed to realize that it included Stalin. Years later, 

when he came to write his biography of Stalin, he described him as 

"relegated to a third-rate position during the two months following 

the April conference," 26 a misapprehension of Stalin's real status 

which has colored much subsequent writing. Only when one realizes 

the extent to which Lenin had advanced and flattered Stalin in April 

can one properly evaluate the resentment Stalin felt at Lenin's ardent 

courtship of Trotsky in May. Balabanoff provides a perceptive com

mentary: 

The Bolsheviks were not less hostile toward him [Trotsky] now than they 

had been before his conversion [to Bolshevism]. Some felt slighted by 

having to accept him as a leader; others suspected him of not having 

undergone a complete conversion, of being still heterodox. Still others, 

and they perhaps were the majority, asserted that Trotsky had joined the 

Bolsheviks and accepted Lenin's orders because the Bolsheviks had won. 

As to Trotsky's motives for joining the Bolsheviks, Balabanoff is 

equally perceptive: 

He no longer had to deal with abstract entities and theories, but saw them 

transformed into living human beings, full of hope in a better future and 

sure that the goal was not only attainable but within reach .... The 

atmosphere of victory ... gave him more elan, stimulated him to new 

strife, provided him with inner satisfaction as well as prestige, offered 

continually renewed outlets for his indomitable energy, and opened new 

areas for the application of his fertile mind. He no longer was, it seemed to 

him, the hated "counterrevolutionary" Menshevik-he now was the hero 

of the Revolution that was about to triumph, to immortalize his name in 

letters of gold in the book of history. 27 

With the entry of Trotsky into the party, another fateful figure was 

added to the small group that helped determine the course of Stalin's 

participation in the revolution. Unlike Kamenev, Lenin, and 

Sverdlov, however, who were role models, policy guides, and intellec-
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tual mentors, Trotsky represented something more challenging and 

more threatening for Stalin: a competitor for Lenin's confidence, a 

rival for the position of trusted colleague, and an aspirant for a top 

leadership position. The fact that Trotsky remained outside the party 

even while being welcomed by Lenin as a colleague at the highest level 

gave a unique, paradoxical character to Trotsky's position. Not fully 

accepted by the Old Bolsheviks, bitterly resented by most of them, 

Trotsky functioned not as a member of the party apparatus but as an 

independent tribune of the revolutionary masses. Avoiding submer

sion in the narrow confines of inner-party politics, he quickly blazed a 

trail into the larger world outside, the world of workers' meetings, 

soldiers' and sailors' assemblies, public gatherings of all kinds. Thus, at 

a time when Stalin was still cautiously groping toward the position of 

one of the party's leaders under Lenin's tutelage, Trotsky was building 

a solid position in the world outside the party, a world where the basic 

forces of the revolution were making themselves felt. Chamberlin 

notes that 

Trotsky, almost from the moment of his arrival, was a constant spee ch

maker and soon established himself as one of the outstanding personalities 

of the Soviet. 2' 

Stalin, by contrast, seldom ventured onto the speaker's platform. 

For Stalin, the immediate consequence of Lenin's failure to win 

over Trotsky was to postpone for several months the moment of his 

direct confrontation with Trotsky . Given Lenin's articulateness and 

his determination to define party policy on all important issues of the 

day, Stalin's editorial responsibilities were modest indeed, leaving him 

ample time for other activities. The surviving protocols of the Peters

burg Committee preserve a record of one of Stalin's infrequent ap

pearances before that body. 

The May 10 Meeting of the Petersburg Committee 

Stalin was not a member of the small group of Bolshevik leaders who 

attended the conference with Trotsky and his followers on May 10. 

Was this another instance of Stalin's faulty judgment, like his failure 

to greet Lenin at his arrival on April 3? That possibility can be ruled 

out, since the negotiations with Trotsky were the result of a personal 

initiative by Lenin. The inclusion of Kamenev and Zinoviev as mem

bers of the negotiating team was therefore Lenin's personal decision, 

as was the exclusion of Stalin. Stalin, in Lenin's eyes, was too recent a 

recruit to the party's "commanding heights," whereas Kamenev and 
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Zinoviev were seasoned veterans of the political struggle, known and 

trusted by Lenin for the kind of delicate maneuvering involved in the 

invitation to Trotsky. 

It is unlikely, incidentally, that Lenin gave much weight to the 

hostility that had already developed between Stalin and Trotsky be

fore 1917; after all, the contemptuous phrase, "a champion with fake 

muscles," which Stalin had twice applied to Trotsky in 1913, was mild 

by comparison with the vituperation uttered by Lenin himself, as well 

as by other party spokesmen. 

But Stalin was not idle on the tenth of May; he attended an 

important meeting of the Petersburg Committee and made a number 

of noteworthy contributions to its deliberations. 29 

Three subjects constituted the agenda of the PK's May 10 meeting: 

the municipal elections, the structure of the PK itself, and the case of 

Sergei Bagdatiev, a member of the PK accused of violating party 

discipline by his impetuous actions in the demonstrations of April 20-

21. It was Bagdatiev who, disregarding Lenin's and the CC's caution, 

had incited the workers by writing a leaflet calling for the immediate 

overthrow of the Provisional Government. JO On all three subjects 

Stalin had something to say. 

With regard to the municipal elections, Stalin proposed that the 

Executive Committee of the PK "take into its hands work on munici

pal questions, making use of all available forces." It was a sensible 

suggestion, in line with Bolshevik centralizing tendencies, and a recog

nition of the importance of the elections. 

The question of the PK's internal structure was one of party 

bureaucracy-whether the PK should be divided into subcommittees 

along functional lines or should operate as a unit with diversified 

tasks. Foreshadowing something of the bureaucratic expertise that 

would later characterize his policies, Stalin offered a proposal whereby 

the Executive Committee would function as "a single, integral" body 

responsible to the PK but would be required to report at the PK's next 

meeting on the responsibilities it would assume . A division of the PK 

into political and economic sectors, Stalin argued, would be inadvisa

ble, "since it is impossible to separate politics from economics." 

The meeting found Stalin's logic persuasive, for it adopted his 

proposal in preference to those of Bagdatiev, who wanted a subdivi

sion of the Executive Committee along functional lines, and N. I. 
Podvoisky, a member of the Military Organization, who advocated 

immediate election of functionally defined subcommittees . Both 

Bagdatiev's and Podvoisky's proposals would have led to a weakening 

of the PK's centraliz ed authority, with a resulting increase in the 
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autonomy of the functional subcommittees, including that for mili

tary affairs. Stalin, as usual, stood for centralized authority, albeit with 

functional diversification. 

In the discussion of Bagdatiev's actions Stalin took a moderate line, 

asking whether the Executive Committee had the right to oust Bagda

tiev from the party if he had "deliberately violated a [party] decision" 

and suggesting deferment of action until an investigation of the case 

could be completed. In the voting Bagdatiev escaped both ouster and 

censure, but the proceedings themselves constituted an unmistakable 

warning against further violations of party discipline. Given Lenin's 

direct personal interest in the case, it is a fair surmise that Stalin was 

speaking not only in his own name but on behalf of Lenin, and that it 

was to represent Lenin's interests in the Bagdatiev case that Stalin had 

been asked to attend the May 10 meeting of the PK. If the surmise is 

well founded, it constitutes one of those "special assignments" by 

Lenin which biographers of Stalin are prone to invoke to fill an 

otherwise scanty record. 

At the end of the May 10 meeting a new nine-man executive 

committee was elected, including Molotov, representing the Vyborg 

District, and Podvoisky for the Military Organization. Given Stalin's 

active participation in the meetings and the fact that it adopt ed his 

proposal on the PK's internal structure, it seems a fair deduction that 

he deliberately refrained from standing as a candidate. With his edito

rial duties on Pravda, his work on the Executive Committee of the 

Soviet, and his responsibilities as a member of the party Central 

Committee and its policy-making bureau, he had ample calls on his 

time and energy. Occasional attendance at meetings of the PK when 

subjects of general significance were on the agenda would be sufficient 

to keep him in touch with its activities, and with Molotov as a mem

ber of the Executive Committee, Stalin could be sure of a faithful 

supporter and informant on the PK's affairs. 

Preparations for the June Demonstrations 

The relative calm of May was deceptive. Just below the surface, the 

problems and conflicts that had led to the overthrow of the tsarist 

regime were gaining in intensity, posing challenges that the Provi

sional Government was powerless to meet. Recognizing the govern

ment's weakness, strong-willed individuals inside and outside the Bol

shevik party were working to provoke confrontations that would 

force the revolution along more radical paths. The demonstrations of 

April 20- 21 had been only the opening skirmishes of what many 
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hoped would be a struggle for power and the overthrow of the Provi

sional Government. 

It was toward the middle of May that members of the Bolshevik 

Military Organization advanced the idea of a mass demonstration 

combining workers and soldiers in a display of revolutionary strength. 

Unwilling to let the initiative slip from its grasp and wary of prema

ture boldness at a time when the Provisional Government still seemed 

well established and competent, the Bolshevik Central Committee 

turned a deaf ear to these promptings and reaffirmed its right to 

initiate all political actions. 31 

The hotheads in the Military Organization had little use for such 

caution. Disregarding the CC's ban on independent action, the Mili

tary Organization on May 23 held a meeting at which party represen

tatives from various units of the Petrograd garrison reported on the 

mood of the soldiers. Encouraged by evidence of the troops' militancy, 

those present decided to get together with representatives from the 

Kronstadt naval base before making definite plans for a demonstra

tion. This was a proposal that virtually guaranteed an affirmative 

decision, since the Kronstadt sailors had already established a reputa

tion for untrammeled radicalism. Only a few days earlier the Kron

stadt Soviet had passed a resolution denying the Provisional Govern

ment's authority in its area. The move, with its prophetic anticipation 

of the October Revolution, was soon formally rescinded, but it was a 

revealing index of the mood of the Kronstadt sailors . 

For all his caution, Lenin himself at this point was thinking along 

lines closely parallel to those of the Kronstadters. In his article "Has 

Dual Power Disappeared?" which Pravda published on May 20, Lenin 

argued that 

the basic question of every revolution, that of state power, is still in an 

uncertain, unstable and obviously transitory state. 

Lenin concluded that "this dual power cannot last long." 32 For the 

militants at Kronstadt, in the Military Organization, and on the Pe

tersburg Committee, these words could be read as an invitation to 

speed up the process of revolution by a little direct action. 

Mounting evidence of the government's preparations for a new 

offensive helped fan the flames of militancy among the troops of the 

Petrograd garrison. Alexander Kerensky, who had taken the post of 

minister.of war in the coalition government established on May 5, was 

currently touring the front, attempting with scant success to arouse a 

fighting spirit in the war-weary troops. On May 26 Kerensky ordered 

the replacement of General Alekseev, a competent but pessimistic 
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officer who had been serving as commander in chief, by General 

Brusilov, leader of the moderately successful offensive of 1916 and a 

man who was prepared to work with the Provisional Government. 

Concrete evidence is lacking as to Stalin's activities during this 

period. Pravda carried his three-part article, "The Municipal Election 

Campaign," in its issues for May 21, 24, and 26, but it was to be 

several weeks before another article from his pen appeared in print. 

No statements by him have been recorded (or at least published) at 

any of the party or other gatherings that took place at this time. 

However, to judge by his attitudes and views when he does reemerge 

into the light of recorded history on June 6, the last weeks of May and 

the first week of June were another of those periods in Stalin's career 

when new associates brought new ideas and new perspectives into his 

life. This time it was the enthusiasts of the Military Organization who 

were to lead Stalin into untried and risky areas. 

The First All-Russian Congress of Soviets 

A new and potentially decisive factor was injected into the already 

complicated political balance on June 3 with the opening of the First 

All-Russian Congress of Soviets. The convening of this body, formed 

by delegates from the newly established soviets throughout Russia, 

gave the nation for the first time a kind of democratic forum in which 

the voice of the masses could make itself heard. Unlike the Petrograd 

Soviet, which could claim to speak only for the workers and soldiers 

of the capital, the All-Russian Congress possessed an authority based 

directly on the Russian masses. Recognizing this fact, the Bolshevik 

leaders made full use of the congress as a platform from which to 

advance their program. 

In its political composition the congress was a faithful mirror of the 

still undecided but unmistakably socialist mood of the Russian work

ers and soldiers. The two moderate socialist parties had a clear major

ity of the delegates, the SR's holding a slight edge with 285 delegates 

to the Mensheviks' 248, each more than double the size of the Bolshe

vik fraction of 102 delegates. 

Lenin gave his first major address to the congress on its second day, 

June 4, an address that Ulam justifiably characterizes as Lenin's "as 

yet most demagogic speech." 33 In it, among other things, he proposed 

to publish the profits of the capitalists arising out of the war and to 

arrest outright fifty to one hundred of the "largest millionaires." In 

Lenin's portrayal, the war was nothing but a capitalist plot to reap 

uncounted millions of rubles; by supporting it, even on a limited basis, 

the Provisional Government, in his view, was exposing itself as a tool 
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of the capitalist bourgeoisie, while the Mensheviks and SR's who gave 

it limited support were little better. 

It was in the course of the June 4 speech that Lenin, in response to 

a rhetorical question from the Menshevik leader Tseretelli, asserted 

that the Bolshevik party was "ready to take power in its entirety," a 

bold assertion that not unnaturally led Tseretelli to conclude that the 

Bolshevik party, small though it was, represented a direct threat to the 

existing revolutionary order. 34 

Stalin attended the congress as a member of the Bolshevik fraction 

but left no documentary record of his activities there. That he was 

gaining recognition as a prominent party figure is indicated, however, 

by the fact that on June 20, as the congress was nearing its end, he was 

elected to its Central Executive Committee, a body charged with 

maintaining continuity until a second all-Russian congress of soviets 

could be convened. 35 

The Abortive Demonstration of June IO and Its Aftermath 

Indications of the new direction in which Stalin was moving are 

provided by the records of two party gatherings held on June 6 to 

consider the by now well-developed plans for a mass demonstration. 

These plans, as we have seen, originated in the Military Organization 

during the second week of May . They were enthusiastically supported 

by the Kronstadt sailors and by some of the units of the Petrograd 

garrison, notably the First Machine Gun Regiment. 

At a joint meeting of the party Central Committee, the Petersburg 

Committee, and the Military Organization on June 6, Lenin spoke in 

favor of organizing the demonstration and proposed meeting again on 

June 8 to work out the technical details. Stalin, in support, noted that 

the mood of the troops was "affected"-evidently by the government's 

increasingly obvious preparations for a new offensive-while the 

workers were in a "heightened" state. Under these circumstances, 

Stalin said, 

It would be wrong to force matters, but it would be [equally] wrong to let 

the opportunity slip. 16 

Stalin's characteristic balancing act could not entirely conceal the 

fact that he was speaking in favor of an armed demonstration of 

soldiers and workers. This was made clear by his contribution to a 

second meeting on the same day. 

On the afternoon of June 6, Stalin attended a session of the Peters

burg Committee at which the question of holding a demonstration 

was again debated. Here, without Lenin to restrain him, Stalin took a 
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more militant stance. "It is our duty to organize this demonstration," 

he said, adding that it would serve as "a review of our forces." Display

ing none of Lenin's sober realism and awareness of the residual 

strength still exercised by the conservative and moderate elements in 

Petrograd, Stalin added, "At sight of the armed workers the bourgeoi

sie will take cover." 37 

Implicit in the plans for a demonstration was the possibility of a 

clash with supporters of the Provisional Government, and some mem

bers of the Bolshevik party looked forward to that prospect with 

undisguised relish. Ivar Smilga, for example, one of the most radical 

members of the Central Committee, suggested at the June 6 meeting 

that if events should come to a clash, the demonstrators shouldn't abstain 

from seizing the post and telegraph offices and the arsenal. 38 

Other party members went even further; for example, Martin Latsis, a 

member of the Petersburg Committee, believed that 

in case of necessity we should seize the station, the arsenal, the banks, the 

post and telegraph offices, supported by the machine-gun regiment. 39 

Challenging the Provisional Government was one thing, but 

openly defying the All-Russian Congress of Soviets was something 

quite different. To do that would be to put the Bolshevik party on a 

collision course with the institution representing the popular masses, 

at a time when official Bolshevik policy, as formulated by Lenin, 

prominently featured the slogan "All Power to the Soviets." The 

congress, dominated as it was by the moderate socialist parties, had 

been moving closer to the Provisional Government ever since the 

reorganization of May 5 in which representatives of the Mensheviks 

and the SR's for the first time assumed ministerial responsibilities. 

On June 8, just as the Bolsheviks were getting down to detailed 

planning for the proposed demonstration, the congress indicated its 

mood by adopting, by a large majority, a resolution pledging its full 

support to the Provisional Government. As yet the delegates to the 

congress, including many of the Bolshevik fraction, were unaware of 

the rapidly maturing plans for a massive demonstration-plans about 

which the party leaders had been careful to preserve a conspiratorial 

silence. 

News of the preparations reached the congress only on the after

noon of June 9, by which time Bolshevik operations throughout the 

city were in full swing. Stalin's wholehearted participation in these 

actions is made clear by the fact that the principal document calling 

on the workers and soldiers to support the demonstration was a proc

lamation, "To All the Toilers, to All the Workers and Soldiers of 
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Petrograd," which was almost certainly written by Stalin, even though 

it appeared without his signature. 40 Internal textual evidence and the 

absence of any plausible alternative to Stalin's claim to authorship are 

among the strongest arguments in support of the official attribution of 

the proclamation to him. Not only does it manifest some of the 

characteristic fingerprints of his style, notably the cadenced rhetoric 

reminiscent of liturgical texts, but it also faithfully mirrors some of his 

known blind spots, notably his propensity to ignore revolutionary 

developments in the West. 

As originally written the proclamation included no reference to 

revolutionary events outside Russia, a fact that conclusively rules out 

Lenin's authorship, or even his advance knowledge of the text. The 

proclamation was not, in fact, originally intended for publication in 

Pravda or one of the party's other newspapers; it was designed as a 

leaflet to be distributed throughout Petrograd in an effort to evoke the 

mass response needed for the success of the demonstration. It was one 

of these leaflets which a Menshevik, E. P. Gegechkori, read to the 

Congress of Soviets early on the morning of June 10, as confirmation 

of the widely circulating rumors of a Bolshevik-sponsored demonstra

tion to be held that day.41 Encouraged by the indignant response 

evoked from the delegates, Gegechkori thereupon introduced a reso

lution calling on the workers and soldiers to ignore the Bolsheviks' 

call and to remain quiet. Gegechkori's motion ended with a ringing 

appeal for inaction: 

Not a single company, not a single regiment, not a single group of workers 

should be on the street. Not a single demonstration should be held today. 

With the Bolshevik and the Mezhraionka delegates abstaining, Ge-

gechkori's motion passed unanimously-a striking testimony to the 

moderate socialists' fear of the Bolsheviks and their potential for 

arousing the restive masses. 

By the afternoon of June 10, news of the impending demonstration 

had been relayed to the Petrograd Soviet and the Provisional Govern

ment, both of which reacted strongly, the Executive Committee of the 

Soviet by concerting antidemonstration plans with the presidium of 

the Congress of Soviets, the Provisional Government by calling on 

the population for order, with the added warning that "any use of 

force would be countered with all the force at the disposal of the 

government," and backing up this threat by sending out military 

patrols throughout the city.42 

During the period when plans for the demonstration were being 

developed, communication within the Bolshevik leadership group was 

highly defective. Stalin's proclamation was evidently not submitted in 
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advance to Lenin, since otherwise the omission of reference to events 

in Western Europe would have been rectified. Thus Lenin, in approving 

plans for the demonstration without fully grasping the dimensions of 

the planned action, was being pushed further in the direction of anti

government militancy than he might otherwise have deemed prudent. 

Even more defective was the communication between the party 

Central Committee and the Bolshevik fraction in the Congress of 

Soviets. That group, headed by the moderates Kamenev and Nogin, 

learned of plans for the demonstration only along with other congress 

delegates on June 9. Thus, in addition to their instinctive rejection of 

the plans on political grounds, there were the hurt feelings of responsi

ble party figures kept in ignorance of significant developments affect

ing the discharge of their responsibilities as delegates to the congress. 

The man on whom the full weight of these faulty communications 

came to bear was Lenin's old comrade and close associate Grigory 

Zinoviev. It was Zinoviev, by temperament a worrier and a doubter, 

who had to attempt to mediate between the moderates at th e Con

gress of Soviets and the risk-takers of the Military Organization. 

At a hastily summoned informal meeting of several members of the 

Central Committee, the Petersburg Committee, and the Military Or

ganization, which was held around 8 P.M. on June 9, Zinoviev voted 

with the majority in favor of the demonstration, even though he had 

already learned of the decision to oppose it taken that afternoon by 

the Congress of Soviets. 

Following this session, Zinoviev hurried back to the Tauride Palace, 

where the congress was meeting, for a consultation with the Bolshevik 

fraction. By a unanimous vote these party members, headed by Ka

menev and Nogin, opposed the demonstration, thereby lining up 

squarely alongside the congress itself. Shaken by this show of pro

congress solidarity, Zinoviev dashed back to Bolshevik headquarters 

in the Kshesinskaya mansion . By now it was past midnight, in the 

early hours of June IO, and most of the party figures who had taken 

part in the Joint CC-PK-MO meeting of a few hours earlier had gone 

to bed. Only five members of the Central Committee could be 

rounded up for a hastily summoned meeting with members of the 

Bolshevik fraction : Lenin, Sverdlov, Kamenev, Nogin, and Zinoviev. 

Under the enormous pressure being brought to bear on him, Zino

viev's earlier willingness to support the demonstration crumbled. 

Yielding to the impassioned antidemonstration arguments of Ka

menev and Nogin, Zinoviev reversed his earlier stand and joined the 

opponents of the demonstration. This shift gave the antidemonstra

tion group a one-vote majority, and the fact that Lenin and Sverdlov 

registered their distaste for the retreat by abstaining was, under the 
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circumstances, irrelevant. According to one account, Lenin allowed 

himself to be half-persuaded by a technicality : a printer present at the 

meeting reportedly assured him that there would be no difficulty in 

withdrawing the proclamation from the not-yet-printed issue of the 

morning Pravda.43 

Once the decision had been reached, effective steps were taken to 

carry it out. The morning edition of Pravda was hastily revamped; in 

the space originally allocated to Stalin's proclamation, there appeared 

an announcement canceling the demonstration. Over at the print 

shop where Soldatskaia pravda was being prepared, the shift was exe

cuted less smoothly: either through a misunderstanding or a willful 

refusal to comply promptly, someone from the Military Organization 

permitted a few copies of their newspaper to reach the streets with the 

officially withdrawn proclamation prominently featured on the first 

page. 

News of the Bolshevik reversal was one of the most urgent items on 

the agenda when th e delegates to the First Congress of Soviets recon

vened at 8 A.M. on June 10. Their mood varied between elation over 

having, as it seemed, blunted the edge of a dangerous adversary and 

indignation over the threat that, in their eyes, the Bolshevik plans 

had represented to revolutionary law and order . Tseretelli spear

headed the movement to condemn the Bolsheviks and render them 

impotent. He failed, however, to gain the support of the delegates for 

the drastic measures he demanded. The most the majority of the 

congress was willing to sanction, after two days of impassioned debate, 

was a mild reproof that left the Bolsheviks virtually unscathed. 

Confident that the Bolshevik menace had been subdued by this 

slap on the wrist, the congress then adopted, on the evening of June 

12, a proposal by a trio of Mensheviks, Dan, Bogdanov, and Khin

chuk, to capitalize on the supposed Bolshevik setback by staging a 

massive demonstration of workers and soldiers in support of the Con

gress of Soviets (and, by implication, of the Provisional Government) .44 

The Bolshevik leaders were quick to recognize in this action an 

opening through which they might recoup their losses, reestablish 

their influence among the workers and soldiers, and, in effect, resche

dule their planned demonstration. 

While the moderate socialists were thus helping the Bolsheviks 

outsmart them, the Bolsheviks were undergoing the turmoil of a radi

cal party temporarily balked in its revolutionary drive. Party meetings 

held in the wake of the decision to cancel the demonstration showed 

just how seriously that decision had endangered party unity. Serious 

rifts became manifest between the Central Committee, which stood 

behind the decision to cancel, and the Military Organization and the 
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Petersburg Committee, both of which launched sharp criticism of the 

decision. 

Even within the Central Committee there was bitter dissension. At 

a meeting of the committee on or about June 11, the two CC members 

most directly identified with the original plan, Stalin and Smilga, 

submitted their resignations, asserting that they considered the deci

sion to cancel the demonstration an error. 45 The committee refused to 

accept the resignations and, by way of party discipline, ordered Smilga 

to "explain" the cancellation to a meeting of Kronstadt Bolsheviks, to 

be held later on June 11.46 

The evidence of Stalin's proffered resignation from the CC, first 

disclosed by a Soviet historian in 1966, casts a sharp and revealing 

light on his conception of himself and his place in the party. At a time 

when he had not yet fully adjusted to his new eminence in the party 

leadership, he showed himself willing to throw it away over momen

tary pique. Furthermore, in criticizing the cancellation as an error, 

Stalin was, in effect, reprimanding Lenin, who had sanctioned the 

cancellation, albeit reluctantly, and who was now doing his best to 

defend it against angry and frustrated party militants. Retrospectively, 

Stalin's move to resign from the CC weakens his later boast that he 

had been a member of the Politburo from its inception. If he had had 

his way in June 1917, his tenure would have lasted just over one 

month. 

Smilga's obstinacy in defense of the canceled demonstration earned 

him the implied reproof of having to defend the decision before what 

was certain to be an angry assembly of disgruntled Kronstadt Bolshe

viks. There is no published evidence that Stalin was administered a 

similar reproof. Once again, as in April, he somehow escaped censure 

for his failure to follow the party line, and once again the evidence 

points to Lenin as the person who shielded him. The evidence is 

indirect but highly suggestive. 

The Congress of Soviets' decision to hold its own demonstration 

was quickly recognized by Lenin as opening the door to a reversal of 

the Bolsheviks' setback. Under cover of the congress's sponsorship of 

the new demonstration, to be held on Sunday, June 18, the Bolsheviks 

could use their influence among the workers and soldiers to turn the 

demonstration into a pro-Bolshevik display . An indispensable prereq

uisite to carrying out this bold plan was the preparation of a suitable 

proclamation to the worker s and soldiers. Conveniently, one was 

already in hand-Stalin's text for the canceled June l O demonstration. 

With a little judicious editorial tinkering it could be made serviceable. 

That this is what took place emerges clearly when one compares 

the text of Stalin's original proclamation, as printed "inadvertently" 
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in the June 10 issue of Soldatskaia pravda, with the substantially re

vised text published in Pravda on June 17.47 The fact that the procla

mation appeared in Pravda, of which Lenin was the editor, conclu

sively establishes the fact that Lenin approved it . The generally 

Leninist tone of the editorial changes in the revised version provides 

confirmatory evidence. 

The Two Proclamations: A Comparison 

Among the editorial changes in the June 17 version of Stalin's procla

mation are some that bring out or sharpen a class analysis of develop

ments connected with the war. In the June 10 text Stalin wrote, 

The war, which is claiming millions of victims, is still continuing. It is 

being deliberately prolonged by the millionaire bankers. 

In the June 17 version the bankers have become "the scoundrels, the 

blood-sucking bankers." In the June 10 text Stalin wrote, "High prices 

are strangling the population." This was changed to "High prices are 

strangling the urban poor." 

A number of the changes brought out international aspects of the 

war, which Stalin's original text had omitted. Thus, where Stalin 

wrote, 

the Duma ofJune 3 [ 1907], which helped the Tsar to oppress the people, is 

now demanding an immediate offensive at the front. What for? In order to 

drown in blood the liberty we have now, 

the June 17 text added, "in deference to the wishes of the Allied and 

Russian robbers." The same phrase was added to the following para

graph, which accused the State Council of "secretly splicing a treach

erous noose . .. in order at a convenient moment to drop it around 

the neck of the people." 

Several of the changes were designed to stress themes "overlooked" 

by Stalin in the June 10 text. The following two paragraphs, for 

example, unmistakably Leninist in inspiration, were added: 

Instead of the arming of the people, we have threats to disarm the workers 

and soldiers. 

Instead of liberation of the oppressed nationalities, we have a policy of 

pinpricks toward Finland and the Ukraine and a fear of granting them 

liberty. 

A slight but significant shift toward a wider Leninist perspective 

occurred when Stalin's original text, 
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Let our call, the call of sons of the revolution, resound today through all of 

Russia, to the joy of all the oppressed and enslaved, 

was changed into 

Let your call, the call of the champions of the revolution, resound 

throughout the world, to the joy of all the oppressed and enslaved. 

The global perspective implied in that change was made crystal 

clear in the following completely new paragraph in the June 17 text: 

Over there, in the West, in the belligerent countries, the dawn of a new 

life, the dawn of the great workers' revolution is breaking. Let your broth

ers in the West know that you have inscribed for them on your banners 

not war but peace, not enslavement, but liberation! 

Some of the editorial changes were designed to conceal the possibil

ity of a split between the workers and the soldiers. In his June 10 text 

Stalin wrote, 

Workers! Join the soldiers and support their just demands. After all, don't 

you remember how they supported you in the days of the revolution? 

Evidently because this appeal disclosed too candidly a concern that 

the workers might not support the soldiers in a demonstration, the 

June 17 text was changed to 

Workers, Soldiers, clasp hands in brotherhood and march forward under 

the banner of socialism. 

Both versions ended with a series of "wishes," which the workers 

and soldiers were urged to express as they marched through the capi

tal. Some significant changes were made in this section of the procla

mation. Thus, where Stalin, repeating one of his now outmoded ideas 

of March, originally wrote, 

All power to the All-Russian Soviet of Workers', Soldiers', and Peasants' 

Deputies! 

the June 17 version substituted, 

All power to the Soviet of Workers', Soldiers', and Peasants' Deputies! 

In line with Lenin's emphasis on the need for an armed workers' 

militia, a new slogan was added: 

Down with the disarming of the revolutionary workers! Long live a peo

ple's militia! 

Stalin's slogan, 

Hail control [i.e.,workers' control] and organization of industry! 
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was fleshed out in Marxist categories for the revised version: 

Long live control and organization of production and distribution! 

A final difference between the two versions concerns the sponsor

ing organizations that affixed their signatures to the proclamation. In 

the original text, along with the signatures of the Bolshevik Central 

Committee, the Petersburg Committee, and the Military Organiza

tion, there appeared that of the Executive Commission of the Central 

Bureau of Trade Unions. Since the trade unions, at this point in the 

revolution, were still dominated by the Mensheviks, it is not surpris

ing that this signature was missing from the June 17 version. With this 

omission, the new list of sponsoring organizations was solidly Bolshe

vik, while the text of the proclamation, as revised, was more closely in 

line with Bolshevik party policies as defined by Lenin. The way 

seemed clear for carrying out the Bolshevik plan . At this point, how

ever, a new difficulty arose in the shape of the Anarchist

Communists. 

The Anarchist-Communist Threat 

Bolshevik attempts to control the restive and volatile workers and 

soldiers of Petrograd were threatened not only from the right and the 

center-the Provisional Government and the Petrograd Soviet-but 

also from the extreme left in the form of anarchist groups and individ

uals. On June 5 a group calling itself the "Anarchist-Communists" 

seized the printing press of a right-wing newspaper, the Russkaia volia; 

earlier, shortly after the February Revolution, the group had occupied 

an estate in the Vyborg district belonging to P. N . Durnovo, a former 

tsarist minister of internal affairs. Since that time, the Durnovo villa 

had served as the anarchists' operational base. The government had 

tolerated the occupation of the estate but reacted vigorously to seizure 

of the printing press; a regiment of garrison troops was sent to forcibly 

evict the anarchists. Determined to eliminate the group entirely, P. N. 

Pereverzev, the Menshevik minister of justice in the Provisional Gov

ernment, on June 7 gave the Anarchist-Communists a twenty-four

hour deadline to vacate the Durnovo estate. 48 

Pereverzev's ultimatum met with resistance not only from the 

Anarchist-Communists themselves but also from many workers in 

Vyborg district factories who went out on sympathy strikes. More 

immediately useful to the anarchists were some fifty Kronstadt sailors, 

politically radical and spoiling for action, who showed up to help 

defend Anarchist-Communist headquarters. Faced with these new 

difficulties, the government softened its ultimatum, while in the Petro-
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grad Soviet compromise measures were hurriedly worked out in an 

effort to head off a direct clash. 

Largely neglected by both Soviet and most Western historians, the 

anarchist disturbances of June and July 1917 contributed a vital ele

ment to the turbulent and confused unfolding of the revolutionary 

situation. With regard to Stalin, the problem is important principally 

because it helped shape his views on revolutionary strategy and the 

role of the party. 

For the Bolsheviks the Anarchist-Communists posed the threat of 

outflanking the party on the left and appealing to the workers with 

their flamboyant actions and radical slogans. It was to counter this 

threat that a meeting of members of the Bolshevik Central Commit

tee, the Petersburg Committee, and party workers of the district orga

nizations met on June 5 and adopted a resolution calling on the 

workers to abstain from "scattered" (razroznennykh) actions. 4LJ 

Taking advantage of the reprieve granted them by the Provisional 

Government, the Anarchist-Communists on the afternoon of June 9 

formed a "Provisional Revolutionary Committee," evidently to help 

organize preparations for a demonstration they planned to hold, also 

on June 10. Leaflets calling on the workers and soldiers to support this 

demonstration were being circulated in Petrograd and Kronstadt at 

the same time as Stalin's proclamation in its original version. 50 

Unlike the Bolsheviks, most of whom reluctantly accepted the 

cancellation of their June 10 demonstration, the Anarchist

Communists continued with plans for their own demonstration, the 

date for which was moved back to June 14. Since these plans threat

ened to interfere with Bolshevik preparations for the Soviet

sponsored demonstration on June 18, the Petersburg Committee took 

steps to prevent any demonstration before that date. On June 14 

Pravda carried an announcement, which stated, 

The Pete rsb urg Committee considers it nec essa ry to announce decisiv ely 

that all scattered [razroznennye) actions of individual units of so ldiers and 

workers can do great harm to the cause of the revolution. Therefor e any 

demonstrations whatsoever without the summons o f the [Bolshevik) Cen

tral Committee, the Petersburg Committee, and the Military Organization 

are considered absolutely impermissible. 51 

As an indication that this decision enjoyed the support of the party 

leadership as a whole, the same issue of Pravda carried a signed article 

by Stalin entitled "Against Isolated [razroznennykh] Demonstrations," 

in which the same position was stated in the most uncompromising 

terms . 52 "It now transpires," Stalin wrote, 
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that a new workers' demonstration is being "organized" at the Durnovo 

villa. We are informed that meetings of factory committee representatives, 

headed by the Anarchists, are taking place at the villa with a view to 

organizing a demonstration today. If this is true, then we most emphatically 

condemn all isolated, anarchic demonstrations .... [W]e regard such anar

chic demonstrations as disastrous to the cause of the workers' revolution. 

Stalin was particularly insistent on the need for all party members 

to refrain from taking part in the proposed demonstration: 

To merge with the Anarchists and engage with them in reckless demon

strations which are doomed to failure beforehand is impermissible and 

criminal on the part of class-conscious workers. 

To give his message a positive tone, Stalin held out the prospect of 

a much stronger, more imposing demonstration, under Bolshevik aus

pices, on June 18. "It is now our task," Stalin urged, 

to see to it that the demonstration in Petrograd marches under our revolu

tionary slogans. We must therefore nip in the bud every attempt at anar

chic action, in order the more energetically to prepare for the demonstra

tion on June 18. 

With characteristic heavy-handedness, Stalin repeated the message 

twice more before signing the article. 

The combination of the Petersburg Committee's resolution and 

Stalin's authoritative statement achieved the desired result: no dem

onstration was held on June 14. For Stalin, the effect was to reinforce 

an attitude already characteristic of his concept of the proper relation 

between the party and the masses; only the party, in his view, had the 

right to lead the masses; attempts by other organizations or individ

uals to encroach on this right would be "disastrous to the cause of the 

workers' revolution," while support of such efforts by individual Bol

sheviks was not merely "impermissible" but "criminal." 

The Conference of Bolshevik Military Organizations 

To Lenin, control of the armed forces was a vital element in his 

overall strategy. Stalin, working at the Pravda office under Lenin's 

immediate supervision, had ample opportunities to absorb his chiefs 

point of view. A signed article by Stalin, "Yesterday and Today (Crisis 

of the Revolution)," published in Pravda on June 13, bore witness to 

the good use to which Stalin was putting his apprenticeship. 53 Skill

fully and effectively the article analyzed the continuity in the Provi

sional Government's policy toward continuation of the war, especially 
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Kerensky's plans for a new offensive. The Mensheviks and the SR's, 

having entered the cabinet, were adapting their views to those of the 

Cadets, ostensibly discredited by the resignation of Milyukov and 

Guchkov but still intent on achieving a military victory and maintain

ing the alliance with France and England. The inevitable consequence 

of these developments, Stalin argued, was that the internal policies 

pursued by the Provisional Government, with the more and more 

open support of the moderate socialists, constituted an accelerating 

trend toward out-and-out counterrevolution. 

Stalin's article served as a fitting prelude to his participation in the 

All-Russian Conference of Bolshevik Military Organizations, which 

opened in Petrograd on June 16. The mood of the more than one 

hundred delegates was highly militant; many of them felt that the 

time was ripe for an insurrectionary bid for power, and far from 

having to stir up their ardor, Lenin, in his address to the conference 

on June 20, found it necessary to urge restraint, caution, and patience. 

Even the normally unmilitary Zinoviev, caught up in the martial 

excitement of the conference, spoke of a choice between death on the 

battlefield or on the barricades. 54 

Stalin's assignment at the conference was a relatively minor one, 

reflecting Lenin's recurring need for a spokesman for his views on the 

national question. In keeping with this role, Stalin's address, pre

sented on June 17, had as its subject the national question in relation 

to the armed forces, in particular the question of basing army units on 

the national principle. 55 After listening to Stalin's report, the dele

gates adopted a resolution framed along Leninist lines which recog

nized the right of each nationality to its own national formations but 

affirmed that 

the establishment of national regiments does not correspond to the inter

ests of the toiling masses and may be used by the bourgeoisie for counter

revolutionary purposes. 56 

Here, perhaps, Lenin-and Stalin as his spokesman-came close to 

accepting the position on the national question taken by Dzerzhinsky 

and others at the April Conference. 

The Demonstration of June 18 

The presence of the military conference delegates in the capital gave 

added impetus to the Bolsheviks' preparations for the June 18 demon

stration, since it put at their disposal the services of more than one 

hundred experienced and energetic agitators. With this reinforcement 
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the Central Committee was able to make full and effective use of the 

short time remaining before the demonstration. 

The weather on June 18 was fair and mild-a perfect June day, 

which helped the Bolsheviks achieve a massive turnout. Unofficial 

and government estimates agree that between four and five hundred 

thousand people marched in the demonstration. To the dismay of the 

Menshevik and SR leaders, the great majority of the marchers carried 

banners inscribed with slogans representing Bolshevik policies-"All 

Power to the Soviets," "An End to the Imperialist War," "Down with 

the Ten Capitalist Ministers"-rather than ones in support of the 

Soviet and the Provisional Government. The demonstration was or

derly and peaceful; no shots were fired, no one was killed or injured. 

All the more impressive was the Bolshevik triumph, a triumph not 

only of policy but of control and mobilization of the masses. After 

June 18 no one in Petrograd could doubt that the Bolsheviks were 

making solid gains among the workers and soldiers in the capital. 

The June 20 issue of Pravda carried analyses of the demonstration 

and its significance by both Lenin and Stalin. Though they agreed on 

the basic facts, the two men's interpretations differed in ways that cast 

a revealing light on their varying concepts of the revolution. 

Lenin's article, entitled "The Eighteenth of June," put the demon

stration in the historical perspective of an ongoing, steadily deepening 

revolutionary crisis. 57 "June 18," he wrote, 

was the first political demonstration of action, an explanation of how the 

various classes act, how they want to act and will act, in order to further 

the revolution-an action not given in a book or newspaper, but in the 

streets, not through leaders, but through the people. 

The conclusion Lenin drew was that only the proletariat-read the 

Bolshevik party, speaking in the name of the proletariat-could lead 

Russia and the world out of their difficulties. 

A crisis of unprecedented scale has descended upon Russia and the whole 

of humanity. The only way out is to put trust in the most organized and 

advanced contingent of the working and exploited people, and support its 

policy. 

There is no way out unless the masses put complete confidence in their 

leader, the proletariat. 

Lenin's article was sober, analytical, and marked by only the slight

est touches of rhetorical color. In contrast, Stalin's article, entitled 

"At the Demonstration," attempted to convey something of the buoy-
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ant feeling of excitement and power which characterized the demon

stration. 58 

The day is bright and sunny . The column of demonstrators is endless. 

From mom to eve the procession files towards the Field of Mars. An 

endless forest of banners. All factories and establishments are closed. Traf

fic is at a standstill. The demonstrators march past the graves [where 

victims of the February Revolution had been buried] with banners lowered 

and the Marseillaise and the Internationale give pla ce to You Have Fallen 

Victim [the revolutionary movement's hymn for its honored dead]. 

The air reverberates to the roar of voices. Every now and again resound 

the cries: "Down With the Ten Capitalist Ministers!" "All Power to the 

Soviet of Worker s' and Soldiers' Deputies!" And in response loud and 

approving cheers ring out from all sides. 

For Stalin the main conclusion to be drawn was that the 

Menshevik-SR policy of compromise with the bourgeois parties had 

proved itself bankrupt. "The overwhelming majority of the demon

strators," he wrote, 

expressed downright lack of confidence in the policy of compromise with 

the bourgeoisie. The demonstrators marched under the revolutionary slo

gans of our Party. 

Whereas Lenin's article stressed the proletariat as the leader that the 

masses must follow if they were to escape from the impasse in which 

they found themselves, Stalin emphasized the primacy of the party in 

providing guidance to the workers and soldiers. 

In their articles both Lenin and Stalin showed an uneasy awareness 

of the charges leveled against the Bolsheviks, in the Soviet and else

where, of plotting to seize power under cover of allegedly peaceful 

demonstrations. The differing ways in which the two writers dealt 

with this issue are instructive. Lenin brought up the charge only once, 

briefly, at the outset of his article: 

The demonstration in a few hours scattered to the winds, like a handful of 

dust, the empty talk about Bolshevik conspirators and showed with the 

utmost clarity that the vanguard of the working people of Russia, the 

industrial proletariat of the capital, and the overwhelming majority of 

troops support programs that our Party has alway s advocated. 

This, incidentally, is Lenin's only reference to the party in the entire 

article. It represents the party as articulating the views of the indus

trial proletariat and soldiers but not dictating to them. To a far greater 

degree than Stalin, Lenin w;_is able to identify the party with the 

masses, rather than seeing it as an agency for manipulating them. 
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Stalin took up the "plot" theme in the final paragraph of his article, 

treating it with the heavy sarcasm that was one of his favorite modes 

of discourse: 

There is no possible room for doubt: the fairy tale about a Bolshevik "plot" 

has been utterly exposed. A party which enjoys the confidence of the 

overwhelming majority of the workers and soldiers of the capital has no 

need for "plots ." Only an uneasy conscience, or political ignorance, could 

have suggested the "idea" of a Bolshevik "plot" to the "high-policy 

makers." 

Stalin's words are double-edged: only an uneasy conscience, one 

can argue, would have led him-and Lenin-to cite the success of the 

June 18 demonstration as conclusive proof that no Bolshevik plot lay 

behind the party's preparations for the very different kind of demon

stration that had been planned for June 10. Evidently the "plot" 

charges struck a sensitive nerve among the Bolshevik leaders. The 

continued refusal of Soviet historians to publish the protocols of the 

Bolshevik Central Committee for this period makes one suspect that 

these documents may contain evidence pointing to the very plot that 

Lenin and Stalin were at pains to deny. 

Stalin in May and June: A Retrospective Look 

After a slow start in May, Stalin moved closer to the center of the 

stage in June. By his personal contacts in the Military Organization, 

especially his collaboration with Smilga, Stalin achieved an influential 

relation with the organization whose planning was central to the main 

revolutionary events of June-the abortive demonstration of June 10 

and its triumphant sequel, the peaceful demonstration of June 18. 

Stalin's ability to compose inflammatory proclamations was ideally 

suited to the occasion. No lengthy theoretical analyses were needed, 

nor was impassioned oratory called for-both areas in which Stalin 

was notably weak. Instead, his own brand of self-taught Marxism, 

expressed in the liturgical cadences of the Orthodox seminary, caught 

perfectly the mood of the workers and soldiers of wartime Petrograd. 

Smilga and the Military Organization provided the machinery needed 

to translate Stalin's rhetoric into mass action. It was a highly effective 

combination of talents. 

Stalin's relations with Lenin took a new and unexpected turn in 

June. Instead of waiting for Lenin's directives, Stalin boldly assumed 

responsibility for the course of party policy and led a cautious but 

hopeful Lenin in his wake. The idea for the June 10 demonstration did 

not originate with Lenin, nor did he direct Stalin to write the procla-
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mation that expressed its goals. Instead, Lenin found himself con

fronted with developments that might lead either to brilliant success 

or to abject failure, and he wavered between hope and skepticism. 

When the Central Committee called off the June 10 demonstra

tion, party discipline was imposed on Smilga but: not on Stalin; in

stead, Stalin's proclamation was recycled and made to serve for the 

demonstration of June 18. Stalin's threat to resign from the Central 

Committee was not only a protest against the cancellation of the June 

10 demonstration but an expression of lack of confidence in Lenin's 

judgment and an affirmation of his own competence to set the party's 

goals. It showed a Stalin determined to strike out on his own, if 

necessary in opposition to Lenin. 

In terms of writing, June was a relatively productive month for 

Stalin. In addition to the proclamation, he wrote the official party 

directive on the Anarchist-Communists ("Against Isolated Demon

strations") as well as a trenchant analysis of the Provisional Govern

ment's policies ("Yesterday and Today"). A striking indication of Sta

lin's emergence as a prominent party spokesman, alongside Lenin, was 

his contribution to Pravda of a review of the June 18 demonstration 

which matched that of Lenin in the same issue but which expressed a 

recognizably independent point of view. 

Stalin's rapid emergence as one of the Bolsheviks' leaders was facili

tated by the situation facing his potential rivals. Kamenev, on whom 

he had leaned for support in his first steps back in March, had by now 

clearly defined his stance as that of a moderate, urging the need for 

caution and restraint. No laurels were to be gathered along that path; 

by the same token, Kamenev held no threat to Stalin's ambitions and 

might prove a useful ally in the future. Zinoviev, after some wavering, 

had taken his position on the cautious wing of the party, alongside 

Kamenev. What power he had in the party derived from his close 

association with Lenin; even less than Kamenev could he be seen as a 

rival to Stalin. 

The threat posed by Trotsky was an entirely different matter, but 

the situation in June masked his potential as a danger to Stalin. He 

still remained outside the party, excluded from its policy formulation 

and intent on proving himself worthy of party membership. The idea 

that in a few short months he would rise to a position coequal with 

that of Lenin would have seemed preposterous to Stalin at the time. 

For Stalin in June the road to triumph as a party leader appeared 

identical with that for success of a Bolshevik-led revolution. Develop

ments in July did nothing to dissipate these bright visions, but they 

showed that the double-tracked road to the top might prove to be 

more winding and obstacle-strewn than had seemed likely on that 
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warm Sunday afternoon in June when the last marchers filed past the 

reviewing stand . 

The success of the June 18 demonstration from the Bolshevik point 

of view was the result of a number of factors which would not recur in 

later situations. The demonstration took place in fine weather, on a 

Sunday that had the character of a summer holiday. Politically its 

sponsorship included not only the Bolshevik party but also the Petro

grad Soviet and the First All-Russian Congress of Soviets. As for the 

Provisional Government, it observed a cautious neutrality; it neither 

supported nor opposed the demonstration. The focus of its attention 

was elsewhere: June 18 was the day on which the Russian army, under 

its new commander in chief, General Brusilov, was about to launch its 

ill-fated summer offensive. 

Whereas the moderate socialist parties supported the June 18 dem

onstration, the Cadets boycotted it, and there were no attempts by 

middle-class and conservative elements to interfere with it or to orga

nize counterdemonstrations. It almost seemed that Stalin's forecast of 

June 6-"The bourgeoisie will be frightened at the sight of the armed 

workers and will hide"-had proved accurate. 

To a large extent the success of the demonstration was due to the 

organized, purposeful work of the Bolshevik cadres. Party discipline 

was exemplary; workers and soldiers marched past the reviewing 

stand in orderly ranks, bearing aloft banners inscribed with slogans 

sponsored by the Bolsheviks. 

For Stalin, the June 18 demonstration could only reinforce and 

deepen a concept of the party and its relation to the revolution which 

had been developing over the years. The party organization, in Sta

lin's view, was the key to successful action by the masses, whether it 

took the form of a demonstration in the streets or a general armed 

uprising culminating in revolution. Action by the workers or soldiers 

outside the party's control-"scattered" or "unorganized" demonstra

tions-threatened to disrupt the controls exercised by the party and 

must therefore be avoided. If the party remained united and exercised 

effective control over the masses, there would be little danger of coun

teraction by conservative or liberal groups. Stalin had none of Lenin's 

realistic sense of the social forces that could be expected to oppose a 

Bolshevik-led bid for power, just as he had little awareness of the need 

for socialist revolutions in the West to support a socialist revolution in 

Russia. Stalin's Marxism and his sense of social forces were too rudi

mentary to encompass the kind of strategic calculations which sophis

ticated Marxist thinkers like Trotsky and Lenin devised to justify their 

faith in the possibility of a proletarian revolution in Russia. For Stalin 

all that was needed was the strictly disciplined, tightly centralized 
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party organization; action by the masses would follow automatically 

once the party machine swung into action. Stalin's concept of the 

revolution thus reflected both his strengths and his weaknesses. It laid 

heavy stress on the arts of organization and control, arts which he 

found congenial and of which he was later to develop a mastery; it 

made no demands for brilliance as a political theorist or as an orator 

capable of swaying a mass audience, talents that Stalin conspicuously 

lacked. 

The success achieved by the Bolsheviks in the June 18 demonstra

tion served for Stalin as a confirmation of these principles and deter

mined once and for all his approach to the problem of the seizure of 

power. Not surprisingly, therefore, Stalin pinned his faith on these 

principles in the very different conditions that existed at the time the 

Bolshevik party made its bid for power in October. 

The June 18 demonstration illustrates another fundamental trait of 

Stalin's psychology, the difficulty he experienced in foreseeing coming 

events, counterbalanced by his strength in exploiting a situation that 

he thoroughly understood as the result of earlier experiences. Faced 

by a novel situation, Stalin tended to be temporarily baffled; encoun

tering a situation that repeated one of his earlier lessons, he could feel 

fully in command. The two demonstrations of June thus presented an 

ideal situation for Stalin. The canceled demonstration of June 10 

served as a dress rehearsal-it alerted him to the general nature of the 

problem and showed him some of the principal elements to be manip

ulated. When the June 18 demonstration was mounted, everything fell 

into place. In October, however, there was to be no dress rehearsal; 

Stalin, like the other party leaders, was to have only one chance at the 

grand prize. 
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The July Days and Their Aftermath 

The Bolsheviks' Evaluation of the June 18 Demonstration 

By Bolshevik standards the June 18 demonstration had been a great 

success, revealing the tremendous power latent in the capital's masses 

of workers and soldiers and their strong affinity for the slogans and 

policies of the Bolshevik party. The Mensheviks, who had originally 

proposed the demonstration, proved incapable of swaying it in the 

direction they desired, support for the Provisional Government and 

their own brand of moderate socialism. Paradoxically, however, the 

immediate sequel to the demonstration was a resurgence of popular 

support for the government and the adoption of a policy of ta ctical 

retreat by the Bolsheviks. 

Had the Bolsheviks miscalculated? No, Stalin explained to the 

Sixth Party Congress on July 27; the reason lay in the intrusion of a 

new factor into the situation. "The comrades know," Stalin said, 

how the demonstrations of June 18 went off. Even the bourgeois papers 

said that the overwhelming majority of the demonstrators marched under 

th e slogans of the Bolsheviks. The principal slogan was "All Power to the 

Soviets!" No fewer than 400,000 persons marched in the procession .... It 
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was the general conviction that the demonstration of June 18, which was 

more imposing than the demonstration of April 21, was bound to have its 

effect. And it should have had its effect ... But that very day our armies 

launched an offensive, a successful offensive, and the "Blacks" [right-wing 

extremists] began a demonstration in the Nevsky Prospect in honor of it. 

That obliterated the moral victory gained by the Bolsheviks at the demon

stration. It also obliterated the chances of the practical results .. . . The 

Provisional Government remained in power. 1 

Whatever one may think of Stalin's explanation for the shift in the 

popular mood (and there is independent evidence that the govern

ment's announcement of the Kerensky offensive did evoke a wide

spread, if ephemeral, outpouring of patriotic enthusiasm, especially 

among the well-to-do sections of society), his explanation is valuable 

for its revelation that some Bolsheviks, and presumably Stalin himself, 

saw the June 18 demonstration as a means of achieving "practical 

results," which might well include the overthrow of the Provisional 

Government. In Stalin's reasoning, the April 21 demonstrations had 

shaken the Provisional Government and forced it to sacrifice two key 

ministers; the far more impressive demonstration of June 18 should 

have had correspondingly impressive "practical results." 

Thus, the Bolshevik leadership recognized that the immediate se

quel to the June 18 demonstration would probably not be a further 

heightening of their influence and authority among the masses. Bol

shevik strategy at this point, Stalin continued in his report to the 

Sixth Congress, stressed the importance of delay: 

We decided to wait until the moment of the attack on the front was over, 

to give the offensive [an opportunity] definitely to fail in the eyes of the 

masses, not to yield to provocation and, as long as the offensive was under 

way, under no circumstances to demonstrate, to wait it out and allow the 

Provisional Government to exhaust itself . 

Stalin said nothing of the wider considerations that might have 

prompted the Bolshevik leadership to observe caution in their strat

egy. It was Lenin who articulated this aspect of the situation most 

clearly, in a speech to a session of the conference of Bolshevik Military 

Organizations on June 20, at which he warned that 

One false move on our part can wreck everything .. . . If we were now able 

to seize power it is naive to think that having taken it we would be able to 

hold it . 

The problem, as Lenin saw it, was that the Bolsheviks did not yet 

enjoy sufficient influence among the masses and their elected repre-
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sentative bodies, the soviets. Lenin was particularly concerned to 

prevent attempts at an unsupported coup d'etat: 

In order to gain power seriously (not by Blanquist methods), the proletar

ian party must fight for influence inside the Soviet. 

But he expressed firm faith in the underlying social forces that he felt 

were bringing the socialist revolution closer: 

Events should not be anticipated. Time is on our side. 2 

Still under the influence of the shock that had led to his reversal of 

position on June 12, Lenin now advocated caution and restraint in 

terms virtually indistinguishable from those used by Kamenev. It was 

only with the greatest difficulty, however, that Lenin was able to 

impose a bridle on the impetuous advocates of immediate action in 

the Military Organization and the Petersburg Committee. At a meet

ing of the committee on June 20 there was strong pressure for a radical 

line, and two days later the left-wingers pushed further with their 

demands before an unofficial joint meeting of the party Central Com

mittee, the Executive Commission of the Petersburg Committee, and 

the Military Organization. Undeterred by the leadership's official pol

icy of caution, the proponents of immediate action in the Military 

Organization began systematic, though unacknowledged, prepara

tions for a new demonstration, which they hoped would develop into 

a full-scale uprising. 

Stalin evidently took no direct part in these debates, though he 

had already shown that his sympathies lay with the left wing. When 

he addressed the conference of military organizations on June 21 it 

was to deliver a report on the national minority regiments in the 

army, a subject in line with his public identification as the party's 

leading specialist on the national question. 

Stalin's apparent restraint coincided with a strengthening of his 

political position within the soviet bureaucracy. At its final session, on 

June 24, the First All-Russian Congress of Soviets elected an all

Russian central executive committee (Russian initials VTsIK) to func

tion as its policy-making body between congresses, and Stalin was one 

of thirty-four Bolsheviks named to this new body. As a member of the 

VTslK Stalin was given the opportunity to participate in official gath; 

erings and to observe at close quarters the working of a semigovern

mental institution. For Stalin, this was congenial work, and it is 

suggestive that the muting of his sympathies with the left-wing hot

heads coincided with his assumption of new responsibilities in the 

VTslK. 
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Buildup for the Military Uprising 

Definite plans for a military demonstration against the Provisional 

Government were under way at least as early as July 1, the date on 

which members of the All-Russian Bureau of Military Organizations 

learned that the First Machine Gun Regiment was planning to orga

nize a demonstration. Podvoisky, leader of the Bolshevik Military 

Organization, later reported at the party's Sixth Congress that by July 

2 the Military Organization was cognizant of plans for an uprising on 

the following day. In an exceptionally frank and revealing article 

published in 1932, V. I. Nevsky, another member of the Military 

Organization, disclosed that the organization's actions, though osten

sibly aimed at holding back the troops, in line with the official Bolshe

vik policy of restraint, had actually contributed to the soldiers' readi

ness to demonstrate and to their belief that they would have 

Bolshevik support. 3 

1 In so doing, the Military Organization was violating the spirit, if 

not the letter, of a Central Committee directive adopted on July 2, 

which categorically forbade the Military Organization to take part in 

preparations for the demonstration and which ordered it to take all 

necessary measures to prevent an outbreak. 4 Lenin was not present at 

this meeting, having left Petrograd on June 29 to recuperate from an 

illness, but the decision was fully in line with his views . 

The July Days: Outbreak 

With Lenin temporarily absent from the capital, Stalin had an oppor

tunity to demonstrate his growing influence as one of the leaders of 

the Bolshevik party. The record of the period is incomplete and at 

times confused to the point of chaos, but the nature of Stalin's role 

emerges with reasonable clarity. It is that of a skilled negotiator, 

trusted in the VT slK as well as in the Bolshevik Central Committee, 

trying to steer a cautious course for himself and for the party in a 

rapidly changing situation. 

The initiative for the armed demonstrations that broke out on July 

3 evidently came from the soldiers themselves, spurred on by the 

imminent threat of transfer from garrison duty in the capital to service 

in the front line, to stiffen the sagging offensive. Members of the 

Military Organization continued to provide encouragement and guid

ance for the insurgent troops, notwithstanding the fact that official 

Bolshevik policy, as formulated by the Central Committee on July 2, 

was to abstain from participation in an armed demonstration. Even as 

late as the afternoon of July 3, at a time when the troop movements in 
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the street were already in full swing, the Bolshevik Central Committee 

voted against participation in the demonstration. A report to this 

effect was carried by Stalin to a joint meeting of the VTsIK and the 

Executive Committee of the Petrograd Soviet, at which the problem 

presented by the troop demonstrations was being hotly debated. 

The sense of urgency which pervaded the joint meeting of the 

executive committees was due in part to the fact that the stability of 

the Provisional Government was being threatened not only on the 

streets but also from within. Late on July 2 Kerensky and two govern

ment ministers, Tseretelli and Tereshchenko, returned from Kiev fol

lowing negotiations with the separatist Ukrainian Rada. The conces

sions to Ukrainian nationalism agreed to by the three-man 

commission were too much for the Cadet ministers in the cabinet, 

and three of them announced their resignation late on July 3. 

Acutely aware of the danger that the weakened Provisional Gov

ernment might succumb to new popular pressures, the joint meeting 

of the executive committees adopted a resolution banning all demon

strations, an action fully supported by Zinoviev and Kamenev. So 

strong was the soldiers' surge toward direct action, however, that the 

Bolsheviks' resolve to keep their hands off soon began to crumble. 

The Second All-City Petrograd Bolshevik Conference, meeting on the 

afternoon of the third to debate the question of establishing its own 

newspaper (a proposal strongly opposed by Lenin, who feared it as a 

threat to the party's centralized control), found itself confronted by 

the growing insurgency of the troops, especially the First Machine 

Gun Regiment, and voted not merely to support the demonstration 

but also to demand that the VTsIK assume power. 

Encouraged by the conference's support, the soldiers redoubled 

their pressure on the Bolshevik leadership to sanction and lead their 

action. Early in the evening of the third the workers' section of the 

Petrograd Soviet, having learned of the conference's pro

demonstration decision, followed suit by voting to support the dem

onstrations. Cautiously, however, the workers' section decided that 

they would try to keep the movement in peaceful channels. 

Now the pressure began to mount on central Bolshevik headquar

ters, located in the Kshesinskaya mansion. Hurried and informal de

bates were conducted with regard to the proper course of action, 

combined with unavailing efforts to calm the restless soldiers. Recog

nizing that the soldiers were determined come what may to march on 

the Provisional Government's meeting place in the Tauride Palace, 

the Military Organization finally agreed to lead a demonstration for 

the avowed purpose of presenting the soldiers' demands to the Provi

sional Government. Carried away by the contagious air of insurgency 
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which pervaded the talks, even the usually cautious Zinoviev joined 

Trotsky, one of the soldiers' favorite orators, in demanding the peace

ful transfer of power to the soviets. A formal vote to this effect was 

taken by the Central Committee. 

The Kronstadt Sailors Join the Demonstration 

There is general agreement among contemporary observers that the 

arrival in Petrograd of an armed contingent of sailors from the Kron

stadt naval base early on July 4 made an exceptionally strong impact 

on the tension that gripped the capital. For this episode the historian 

is fortunate in having available the memoirs of F. F. Raskol'nikov 

(pseudonym of F. F. I l 'in). 5 

In 1917 Raskol'nikov, a young midshipman in the Baltic Fleet, held 

the post of deputy chairman of the Kronstadt Soviet of Sailors' Depu

ties. An ardent Bolshevik, Raskol'nikov served as principal liaison 

man between the Kronstadt Soviet and Bolshevik headquarters in 

Petrograd. At Lenin's insistence, regular telephone contact had been 

established in May. In Raskol'nikov's words, 

We had a very good system whereby I rang Petersburg [Petrograd] every 

day and, asking to speak to Lenin, Zinoviev or Kamenev, reported to them 

everything that had happened at Kronstadt and received the instructions 

needed for our current work. 6 

On July 3 a group of soldiers from the First Machine Gun Regiment 

came to Kronstadt to urge the sailors to join the demonstrations that 

were planned or that were already in progress. Before the machine 

gunner delegates were permitted to address a meeting of sailors, 

Raskol'nikov called Bolshevik headquarters and was warned by Ka

menev that the soldiers were ignoring the party's opposition to dem

onstrations and were already cruising the streets of Petrograd in ar

mored cars mounted with machine guns. Kamenev reiterated the 

party's opposition to demonstrations . 

Meanwhile, the soldiei:s at Kronstadt had succeeded in convoking 

an impromptu gath~ring of sailors and were urging them to join the 

action in Petrograd without delay. 

In accordance with Kamenev's instructions Raskol'nikov called for 

restraint, pointing out the danger of provocation from right-wing 

elements. To gain time he proposed the establishment of an organiza

tional commission to check on the situation in Petrograd and to 

ascertain the mood of the fleet. The sailors having reluctantly ac

cepted the proposal, Raskol'nikov, as a newly elected member of the 

investigating commission, again telephoned Bolshevik headquarters 
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for guidance and information. This time it was Zinoviev who an

swered the phone, to tell Raskol'nikov of the Central Committee's 

newly adopted decision to support the demonstrations planned for 

July 4 as armed, organized, and peaceful (Zinoviev stressed the word). 

This decision, reported by Raskol'nikov to the sailors, was enthusi

astically received, and the meeting unanimously decided to take part 

in a peaceful but armed demonstration on the following day. 

The night of July 3 was taken up with preparations, and on the 

morning of July 4 an improvised flotilla assembled to take the armed 

sailors, joined by some workers and soldiers, to Petrograd. It was a 

formidable expedition, numbering some ten thousand demonstrators, 

of whom perhaps twenty-five hundred were sailors with rifles. 7 

In Raskol'nikov's account there is no suggestion that at any time 

did the leaders of the Kronstadt sailors or the sailors themselves con

sider taking part in an unarmed demonstration or that the question of 

whether or not the demonstrators should be armed was raised in the 

telephone contacts between Kronstadt and Bolshevik headquarters in 

Petrograd. Raskol'nikov provides the following rationale in favor of 

an armed demonstration: 

It was easy to foresee that an unarmed demonstration would have been 

dealt with by "armed force." 

Furthermore, 

The need for arms, the only means of defense in the event of blood-letting, 

was also dictated by the circumstance that, while announcing a demon

stration, we retained the right at any moment to turn it into an armed 

uprising. 8 

Thus, it was with a deliberately open-ended strategy that the sailors 

were led into the tumultuous situation in Petrograd on July 4. 

The Question of Lenin's Real Aims 

All during the hectic events of July 3 Lenin was absent from Petro

grad, so that the debates, decisions, and reversals of decisions by the 

Bolshevik leadership were taken without the benefit of his immediate 

guidance. As to his real intentions in the crisis there is a fundamental 

split in the sources, Bolshevik historians maintaining that Lenin still 

favored a policy of caution and restraint, whereas the Menshevik 

memoirist N. N. Sukhanov asserted that Lenin was really aiming at 

the seizure of power, using the military demonstrations as his spring

board.9 The nonavailability of the protocols of the Bolshevik Central 

Committee for this period renders full certainty impossible, but the 
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evidence indicates that even at the height of th e action Lenin was still 

urging a policy of restraint. Hurriedly summoned back to the capital 

by his colleagu es early on the morning of July 4, Lenin, shaky from 

illness, addressed a restless assembly of soldiers and sailors from the 

balcony of the Kshesinskaya mansion in an attempt to moderate their 

ardor. His advice was to maintain order, resist provocations, and 

return peacefully to their barracks. 

Lenin's impromptu address, which was to be his last public appear

ance before the seizure of power in October, had little visible effect on 

his audience, but his continued advocacy of caution and restraint had 

a sobering influence on those in the party who favored an all-out test 

of strength with the Provisional Government . No one in the party 

was willing to challenge Lenin directly, and even those who privately 

hoped for a successful armed uprising were loath to assume its leader

ship in the absence of Lenin's sanction. Deprived of the kind of 

disciplined and organized party control which had helped make the 

June 18 demonstration a success, the troop movement on July 4 began 

to falter and lose momentum. 

The Bolsheviks Accept Leadership in the Demonstrations 

Part of the confusion which hangs over the July Days is due to the fact 

that Pravda's editorial board found itself unable to keep pace with the 

rapidly changing situation and the sharp reversals of policy within 

various party bodies . The early morning edition of Pravda on July 4 

was originally intended to feature an appeal drafted by Zinoviev and 

Kamenev calling on the masses to observe restraint, but when the 

Central Committee decided late on July 3 to support the demonstra

tions the appeal was pulled out of the matrix for the following day's 

edition without anything being substituted, so that the July 4 edition 

came out with a blank space prominently featured on the front page. 

Someone-possibly Stalin-had meanwhile drafted a proclamation 

calling attention to the internal difficulties besetting the Provisional 

Government and demanding its replacement by a "new power"-the 

Soviet of Workers', Soldiers', and Peasants' Deputies. IO 

Officially the July 4 proclamation is not claimed as the work of 

Stalin, and its real authorship must remain a matter for conjecture. It 

can be argued, however, that its basic line is consistent with that of 

the June 10 and 18 proclamations, the authorship of which is officially 

ascribed to Stalin. Whoever wrote it evidently believed that the long

awaited moment was at hand when the Provisional Government 

would go down in defeat before the triumphant masses. 

If it was not Stalin who wrote the leaflet-and the evidence in favor 
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of his authorship is at best slender-who was its author? The most 

likely candidate is S. Ya. Bagdatiev, who had called for the overthrow 

of the Provisional Government in April and who is reported to have 

written a leaflet over the signature of the Petersburg Committee call

ing for a demonstration on July 3. 11 

Armed with the new proclamation, Bolshevik agitators on the 

morning of July 4 hurried out to factories and barracks to supervise 

the election of delegates charged with carrying to the executive com

mittees the demand for transfer of "All Power to the Soviets." While 

the revolutionary spirit of the workers remained high, however, the 

mood of the garrison troops was becoming less militant. 12 

The Provisional Government Prepares to Defend Itself 

At the same time that the troops' militancy was dimming, the Provi

sional Government was initiating a series of moves for its own defense 

and the defeat of its most threatening adversary, the Bolshevik party. 

One of the first and, as events were to prove, most successful moves in 

this direction was a propaganda campaign aimed at discrediting 

Lenin. Late on the evening of July 3, P. N. Pereverzev, minister of 

justice, suggested that stories be put out alleging that Lenin had been 

accepting financial support from the German General Staff. Ever 

since Lenin's return in April, charges of Bolshevik disloyalty and 

subservience to German interests had circulated in the capital, and 

they had had a profound effect, especially in the army. By early July, 

investigators employed by the Provisional Government had un

earthed some of the details surrounding Lenin's clandestine contacts 

with the Germans, and while the government's information was nei

ther complete nor accurate, enough was known to provide the basis 

for a plausible prima facie case of treason on the part of Lenin and the 

Bolshevik party. 

Pereverzev's suggestion was taken up with enthusiasm in the Provi

sional Government, and a former member of the Bolshevik party, 

Gregory Alexinsky, was persuaded to serve as sponsor for a collection 

of forged documents designed to prove Lenin's treachery. By the after

noon of July 4 Pereverzev's preparations were complete, and calls were 

made to all the city's newspaper editors to attend a press conference at 

which the story would be released. 

Patriotism and a sense of duty were still potent factors among the 

army rank-and-file, and for many soldiers the idea of taking part in a 

direct assault on the government was repellent. During the afternoon 

of July 4, reports about Lenin's link with the Germans were presented 

to a number of garrison units, and the resultant swing in the troops' 
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attitude away from the Bolshevik leader fully confirmed Pereverzev's 

judgment that this propaganda weapon could have a devastating ef

fect on the Bolsheviks' standing and influence among the troops . 

In this emergency-a real crisis for Lenin, since he could not be sure 

just how much the Provisional Government had been able to piece 

together with regard to his German dealings-the man who came to 

Lenin's aid was Stalin. It was Stalin, playing on the comradely feelings 

of a fellow Georgian, who went personally to N. S. Chkheidze, one of 

the chairmen of the VTslK, with the urgent request that he take 

immediate action to block publication of the story. The feeling of 

solidarity within the "revolutionary democracy" of socialist parties, 

still regarded as including the Bolsheviks, was potent enough to per

suade Chkheidze, reluctantly backed by the more skeptical Tseretelli, 

to accede to Stalin's plea . Nearly all the editors accepted Chkheidze's 

request that they kill the story, but one small afternoon tabloid, th e 

Zhivoe slovo, carried it, under the heading "Lenin, Ganetsky & Co.

German Spies." Stalin's effort to block its publication had therefore 

failed in its primary aim, but there was an important secondary effect 

that profoundly strengthened his standing in the eyes of the party's 

leader. The question of whether or not the attempt to block the story 

succeeded was of secondary importance for Lenin-after all, the gov

ernment had shown that it could easily find other ways to circulate 

the story, even if all the newspapers refused to print it. What was 

important for Lenin was that Stalin had stood firmly beside him at a 

moment of acute personal crisis. Probably no other action by Stalin 

throughout his long association with Lenin did so much to solidify his 

standing with the party leader, and the depth of Lenin's publicly 

expressed gratitude is a measure of the acute anxiety he felt at the 

prospect of seeing his entire revolutionary career torpedoed by disclo

sure of his financial links with the German General Staff. 13 

Pereverzev's effort to discredit Lenin was only one of the measures 

of self-defense adopted by the Provisional Government at the height 

of the July crisis. On the afternoon of July 4, the government ordered 

the disarming of workers and soldiers and drafted plans for the evic

tion of the Bolshevik Central Committee from its headquarters in the 

Kshesinskaya mansion. At the same time, urgent messages were sent 

out to a number of field unit commanders calling on them to come to 

the defense of the regime. These measures were taken with the support 

of the Soviet executive committees and the Mensheviks and SR's who 

controlled their policies . At a turbulent meeting of the executive 

committees, which lasted until dawn on the morning of the fourth, it 

was demanded that "demonstrations which bring shame to revolu

tionary Petrograd [must] be ended once and for all." When the meet-
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ing broke up, around 5 A.M., the Menshevik and SR delegates hurried 

off to the factories and barracks to explain the meeting's decision to 

the workers and soldiers. 14 

Throughout the afternoon of July 4, meanwhile, conservative and 

right-wing elements in Petrograd were firing on the workers' demon

strations, either to drive the workers to take cover or to provoke them 

into the use of arms so as to have an excuse for crushing them by 

force. 

Lenin Enforces the Policy of Retreat 

While the Provisional Government was trying to pull itself together, 

organize its defenses, and take steps to blunt the insurgent threat, the 

soldiers and workers who had been marching, assembling, and dem

onstrating for nearly two days and nights were beginning to show 

signs of weariness, uncertainty, and lack of leadership. The effect of 

the call for transfer of power to the soviets voiced in the Bolsheviks' 

July 4 proclamation had been blunted by Lenin's impromptu address 

to the soldiers and sailors advising them to return peacefully to their 

barracks. Whatever truth there may be in the reports that Lenin had 

been planning to use the July demonstrations as the basis for an 

assault on the Provisional Government, it is incontrovertible that by 

the morning of July 4 he had decided to call off the demonstrations 

and stage a general retreat. Notwithstanding the fact that the Bolshe

vik party at this time was far from disciplined or unified in its organi

zation and policies, its members still looked to Lenin for guidance. 

Decisive for the party's tactical stance was the attitude adopted by the 

top echelon of Lenin's lieutenants, who were accustomed to taking 

their cue from Lenin. Two of these men, Zinoviev and Kamenev, 

needed no persuasion to adopt a policy of caution . Trotsky was not 

yet a member of the party during the July Days and had no voice in 

shaping its policies. If it was indeed Stalin who drafted the July 4 

proclamation calling for the transfer of power to the soviets, he did so 

on his own authority, without the backing of Lenin or the party 

leadership. By the time the proclamation had been issued, in any 

event, the change to retreat was already in full swing. 

With his alertness to shifts in the balance of social forces, Lenin 

had decided by the morning of July 4 that the insurgent wave had 

already crested and that a descent into an as yet unfathomed trough 

was inevitable. It must remain an open question just how far Lenin's 

gloomy prognosis was due to his evaluation of events in the streets of 

the capital and how much was due to his fear that the truth about his 

financial support from the German General Staff was in imminent 
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danger of disclosure. Unmistakably clear, however, is his determina

tion to impose a policy of general retreat on the party, beginning with 

his talk to the soldiers and sailors on the morning of]uly 4. 

Bringing the Central Committee to accept the need for retreat 

presented few obstacles; far more difficult was the problem of reining 

in the firebrands of the Petersburg Committee and the Military Orga

nization. Even in a party that enjoyed a considerable degree of local 

autonomy and independence in policy making, however, it was obvi

ously essential that on such an important question as this, discipline 

must be enforced. But it took a series of sharp clashes, stretching over 

the next two days, before Lenin was able to obtain general compliance 

with the policy of retreat. 

By the evening of July 4, the cumulative evidence pointing to the 

necessity for an immediate retreat on the part of the Bolsheviks had 

convinced all but the most fanatic advocates of an armed uprising. At 

8 P.M. an enlarged session of the party's Central Committee was held 

in the Tauride Palace, with representatives of the Petersburg Commit

tee, the Military Organization, and Trotsky's Mezhraiontsy group 

present. It was a stormy and somber session, but Stalin, in his speech 

to the Sixth Party Congress, smoothed over the rough spots and 

presented matters from an unconvincingly optimistic angle: 

It is decided that now that the revolutionary workers and soldiers hav e 

demonstrated their will, the action should be stopped. An appeal is drawn 

up on these lines: "The demonstration is over ... . Our watchword is 

staunchness, restraint, calm." 1' 

The Moderate Socialists Decide to Prop Up the Provisional Government 

Earlier on the evening of the fourth, around 6 P.M., the executive 

committees of the soviets opened a joint meeting that was to have 

decisive significance for the fate of the Provisional Government, the 

Bolshevik party, and the revolution. A clear-cut choice confronted 

the Mensheviks and the SR's: either they must throw their support to 

the Provisional Government, still reeling under the impact of the 

Cadet ministers' resignation, or they must accede to the demonstra

tors' demand-backed by some members of the Bolshevik party-that 

they themselves take power in the name of the revolutionary masses. 

Since no Bolsheviks were present at the meeting, it fell to the lot of 

a member of the Mezhraiontsy group, Lunacharsky, to introduce a 

proposal condemning the Provisional Government and demanding 

the transfer of power to the soviets. Sustained by their conviction that 

the revolution was essentially a middle-class, bourgeois phenomenon 
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and that Russia was not yet prepared for a socialist revolution, the 

moderate socialists brushed aside Lunacharsky's proposal-as they 

had similar ones presented by various workers' delegations earlier that 

afternoon-and in the early morning hours of July 5 adopted a resolu

tion voicing conditional support for the Provisional Government and 

asserting that should the question of transferring power to the soviets 

arise, "only a full meeting of the executive committees has the right to 

decide this question." 16 For the moderate socialists, this resolution 

represented the historic parting of the ways, their reluctant but none

theless definite decision to tag along with the middle-class parties 

rather than risk their fate and that of Russia on the uncharted seas of 

a full-scale popular revolt led by the Bolsheviks. 

The Bolsheviks on the Defensive 

While the executive committees were holding their long, tense meet

ing, a decisive shift occurred in the balance of military power in 

Petrograd. Throughout July 3 and into the following day, insurgent 

troops had controlled the streets of the capital, bolstered by throngs of 

aroused workers carrying placards and slogans. By the afternoon of 

the fourth, the troop movement had begun to subside; the workers, 

however, still kept up their demonstrations, and as late as 8 P.M. a 

noisy group of them pushed into the meeting hall where the executive 

committees were in session, demanding that the soviets take power. It 

was with a tremendous feeling of relief, therefore, that the harried 

delegates in the executive committee session greeted the midnight 

arrival of troops of the lzmailovsky Regiment, straight from the north

ern front, from whence it had marched to the defense of the Provi

sional Government and the Soviet. 

The shift in the military balance was accompanied by a sharp 

stepping up of the government's assault on the Bolsheviks. Early on 

the morning of July 5, a detachment of troops was sent to the printing 

press where Pravda was published with orders to wreck it, orders that 

the troops enthusiastically carried out. Some arrests were made, but 

none of Pravda's editors, including Lenin and Stalin, were caught. 17 

On the following days the campaign to throttle the Bolsheviks' press 

continued with raids on Soldatskaia pravda and Trud. With the help of 

sympathetic printers, however, the Bolsheviks were able to find a new 

press from which, on July 6, a substitute for Pravda, entitled Listok 

pravdy, was issued. 

The next target for repression was the Kshesinskaya mansion, 

where the Bolsheviks had established their headquarters. An order to 

occupy the building was issued by the Provisional Government on 
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July 4, with the approval of the executive committees of the soviets. 

General P. A. Polovtsev, commander of the Petrograd Military Dis

trict, at once began assembling a task force to execute the order. For 

its part the Bolshevik Military Organization, recognizing the immi

nence of an attack and forewarned by rumors of Polovtsev's prepara

tions, set up patrols at the mansion and prepared to defend it by force 

of arms. Preparations were also made to defend the nearby Peter and 

Paul Fortress, where the Bolsheviks had established their reserve 

headquarters . 

While government forces were preparing for the assault, the Bol

shevik leadership, meeting on the afternoon of the fifth, reaffirmed 

their decision to conduct a tactical retreat. Zinoviev, now clearly 

identified as an opponent of further demonstrations, was sent by 

Lenin to the Peter and Paul Fortress to order its surrender, an order 

that the Military Organization ignored. The difficult task of negotiat

ing the surrender of the forces defending the Kshesinskaya mansion 

was assigned to Stalin. In a talk with Tseretelli late on the afternoon 

of the fifth, Stalin sought assurances that there would be no blood

shed and that the Bolsheviks would be provided with new meeting 

quarters in return for an agreement to hand over the mansion with

out resistance. Stalin evidently believed that an agreement was 

reached along these lines; the moderate socialists, however, reneged 

on their promise to find alternate quarters for the Bolsheviks. 18 

Stalin was also called on to negotiate the disarming of a detach

ment of Kronstadt sailors who were defending the Peter and Paul 

Fortress . With little or no room for maneuver, Stalin's task was lim

ited to securing the voluntary submission of the sailors and their 

agreement to return to Kronstadt peacefully and unarmed. 19 

Viewed from the standpoint of the Soviet and the Provisional 

Government, Stalin had played a useful role in these negotiations, 

and there seems little doubt that his services earned him some grudg

ing respect in those quarters. It is probably for that reason that his 

name was not included in the list of Bolshevik leaders subject to arrest 

which the Provisional Government issued on July 6. 

For the Bolsheviks, however, the outcome of Stalin's negotiations 

was a sharp worsening of their position-the loss of their centrally 

located headquarters, eviction from the Peter and Paul Fortress, and 

the graphic demonstration to the troops of their inability or unwill

ingness to lead or defend them. 

Even after these setbacks, nevertheless, there were still some Bol

sheviks who wanted to continue the struggle. There was a final flareup 

of the spirit of resistance among members of the Petersburg Commit

tee at a session held on the afternoon of July 6, at which there was 
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sentiment for calling a general strike. Lenin, who attended the meet

ing, not only firmly vetoed the strike proposal but personally drafted a 

back-to-work proclamation for distribution among the workers. At a 

hastily summoned meeting of the Central Committee that evening, 

Lenin announced a momentous change in the party's tactics: in view 

of the domination of the soviets by the Mensheviks and the SR's, he 

argued, the slogan "All Power to the Soviets" must be withdrawn in 

favor of one calling for the direct seizure of power by the Bolsheviks

not immediately, but at some later time when changed conditions 

made success a realistic possibility. Despite the harsh repression it 

faced, Lenin insisted, the Bolshevik party must meanwhile use every 

legal avenue open to it for political action. zo 

The Question of Lenin's Arrest and Trial 

The order for the arrest of Lenin, Zinoviev, and Kamenev, which the 

Provisional Government had issued earlier on the sixth, provided a 

test of Lenin's new line. The question now was whether the use of 

legal means ought to include his submission to arrest and trial. Lenin 

himself was undecided at the outset of the debate, at one point going 

so far as to draft a letter to the Provisional Government offering to 

submit to arrest under certain conditions. There were weighty argu

ments on both sides of the question. A trial, it might be argued, could 

be used to attack the government-the history of the Russian revolu

tionary movement provided plenty of instances where tactics of that 

kind had been effectively employed by revolutionaries. A decision to 

avoid arrest, on the other hand, might be interpreted as an implied 

confession of guilt, and thus further damage the Bolsheviks' standing 

among the workers and soldiers. What guarantees were there, how

ever, that if Lenin and his aides tamely submitted to arrest they would 

be given a fair trial, or that they would not be lynched by some 

fanatical anti-Bolshevik officer or guard? For Lenin there was always 

the additional unspoken worry: how much did the government really 

know about his German contacts? If there was a trial, the question 

would certainly be brought up, and there could be no assurance that 

he would be able successfully to defend his innocence. 

In the first of what was to become a prolonged series of debates on 

this thorny question, the Central Committee on July 6 decided 

against permitting Lenin to submit to arrest. Preparations were imme

diately launched to find a secure hiding place for him and his indicted 

comrades. Once again Stalin was given an opportunity to earn 

Lenin's gratitude. It was in Stalin's rooms with the Alliluevs that 

Lenin and Zinoviev spent the tense days from July 7 to 11, in fear of 
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immin ent discov ery. Stalin, with hi s bona fides firmly establi shed in 

Soviet circles, was not molested, and served as contact man for the 

con cealed Lenin. Wh en Lenin finally decided that security demanded 

that he get out of the city, Stalin was one of the small group who 

accompanied him to the Maritime Station for the journey, in disguise 

and under an assumed name, to a small village, Razliv, in the vicinity 

of Petrograd, where the gendarmes and inve stigators of the Provi

sional Government would have difficulty in finding him. 

There was prob ably never a moment in the nearly two-decade-long 

association between Lenin and Stalin when their personal relations 

were more warm and cordial than in the period between Lenin's flight 

from Petrograd in July and his further move, a month later, to a more 

secure hideout across the border into quasi-independent Finland. 

Throughout the July crisis Stalin had stood firmly beside him, render

ing him invaluable personal services. 1t was Stalin who had publicly 

come to Lenin's defense against the government's charge of treason. 1t 

was Stalin who arranged for the temporary quarters where Lenin and 

Zinoviev took refuge July 7-11. Stalin was one of the small group of 

comrades who escorted Lenin to the Maritime Station on July 11. 

Even Trotsky grudgingly acknowledged the closeness between the 

two men at this time. Lenin, he writes, "undoubtedly trust ed him 

[Stalin] as a cautious conspirator." 21 But it was not mere recognition 

on Lenin's part of Stalin's conspiratorial talents; the bond between 

them at this point was stronger than Trotsky was prepared to admit. 

The immediate aftermath of the July Days was an organizational crisis 

for the Bolshevik party, but it was also an acute personal crisis for 

Lenin; and it was Stalin, more than anyone else, who helped him 

weather this storm. The credit that Stalin earned in Lenin's eyes 

during the July crisis was to remain for years a reserve against which 

he could draw in their personal relations, outweighing his many blun

ders and serving to conceal from Lenin until almost the end of his life 

the fact that on a number of important issues he and Stalin held 

fundamentally different views. 

Impact of the Military Defeat 

In his report to the Sixth Congress, Stalin asserted that Bolshevik 

policy immediately after the June 18 demonstration was to remain 

quiet, avoid further antigovernment actions, and await the moment 

when the newly launched offensive had run its course before resuming 

an active policy. Bolshevik behavior during the July Days hardly fitted 

into that strategy, a fact that strengthens the view that it was really 

the insurgent masses rather than the Bolshevik leadership who had 
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precipitated that action. Late on the evening of July 6, when the 

Bolshevik rout was nearly complete-ousted from their headquarters, 

their newspapers banned, their principal leaders proscribed and 

fugitive-the first reports began to come in of a Russian defeat, the 

beginning of the inglorious end of the ill-starred Kerensky offensive 

which had been launched in June with so much fanfare and such high 

hopes. Had they been able to avoid identification with the excesses of 

the July Days, had they been able to stick to the st rategy outlined by 

Stalin in his Sixth Congress speech, this was the moment at which the 

Bolsheviks could have capitalized on the military defeat, which rap

idly assumed the dimensions of a full-scale disaster, a disaster for 

which the Kerensky government should have borne the primary re

sponsibility. Instead, the Bolsheviks provided the excuse by which the 

government attempted, with some success, to explain away the mili

tary defeat. Press accounts in newspapers sympathetic to the govern

ment appeared on July 7 with accusations that the Bolsheviks had 

been a principal factor in the army's setback, through their advocacy 

of defeatism and their all-too-successful efforts at undermining mili

tary discipline. 

The heated debate over the question of Lenin's arrest and trial was 

resumed on July 7 in Stalin's rooms at the Alliluevs' apartment. To 

explore the possibility of a guarantee of Lenin's security, someone

possibly Stalin-undertook to ascertain whether the soviets could of

fer such a guarantee. Receiving a negative response, Stalin, it is said, 

joined the majority of the Central Committee in opposing Lenin's 

submission to arrest and trial. 22 

Existing records of this important debate are inconsistent and con

fused. In some, Stalin is identified as the negotiator who sounded out 

the Executive Committee of the Soviet on the question of a guaran

tee; in others this role is assigned to Ordzhonikidze. On one point 

only is there nearly complete agreement, that of Stalin's position. 

Even Trotsky, citing Krupskaya in support, affirms that "Stalin held 

out more tenaciously [against Lenin's arrest and trial] than the others 

and was proved right." 21 Three weeks later, however, when this ques

tion came up once more for discussion, at the Sixth Congress, Stalin 

not only treated it as one not already decisively answered but even 

attempted to revive the project of obtaining guarantees for Lenin's 

safety from the Executive Committee of the Soviet. 

Kerensky Takes Power; Lenin Slips Out of Petrograd 

Throughout the government crisis of early July, Kerensky was the 

central figure in the Provisional Government, although he was not yet 
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formally its leader. It was Kerensky whose actions had helped precipi

tate the double crisis that nearly brought down the government: by 

sponsoring the military offensive, thereby goading a number of mili

tary units in the Petrograd garrison into open revolt, and by negotiat

ing the compromise with the Ukrainian nationalists, thereby provok

ing the Cadet ministers into the withdrawal that triggered the cabinet 

crisis. 

Fittingly, then, it was Kerensky who emerged at the end of the July 

crisis as the formal and generally acknowledged leader of the Provi

sional Government. Prince George Lvov, a well-meaning but ineffec

tive Cadet politician, resigned as premier on July 8, and Kerensky 

took his place on the following day. One of his first actions was to 

order a thorough investigation of the near-insurrection that had just 

ended. At about the same time, orders were issued to break up the 

First Machine Gun Regiment and send its members to front-line 

units. 

Deprived of its founder and leader, harried and persecuted by the 

authorities, the Bolshevik party in the second half of July faced its 

greatest challenge. That it emerged from the ordeal strengthened, 

confident, and ready for action was due in large part to the hard work 

and unshaken faith of Sverdlov and Stalin. 

For Stalin, the party's time of troubles was the opportunity for 

which he had been preparing himself. In March he had shown his 

eagerness to play a leading role for which he was totally unprepared. 

Since mid-April, however, he had been undergoing a crash appren

ticeship in revolutionary tactics and principles at the hands of Lenin, 

master craftsman of the revolution. Now, armed with the theoretical 

knowledge he had previously lacked and schooled by participation 

alongside Lenin in a succession of crises, Stalin felt ready to step 

forward as the party's acting leader. 

At one stroke, by ordering the arrest of Lenin, Zinoviev, and 

Kamenev, the government had cleared the path for Stalin's rise to 

power. Now, too, Stalin's shrewd political maneuvering, the wisdom 

of his decision to retain a footing in the Executive Committee of the 

Soviet through his Georgian contacts and his "honest broker" negoti

ations with the insurgents during the July Days, paid off handsomely. 

The omission of Stalin's name from the list of those to be arrested 

reflected not merely an underestimate of his political strength on the 

part of the government but a positive evaluation of his status by the 

moderate socialist leaders in the VTsIK. 

It was a stroke of luck for Stalin that Trotsky took himself out of 

the running by volunteering for imprisonment on July 10, thereby 

removing a threat to Stalin's position as acting leader of the party. 
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Fate seemed to have taken a hand in furthering Stalin's cause. Now it 

was up to him to show how well he could use the opportunity thus 

provided . 

The "Pencil Story": Stalin's Daydream 

Any comprehensive attempt to trace Stalin's activities during the July 

Days of 1917 must take into account a curious report that first ap

peared in print toward the end of 1929. This report, which I call the 

"pencil story," was given by the popular poet Demian Bedny (pseudo

nym of Yefim Alekseevich Pridvorov) in one of his contributions to 

Pravda's celebration of Stalin's fiftieth birthday, which fell on Decem

ber 21, 1929. Two issues of Pravda were devoted to the anniversary, 

those of December 20 and 21, and Bedny contributed to both issues. 

In Pravda for December 20 he published an article entitled "Com

pletely True," while in the issue of December 21 his contributions 

took the form of a poem, "I Am Sure," and an article entitled "Frag

ments." 24 

The pencil story occurs toward the end of "Fragments," the major 

part of which consists of a discussion of Stalin's use of the "mountain 

eagle" image to characterize Lenin. Almost as an afterthought, Bedny 

then shifts to events in 1917, "on the eve of the July Days," which 

establishes the date as July 3, 1917, Old Style. On that day, Bedny 

says, he was sitting in the editorial office of Pravda talking with Stalin . 

Suddenly the telephone rang and Stalin took the call. It proved to be 

from a sailor at the Kronstadt naval base who wanted Stalin's advice 

on a momentous question : should the sailors come armed to the 

demonstration in Petrograd then in preparation, or should they come 

without weapons? 

Bedny found the situation extremely funny, not because of the 

question, which was serious enough, but because of Stalin 's behavior 

in answering it. Puffing on his pipe and stroking his moustache, Stalin 

thought for a moment, then gave an answer that reduced Bedny to 

helpless laughter . "We scribblers," said Stalin, "always carry our 

weapons-our pens-with us wherever we go. As to your weapons, 

comrade, you can be the best judges of that." 

As Bedny admiringly points out, Stalin had avoided recommend

ing in so many words that the sailors come armed to the demonstra

tion, but that was clearly his implication. In the event the demonstra

tion turned out badly, no one could charge that Stalin had called for 

the use of armed force against the government. It was that aspect of 

Stalin's reply which earned Bedny's admiration for Stalin's "cun

ning." 
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"Fragments" was included in a collective volume published toward 

the end of 1929; in the following year, a second mass edition was 

published. 25 Thereafter, however, the article dropped out of sight. It 

was not included in Bedny's Collected Works (nineteen volumes, 1928-

32), nor in the eight-volume Collected Works, published in 1965. 

Before examining the treatment that historians of the revolution 

and biographers of Stalin have given the pencil story, it will be useful 

to consider Bedny's other major contribution to the celebration of 

Stalin's birthday, the article "Completely True." In this article Bedny 

uses a newspaper column by a Socialist Revolutionary emigre, 

Semyon Vereshchak, as the basis for a laudatory account of Stalin's 

reportedly courageous behavior as an inmate in the Baku prison in 

1908. 26 At the bottom of the article appears the date February 7, 1928; 

an editorial note explains th at "in connection with the fiftieth birth

day of Comrade Stalin, the editorial board of Pravda considered it 

appropriate to remind the read ers of Prai•da of a feuilleton of Comrade 

D. Bedny which reflects in artistic form one of the moment s in the 

heroic past of Comrade Stalin." 

Contrary to what one biographer of Stalin has assumed, the 1928 

date does not indicate prior publication in Pravda. 27 More cautiously, 

Tucker states, "Bedny's article was dated Feb. 7, 1928, but I have not 

been able to ascertain whether or not it appeared in print before the 

birthday celebration in 1929." In fact, Bedny's article did not appear 

in Pravda in February 1928; it was, however, included in volume 12 of 

his Collected Works, which came out in 1928. 28 

"Completely True," like the Vereshchak column on which it is 

based, has attracted favorable attention from Stalin's biographers be

cause of its lively portrayal of the young Stalin's staunch behavior 

under the harsh conditions of prison existence. The fact that the story 

was told by an SR emigre, who would normally have had no reason to 

praise Stalin, has convinced a number of Stalin's biographers that the 

story must be substantially accurate. H. Montgomery Hyde, for exam

ple, calls it "one of the most vivid and at the same time most trustwor

thy [reminiscences] of the young Stalin to have survived." 29 

The first of Bedny's writings produced specifically for the birthday 

celebration, the poem "I Arn Sure," is a slight thing, even by Bedny's 

customary lightweight standards; it amounts to little more than a plea 

of not being able to produce anything suitable for so momentous an 

occasion. It evidently served as a warm-up exercise, however, for an 

editorial note at the end states that the author did, nevertheless, write 

the article "Fragments," which follows immediat ely. 

Most historians of the Russian Revolution have treated the pencil 

story with distrust or hav e ignored it entirely . A number of Stalin's 
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biographers, on the other hand, have been attracted to it, in part 

because it lends a touch of color to the account of Stalin's activities in 

the July Days, in part because it brings out something of the man's 

character and behavior. 

The first of Stalin's biographers to consider the pencil story was 

Trotsky, who called it "the enigmatic testimony of Demian Bedny," 

adding, "The story was probably stylized. But one senses a grain of 

truth in it." Thus, Trotsky accepted the story as essentially true, 

cautioning, however, that 

one must not exaggerate the significance of that episode. The question 

probably came from the Kronstadt Committee of the Party. As for the 

sailors, they would have gone out with their arms anyway. 10 

Trotsky's commentary marks the beginning of a tendency among 

Stalin's biographers to strengthen the pencil story by adding details in 

an attempt to fit it into the known framework of events. Thus, 

Trotsky provides the hypothesis that the question "probably came 

from the Kronstadt Committee of the Party"; that is, it was a question 

to which the Kronstadt Bolsheviks really wanted an answer. But 

Trotsky immediately undercuts this suggestion by commenting, "As 

for the sailors, they would have gone out with their arms anyway." 

Why, then, would the Kronstadt Committee raise the question in the 

first place? And why would they not identify themselves in making 

the call? And why would the call be directed to Stalin, at the editorial 

office of Pravda, rather than to the headquarters of the Bolshevik 

Central Committee in the Kshesinskaya mansion? Trotsky provides 

no answer to these questions. 

Several biographers of Stalin, reluctant to abandon the pencil story 

but troubled by questions of this kind, have followed Trotsky's lead in 

adding details that were not in the original. Thus, Boris Souvarine 

writes, 

He [Stalin] assumed administrative work at the headquarters of the Party 

and of its journals, and was careful to say and do nothing which would 

commit him irrevocably. Demian Bedny relates with admiration the fol

lowing example of his method. ll 

Souvarine then retells the pencil story. He sees it as evidence that 

Stalin assumed administrative tasks and slurs over the question of 

Stalin's relation to the Central Committee with the phrase, "at the 

headquarters of the party and of its journals." But the sailor's question 

was hardly of an administrative nature, nor would the sailors have 

been likely to call the Pravda editorial office in regard to a matter that 

required an authoritative ruling from the Central Committee. 
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Ulam performs a similar operation on the pencil story to increase 

its verisimilitude. "Stalin," he writes, 

a famous story has it, was the member of th e Central Committee of whom 

the sailors inquir ed by telephone whether they should bring their rifles 

along. 12 

In Ulam's version, two significant "improvements" have been 

added: first, that Stalin was being consulted in his capacity as a mem

ber of the Central Committee; second, that it was "the sailors," that 

is, a significant body of them, not merely an unidentified individual, 

who were asking for Stalin's counsel. 

Other biographers of Stalin who have given the pencil story some 

weight include Edward Ellis Smith, who notes that the story may be 

"unauthentic," but who nevertheless builds an elaborate structure on 

it, marred by a number of factual errors, for example, the date .33 

Ronald Hingl ey ignores the question of authenticity but brings out 

the relevance of the story to an understanding of Stalin's character: 

The [sailor's] query was embarras sing to Stalin. As an enthusiastic disrup

tor of the existing semi-order, he, of course, preferred armed to pacific 

protesters any day. After all, even under the Provisional Government 

incitem ent to armed insurrection was a punishable offense. Here was a 

delicat e diplomatic problem which called into play both Stalin's sense of 

irony and his natural caution . Screwing up hi s face in an expression crafty 

in the ultimate degr ee, and stroking his mu stache with his free hand, he 

spoke his Delphic reply into the telephone. 14 

Misled by Smith's errors, Hyde uses the story as the basis for assert

ing that the demonstration of July 4 began "with Stalin, on Lenin' s 

initiative, summoning the sailors from the naval base at Kronstadt to 

a 'peaceful demonstration ." '35 Alex de Jonge falls into the same trap. 36 

Several biographers of Stalin, including Tucker and Payne, pass 

over the pencil story in silence, evidently judging it to be worthless as 

a historical record. Understandable and even laudable as reflecting a 

strict sense of what constitutes valid historical evidence, this restraint 

is regrettable in that it leaves the puzzle of the pencil story unsolved. 

After all, the story did appear in Pravda; Stalin liked it well enough to 

see to its republication twice; and Trotsky had a point when he said, 

"One senses a grain of truth in it." 

What, then, is the real meaning of the pencil story? To understand 

its significance, it is necessary to place it in the context of known 

events during the July Days. Of special relevance are the available 

data on contacts between Kronstadt and Bolshevik headquarters in 
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Petrograd. As noted above, the memoirs of Raskol'nikov are the best 

available source for this question. 

It is obvious that Raskol'nikov's testimony conflicts at every point 

with the pencil story. The story does not give a true account of events 

in 1917; it is not merely "stylized," as Trotsky put it, but palpably 

false. It is noteworthy that the story did not appear in print until the 

end of 1929; it could not, in fact, have been published earlier because 

it would have made Stalin look ridiculous. Only after he had won a 

decisive victory over all his major political rivals could such a trans

parent fiction have been published. But Trotsky's assertion that "one 

senses a grain of truth in it" should not be disregarded. Something 

happened; the story was told, and it was published and republished 

with Stalin's implicit endorsement. The solution to Trotsky's 

"enigma" may be found in the sequence of Bedny's contributions to 

Pravda on December 20 and 21, 1929. The following reconstruction 

appears to be probable: 

First, Pravda's editors decided to go all out in celebrating Stalin's 

fiftieth birthday, devoting two issues to the event. In preparing their 

copy for the December 20 issue they came across Bedny's article, "Com

pletely True," which he had submitted on February 7, 1928, but which 

at that time they considered unsuitable. In view of the heated political 

struggle then in progress, it would have been harmful to Stalin's inter

ests to cite an SR emigre, even in praise of Stalin. Bedny's article was 

therefore consigned to the files, though Bedny liked it well enough to 

include it in volume 12 of his Collected Works later that year. 

The situation was completely different in December 1929, when 

Stalin had emerged the victor in the struggle for power. Now there 

could be no danger in publishing the article. Thus, it was published in 

the issue for December 20. Stalin was understandably delighted. 

Bedny, who was a regular visitor to the Pravda offices, received a 

cordial invitation to meet Stalin, probably on the afternoon of De

cember 20. In the euphoric mood engendered by his recent political 

victory, Stalin relaxed and disclosed some of his inner feelings. 

The conversation began with a discussion of Stalin's concept of 

Lenin. With a poet's psychological insight, Bedny recognized that 

Stalin's image of Lenin as a "mountain eagle" revealed more about 

Stalin than it did about Lenin. 37 

Just as the visit was drawing to a close, Stalin's mind reverted to 

1917, the July Days, and he told Bedny the pencil story, with the 

appropriate facial expressions and gestures. Bedny found Stalin's per

formance highly amusing, but he also recognized that the story was in 

some way important to Stalin. 
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Shortly after the visit, Bedny wrote an account of its two major 

topics, the mountain eagle image and the pencil story. Since the article 

had no overt unity, Bedny called it "Fragments." (The underlying 

unity, Stalin's psychology, could hardly be admitted publicly.) 

Why did St alin tell the pencil story, and what psychological needs 

did it meet for him? Two possibilities suggest themselves. First, the 

story soothed an old wound to Stalin's ego. Though he had been 

formally a member of the ruling inner circle of th e Bolshevik party in 

July 1917, no one had thought to ask his opinion on such an urgent 

question as the appearance of a contingent of Kronstadt sailors in th e 

July 4 demonstration. Instead, it was Kamene v and Zinoviev, two 

other members of the center, who received th e calls from Raskol'nikov 

at Kronstadt and who gave him authoritative direction. 

Raskol'nikov's memoirs, published in 1923 and republished in 

1925, must have been acutely painful to Stalin because of their casual 

disregard of his existence in July 1917. In recompense, the pencil story 

portrays Stalin as the sole Bolshevik leader whom the Kronstadt sail

ors consulted. (Pace Souvarine, Ulam, et al., there is nothing in the 

story to indicate that the sailors were consulting Stalin in his capacity 

as a member of the CC; the clear import of the story is that Stalin 

answered the query about weapons on his own authority, without 

reference to his colleagues.) 

It seems probable that the pencil story, with its focus on the ques

tion of arming the sailors, reflects a sense of guilt on Stalin's part 

concerning his role in disarming the sailors at the Peter and Paul 

Fortress on th e morning of July 6, I 9 I 7. For obvious reasons, that was 

an episode in which he could take little pride. He had done his duty, 

in fulfillment of a task assigned to him by the CC, but there was 

nothing heroic about his action, nothing that ministered to his need 

for self-glorification. If, as the pencil story would have us believe, 

Stalin had refrained from advising the sailors to carry arms at the July 

4 demonstration, then he bore no responsibility for arranging the 

surrender of their arms on July 6; that responsibility fell on others. 

It is noteworthy that Bedny, with his insight into Stalin's psychol

ogy, made three major contributions to the Stalin cult of personality 

at the time of the fiftieth birthday celebration: first, the Baku prison 

story in "Completely True"; second, the mountain eagle image in 

"Fragments"; and third, the pencil story, also in "Fragments." Bedny's 

role in regard to the first two was simply that of reporter and commen

tator; no manipulation of the data was required. In the case of the 

pencil story, the situation was more complex. Simply to relate the 

facts-that Stalin in Dec ember 1929 had spun this tall tale about long

ago events-would not suffice. What was needed, Bedny must have 
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realized, was to give the story the stamp of historical authenticity by 

altering the dates and making it appear that his visit with Stalin in the 

Pravda office took place at the time of the events described in the 

story. 

It was not Bedny's fault that the pencil story suffered from a num

ber of obvious weaknesses, the most glaring of which was its direct 

conflict with established historical facts. That weakness could be met 

for the time being by Bedny's assertion that the story was true (Bedny 

was in effect saying, "I was there"). Later, it would require the suppres

sion of materials that invalidated it, especially Raskol'nikov's memoirs 

and those of his brother, Il'in-Zhenevsky; finally, it would strengthen 

Stalin's motive for extermination of the Il'in brothers. 

The pencil story suffered, however, from another, less easily reme

diable weakness. It disclosed all too frankly a significant aspect of 

Stalin's situation in 1917, his physical isolation at the Pravda office 

and his failure to maintain close contact with the other members of 

the Bolshevik leadership. For Stalin in 1917, the Pravda office served 

as a refuge from the tumult and uproar of revolutionary events . It can 

thus be seen as one of a series of refuges which mark Stalin's career, 

from his isolated, one-man hut in Siberian exile in 1915-16 to his 

Kremlin office and Moscow-region dacha in the period of his full 

dictatorship. 

For Stalin in 1917, however, the Pravda office was a refuge that 

became a trap. In July, as later in October, Stalin remained outside the 

mainstream of events and missed some of the crucial developments of 

the revolution. It was in large part because the pencil story disclosed 

this aspect of Stalin's situation in 19 I 7 that it was found unsuitable for 

use by Soviet biographers and historians, even during the period of 

Stalin's cult of personality. 

For the insight it can provide into Stalin's mentality and uncon

scious motivation, however, the pencil story is a valuable historical 

document. It makes available to us one of Stalin's earliest recorded 

daydreams. Its telling to Bedny and its publication in Pravda mark the 

moment in Stalin's career when he instinctively felt that his recent 

political victory gave him power not only to determine the future 

course of Soviet policy but also to revise the past, to correct the 

historical record, to expunge evidence he found distasteful, and to 

substitute his own version of what should have happened, free of the 

fear that anyone would dare to contradict him. It was to take more 

than ten years and the lives of countless victims, including the Il'in 

brothers, before Stalin had fully achieved this goal. By that time the 

pencil story had been largely forgotten, ignored by Stalin's court 

historians and surviving elsewhere as a historical curiosity. 
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Historians of 1917 have been right to ignore the pencil story; its 

overt meaning tells us nothing useful about the history of the revolu

tion. On the other hand, those biographers of Stalin who have at

tempted to use the story as evidence, however distorted, of Stalin's 

actions in 1917 have been misled. Seen as a mental construct dating 

from a period long after the events it purports to describe, it has value 

not for our historical understanding of 1917 but for our psychological 

understanding of Stalin as he was at the end of 1929. 

Mid-July: Stalin Emergent 

For the Bolshevik party as a whole, the July Days and their aftermath 

represented a serious though not fatal setback. For Stalin, however, 

they meant a sudden, entirely unexpected emergence as one of the 

party's top and most active leaders. The reasons had little to do with 

Stalin's own capabilities; they were due in large part to the removal of 

those who stood in his way, either actually, like Lenin, Zinoviev, and 

Kamenev, or potentially, like Trotsky. By its order for the arrest of 

some of the Bolsheviks' top leaders, the Provisional Government tem

porarily muffied the voice of Lenin. Zinoviev, forced into hiding with 

Lenin, dropped out of active participation in the formulation of pol

icy. Kamenev, jailed, lost the opportunity to influence either Stalin or 

the party as a whole. Trotsky, jailed at his own request, not yet 

formally a Bolshevik, presented no immediate threat to Stalin as 

writer, orator, or party leader. 

The only potential rival facing Stalin was Sverdlov, but the latter 

chose to pursue a complementary rather than a competing role. 

Mainly concerned with management of the party machine, Sverdlov 

was content to leave th e visible and vocal leadership of the party to 

Stalin. 

The period from Lenin's departure from Petrograd on July 12 to the 

end of the Sixth Party Congress in early August, therefore, was a 

windfall for Stalin in which his dreams of glory seemed miraculously 

to have materialized. Not until the end of the 1920s was he to have 

such a clear field in which to demonstrate his leadership capacity. 

Stalin and Sverdlov in Control 

What was the relationship between Stalin and Sverdlov at thi s point? 

Was there a divi sion of labor, or did they collaborate on the tasks 

facing the party? In his biography of Stalin, Trot sky assumed that they 

collaborated. "The daily leadership," he wrote, 
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fell to Sverdlov and Stalin as the most influenti al members of the Central 

Committee remaining at liberty. Th e mass movement h ad in the mean 

time weakened considerably. Half of the party had gone underground. The 

preponderance of the machine had grown correspondingly. Inside of the 

machine the role of Stalin grew automatically. That law operates automati

cally throughout his entire political biography and forms, as it were, its 

mainspring. 38 

Several factors combined to lead Trotsky to that conclusion-a 

mistaken one, in my judgment. Most influential was Trotsky's experi

ence during the 1920s with Stalin's masterful employment of the party 

machine in the struggle for power. Projecting that experience back 

onto the revolution, Trotsky believed he had found a recurring pat

tern in Stalin's career. Always intent on finding the "law" underlying 

surface appearances, Trotsky equated the situation facing the party in 

July 1917 with the entirely different one that existed after Stalin's 

appointment as general secretary in April 1922. 

To suppose that Stalin collaborated with Sverdlov in managing the 

party machinery in mid-July 1917 would mean believing that as early 

as 1917 Stalin recognized the importance of the machine and under

stood how to manipulate it. Nothing in the historical record supports 

that conclusion, however, and there is much to refute it. Sverdlov was 

the first party official to master the skill of organizational control of 

the party machine, and his very mastery left little opportunity for 

Stalin to collaborate with him or learn from him. In July 1917, Stalin 

served as the top active party leader, while Sverdlov tended to the 

daily grind of party management. Even at the Sixth Party Congress 

Sverdlov spoke only on organizational questions, leaving the policy 

questions to Stalin, or, as Sverdlov himself put it in his second report 

to the congress, 

The report of Comrade Stalin has fully illumin ated the activity of the 

Central Committee. There remain s for me to limit myself to th e narrow 

spher e of the organizational act ivity of the Central Committee. 19 

In 1917 Stalin was still searching for power through imitation of 

Lenin as top party leader and policy maker, little suspecting that the 

key to success was unobtrusively present in the organizational work of 

Sverdlov. 

Lenin Redefines the Party Line: The "July Theses" 

Though forced into hiding, Lenin had no intention of yielding his 

right to define the Bolshevik party line. On July 10, his last full day in 

Petrograd, he dashed off an article, "The Most Recent Political Situa-
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tion (Four Theses)," in which he defined the existing balance of power 

and the response that he believed the party should make. 40 The article 

constituted in effect a major realignment of Bolshevik policies toward 

the Provisional Government, the other socialist parties, and the sovi

ets. 

In Lenin's view, a military dictatorship had taken power "with the 

deliberate or semi-deliberate assistance of Kerensky." The leaders of 

the Mensheviks and the SR's had "completely betrayed the revolution 

by putting it into the hands of counter-revolutionaries and by turning 

themselves, their parties, and the Soviets into mer e fig-lea ves of the 

counter-revolution." Under these conditions, 

all hopes for a peaceful development of the Russian revo lution have van

ished for good. 

Lenin saw only two possible outcomes: 

either complete victory for the military dictatorship, or victory for the 

workers' armed uprising. 

Thus, Lenin's immediate reaction to the party's setback was to 

greatly extend his vision of the future possibilities open to the party. 

This was the first time since the February Revolution that he had 

posited an armed uprising as the next step for which the party should 

prepare itself. 

Lenin's most startling conclusion concerned the soviets, or rather 

the slogan, "All Power to the Soviets," which the Bolsheviks had been 

using with increasing response since mid-April. This slogan, Lenin 

now argued, 

was a slogan for peaceful development of the revolution, which was possi

ble in April, May, June, and up co July 5-9, i.e., up co the time when actual 

power passed into the hands of the military dictatorship. This slogan is no 

longer correct, for it does not cake into account chat power ha s changed 

hands and chat che revolution has in face been completely betray ed by the 

SR's and Mensheviks. 

The party's role, therefore, was to 

gather forces, reorganize chem, and resolutely prepare for the armed upris

ing . . . [who se aim] can only be co transfer power co the proletariat, 

supported by the poor peasants, with a view to putting our Party program 

into effect . 

As to the party, it must revert to its practices of 1912-14, combining 

legal with illegal activities, making use of every legally permitted op

portunity but under no "constitutional or 'peaceful' illusion." 
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The textological history of Lenin's July 10 article is complex, but an 

analysis of it is necessary in order to und erstan d Stalin's act ivities and 

policies at this time. Stalin, as we shall see, admitted under question

ing at a party conference on July 16 that he did not have Lenin's 

theses with him, and for many years it was believed that they were 

lost. Meanwhil e the article, "The Most Recent Political Situation," 

stripped of its subtitle, "Four Theses," and toned down by the re

moval of all references to an armed uprising, appeared in the July 20 

issue of Proletarskoe delo, the organ of th e Bolshevik fraction of the 

Kronstadt Soviet. This text, with an altered heading, "The Political 

Mood" (Politicheskoe nastroenie), was signed with the initial Wand was 

not recognized as substantially the Lenin article until 1959, when A. 

M. Sovokin published an article on the Bolshevik Central Committee 

meeting ofJuly 13-14. 41 

The original manuscript of Lenin's article had meanwhile been 

found in the party archives not long after his death and was published 

in I 926. 42 Kam enev, who edited the volume, failed to note the 

crossed-out subtitle and also failed to recognize the article as the 

supposedly lost "July Theses." The manus cript, as published in 1926, 

showed editorial changes, the most important of which was th e re

placement of the expression "armed uprising" with the words "a deter

mined struggle of the workers." Kamenev assumed that the changes 

had been mad e by Lenin himself for the purpose of evading govern

ment censorship and thus making possible the publication of the 

article, adding, how ever, "The article did not appear in the pre ss." 

Sovokin asserts that it was Stalin who made the editorial changes. 

"It has been established," he writes, 

by indication s on the manus cr ipt of V. I. Lenin' s article, that J. V. Stalin 

prepared it for publication. Guided by indi ca tion s given in the art icle, 

Stalin, for conspiratorial considerations, changed the expression "armed 

uprising" to "a resolute struggle" and deleted th e end of the article. 4 3 

Sovokin does not mention the crossing out of the subtitle, "Four 

Theses." Was this also part of Stalin's "editorial preparation" of the 

article for publication? It would seem highly probable, since it was 

Stalin's failure to produce the "t heses" on demand which sparked a 

partial repudiation of Lenin 's new policy line at a Petrograd Bolshevik 

conference July 16-20. 

Stalin was entrusted with the task of presenting and defending 

Lenin's new policy. The first opportunity arose on July 13 and 14, 

when th e Central Committee held an enlarged meeting, including 

delegates from the Military Organization, seve ral Moscow organiza

tions of the party, and possibly Trot sky' s Mezhraiontsy group. 
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The protocols of this important meeting remain unpublished

Sovokin says, "They have not been found"-and Stalin's part in the 

proceedings is unknown, but the results speak for themselves. Instead 

of endorsing Lenin's theses, the meeting adopted a half-way position, 

in effect rejecting the Leninist analysis: 

On the key question of relations with the soviet, the CC chose to sit on 

the fence ... unlike Lenin ... this meeting apparently concluded that the 

correct path to power was still a peaceful one through the Soviet. 44 

While concrete proof of Stalin's contribution to this outcome is 

lacking, his subsequent position indicates that he disagreed with 

Lenin on the role of the soviets and gave only lip service to Lenin's 

demand for a change of orientation. 

The question came up again on July 16 at a conference of the 

Petersburg Committee, resuming now after the interruption of the 

July Days. The protocols of this conference, which were published in 

1927, throw a revealing light on Stalin's behavior as spokesman of 

Lenin's new line. 45 

Resumption of the Second Petrograd All-City Bolshevik Conference 

On the morning of July 16, a handful of Petrograd Bolshevik delegates 

assembled to continue and conclude the all-city conference that had 

begun on July 1 but that had been interrupted by the July Days. 

Stalin, as the ranking party leader, was scheduled to deliver two 

reports: one on the current situation, the other for the Central Com

mittee on its actions during the July Days. 

The agenda called for the report on the current situation to be 

presented first, but on the morning of July 16 Stalin objected that 

because so few delegates were present the report would not be given. 

After some debate, a compromise was agreed on under which Stalin 

would present the CC report first, then the report on the current 

situation. (Eventually seventy-two delegates showed up.) 

In his "Report by the Central Committee on the July Events," 

delivered at the morning session, Stalin endeavored to refute the 

charge that the Bolsheviks had 

incited and organized the demonstration of July 3 and 4, with the object of 

compelling the Central Executive Committee of the Soviets to take power, 

and if they refused to do so of seizing power ourselves. 46 

His defense took the form of a chronology of the events of July 3-5, 
beginning with the sudden intrusion into the Bolshevik all-city con-
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ference of two representatives of the First Machine Gun Regiment 

early on the third and ending with the surrender of the Peter and Paul 

Fortress on the fifth. In speaking of the party's tactics, Stalin made no 

reference to Lenin. When he came to the surrender of the fortress, 

however, Stalin stressed his own role. Faced with a demand from an 

SR, Kuzmin, for the evacuation of the fortress, Stalin said, 

The Central Committee of our party decided to do everything in its power 

to avoid bloodshed. It delegated me to the Fortress of Peter and Paul where 

I succeeded in persuading the sailors garrisoned there not to accept battle, 

since the situation had taken such a turn that we might find ourselves face 

to face not with the counter-revolution but with the right wing of the 

democracy [i.e., the SR's]. 

"It is clear to me," Stalin continued, 

that the right wing wanted bloodshed so as to administer a "lesson" to the 

workers, soldiers and sailors. We prevented them from carrying out their 

plan. 41 

Stalin thus cast himself in an honorable role. His was the only 

name of an individual Bolshevik leader mentioned in the entire re

port. Even when he came to the charge of disloyalty directed against 

Lenin, Stalin omitted any reference to Lenin: 

As to the infamous slander that our leaders are backed by German gold, 

the Central Committee considers this accusation to be completely ground

less and not serious. 48 

During his report, Stalin was asked about the Central Committee's 

attitude toward the appearance in court of Lenin and Zinoviev to 

stand trial on the charge of treason. In reply, Stalin asserted the 

innocence of the party leaders but said it had been decided that they 

should not submit to trial, since 

the Bolshevik fraction of the Central Executive Committee has no guaran

tee that our comrades would not be torn to pieces by illegal bands in view 

of the rabid calumny that is being carried on against us. 

Here, too, however, Stalin contrived to stress his personal contri-

bution to the decision: 

I personally raised the question of an appearance [in court] with Lieber 

and Anisimov and they answered that they could not give any guarantee 

whatsoever. 49 

In his report on the July Days, Stalin minimized the importance of 
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Lenin's guidance and highlighted his own direct part1c1pat1on in 

events-significantly, as a member of the Executive Committee of the 

Soviet rather than of the Bolshevik CC. 

At the evening session of July 16, Stalin pres ented the report "On 

the Current Situation." 1l' It was to provide the basis for thi s report 

that Lenin had written "The Most Recent Political Situation (Four 

The ses)." A compari son of Stalin' s July 16 report with Lenin' s July 10 

article reveals that Stalin either failed to grasp Lenin's concept s or was 

unwilling to lend them his support. In place of Lenin's clear-cut analy

sis of power relationships, Stalin offered a confused medley of ideas in 

which his own effort s at analysis appeared side by side with disjointed 

fragments from Lenin's these s. In place of Lenin' s stark alternatives

either a right-wing military dictator ship or an armed uprising by the 

workers and poor est peasants-Stalin portrayed a confused and in

consistent future: 

The peaceful period of developm ent of the revolution has come to an end. 

A new period ha s begun, a period of sharp conflict s, clashes, colli sions. 

Times will be turbulent, crisis will follow crisis. 

On the question of the party's attitude toward the soviets, Stalin 

failed to give a clear-cut answer. He raised the question toward the 

end of his report but then simply turned away from it, suggesting that 

the party extend an offer of unification to the left-wing socialists in the 

soviets; the Menshevik-Internationalists, led by Martov; and the Left 

SR's, led by Kamkov. Complet ely missing was Lenin's sharp break 

with the soviets and his demand for withdrawal of the slogan "All 

Power to the Soviet s." In its place, Stalin reverted to his stance of 

March and April. 

The editors of Stalin's Works have made numerous changes in the 

text, one of which might mislead the incautiou s reader into beli eving 

that Stalin did in fact support Lenin's negative position on the soviets. 

According to the text in Stalin's Works, he said, 

Th e working class has proved to be more sensible than its enemies 

thought. When it realized that the Soviets had betrayed it, it declined to 

accept battle on July 4 and 5. 51 

What Stalin actually said, according to the protocols of the confer

ence published in 1927, was, 

When it [the working class] realized that the right wing of the revolution [i.e., 

the Mensheviks and the SR's] had betrayed it ... ." 
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In making this suggestion, Stalin again stressed his own part in events. 

"On July 5," he said, 

when the Central Committee of our party issued a call to end the demon

strations, at a session of the Central Executive Committee I said, the 

counter-revolution is on the march, it is strangling us, but you [i.e., the 

Mensheviks and the SR's) will be next, give us a hand in fighting the 

counter-revolution. When this proposal was presented . . . they laughed at 

us: what kind of unity can there be with people who have disfigured 

themselves with blood and espionage. On July 5 and 6 it became com

pletely clear that the Mensheviks and SR's were against us in alliance with 

the counter-revolution. Now we must reject in the most decisive manner 

the idea of union with the allies of the counter-revolution whose hands are 

stained with the blood of workers and soldiers. We should help those 

Mensheviks and SR's who want to fight the counter-revolution, to break 

away from the defencists, the betrayers of the revolution. I propose to you 

the plan of uniting with the left flank of the revolution. >' 

The key issues that Stalin had ignored or slurred over in his report 

were brought into sharp focus in the discussion that followed by 

delegates whose questions indicate that word of Lenin's new stance 

had spread through the party ranks. The first questioner was a dele

gate named Mazlovsky, who asked whether the party, in the event of 

future conflicts, would lead "an armed protest." 54 In reply, Stalin 

failed to endorse Lenin's call for a nationwide armed uprising; instead, 

he spoke of the likelihood of "armed uprisings" in the future and said 

the party "must not wash its hands of them," but instead of providing 

a chart for the future he reverted to the July Days, arguing that the 

party had been right in refusing to make a bid for power. 

We could have taken power on July 3 and 4; we could have compelled the 

Central Executive Committee of the Soviet to sanction our taking power. 

But the question is, could we have retained power? The front, the prov

inces, the Soviets would have risen against us. Power which did not rest 

upon the provinces would have proved to be baseless. By taking power 

under such circumstances we would have disgraced ourselves. 

Next, a delegate named Ivanov asked Stalin, 

What is our attitude toward the slogan "Power to the Soviets"? ls it time to 

call for "dictatorship of the proletariat"? 

Cornered, Stalin finally responded with what was essentially 

Lenin's position, though with a few added touches of his own: 
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When a crisis of power is resolved, it means that a certain class has come to 

power-in this case, the bourgeoisie. Can we then continue to adhere to 

the old slogan, "All power to the Soviets!"? Of course not. To transfer 

power to the soviets, which in fact are tacitly working hand-in-glove with 

the bourgeoisie, would mean helping the enemy. If we win, we can transfer 

power only to the working class, supported by the poorer strata of the 

rural population. We must advocate another, a more expedient form of 

organization of the Soviets of Workers' and Peasants' Deputies. The form 

of power remains as before, but we change the class content of the slogan 

and we say in the language of the class struggle: All power to the workers 

and poor peasants, who will conduct a revolutionary policy. 

Again, Stalin failed to make Lenin's point about the soviets, nor did 

he clearly express Lenin's call for preparations for an armed uprising. 

After an impassioned but inconclusive discussion, a group of dele

gates asked that Lenin's theses be read. To his embarrassment, Stalin 

was forced to admit that he did not have them with him but said that 

they boiled down to three points: (1) the counterrevolution has tri

umphed; (2) the Mensheviks and the SR's have betrayed the revolu

tion; (3) the slogan "All Power to the Soviets," under present condi

tions, was a "quixotic" slogan; power must be transferred to classes, 

not to institutions. 55 

This was at best a highly oversimplified summary of Lenin's theses; 

completely missing was his call for preparations for an armed uprising 

in place of reliance on the soviets. 

In his concluding remarks, Stalin repeated his own concept of the 

attitude the party should adopt toward the soviets. "We are unequivo

cally in favor," he said, 

of those soviets where we have a majority, and we shall try to set up such 

soviets . We cannot, however, give power to soviets which are defending a 

union with the counter-revolution . 

Stalin then presented an eleven-point draft resolution, "On the 

Current Situation." Far from withdrawing the slogan "All Power to 

the Soviets," Stalin, in the first point, called for 

the concentration of all power in the hands of revolutionary workers' and 

peasants' soviets. 56 

It was now late in the evening, and the delegates decided to take a 

break, resuming their discussion on the evening of July 17. The most 

remarkable thing about this session was the complete absence of Sta

lin. He neither took part in the discussion nor defended the resolution 

he had introduced. The awkward matter of Lenin's missing theses was 
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raised at the very outset by a group of delegates from the Vyborg 

district who again asked that the theses be presented. In Stalin's 

absence, it was the chairman of the session, Gleb Bokii, who replied 

that 

the theses of Comrade Lenin are not available to the presidium [of the 

conference). 57 

In Stalin's absence, it fell primarily to Volodarsky to defend the 

resolution on the current situation and cope with the criticisms and 

suggestions for change offered by various delegates. At the conclusion 

of the debate, but before a vote was taken, Narchuk, on behalf of a 

group of delegates from the Vyborg district, announced that they 

would refrain from voting, "since the theses of Comrade Lenin were 

not presented and the reporter [i.e., Stalin) did not defend the resolu

tion." The reproof to Stalin was unmistakable . The results were clear 

in the voting: 28 in favor, 3 against, 28 abstaining. 

Stalin reappeared at the final session of the conference, on the 

evening of July 20, taking an active part in the discussion of such 

topics as the municipal elections in Petrograd and preparations for the 

coming party congress. Overall, however, he could not take pride in 

his performance at the conference. He had neither offered the dele

gates a clear lead of his own nor faithfully discharged his responsibili

ties as stand-in for Lenin. 

Lenin Explains His Strategy 

The double rebuff to Lenin's new line-at the enlarged meeting of the 

CC July 14-16 and the Second Petrograd Bolshevik conference July 

16-20-forced him to reconsider, not his overall strategy-of that he 

was completely confident-but his method of presenting it to the 

party. Clearly, there were doubts and misgivings to be overcome, 

especially in regard to the soviets. 

At some undetermined date in mid-July, therefore, Lenin addressed 

himself to the task of explaining his new policy in fuller detail. The 

result was the article "On Slogans," which constitutes Lenin's most 

explicit statement on the role of the soviets. 58 

The slogan "All Power to the Soviets," Lenin now argued, had 

been correct for an earlier stage of the revolution-"say, from Febru

ary 27 to July 4"-but "it has patently ceased to be correct now." The 

slogan, in Lenin's view, had been appropriate only in regard to "the 

peaceful path for the progress of th e revolution." That period had 

ended "suddenly" on July 4 when "power passed into the hands of the 
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counterrevolution"-and Lenin reminded his readers that "the issue 

of power is the fundamental issue of every revolution." Under these 

conditions, 

The slogan calling for the transfer of state power to the Soviets would now 

sound quixotic or misleading. Objectively it would be deceiving the public. 

(N.B.: Lenin's use of the term "quixotic," which Stalin picked up in 

his reply to questions at the Second All-City Conference on July 14, 

helps to place Lenin's article shortly before that date.) 

How was the power of the counterrevolution to be overcome? 

Lenin's answer was clear. 

No one, no force can overthrow the bourgeois counterrevolution except 

the revolutionary proletariat. ... The only solution is for power to be in 

the hands of the proletariat, and for the latter co be supported by the poor 

peasants and semi-proletarians. 

Only when such a revolution had taken place, in Lenin's view, would 

the opportunity and the need for soviets arise again, 

but not the present soviets, not organs collaborating with the bourgeoisie, 

but organs of revolutionary struggle against the bourgeoisie. It is true that 

even then we shall be in favor of building the whole state on the model of 

the soviets. It is not a question of soviets in general, but combating the 

present counter-revolution and the treachery of the present soviets. 

Lenin steadfastly opposed any role for the existing soviets: 

The present soviets have failed, have suffered complete defeat, because 

they are dominated by the Socialist Revolutionary and Menshevik parties. 

It must remain an open question whether Lenin could have secured 

the adoption of his sharp turn in strategy had he been able to lead the 

discussion in person. His success in putting through his radical policy 

on the national question against stubborn opposition at the April 

Conference is proof that he had the power, by persuasion, prestige, 

and political manipulation, to impose his will on the party. In April, 

however, Stalin had acted effectively on Lenin's side. In mid-July 

Stalin gave only reluctant and grudging support to Lenin. 

Lenin's condemnation of the existing soviets and his refusal to 

admit the possibility of their regeneration along Bolshevik-approved 

lines continued from his first statement of this position on July 10 for 

another two months. Not until his article "One of the Fundamental 

Questions of the Revolution" was published on September 14 did he 

retreat from his position. The question may be raised whether Lenin 

ever fully understood the appeal of the soviets to those who elected 
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them-workers, peasants, soldiers. Basically, Lenin regarded the sovi

ets as a tactical device to be used or discarded at will. For Lenin, the 

slogan "All Power to the Soviets," one of the party's most popular, 

could be advanced or withdrawn on purely tactical considerations. 

In the preparation and execution of the Bolshevik seizure of power 

in October, Lenin was again to show his disregard for the soviets and 

his impatience with those who differed from him on this point. His 

mid-July demand for withdrawa l of the slogan "All Power to the 

Soviets" failed, in part because of Stalin's in subordination, but also 

because it went against the grain of many party members and workers. 

Stalin on the Role of the Soviets 

In an article published in Pravda on November 26, 1924, as part of the 

triumvirate's polemic against Trotsky, Stalin asserted that "after the 

July defeat, disagreement did indeed arise between the Central Com

mittee and Lenin on the question of the future of the soviets." 59 

lt is known that Lenin, wishing to concentrate the Party's attention on the 

task of preparing the uprising outside the soviets, warned against any 

infatuation with the latter, for he was of the opinion that, having been 

defiled by the defencists, they had become useless. The Central Commit

tee and the Sixth Party Congress took a more cautious line and decided 

that there were no grounds for excluding the possibility that the Soviets 

would revive . 

Did Stalin in 1924 accurately report the attitude of the party lead

ership, other than Lenin, toward the soviets in mid-July 1917, or was 

his statement colored by his knowledge of later events, especially the 

Bolshevik seizure of power in the name of the soviets in October 1917? 

Contemporary evidence from mid-July 1917 indicates that at that 

time Stalin was not unwilling to follow Lenin's lead in repudiating the 

soviets as hopelessly compromised. In an unsigned article published in 

Rabochii i soldat on July 17, 1917, Stalin wrote, 

Yesterday the defencists renounced even the pitifu l "control" over the 

government which they had-and reduced the "Soviets" to the role of 

useless rubber stamps of the counterrevo luti on. 60 

Stalin's continuing doubts about Lenin's uncompromising rejec

tion of the soviets were made clear, however, in an article he published 

on July 20, 1917, "What Do the Capitalists Want?" 61 "The fact is," 

Stalin wrote, 

that the soviets, before which the capitalists grove lled yesterday, and 

which are now defeated, have sti ll retained a modicum of power and now 
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the cap italists want to strip from the sovie t s those last crumbs in order to 

strengthen their own power more fundam entally. 

By July 27, just as the Sixth Party Congress was getting under way, 

Stalin had clarified his ideas on the soviets, broken with Lenin on this 

point, and was, in effect, giving renewed support to the slogan "All 

Power to the Soviets." 

Stalin's turnabout was made public on July 27 in his article "The 

Constituent Assembly Elections." 62 Here Stalin called for agreement 

between the Bolshevik party and "non-party groups of propertyles s 

peasants" and "non-party organizations of soldiers and sailors." Th e 

article provided a "mod el platform" 

whi ch might serve as a ba sis of agreement with such non-party organiza

tions of peasants and soldiers. 

Point 20, the final one in the platform, reads as follows: 

Lastly, we are in favor of all power in the country being turned over to 

revolutionary Soviets of workers and peasants, for only such pow er can 

lead the country out of the impa sse into which it has been driv en by th e 

war, the economic disruption, and the high cost of living, and by the 

cap italists and landlords who are fattening on the people's need. 

Was There a Military Conference July 21-22, 1917! 

According to Trotsky, 

On the 21st and 22nd of July [ I 917] an except ionall y important confer

ence, which remained unnotic ed by the authorities and the press, was held 

in Petrograd .61 

"The conference," Trotsky continues, 

was attended by repre senta tive s of 29 front-lin e regiment s, of 90 Petrograd 

factorie s, of Kronstadt sailors and of several surrounding garrisons. 

"It would seem," Trotsky reluctantly conceded, 

that the leading roles in this remarkable conference were played by 

Sverdlov and Stalin. 

Except for Trotsky's statement, however, there appears to be no 

record of this "exceptionally important conference." Not only did it 

remain "unnoticed by the authorities and the press," it has remained 

unnoticed by historians and biographer s of Stalin, other than 

Trotsky, down to the present. Was the conference, then, a figment of 

Trotsky's imagination? 
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The most likely explanation is that Trotsky misdated the military 

conference of June 21-22, 1917. The June conference, at which Stalin 

spoke on the national question in relation to the armed forces, is well 

documented and attracted plenty of attention by "the authorities and 

the press." 

Trotsky's error is instructive for the light it throws on his work 

habits. Having misdated the conference, he tried to adjust it to the 

situation prevailing in mid-July; that is, the period of the emergence of 

Stalin and Sverdlov as leaders of the party. The effect is to put the 

reader of Trotsky's biography of Stalin on guard and to reinforce the 

lesson that Trotsky's knowledge of events during the period of his 

imprisonment was unreliable. 

The Sixth Party Congress 

Preparation: Lenin Meets Stalin 

Lenin had good cause to be concerned about Stalin's stubborn refusal 

to toe the party line, as defined by Lenin, in regard to such a funda

mental question as the role of the soviets. Since his written words had 

proved unavailing, it might be expected that he would make an effort 

to see Stalin in person and try to win him over. In any case, the 

imminent opening of the Sixth Party Congress on July 26 presented a 

challenge to Lenin to reassert his authority and to ensure that Stalin, 

as his spokesman, would faithfully present his views on the major 

questions facing the party. 

A meeting between the two men shortly before July 26 would 

therefore be logical, and there is archival evidence that one took 

place. 64 Unfortunately, the Soviet reference provides no details

neither the place of meeting nor the subjects discussed. Presumably 

Stalin met Lenin at his hideout in Finland, and almost certainly they 

discussed strategy for the congress, but until the archival reference is 

published in full, we can only speculate on its content. 

A clue to the substance of the discussion is provided by an article, 

"Constitutional Illusions," which Lenin wrote on July 26, shortly after 

his talk with Stalin. 65 This is another in the series of articles, begin

ning with "The Most Recent Political Situation," in which Lenin 

hammered home his conviction that the bourgeoisie, led by the Ca

dets, had established a military dictatorship to which the moderate 

socialist leaders in the Petrograd Soviet were rendering support. 

Lenin mentioned the soviets only in passing; the soviets, he wrote, 

are trembling for their own fate as they receive message after message that 

the Cossacks may come and smash them up. The Black Hundred [right-
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wing extremists] and Cadet force, which led the hounding of the Bolshe

viks, is beginning to hound the soviets. 

Lenin saw nothing positive in the soviets and foresaw no place for 

them in his strategy of revolution. The article, one of Lenin's most 

uncompromising, took aim against exactly such "constitutional illu

sions" as Stalin had manifested in his article of July 24, "What Do the 

Capitalists Want?" 

Lenin's diatribes did have an effect on Stalin, as can be seen from 

the latter's article, "The New Government," published on July 26. 66 

Here Stalin went a long way toward accepting Lenin's conviction that 

the soviets had hopelessly compromised themselves. "The Cadets," he 

wrote, 

wanted the government strengthened at the expense of the Soviets, and 

they wanted it to be independent of the Soviets. The Soviets, led by "bad 

shepherds," have conceded this, thus signing their own death warrant. 

But with characteristic stubbornness Stalin stopped short of fully 

endorsing Lenin's negative appraisal of the soviets. "The Central Ex

ecutive Committee," Sta lin wrote, 

the representative of all the Soviets, is now following the lead of the 

Provisional Government and is masking the latter's counter-revolutionary 

physiognomy with revolutionary phrases. 

Roles, evidently, have changed, and not in favor of the Soviets. 

On the Eve: The Delegates Convene 

On July 25, the day before the Sixth Congress was to open, a meeting 

was held to discuss procedures for the congress. Fifty delegates were 

present, of whom thirty had the right to vote, the remaining twenty 

having consu ltative rights on ly. M. S. Ol'minsky, a party member 

since 1898 and a representative of the Moscow organization of the 

party, presided at the meeting, but Sverdlov was its principal orga

nizer; it was his proposals that were discussed and, with virtually no 

dissent, adopted. 

The protocols of the meeting, published in Rabochii i soldat at the 

time and reprinted with the congress protocols in 1958,67 made no 

reference to Stalin's participation, a fact that raises some doubt about 

the widely expressed view that Stalin shared with Sverdlov responsi

bility for organizing the congress. Stalin's apparent absence from this 

important meeting and Sverdlov's dominant role point to the conclu

sion that the organizationa l aspect of the congress was fully in 
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Sverdlov's hands, with Stalin neither offering nor being asked to assist 

him. 

The Opening Session 

The Sixth Congress opened on the evening of July 26. Party members 

in the Vyborg district had worked out the logistical arrangements

lodging, subsistence, transportation, provision of a me eting place

despite the fears of some del egates that it would be impossible to hold 

the congress in Petrograd in view of the Provisional Government's 

hostile attitude. 

Stalin did not attend the opening session, just as he had missed the 

preparatory meeting on the preceding day. Ag ain, it was Sverdlov 

who provided organizational direction, presenting th e regulations of 

the congress and its agenda. After discussion, the delegates unani

mously elected a five-man presidium consisting of Sverdlov, Ol'm

insky, Lenin, Yur enev, and Stalin-two of whose memb ers would later 

die in Stalin's purge. Bok ii proposed the election of Lenin as honorary 

chairman, a proposal that was adopted unanimously . On Sverdlov's 

proposal the deleg ates then voted to nam e five additional honorar y 

chairmen: Zinoviev, Kamenev, Trot sky, Kollontai, and Lunacharsky. 

Thus, the Mezhraioncsy mad e th eir formal entry into the congress, 

along with the Leninist Old Guard and the party's leading token 

femal e. 

The Second Session: Stalin Is Late 

The possibility that Stalin was engaged in image building is suggested 

by an incident that took place on the morning of July 27. At the 

designated hour of 10 A.M., only a handful of delegate s-fa r less than a 

quorum-had showed up. Sverdlov was present but left when it be

came clear that no business could be conducted for the time being. A 

group of delegates-som e thirty-four in all-thereupon dr ew up and 

signed a formal protest against the tardiness of their comrades. In 

their protest the signatories proposed the adoption of a sign -in sheet 

for delegates, including the time of arrival. 

The principal item of business for the seco nd session was the report 

for the Central Committee, which Stalin was to present. Was his 

tardin ess inadvertent, or was it a deliberate maneuver designed to 

increase his stature in th e eyes of the delegates? Th e suspicion that it 

was the latter is enhanced by a curious passage in one of Stalin's later 

writings in which he defined hi s concept of political greatness. 6R The 
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occaswn was a reminiscence of Stalin's first encounter with Lenin, at 

the Tammerfors Conference in December 1905. "Usually," Stalin 

wrote, 

a great man comes late to a meeting so that his appearance may be awaited 

with bated breath. Then, just before the great man enters the warning 

goes round, "Hush ... silence ... he's coming." The rite did not seem to 

me superfluous, because it created an impressive and inspired response . 

Hc,w great was my disappointment to see that Lenin had arrived at the 

conference before the other delegates were there and had settled himself 

somewhere in a corner and was unassumingly carrying on a conversation, 

a most ordinary conversation, with the most ordinary delegates. I will not 

conceal from you that at that time this seemed to me to be rather a 

violation of certain essential rules. 

It was a violation that Stalin had no intention of repeating, to judge 

by his late arrival at the second session. The trouble, from Stalin's 

point of view, was that the Bolshevik party had not yet been through 

the Stalin school of the thirties and had not yet learned to play its part 

in the ritual of charismatic leadership and devoted followers which 

was Stalin's concept. 

The Report for the Central Committee 

Had Sverdlov planned to chair the second session, as he had the first, 

and as he was to do in the great majority of the remaining thirteen 

sessions of the congress? The protocols are silent on this question; 

they simply omit naming any chairman for the second session. It fell 

to the lot of M. S. Ol'minsky to lead off. 

The session opened at 10:45 A . M., three-quarters of an hour late, 

with Ol'minsky's reading of the statement of protest by the thirty-four 

delegates who had arrived on time. After a short greeting to the 

congress from a Latvian factory, Stalin delivered the report for the 

cc. 
As so often in Bolshevik history, there is a tangled web of textual 

evidence which must be unraveled before we consider the substance of 

Stalin's report. The report exists in two major variants, which for 

convenience can be designated A and B. Variant A is the text as given 

in the first (1919) edition of the protocols and, with minor factual 

corrections, in all subsequent editions (1927, 1934, 1958).69 Variant A 

was also printed in the 1925 collection of Stalin's speeches and writ

ings from I 917. 70 This is an important benchmark, for it shows that in 

1925 Stalin acknowledged the validity of the text published in the 

1919 edition of the congress protocols. 
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It was not this text, however, but variant B that the editors of 

Stalin's Sochineniya used in 1946. 71 In terms of original date of publica

tion this variant has priority, since it first appeared shortly after the 

report was delivered, in Rabochii i soldat for July 30 and August 8, 

1917. As first published, however, variant B dealt only with the July 

crisis, omitting those sections of Stalin's report which covered May 

and June. For volume 3 of Stalin's Sochineniya, therefore, the editors 

simply lifted the appropriate sections from variant A and tacked them 

on at the beginning. The editors also used their blue pencils to delete 

or add materials they considered appropriate. 

Comparison of the two variants indicates that B is, in all probabil

ity, an early draft of the report, with A representing approximately the 

text as delivered at the congress by Stalin. Variant B is less polished, 

less comprehensive, closer to the original documents on which Stalin's 

report was based. From internal evidence it appears that these in

cluded a log of events for the July Days which must have been main

tained at party headquarters by one of the secretaries. 

Since variant A is in nearly all respects a better product, and since 

it was eventually recognized as the official text, the question arises, 

why was variant B published in 1917, and why did the editors of 

Stalin's Sochineniya use it instead of variant A? A reasonable hypothe

sis would be that variant B represents Stalin's original draft, whereas 

variant A is an edited and revised text. Edited and revised by whom? 

Not by Stalin himself, evidently, since in that case he would have 

provided the revised text, not the draft, to Rabochii i soldat. Similarly, 

the editors of his Sochineniya in 1946 would have used the improved, 

revised text. Someone other than Stalin, therefore, revised the rough 

draft of the report before it was delivered. Who? 

Suspicion falls first of all on Lenin, whom we have seen meeting 

with Stalin shortly before July 26. The report as delivered by Stalin on 

July 27, however, expresses points of view which Stalin is known to 

have held but with which Lenin disagreed. If Lenin did see the draft of 

Stalin's report before it was delivered, therefore, he was unable to win 

Stalin over to his point of view. 

Other likely candidates for the role of editor are Sverdlov and 

Bukharin, both present at the congress and both well prepared to 

render Stalin this service. Bukharin had just arrived in Petrograd, 

however. He had to prepare his own report on the international 

situation and could hardly have found time to edit Stalin's draft. 

That leaves Sverdlov as the most likely candidate for the role of 

editor. It would appear highly probable, in any case, that Sverdlov, as 

acting joint leader of the party, would have had a chance to read 

Stalin's rough draft. 
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Stalin's report (using variant A) opened with a concise and well

organized analysis of the current stage of the revolution. "Before I go 

on to the report on the political activity of the CC for the past two 

and a half months," Stalin said, 

I consider it necessary to note a basic fact, defining the activity of the CC. 

I have in mind the fact of the development of our revolution, rai sing the 

question of intervention in the sphere of economic relations in the form of 

control over production, the transfer of land into the hands of the peas

ants, the transfer of power from the hands of th e bourgeoisie into the 

hrnds of th e Soviets of workers' and peasants' deputies. All of thi s defines 

the profound character of our revolution. It has begun to take on th e 

character of a socialist workers' revolution . Under the pressure of this fact 

the bourgeoisie ha s begun to organize itself and to wait for a suitable 

moment for an attack. Such a moment is considered the moment of 

re treat on the front, or, more accurately, the moment of ret reat if Ger

many succeeds in attacking us . ;2 

This passage, coming at the beginning of Stalin's report and in 

effect summarizing its conclusion, creates the impression of an edito

rial insertion. Omission of the passage from the text as given in Sta

lin's Sochineniya strengthens the view that it was not written by Stalin 

him~elf. Emphasis on the transfer of power to the soviets rules out 

Lenin as its author. Again, Sverdlov appears to be the most likely 

candidate. 

Stalin then took up the CC's activities in May, in a passage I have 

already quoted (see pp . 105-6). As we have seen, Stalin defined three 

major areas of party work in May: the reelection to the soviets, the 

campaign of protest against the death sentence at the front, and the 

municipal elections in Petrograd. 

Stalin's account of the CC's activities in June centered around the 

major demonstrations mounted in that month, the abortive one of 

June IO and the successful one of June 18. This section of Stalin' s 

report has also been used earlier (see pp. 137- 38). There arc no signifi

cant textual differences between the various versions of the report 

which are available. 

"I now come," Stalin continued, "to what is most interesting to you 

[the delegates], the event s of 3-5 July." 

Stalin began his account with the arrival, at 3 P.M. on July 3, of two 

representatives of the First Machine Gun Regiment at the Petrograd 

City Conference of Bolsheviks, which was meeting in the Kshe

sinskaya mansion. In response to the soldiers' announcement of th eir 

plans for a demonstration, Volodarsky informed them that the party 

had decided not to demonstrate. 
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At this point, the two variants of Stalin's report differ significantly. 

Variant A quotes Volodarsky as telling the soldiers, " 'The party has 

decided not to demonstrate, and party members of the regiment must 

not dare to disobey the party's decision.' "" Variant B strikes a less 

authoritative tone. After stating that Volodarsky told the soldiers of 

the party's decision not to demonstrate, B adds the following explana

tion: 

For the CC it was clear that both the bourgeoisie and the Black Hundreds 

wanted to provoke us into an uprising in order to fasten on us responsibil

ity for the risky offensive. We had decided to wait for the moment of the 

attack at the front, to allow the attack to be thoroughly discredited in the 

eyes of the masses, not to yield to provocation and, while the attack was in 

progress, not to demonstrate under any circumstances, to wait and allow 

the Provisional Government to exhaust itself.74 

Only after this explanation, in variant B, does Stalin's report give 

Volodarsky's warning to the soldiers, and in notably less brusque 

terms: 

Comrade Volodarsky answered the delegates that the party had [made] a 

decision not to demonstrate and members of the party in their regiment 

must obey this decision. The delegates of the regiment departed with a 

protest. 75 

At 4 P.M., Stalin continued, the Bolshevik Central Committee, 

meeting in the Tauride Palace, formally endorsed the decision not to 

demonstrate. Stalin, on the instructions of the CC, reported this 

decision to the Bureau of the Central Executive Committee (CEC) of 

the Soviet. 

At this point, variant A takes on a personal note as Stalin states, 

I gave them all the facts, informed them that delegates of the machine-gun 

regiment had sent their delegates to the plants and factories. I suggested 

that the Bureau take all means to ensure that the action [vystuplenie] did 

not take place. This statement, on our demand, was recorded in the 

protocols . Messrs. SR's and Mensheviks, who now accuse us of preparing a 

demonstration, forget about this. 76 

In place of this graphic personal account, variant B has the following 

brief summary: 

On the instructions of the Central Committee of the party, Comrade 

Stalin presents to the Bureau of the Central Executive Committee of the 

Soviet a statement about everything which has taken place, including the 

decision [not to demonstrate]. 77 
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Here, it would seem, Stalin touched up and made more graphic the 

rough draft of his report. It is odd, however, that the editors of his 

Sochineniya chose the dry, colorless text of variant B in this passage. 

Both variants of Stalin's report then proceed with an hour-by-hour 

chronicle of the mounting tension in Petrograd as columns of workers 

joined the soldiers' demonstration. In a highly significant insertion, 

however, variant A gives the following information, completely lack

ing from variant B: 

Incidentally, concerning Lenin. He was not present; he left on 29 June and 

returned to Petrograd only on 4 July, in the morning, only after our 

decision to intervene in the demonstration had already been taken. Lenin 

approved of our decision. ?R 

The striking thing about this passage is its bare, almost perfunctory 

character. It says nothing about the party leaders' decision to send a 

message to Lenin urging him to return to Petrograd nor about his 

impromptu address to the demonstrators on the morning of July 4. 

Far from playing a leadership role, Lenin in this portrayal is limited to 

endorsing a decision already taken by the party CC. 

What are we to make of this grudging and minimal portrayal? A 

plausible conjecture would be that someone-Sverdlov, perhaps

insisted that Stalin add a statement about Lenin's participation in the 

events of July 4 but that Stalin did so only to the barest minimum and 

with the obvious intent of reducing as far as possible Lenin's part in 

decision making. In Stalin's version, "we," that is, the leaders on the 

spot, had reached a sound decision well in advance of Lenin's return. 

In preparing Stalin's report for presentation, the editor cut out 

much of the detail that had appeared in the rough draft. In its place 

the edited text stressed the attack on Lenin as a German agent, calling 

it "the turning point" in the July events. In this connection Stalin 

mentioned his telephone request to kill the story, but asserted that the 

call was to Tseretelli. (In actual fact, as we have seen on p. 146, the call 

was to C:hkheidze, though Tseretelli was also consulted.) 

Variant A gives details on the negotiations of July 6 which are 

missing from variant B: 

On 6 July our comrades Kamenev and Zinoviev conducted conversations 

with Liber about the protection of members of the party and party orga

nizers from hooligan attacks, on the re-establishment of Pravda's editorial 

office, etc. The conversations ended in an agreement in accordance with 

which armored cars would be withdrawn from the Kshesinskaya mansion. 

The bridges would be lowered, those soldiers remaining in the Peter and 

Paul Fortress would depart unhindered, and a guard would be established 
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at the Kshesinskaya mansion. But the agreement was not kept, since 

behind the back of the Central Executive Committee a military clique, 

having established a right-wing dictatorship, began to act. 19 

Variant A also includes (as B does not) Stalin's curiously muted ac

count of his own part in these abortive negotiations: 

I went to the CEC with a proposal to end the matter without bloodshed. 

In answer to my question, What do you want? Will you fire on us? We are 

not rising against the soviet ... Bogdanov answered that they wanted to 

avoid bloodshed. We went to the staff. The military received us in an 

unfriendly way, they said the order had already been given. I got the 

impression that these gentlemen wanted at all costs to carry out a blood

letting. 80 

The report said nothing about Stalin's part in arranging the disarming 

and surrender of the Kronstadt sailors. Variant A concludes with a 

defense of the party's behavior during the July Days, to the effect that 

"our party always moved with the masses." The party's actions had 

served to limit the bloodshed; it had played the part of a "regulator." 

This essentially defensive summing up is another obvious editorial 

insertion into Stalin's report. The rough draft, variant B, closes in

stead with an analysis of the fateful consequences for the Mensheviks 

and the SR's of their decision to turn against the Bolsheviks and side 

with the bourgeois parties: 

It became clear that in betraying the Bolsheviks the SR's and Mensheviks 

have betrayed themselves, have betrayed the revolution and have un

leashed and unbridled the forces of counterrevolution. 8 1 

The Discussion of Stalin's Report 

The pressures under which the Sixth Congress operated are reflected 

in the debate that followed Stalin's report. Twenty-nine delegates 

asked to speak, but a majority voted to cut off the discussion after 

only eight had spoken. A prominent theme was that the Central 

Committee report had concentrated exclusively on events in Petro

grad, to the detriment of the provinces. 

A number of delegates raised questions about the CC's conduct at 

the time of the June 10 demonstration. Manuilsky was the most criti

cal, characterizing the CC's sudden reversals as "hysterical decisions 

[which] only compromise our Central organ." 82 

The CC's actions during the July Days also came in for criticism. S. 

N. Ravich, a thirty-eight-year-old delegate from the Petrograd organi

zation, faulted the party leadership for negotiating with the CEC to 
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end the demonstration, rather than by a direct appeal to the work

ers. 81 (Ravich's future in Stalin's Russia was not a happy one; after a 

number of oppositional actions he joined the Trotskyite faction and 

was ousted from the party in 1928; following temporary readmission 

he was ousted again in 1935. Sentenced to the camps in the Great 

Purge, he managed somehow to survive until 1955.)84 

With regard to the slogan "All Power to the Soviets," the most 

striking thing about the debate was that no one showed an awareness 

of Lenin's demand that it be withdrawn. Milyutin asserted that th e 

slogan "has now become generally recognized and only those people 

abandon it who fear to take power, who betray it in the name of civic 

peace"-a thrust against the Mensheviks and the SR's but inadver

tently grazing Lenin as well. 85 

Even before Stalin had a chance to reply, V. P. Nogin, a member of 

the Central Committee, defended the CC against the charge that it 

had given too much attention to Petrograd and had neglected to 

inform the provinces of its plans. 86 Petrograd, he affirmed, "is the 

center of the revolutionary movement." Nogin conceded, however, 

that there were some errors in the CC's record, especially its repeated 

decision not to conduct demonstrations at a time when the masses 

spontaneously demonstrated, forcing the CC to alter its decision. 

Nogin also reminded the delegates of the CC's lack of technical facili

ties for keeping the provinces abreast of current deve lopment s in the 

capital. 

Stalin Replies to the Debate 

Following Nogin's defense of the CC, th E' session chairman 

(Ol'minsky?) called for a vote on a motion to end the discu ssion. A 

majority of the delegate s, anxious to get on with the proceedings, 

voted in favor of closure. 

At this point the historian has only one text at his disposal, that of 

the congress protocols. The editors of Stalin's \Vorks use the congress 

text, with editorial changes that are sometimes significant. Stalin's 

statements have the ring of authority. He spoke firmly but with a new 

degr ee of flexibility. He opened with a strong defense of the CC's 

policies: 

Comrades, no one ha s criticized the political line of the Central Commit

tee or objected to its slogans. The Central Committee put forward three 

major slogan s: All power to the Soviets, f worker,'] control over produc

tion, and confiscation of the landed estates. The se slogans won sympathy 

among the mas ses of the workers and among the soldier s. They proved to 
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be correct, and by waging the fight on that basis we retained the support of 

the masses. I consider this a major fact in the Central Committee's favor. If 

it issues correct slogans at the most difficult moments, that shows that in 

the main the Central Committee is right. 87 

There was nothing here about withdrawal of the slogan "All Power to 

the Soviets"; Stalin simply ignored the whole direction of Lenin's 

strategy since mid-July. 

Turning to specific criticisms, Stalin replied first to the charge that 

the CC had concentrated too much on Petrograd and had neglected 

the provinces. With uncustomary moderation, Stalin granted the jus

tice of the charge: 

The reproach of isolation from the provinces is not without foundation. 

But it was simply impossible to cover all actions. 

The charge that the CC virtually became the Petersburg Committee is 

to some extent justified. This is a fact. But it is here, in Petrograd, that the 

policy of Russia is being hammered out. It is here that the directing forces 

of the revolution are located. The provinces react to what is done in 

Petrograd. This is because the Provisional Government is here, in whose 

hands all power is concentrated. Here is the Central Executive Commit

tee, the voice of the entire organized democracy. 88 

No trace here of Lenin's bold assertion that the Provisional Govern

ment had been replaced by a right-wing military dictatorship; no echo 

of his call for repudiation of the CEC together with the entire soviet 

network. 

Other weighty considerations, Stalin argued, forced the CC to act 

boldly, without consulting the provinces: 

events are moving fast, an open struggle is in progress, and there is no 

assurance that the existing government may not disappear any day. Under 

such circumstances, to wait until our friends in the provinces catch up 

with us would be senseless. 

Significantly, Stalin pointed to the modus operandi of the Central 

Executive Committee of the Soviet, which 

decides questions of the revolution without consulting the provinces. The 

whole government apparatus is in their hands. And what have we got? 

Our only force is in the revolutionary workers and soldiers [Works 3: 180 

has "And what have we got? The apparatus of the Central Committee"]. 

To demand of the Central Committee that it take no steps without first 

consulting the provinces is tantamount to demanding that the Central 

Committee should not march ahead of events but trail behind them. But 

then it would not be a Central Committee. Only by following the method 
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which we did follow could the Central Committee keep ab reast of the 

situation. 

Stalin's defense of the CC was reasonable and well founded. The 

moderation of his tone and his willingness to grant the validity of the 

charges against the CC may reflect the fact that he had often been in 

the opposite situation as a provincial party worker critical of the 

policies laid down by the party's central leadership. Now he was 

seeing just how difficult it was to coordinate policies at the center with 

those in the provinces. 

Ignoring the criticism of the CC's vacillation at the time of the June 

12 demonstration, Stalin dealt briefly with the events of July 3-5. He 

admitted that there was failure but insisted that what had taken place 

was a demonstration (demonstratsiya), not an uprising (vosstanie). 

As to Manuilsky's reproach that the CC had failed to put out 

leaflets explaining the events of July 3-5, Stalin reminded the dele

gates that 

our printing press had been wrecked and it was physically impossible to get 

anything printed in other printing plants, as thi s would have expose d 

them to the danger of being wrecked like ours. 

He ended on an optimistic note : 

All the same, things here are not so bad; if in some of the districts we were 

arrested, in others we found a welcome and were greeted with extraordi

nary enthusiasm. And now, too, the spirit of the Petrograd workers is 

splendid and the prestige of the Bolsheviks is immense . 

With that inspiring message Stalin concluded his reply to the dis

cussion, but he still had something to add. "I should like," he said, "to 

raise a few questions." First was a proposal to prepare a manifesto 

explaining the facts about the slander of the party leaders. (Lenin was 

not specifically mentioned.) The commission charged with drafting 

this manifesto, Stalin suggested, should also issue a proclamation to 

the revolutionary workers and soldiers of Germany, France, England, 

and so on, informing them of the events of July 3-5. 
Stalin's second point was to reopen the question of a trial for Lenin 

and Zinoviev. "Just now," he said, "it is still unclear who holds 

power"-a statement that would have shocked Lenin . Even more 

startling was Stalin's conclusion: 

If at the head [of the government] there will be a power which can guaran

tee our comrades against violence, which will have at least some honor, 

they will appear. 89 
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Thus, Stalin of his own free will reopened a question that had seem

ingly been disposed of before the congress. The delegates were unsure 

of how to deal with the question but voted to add it to the agenda. 

They also voted to set up a commission to prepare the manifesto and 

proclamation called for by Stalin, naming him a member of the com

mission, together with Bukharin, Sokol'nikov, Ol'minsky, Manuilsky, 

and Skrypnik. 

The Third Session 

The third session of the congress opened on the afternoon of July 27, 

with Sverdlov presiding. The first item on the agenda was the ques

tion raised by Stalin of the appearance in court of Lenin and Zino

viev. Of the nine delegates who spoke on this topic, only three

Volodarsky, Manuilsky, and Lashevich-considered it desirable that 

the party leaders submit to arrest. Their chief spokesman, Volodarsky, 

explained that their position was based on the assumption that a trial 

would turn into a countertrial of the Provisional Government, and he 

offered a resolution to that effect. The majority of speakers, however, 

strongly opposed the idea of a trial under existing conditions. 

Ordzhonikidze, Dzerzhinsky, and Skrypnik, who led off the debate, 

were especially firm. 

Bukharin argued that under existing conditions there could be no 

guarantee that the trial would be fair or that the accused would be 

secure against violence. A resolution to this effect, which Bukharin 

introduced, was approved unanimously, in preference to one offered 

by Volodarsky and a much stronger one proposed by A.G. Shlikhter, 

a veteran of the revolutionary movement. A noteworthy feature of 

Bukharin's resolution was the inclusion of Trotsky's name, along with 

those of Lenin and Zinoviev, as one of the party leaders to whom the 

congress sent its greetings-the first reference at the congress to 

Trotsky in this capacity. 

Stalin took no part in the discussion of the question he had raised; 

if he had hoped to sway the congress toward approving Lenin's sub

mission to arrest, the mood of the delegates ruled out such a decision. 

With that question disposed of, at least for the time being, Sverdlov 

proceeded to give the organizational report for the Central Commit

tee. Of particular interest in the present context is a brief statement at 

the end: 

The report by comrade Stalin has fully clarified the work of the Central 

Committee .40 
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Sverdlov's report highlighted the rapid growth of the party, from 78 

party organizations with 80,000 members in April to 162 organiza

tions and 200,000 members in July. Adding 10,000 from Siberia, 4,000 

for the Minsk region, and 26,000 for the military organizations, 

Sverdlov reached a grand total of 240,000 party members. 

Like other delegates, Sverdlov took up the question of relations 

between the CC and the Petersburg Committee, offering a fresh argu

ment that directly involved Stalin. The CC, said Sverdlov, had in fact 

led the party as a whole, including the provincial centers, in large part 

through the editorials and news reporting in Pravda. "The Central 

Committee," he said, 

through Pravda ensured both the intellectual and the organizational lead

ership of the party. In Pravda the comrades found answers to all theoretical 

questions. 

Conspicuously overlooking Stalin's role as a member of Pravda's edi

torial board, Sverdlov continued, 

Lenin and Zinoviev set forth all their views in Pravda.4 1 

Following Sverdlov, Smilga gave the financial report for the CC, 

noting at the outset that he would have to limit himself to approxi

mate figures because government security forces had seized the docu

ments on which his report was to have been based. 

There was no debate on Sverdlov's and Smilga's reports; instead, 

the third session continued with three brief statements on the relation 

of the CC to the provinces and to the Petersburg Committee. A 

nearly unanimous vote of approval for Sverdlov's and Smilga's reports 

brought the session to a close. 

Regional Reports: Fourth to Eighth Sessions 

Beginning with the fourth session, on the evening of July 2 7, and 

continuing through the seventh session, on the evening of the follow

ing day, the delegates listened to reports by representatives of regional 

organizations of the party, beginning with Volodarsky for the Peters

burg Committee, continuing with Yurenev for the Mezhraiontsy and 

Kaminsky for the Ukraine, all on July 27; followed by Podbel'sky for 

Moscow, Podvoisky for the Military Organization in Petrograd, 

Yaroslavsky for the military organizations in Russia as a whole, 

Myasnikov for Minsk, Larin for the Menshevik-lnternationalists, and 

Rimsha for the Riga front, all on the morning of July 28; followed by 

Zalezhsky for Helsingfors, Flerovsky for Kronstadt, Bubnov for the 

Moscow oblast, Preobrazhensky for the Urals, Shumiatsky for western 
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Siberia, and Mostovenko for the Rumanian front, all on the after

noon of July 28; and concluding with Dizhbit for the Baltic provinces, 

Vasil'ev-Yuzhin for the Volga di strict, Kapsukas for Lithuania, 

Epshtein (Yakovlev) for the Donetsk oblast, Anisimov for Grozny, and 

Kavtaradze for the Transcaucasus on th e evening of July 28. Stalin 

was silent throughout these reports . 

The eighth session, on July 29, was a short one; immediately after 

its opening a recess was called . The editors of the 1958 edition of the 

congress protocols link this development with a decree adopted by 

the Provisional Government on July 28 empowering the ministers of 

the army, navy, and internal affairs to close conferences dangerou s to 

the war effort and state security, a decre e framed in general terms but 

clearly aimed at the Bolsheviks. The editors also suggest that on this 

occasion the "small congress," composed of th e congress presidium 

and members of the Central Committee, elected the new Central 

Committee. 92 Sovokin disputes this, defining the "small congress" as 

"the presidium and representation of the most important party orga

nization and which was concerned with a number of especially impor

tant questions and a few organizational questions." 93 This leaves open 

the possibility that the election of the new CC-an "organizational 

question"-took place at this session. 

The Ninth Session: Report by Bukharin 

Delegates at the ninth session of the congress, on the afternoon of July 

30, heard two major reports, one on the war and the international 

situation by Bukharin, the other on the political situation by Stalin. 

Bukharin was a rising star in the party. Born in 1888, he joined the 

party in 1906. This was his first appearance as a speaker at a party 

congress. The choice of Bukharin as the party's spokesman on one of 

the most important issues facing the nation reflected his growing 

popularity as well as his emergence as one of the party's ablest, most 

articulate theorists and strategists. Even Lenin admitted being influ

enced by him; the work on which Lenin was engaged in August, 

"State and Revolution," was an exploration of questions which 

Bukharin had raised in 1915-questions about the organization of a 

future socialist society and its development. 

In familiar Bolshevik terms, Bukharin traced the origins of the war 

to international imperialist rivalries; only worldwide proletarian revo

lution, he asserted, could end it. Revolution might com e first either in 

Russia, in the form of a proletarian-peasant uprising, or in western 

Europe and elsewhere. If Russia took the lead-and Bukharin treated 

that as no more than a possibility-it would thereby assume an obliga-
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tion to declare a revolutionary war on behalf of the proletariat in 

other countries. Even if its army was incapable of launching an offen

sive, it would have to wage a defensive revolutionary war. In that 

event, Bukharin said, 

we will hav e the right to announ ce to the proletariat of th e entire world 

that we are waging a sacred war in the interests of the entire proletariat. By 

means of such a revolutionary war we shall ignite the flames of the world 

socialist revolution. 44 

With those words Bukharin established a position that was to bring 

him into direct conflict with Lenin in the spring of 1918. He also 

presented a strategy sharply differing from the one Stalin would offer 

in his report on the current situation. In his concluding remarks, 

however, after a brief and inconclusive debate on his report, Bukharin 

attempted to link his position with that of Lenin: 

In the present stage of the Russian revolution, the poorest sector of th e 

peasantry, by the force of objective factors, will be our allies-and it gives 

us the basis to say that the Russian revolution has laid the foundation for 

the world revolution. 41 

Stalin's "Report on the Political Situation" 

After a short break, the delegates reassembled to hear Stalin's "Report 

on the Political Situation." As was the case for his report for the 

Central Committee, the textual history of this second report is com

plex.* 

*Two variants are available, which can be designat ed C and D . Variant C is 

the text as published in the 1919 and all subsequent editions of the party 

protocols; variant D is the text as published in Proletarii, no . 3 on August 16, 

1917, and reprinted in an appendix to the 1958 edition of the protocols (pp. 

281-85). Variant C was also published verbatim in the 1925 collection of 

Stalin's writings and speeches from 1917, Na putiakh k Oktiabriu (pp. 122-29) . 

Unlike the situation with regard to Stalin's report for the CC, however, the 

text used by the editors of Stalin's Sochineniya is an amalgam of both variants, 

with the usual editorial changes. Thus, there appears to be no evidence 

pointing to a reworking of Stalin's original draft; rather, it seems probable 

that both variants represent the text that Stalin read at th e congress, with 

variant D sometimes giving a better exposition, sometimes the reverse. Here I 

shall draw on both variants, assuming that the sum of both represents ap

proximately what Stalin said at the congress. 
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Did Stalin in fact write the report, or did he merely read a text 

prepared by Lenin? The question has been raised by Sovokin, who 

marshals a mass of evidence purporting to prove that both Stalin's 

report and the resolution "On the Political Situation," which the 

congress adopted, were the work of Lenin, with Stalin merely serving 

as his mouthpiece. 96 If this conclusion is correct-and I find Sovokin's 

argument persuasive-then the question Stalin's biographer mu st 

raise is not, what can we learn about Stalin's ideas from the report, 

but how should we envisage the relationship betw een him and Lenin 

at this point and how effectively did he serve as Lenin's mouthpiece at 

the congress? Evidence cited by Sovokin indi ca tes that shortly before 

the congress Lenin wrote a series of theses to serve as the basi s for the 

"Report on the Political Situation." These hav e not been found, but 

Sovokin believes that a reasonably accurate version of them was ob

tained by A. Z. Shumiatsky, a delegate to the congress from the 

Central Siberian Bur eau of the party, and published in th e newspa

per s, Krasnoyarskii rabochii. Stalin, as we hav e seen (p. 175), met with 

Lenin shortly before the congress; this me et ing would appear to be the 

most likely occasion on which Lenin could hav e given Stalin a copy of 

his the ses. 

The principal themes of the report are thos e familiar from Lenin' s 

writings of mid -July: the sharp turn of events following the July D ays; 

the establishment of a military dictatorship combining right-wing po

litical figures with the army high command and support ed by the 

moderate socialist parties; the end of the period of peaceful dev elop

ment of the revolution, as well as any possibility of a peaceful transfer 

of power to the soviets; the loss of power by the soviets; and the need 

for the party to prepare for the overthrow of the right-wing dictator

ship by a new revo lution led by the urban proletariat and supported 

by the poorer strata of the peasantry. 97 

The report was noteworthy for the frankn ess of its analysis of 

Russia's structure: 

It is our misfortun e that Russia is a co untr y of th e petty bourgeoisie and 

that it still follows the Menshevik and Socialist Revolutionaries, who are 

co mpromi sing with the Cadets. And until th e peasantry become disillu

sion ed with th e idea of compromise with th e bourgeoisie, we will suffer 

an d th e revo lution will go haltin gly. 

This being the case, the report er felt it nece ssary to address the ques

tion of how a proletarian revolution could be made in a petty bour

geois country: 

Some co mrade s argu e that sin ce ca pit a lism is poorly developed in our 

country, it would be utopi an to raise the question of a soc ialist revolution. 
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They would be right if there were no war, if there were no economic 

disruption, if the foundations of the national economy were not shaken. 

Furthermore, 

The question of intervening in the economic sphere is arising in all coun

tries as something essential in time of war. 

Unlike Germany, however, where "this question is being settled with

out the direct and active participation of the masses," in Russia the 

workers were being drawn directly into the economic life of the coun

try, thereby "raising the practical question of the socialist revolution." 

Answering the question raised by Rykov at the April Conference

could backward, petty bourgeois Russia cake the lead in carrying out a 

socialist revolution?-the reporter asserted, 

It would be rank pedantry to assert that Russia should "wait" with socialist 

changes until Europe "begins." That country "begins" which has the 

greater opportunities. 

Thus, the reporter swept away as "rank pedantry" the scruples of 

literal-minded Marxists who insisted that Russia was not ready for a 

socialist revolution. 

As to the form the revolution would take, the reporter foresaw a 

national uprising: 

Overthrow of the dictatorship of the imperialist bourgeoisie-that is what 

the immediate slogan of the party must be. The realization of this slogan is 

possible only if there is a powerful upsurge on a nation-wide scale. 

The main forces of the new movement will be the urban proletariat and 

the poorer strata of peasantry. It is they that will take power in the event of 

victory. 

Lenin's strategy included the possibility of proletarian revolutions 

in the west, as one of its essential components. As published in the 

August I 917 issue of Proletarii (variant D), this theme, only glancingly 

touched on in the congress protocols (variant C), is given crucial 

significance: 

Seizing power is not difficult. It is necessary to hold onto it in order to 

effect a socialist transformation. This requires support from the revolu

tionary workers of the west. Recent events have disclosed with special 

clarity the close ties between the imperialists of Russia and the imperialists 

of the west. From this, however, it follows that the tie between the Russian 

workers and the revolutionary workers of the west must be just as close. 

Without such a tie and support it will be easy for the ltnited imperialists of Russia 

and the west to strangle the Russian revolmion. 
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Therefore the task of the party is: together with strengthening and 

broadening the proletarian army in Russia, to strengthen and broaden the 

tie of this army with the revolutionary workers in the west. 98 

This key passage shows that the basic idea later thought to be 

characteristic of Trotsky's theory of revolution was fully shared by 

Lenin in 1917. 

Discussion of Stalin's Report: The Ninth and Tenth Sessions 

If the report presented by Stalin was actually written by Lenin, a 

number of the delegates were unaware of that fact, to judge by the 

vigor with which they tore it apart in the discussion. 99 "The leap 

proposed by comrade Stalin," said N. S. Angarsky (Klestov), a Mos

cow delegate, "is not a Marxist tactic but a tactic of despair." Preob

razhensky said he could not agree with the assertion about the inevita

bility of new outbreaks. Yurenev found "a series of radical con

tradictions" in the report . 

The center of the attack was Stalin's call for withdrawal of the 

slogan "All Power to the Soviets ." As Volodarsky put it, "It is wrong 

to stigmatize the form just because the content has proved unsuccess-

ful." 

Debate was still raging when the chairman brought the ninth ses

sion to a close, and it picked up where it had left off when the tenth 

session opened at 10 A.M. on July 31. A group of delegates led by V. N. 

Podbel'sky, a Moscow delegate, had drawn up a list of questions to 

which they wanted Stalin to respond, all related m one way or an

other to the party's attitude toward the soviets: 

I. What form of fighting organization of the working class does the 

reporter [Stalin] propose instead of the soviets of workers' deputies? 

2. Wh at is to be our practical relationship to th e ex isting soviets of 

workers' deputies? 

3. [What is to be] our relationship to th e soviets of workers' deputies in 

which we now have a majority? 

4. [What is the] concrete definition of the concept, "th e poorest peas

antry," and [how should we] define the form of its organization in 

connection with our relationship to the existing soviets of pea sants' 

deputies? 100 

In replying, Stalin had his first opportunity to enter personally into 

the debate, and he handled himself rather well. His main argument 

was that classes, not organizational forms, were decisive. The party's 

new line was to demand the transfer of power to the workers and poor 
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peasants; it was not calling for the overthrow of the soviets but simply 

shifting its strategy from the soviets as institutions to specific classes. 

Support for Stalin's position was voiced by G. Ya. Sokol'nikov, a 

delegate from the Moscow oblast. Harking back to Lenin's formula

tion in I 905, he called the soviets "organs of uprising"; only in that 

capacity were they suitable vehicles for the assumption of power by 

the workers. V. P. Nogin disagreed: the slogan "All Power to the 

Soviets," he said, "remains valid and will attract the masses to us." 

In all, some dozen speakers were given the opportunity to air their 

views before the chairman called on Stalin for the concluding re

marks. His position was close to that of Lenin: the existing soviets 

were nothing more than bodies for the organization of the masses; 

their political power no longer existed. Nevertheless, he favored re

maining in the existing soviets, and in the Central Executive Commit

tee. Even control of all the soviets, Stalin warned, would not give 

power to the Bolsheviks; the existing government must first be over

thrown. Once the party had taken power, it would be able to organize 

the government. Basing his analysis squarely on Lenin's, Stalin 

named three factors on which the party must base its strategy: the 

Russian proletariat, the peasantry, and the European proletariat. IL1I 

The tenth session closed with the election of a seven-man editorial 

commission to prepare the final draft of the resolution on the political 

situation; Stalin, inevitably, was named a member, together with 

Bukharin, Bubnov, Sokol'nikov, Milyutin, Nogin, and Lomov. In 

electing this body, the delegates were taking into account a certain 

difference of opinion which had developed between the main body of 

delegates, who supported Stalin's and Lenin's position, and the dele

gates from Moscow, who favored using an alternative text. 

The Eleventh Session: Reports on the Party Press and the 

Economic Situation 

On the evening of July 31, the delegates assembled for the eleventh 

session. No chairman is indicated in the protocols, but Sverdlov was 

evidently in charge, to judge by his authoritative instructions at the 

close of the session. Stalin was either absent or silent; the protocols 

contain no reference to him. 

Two major reports occupied the delegates' attention: Kharitonov 

on the party press and Milyutin on the economic situation. 102 Accord

ing to Kharitonov, the number of the party journals and newspapers 

after the July Days stood at the same figure-forty-one-as befor e. 

Eight newspapers, including Pravda, had been closed by the govern

ment; but of those, five, again including Pravda, had reappeared under 
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different names-a simple device, the effectiveness of which is an accu

rate index of the government's weakness. 

Milyutin's report stressed the imminence of a major catastrophe. 

Government expenditures on the army, he said, were the principal 

cause; in the first half of I 9 I 7 the figure had reached ten and one-half 

billion rubles; he forecast a figure over twenty billion for the entire 

year, an estimate on the low side, considering the rapidly wors ening 

position of both the army and the government. 

The economic plight of the working class, already serious, would 

get still worse, according to Milyutin. There would be a sharp increase 

in the number of strikes; the Bolsheviks, unlike the Mensheviks and 

the SR's, must support the strikers. When the political and economic 

crisis reached its climax, the party's principles, including workers' 

control, would emerge victorious. But Milyutin gave no indication of 

how the party should meet this challenge. 

In closing the session, Sverdlov pointed to the need for work in the 

sections charged with preparing resolutions; a majority of the delegates 

agreed and voted to cancel the session scheduled for 9 A.M. on the 

following day. August I, therefore, was a day of intense editorial labor 

by the editorial commissions, among whose members was Stalin. 

The Twelfth Session 

The delegates reassembled at 11 A.M. on August 2 for one of the 

congress's most demanding sessions. A single topic dominated the 

discussion: preparation of new party statutes, to replace the ones 

adopted at the Second Congress in 1903. Sverdlov, presiding, called 

on Kharitonov to present the draft of the new statutes. 103 

Several points, Kharitonov said, had provoked controversy in the 

drafting commission, among them Article 13 concerning the Central 

Committee. Its size was to be raised to twenty-one members; from this 

body a smaller group, designated the "narrow composition" (uzkii 

sostav) would be established, but for reasons of security its location 

would not be disclosed . It was in this conspiratorial form that the 

party's top policy-making body, forerunner of the Politburo, made its 

first documented appearance in party history . There had also been 

debate, Kharitonov said, on Article 4, dealing with expulsion from 

the party-another omen of things to come. 

Sverdlov then called on S. M. Zaks (Gladkov) to read the draft 

statutes article by article. Discussion of articles 1 (definition of party 

members), 2 (admission of new members), and 3 (party dues) produced 

no surprises; these three articles were adopted as drafted by the com

mission. Expulsion from the party (Article 4) was to be performed by 
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local party bodies, with the possibility of appeals to raion or oblast 

conferences; the ultimate authority was to be the party congress. In 

the discussion of Article 4, Sverdlov made one of his rare substantive 

contributions, adding the Central Committee as one of the "higher 

party bodies" to which expulsion could be referred. Unwilling to see 

the authority of the party congress diluted in thi s way, a majority of 

delegates voted against Sverdlov's proposal. 

Discussion of other articles was uneventful. No one spoke on the 

uzkii sostav, either in opposition or in support; evidently the delegates 

accepted this centralizing move as necessary and desirable. 

At Preobrazhensky's suggestion, a discussion of the party's attitude 

toward the question of national minorities was held; Stalin took no 

part in the discussion, nor did anyone call for his opinion, notwith

standing his semiofficial standing as party expert on this question. 

The Fifteenth Session: Stalin Presents the Resolution "On the 

Political Situation" 

The final session of the congress, which met on the afternoon of 

August 3, was one of the congress's most important, both for Stalin 

and for the party as a whole. Sverdlov again chaired the session, 

which opened with a report on the trade unions by N. P. Glebov 

(Avilov), a delegate from the Petrograd organization who was to serve 

in the first Bolshevik cabinet as commissar of posts and telegraphs. 

Glebov presented a draft resolution "On the Tasks of the Trade 

Union Movement," but before it was submitted to a vote Sverdlov 

called on Skrypnik to present a co-report, "The Party and the Trade 

Unions." There was virtually no discussion of these reports, though 

several delegates attempted to get one started; instead, a majority of 

the delegates voted in favor of the proposal by Nogin to turn over the 

draft resolutions to the Central Committee for final editing. 

Sverdlov found time for an unscheduled report on the party's na

tional policies in the Transcaucasus, delivered by A. lusuf-zade, a 

delegate from Baku. As on the day before, Stalin was absent from the 

discussion, evidently preferring the role of acting party leader to that 

of expert on the national question. Nor had Stalin anything to say on 

unification of the party with left Mensheviks, a topic presented by 

Yanson, a member of Trotsky's Mezhraionka group. 

The report entitled "On the Political Situation," which Stalin pre

sented at the fifteenth session, was a revised draft of the one he had 

presented at the ninth session (p. 191). In the absence of the original 

text (omitted from the protocols), Sovokin has presented evidence 

pointing to the conclusion that the revision served to bring the text 
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more fully into line with Lenin's ideas and that the resolution pre

sented by Stalin was in fact Lenin's work. 104 Even if one accepts 

Sovokin's argument, however (and he makes a strong case), Stalin still 

faced the need to defend Lenin's position as he presented the resolu

tion article by article. 105 

Article 1 set forth in concise terms Lenin's conclusion that Russia 

was now ruled by 

a dictatorship of the counter-revolutionary imperialist bourgeoisie, based 

on a military clique from the army high command and provided with a 

revolutionary cover by the leaders of petty bourgeois socialism. 

Article 2 provided Lenin's class analysis of the Provisional Govern

ment and its relationship with the Soviet of Workers' and Soldiers' 

Deputies. Only the support rendered the government by the SR and 

Menshevik leaders of the Soviet, in Lenin's view, saved the govern

ment and prevented the peaceful transfer of power to the soviets. 

A. J. Ioffe, a Mezhraionets, proposed adding a reference to "the 

voluntary refusal of the leaders of the proletariat to take power," but 

Stalin argued that while there had indeed been such a refusal, 

what is important for us is the objective fact , the insufficient consciousness 

rather than the subjective motive, the unwillingness of the leaders to take 

power. 

On the basis of this fairly subtle distinction Stalin opposed Ioffe's 

amendment, and the delegates voted it down. 

An obscure nonvoting delegate named Pavlovich (neither his ini

tials nor his organization are indicated in the protocols) proposed 

adding "for example" or "mainly" before the reference to "capitalist 

pillage," on the grounds that pillage of military supplies was only one 

of the forms of bourgeois pillage. Stalin conceded the point's validity 

but suggested adding the words "in the main"; the delegates supported 

his proposal. 

Ravich wanted to stress the role of "international imperialism" in 

the revolution, specifically in regard to the bourgeoisie's assumption 

of power-an unnecessary addition, Stalin replied, since the role of 

Allied capital was already cited in the preceding article. A majority of 

the delegates agreed. 

Article 3 cited the "petty bourgeois character of the predominant 

masses of the population of Russia" as one of the principal reasons for 

the people's dreams of peaceful cooperation between workers and 

capitalists, peasants and landowners. There was no discussion; the 

article was accepted as read. 

Article 4 depicted the decline of the soviets under the leadership of 
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the petty bourgeois parties. The soviets had "ceased to be organs of 

uprising as well as organs of governmental power." The soviets sup

ported the bourgeoisie in delaying the Constituent Assembly, hinder

ing the transfer of land to the peasantry, sabotaging any attempt to 

combat the economic crisis, and preparing an offensive. 

Sverdlov suggested replacing the word "supported," in regard to 

the offensive, by "approved by the majority of the soviets," a change 

that Stalin found acceptable and that the delegates approved. 

Article 5 summarized in Leninist terms the course of the class 

struggle as manifested in the June demonstrations and the "spontane

ous movement of July 3-4," culminating in the shift of the petty 

bourgeois parties to a coalition with the Cadets and an "open struggle 

against the revolutionary proletariat and the revolutionary troops." 

The same obscure Pavlovich suggested adding a reference to "revolu

tionary troops" at the beginning of the article, but Stalin opposed the 

suggestion as unnecessary and the delegates agreed. Stalin also suc

cessfully opposed several verbal changes offered by Yurenev, a 

Mezhraionets. 

Article 6 reiterated Lenin's concept of an "imperialist dictatorship" 

as the actual wielder of power, coupling with it a description of the 

Central Executive Committee of the soviets as "completely powerless 

and inactive." Stalin then proposed adding to Article 6 the following 

passage, which the editing committee had deleted from Article 7: 

The Soviets are undergoing an excruciating agony, demoralized as a conse

quence of the fact that they did not take governmental power at the 

appropriate time. 

V. I. Solov'ev, a twenty-seven-year-old delegate from the Moscow 

district organization, argued against Stalin's proposal on the grounds 

that its description of the soviets was not applicable to the provincial 

soviets, which were continuing to develop, but Stalin stuck to his 

guns: 

Not only in Petrograd but also in the provinces the soviets have lost their 

power. Just let them now try to arrest or remove from office any function

ary, as used to happen! The counterrevolution is stronger in the capital, 

but it is also on the attack in the provinces . 

The delegates approved Stalin's suggestion, which did not prevent 

Yurenev from trying to soften its harsh characterization of the soviets 

by deleting the reference to their "demoralization." Again, Stalin held 

firm. "Comrades," he said, 
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the demoralization of the soviets is an objective fact, and it is not for us 

Bolsheviks to hide the facts. 

It was a rhetorical trick, but it worked: the delegates approved Stalin's 

proposal, and with it the text of Article 6 as amended. 

Article 7 set forth Lenin's demand for the replacement of the slo

gan "All Power to the Soviets," with the unwieldy slogan "Complete 

Liquidation of the Dictatorship of the Counterrevolutionary Bour

geoisie." 

In the discussion Skrypnik called for an even sharper formulation 

of the need for struggle against the counterrevolution in order to mark 

the difference between the party and those Skrypnik called "oppor

tunists." Good-humoredly, Stalin agreed in principle but pointed out 

that Skrypnik had not made a specific proposal. Smilga remedied that 

lack by suggesting the addition of a sentence which the drafting com

mittee had deleted: 

Only the revolutionary proletariat, on condition of its being supported by 

the poorest peasantry, has the power to fulfill this task, which constitutes 

the task of a new revolution in Russia. 

After further comments by Skrypnik and Nogin (Stalin took no 

part in the debate), Article 7 was approved with Smilga's amendment. 

The thrust of Article 8 was the definition of the party's role in the 

revolutionary upsurge. Under its leadership, the proletariat must or

ganize and prepare for the moment when a general national crisis and 

a profound mass uprising create favorable conditions for the shift of 

the urban and rural poor to the side of the workers against the bour

geoisie. 

Yurenev proposed sharpening the article's reference to the soviets, 

a proposal Stalin accepted and the delegates approved. Solov'ev called 

for the deletion of the adjective "all-national" in reference to the 

approaching crisis, a proposal Stalin opposed, saying, 

In that particular spot we want to indicate specifically the extent of that 

crisis, its all-national character. 

The delegates followed Stalin. 

Article 9, the final section of the resolution, constituted the culmi

nation of everything that had gone before. "The task of the revolu

tionary classes," it stated, 

is then to strain all forces for taking governmental power into their hands 

and for directing it, in alliance with the revolutionary proletariat of the 
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advance countries, toward peace and toward a socialist reconstruction of 

society . 

Preobrazhensky suggested a more cautious conclusion: 

for directing it toward peace and, on condition of proletarian revolutions 

taking place in the West, toward socialism. 

Preobrazhensky's suggestion anticipated the pos1t1on Trotsky 

would later be accused of taking; at the moment Preobrazhensky 

made it, however, it was party orthodoxy shared by Lenin; the dele

gates had already approved Bukharin's resolution, "On the Current 

Moment and the War," which clearly implied the necessity of an 

international proletarian revolution as a precondition for the over

throw of capitalism in Russia. 106 Nonetheless, Preobrazhensky's sug

gestion triggered a response from Stalin which has become famous. 

"The possibility is not excluded," Stalin said, 

that Russia will be the country which paves the way to socialism. Up until 

now there is no country which enjoys such freedoms as there are in Russia, 

which has tried to establish workers' control over production. Further

more, the basis of our revolution is broader than in western Europe, where 

the proletariat confronts the bourgeoisie in complete isolation. With us 

the proletariat is supported by the poorest strata of the peasantry. Finally, 

in Germany the apparatus of government power works incomparably 

better than the impe;fect apparatus of our bourgeoisie which is a depen

dency of European capital. We must reject the out-of-date view that only 

Europe can show us the way. There is dogmatic Marxism and creative 

Marxism. I stand on the ground of the latter. 1'1' 

Just as Preobrazhensky's proposal prefigured the Trotskyite stance 

of the mid-twenties, so Stalin's rejoinder anticipated the later theory 

of "Socialism in One Country." Stalin's position was not, however, 

completely novel; Lenin had said more or less the same thing in reply 

to Rykov at the April Conference (seep. 78), but with one significant 

difference: in his reply to Preobrazhensky, Stalin shifted the discussion 

to the higher ground of "creative Marxism," an astonishing claim that 

went further than Lenin or any other of the party's leaders. The 

protocols give no indication that anyone recognized Stalin's boldness; 

they merely record the decisive vote against Preobrazhensky's pro

posal. 

Harking back to Article 8, Yurenev proposed changing the word 

"battle" (boi) to "action" (vystuplenie), in order to remove the "crimi

nal" (i.e., antigovernrnental) connotation of "battle." Stalin disagreed: 
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the congress cannot proceed on the basis of the "criminality" of this or 

that expression. If we repl ace the word "battle" by "action," the impres

sion would be created that we are renouncing all action (demonstrations, 

strikes, etc.), whereas we wish to restrain the proletariat only from battle 

to which the bourgeoi sie hopes to provoke it. 

Yurenev's proposal was rejected. That just about wound up the 

discussion; Stalin did not reply to two proposals by Skrypnik, and the 

del egates approved Articl e 9 as amended. 

In an abrupt shift of ground, Stalin n ext propos ed a slate of party 

leaders as candidates for the Constituent Assembly: Lenin, Zinoviev, 

Kollontai, Trotsky, Lunacharsky-an odd grouping: why was Ka

menev omitted, or Bukharin? Why was Lunacharsky included? That 

the proposal was an influence-building man euver on Stalin's part 

seems probable; we will find Stalin performing a similar action in 

October, a few days before the seizure of power. The protocols record 

"strong applause" but no vote, indicating the tactical nature of Sta

lin's proposal. 

The question of what to call the congress received the delegates' 

attention briefly. Yurenev proposed designating it th e "Petersburg 

Congress," in order not to arouse unnec essa ry conflict with the 

Menshevik-Internationalists, who could hardly be expected to accept 

this purely Bolsh evik congress as the one following the Fifth Con

gress, at which the Mensheviks had been represented in force. It was 

Stalin who argued in favor of boldly calling it the Sixth Congress, 

claiming that the Bolsheviks represented the majority of the proletar

iat . The congress protocols allot this proposal to Preobrazhensky, but 

the editors of th e 1958 edition, citing contemporary press accounts, 

assert that the proposal was made by Stalin . 108 In any event, the 

delegates accepted the proposal. 

Trotsky Joins the Leadership 

The closed session at whi ch the new Central Committee was chosen, 

Sverdlo v informed the delegates, had adopted a re solution to publish 

the nam es of th e new CC "in case of the normal conclusion of th e 

congress," that is, in case the government did not disrupt it s proce ed

ings. Put to a vote, the proposal was defeated. Clearly, the sense of the 

congress was to maintain secrecy about its chosen leaders. Some pub

licity was desirable, however; Ordzhonikidze offered a proposal 
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to publish the names of th e four member s of the CC who received the 

largest number of vot es. I consider it esse ntial to do thi s in order to express 

the solidarity of the congress with the elected leaders of the party. llN 

Was Ordzhonikidze aware that the top four members of th e CC 

elected at the April Conference had constituted the inner core of the 

CC, its uzkii sostai1? Were the delegates aware? The protocols leave 

these questions unanswered; they merely note the "noisy applause" 

that greeted Ordzhonikidze's proposal, and its prompt implementa

tion. Lenin, it was announced, had received 133 votes out of a possi

ble 134, Zinoviev 132, and Kamenev and Trotsky 131 each. 

Up to this point, the congress had gone well for Stalin-he had 

delivered two of the major reports and had acquitted himself well as 

spokesman for Lenin's policies. Disclosure of the top four leaders of 

the party, however, with Trotsky's name displacing that of Stalin, 

must have been a nasty shock. Whatever their personal relations had 

been up to this point-and the seeds of enmity had already been 

planted-this setback to Stalin's aspirations could only foster resent

ment and hostility. 

Another jolt to Stalin's ego was administered bv Sverdlov when he 

called on Nogin rather than Stalin to deliver the congress's conclud

ing statement. Briefly but eloquently, Nogin contrasted the difficulties 

the party faced under existing conditions with the glorious future that 

awaited it as the architect of a new socialist society. The honor was 

international in scope, said Nogin: 

Our congress is first and foremost a congress of int ernationalist s' action, 

the first congress taking step s toward soc ialism. 

"Noisy applause" greeted this statement, followed by the singing of 

the "Internationale." Using its newly approved de signation, Sverdlov 

then declared the Sixth Congress closed. 

The New Central Committee 

According to the editors of the I 958 edition of the congress protocol s, 

"The list of member s of the CC elected at the VI Party Congress has 

not yet been found." 1 l l' According to the same so urce, Stalin later, in 

response to a questionnaire by lstpart, stated that "it would seem" 

that the number of CC members was twenty-three. K. A. Kozlov, a 

congress delegate whose notes are among the sources used by the 1958 

editors, stated there were twenty-one full members and ten candidate 

members. As to specific individuals, the 1958 edition lists the follow

ing full members: 
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V. I. Lenin 

Artem (F. A. Sergeev) 

Ya. A. Berzin 

A. S. Bubnov 

F. E. Dzerzhinsky 

A . M. Kollontai 

M. K. Muranov 

V. P. Nogin 

Ya. M. Sverdlov 

I. V. Stalin 

M. S. Uritsky 

S. G. Shaumian 
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Candidate members, according to the same source, included the fol

lowing: 

P. A. Dzhaparidze 

A. S. Kiselev 

G. I. Lomov 

N. A. Skrypnik 

Ye. D. Stasova 

This listing, on the face of it, is radically defective, since it omits three 

of the four new CC members receiving the highest number of votes

Zinoviev, Kamenev, and Trotsky. Even adding these names, however, 

there are still six or eight (depending on whose total figure we accept) 

unaccounted for. The official multivolume History of the Communist 

Party of the Soviet Union is more reliable; to the 1958 list it adds not 

only Zinoviev, Kamenev, and Trotsky, but also Bukharin, Krestinsky, 

Milyutin, Rykov, Smilga, and Sokol'nikov-that is, it includes th e 

names of a number of party leaders whom Stalin later purged. 111 As 

candidate members the same source lists (in addition to those named 

in the 1958 edition of the protocols) the following: 

A . A. Joffe 

A. Lomov 

Ye. A. Preobrazhensky 

V. N. Yakovleva 

Again, the later purging of individuals accounts for most of the names 

missing from the 1958 list. 
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Stalin at the Sixth Congress: A Balance Sheet 

How effectively did Stalin conduct himself at the Sixth Party Con

gress? The answer to that question depends on the yardstick used to 

measure his performance. If the criterion is faithfulness to Lenin's 

views and obedience in voicing them, Stalin earns a respectable but 

hardly outstanding score. On the main points of Lenin's analysis

dictatorship of the "counterrevolutionary bourgeoisie"; withdrawal of 

the slogan "All Power to the Soviets"; preparation of an armed upris

ing based on the workers and poor peasants, leading to a socialist 

revolution-Stalin performed well. 

On the negative side was Stalin's move, early in the congress, to 

reopen the question of Lenin's standing trial and his suggestion that, 

given suitable guarantees as to his safety, he should submit to arrest 

and trial. When the question was debated in the aftermath of the July 

Days, Stalin had stood foursquare against Lenin's submission to trial. 

Why did he later waver on this issue? Could Stalin have seen Lenin's 

arrest and trial under a more favorable light by late July? Coinciding 

as it did with his emergence as one of the party's top leaders, is there a 

possibility that Stalin, perhaps not consciously, welcomed a scenario 

in which his path to the summit was at least temporarily cleared by 

Lenin's elimination? 

That Stalin might have been thinking along these lines is indicated 

by his astonishing statement on "creative Marxism." To claim the 

right to interpret Marxism "creatively" is equivalent to claiming the 

right to top leadership of the party, for there is no attribute of leader

ship more sacred than the right to define current strategy in terms of 

basic Marxist doctrine. Lenin freely exercised this right-his claim to 

party preeminence depended on it. But Lenin was almost always able 

to find something in Marx's writings, of which he was an avid and 

knowledgeable reader, to justify his innovations. Stalin, far less well 

versed in the Marxist scriptures, took the shortcut of "creativity" to 

justify his stance. 

It would have been easy for Stalin to cite Lenin as his authority

after all, it was Lenin's views that he was defending. At no time during 

the Sixth Congress, however, did Stalin refer to Lenin in this capacity, 

and the editorial insertion of a reference to Lenin in the report for the 

Central Committee (seep. 182) was brief and grudging in the extreme. 

In his statement at party gatherings immediately after the July 

Days, Stalin had showed an unwillingness to 8ccept Lenin's down

grading of the soviets. A few weeks l8ter, at the Sixth P8rty Congress, 

he h8d m8de some adjustments to Lenin's position. Having rejected 

the soviets as the basic mechanism of the revolution, Lenin was now 
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calling for a general armed uprising of workers and poor peasants. In 

accepting this vision, Stalin was embracing a strategy that differed 

significantly from the course events were to take in October. 

Trotsky's appearance at the Sixth Congress was symbolic rather 

than physical, but no less effective for that; his gamble on courting 

arrest had paid off handsomely, as the vote for the CC showed. Had 

he been present at the congress Trotsky would have had to take part 

in discussion, define his priorities on controversial issues, submit to 

questions. Absent, Trotsky loomed larger than life. 

For Stalin, Trotsky's entry into the party was a most unwelcome 

development. With his customary caution, Stalin had included 

Trotsky's name in his list of candidates for the Constituent Assembly, 

but he could not rejoice in Trotsky's swift rise to eminence in the 

party . 

Trotsky was to remain in jail until early September; Lenin did not 

return to Petrograd until early October. For Stalin, the month of 

August was to be his last opportunity to show his potential as party 

leader. 
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The month of August should have been a high point in Stalin's 

career. By default or design, the other party leaders were out of action 

or silenced, leaving him a clear field in which to perform. Instead, 

August for Stalin was a period of missed opportunities, faulty judg

ments, and a relapse into obscurity, for reasons well defined by 

Trotsky: 

The revival of the mass movem ent and the return to activity of the CC 

members who had been temporarily removed from it naturally threw 

Stalin out of the position of prominence he held during the July co ngre ss. 

From then on, his activities were car ried on in obscurity, unknown to the 

ma sses , unnoted by the enemy. 1 

Citing a four-volume chronicle of the revolution published by Istpart 

in 1924, Trotsky adds, 

Stalin was not mentioned even once. Stalin's name is not even in the 

index of approximately 500 proper names. In other words, throughout 

those two months [August and September], the press did not take cogni

zance of anything he did or of a single speech he gave, and not one of the 

more or less prominent participants in the events of those days menti o ned 

his name even once. ! 
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Sources for Party History in August and Early September 

For the historian of the revolution and the biographer of Stalin, 

August 1917 is an oasis of documentation in the desert of missing or 

nonavailable sources. Beginning with the Central Committee session 

of August 4 and continuing into the early months of 1918, we have a 

series of well-kept, orderly protocols of the CC's meetings-forty-six in 

all, of which more than half-twenty-nine-took place before the 

Bolshevik seizure of power. 

In addition to the CC protocols, we have Stalin's writings. During 

August Stalin made twenty contributions to the party press, varying 

from brief notes to fairly extensive articles and editorials. These were 

published, and presumably written, on an almost day-to-day basis. 

The longest interval of silence between items is four days (August 9-
13). 

A striking feature of Stalin's output in August is that none of the 

writings carried any indication of authorship. Not until September 6 

did Stalin again begin using his party pseudonym, either in full or in 

abbreviation ("K.St." on September 6, "K. Stalin" on September 9, 

"K." on September 12). Thus, in August he failed to take advantage of 

one of the legitimate means available to him of keeping his name 

before the public and marking out his own specific analysis of the 

revolution. Trotsky, himself a brilliant journalist, delivered a wither

ing but not unjustified verdict on Stalin's journalistic endeavors in 

August and September: 

There is practically nothing to say about Stalin's newspaper work during 

that period. He was the editor of the central organ, not because he was a 

writer by nature, but because he was not an orator, and simply did not fall 

into any public activity. He did not write a single notable article; did not 

pose a single new subject for discussion; did not introduce a single slogan 

into general circulation. His comments on events were impersonal, and 

strictly within the framework of current Party views. He was a Party 

member assigned to a newspaper, not a revolutionary publicist. 3 

Deutscher gives faint praise to Stalin's newspaper work during this 

period for its "simple and incisive style" but cannot avoid a downgrad

ing: 

Stalin's writings were really the small change of Bolshevik propaganda. 4 

Formation and Functions of the Uzkii Sostav 

The most important organizational task facing the new Central Com

mittee was the establishment of the uzkii sostav, the policy-making 
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organ of the party, as provided for in the new party statutes. This 

matter was taken up at the first postcongress session of the CC on 

August 4 .5 Stalin was present, as were Sverdlov, Bukharin, and 

Dzerzhinsky . 

It was decided to fix the size of the uzkii sostav at eleven members (a 

proposal for a somewhat smaller body of nine members was voted 

down). In a display of the organizational tal ents he was developing, 

Stalin proposed that the uzkii sostav operate in accordance with a 

division of functions among its members. The proposal was adopted. 

Membership of the uzkii sostav was settled at the following CC 

session, on August 5.6 Stalin and Sverdlov were obvious choices; the 

other member s were Sokol'nikov, Dzerzhinsky, Milyutin, Uritsky, 

Ioffe, Muranov, Bubnov, Stasova, and Shaumian (not yet in Petro

grad; until his arrival, Smilga). In choosing the se individuals, the CC 

was acting in accordance with the principle that physical presence was 

indispensable for membership, rather than pre stige or stature. Stalin 

was the only carry-over from the "April Bureau." 

Was the uzkii sostav a precursor of the Politburo, as Adam Ulam 

has suggested? 7 The answer must be a qualified "yes," in view of the 

fact that it was charged with functions of leadership and policy mak

ing similar to those of the later Politburo. In its membership, however, 

the uzkii sostav showed an almost willful disregard for the realities of 

power in the party. It was too large and too diverse to serve as an 

effective policy-making body. Omission of the party's real leaders

Lenin, Zinoviev, Kamenev, Trotsky-and the inclusion of third- or 

fourth-ranking figures such as Milyutin and Muranov rendered it 

incapable of providing genuine leadership. 

As matters turned out, the uzkii sostav led a short and not par

ticularly noteworthy existence. The protocols record only seven 

sessions-on August 6, 8, 13, 14, 16, 20, and 23; thereafter its policy

making functions were taken over by the full CC. Except for hi s 

suggestion at the August 4 session, Stalin made no contribution to the 

work of the uzkii sostav which the secretary thought sufficiently impor

tant to includ e in the protocols. The eclipse of the uzkii sostav, with its 

variegated membership and its failure to include the party's real lead

ers, was inevitable once these leaders resumed full-sca le activity in 

September. 

Establishment of the Secretariat 

At its session on August 6, the Central Committee took a decision in 

regard to the Secretariat. 8 That body was to deal with the organiza

tional side of party work and to be composed of five members, all 
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drawn from the CC. Thus, the CC established an early precedent for 

the interlocking relationship between the two bodies.Those named as 

Secretariat members were Dzerzhinsky, Ioffe, Sverdlov, Muranov, and 

Stasova. No chairman was designated, but it was a foregone conclu

sion that Sverdlov would hold that position, de facto if not de jure. 

Inasmuch as the Secretariat managed the organizational side of the 

CC's work, it was inevitable that it would eventually become the 

dominant body in the party. Th e smooth functioning of the Secretar

iat under Sverdlov served to mask the inner workings of the party's 

machinery. Certainly Stalin, in 1917, had no inkling of the uses to 

which the Secretariat could be put in building a personal machine. 

His failure to recognize its potential usefulness, reflected in his neglect 

of the opportunity to serve on the Secretariat (if he had wanted to, he 

could easily hav e pushed aside secondary figures such as Ioffe or 

Muranov), provides strong evidence of the gap between his ambition 

and his ability to win the commanding position from which that 

ambition could be realized. 

Reorganizing the Party Press 

One of the questions taken up by the Central Committee at its meet

ing on August 4 was the reorganization of the party's publications. 9 

Action by the Provisional Government had led to the temporary 

closing down of Pravda. Meanwhile, the Military Organization was 

continuing to publish Soldat, and the Petersburg Committee was 

pressing hard for the right to publish its own newspaper. 

Under these circumstances, the CC decided to take over Soldat as 

the party's official organ; neither the MO nor the PK, it was decided, 

should have its own newspaper . In the vote for the editorial board 

Stalin received the highest number of votes, 13, followed by Sokol'ni

kov and Milyutin, each of whom received 12 votes, making Stalin the 

senior editor. 

The CC then took up the question of including Trotsky on the 

editorial board if he should be released from jail. By a slim margin (11 

against, 10 for), the proposal was defeated . For Stalin, however, the 

reprieve was only temporary; freed on September 4, Trotsky showed 

up at a meeting of the CC two days later and was promptly named a 

member of the editorial board. 

Party Publications 

The question of party publications was taken up by the uzkii sostav at 

its eighth session held on August 20. IO Stalin figured in a number of 
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the assignments handed out. He was named a member of the five-man 

editorial board of Vpered, designed to serve as a popular propaganda 

organ of the CC. He was also chosen to serve on the editorial board of 

the party's theoretical journal, Prosveshchenic, whose editorial line was 

defined as that of the Zimmerwald left wing. The party publishing 

house, Rabochii, was to be direct ed by the editorial board already set 

for Vperecl, including Stalin. 

Stalin's membership on the editorial board of Prosveshchenie was 

extremely brief, however. Trotsky writes: 

On the 6th of September-after my liberation from prison-Stalin and 

Ryazanov were replaced on th e editorial board of the theoretical journal 

by Kamenev and me .11 

Thus, another item was added to the growing list of Stalin's griev

ances against Trotsky, all the more galling for Stalin in that it showed 

the party's low estimate of his ability as a theorist in comparison with 

Trotsky and Kamenev. Deutscher comments: 

After the [Sixth] Congress, when the imprisoned leaders, first Kamenev, 

then Trotsky, Lunacharsky and others were gradually released, Stalin 

again withdrew into the twilight of the coulisse.11 

Kamenev under Suspicion 

The first of the imprisoned Bolshevik leaders to be freed on bail was 

Kamenev, during the first week in August. It was to be nearly another 

month, however, before he resumed full-scale ac tivity in the Bolshevik 

party and the Petrograd Soviet. The reason was a new charge against 

him. At its session on August 4, the CC heard a report by Nogin that 

rumors were circulating that Kamenev had collaborated with the Kiev 

office of the Okhrana, the tsarist secret police. 11 If substantiated, the 

rumors would have put an inglorious end to Kamenev's political ca

reer. 

On August 10, the accusation was published by the Ministry of 

Justice and the bourgeois press. In view of the fact that Kamenev was a 

member of the Central Executive Committee (CEC) of the Soviet, 

that body had established a commission to investigate the rumors. At 

its session on August 6, the Bolshevik CC ordered Stalin to contact 

the commission . 14 

Kamenev was formally cleared of the charge on August 30 and 

immediately resumed full-scale political action, attending a session of 

the uzkii sostav on the day of his exoneration as well as taking on 

active participation in the Soviet CEC. 
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Kamenev Seizes the Initiative 

At a session of the Central Executive Committee on August 31 Ka

menev introduced a resolution, "On Power," which immediately be

came a rallying point for the Bolsheviks and for the radical left wing of 

the moderate socialist parties. 15 Consideration and adoption of Ka

menev's resolution was the sole item on the agenda of an enlarged 

meeting of the Bolshevik Central Committee on August 31, with 

representatives of the Bolshevik fraction of the CEC and of the Petro

grad Soviet. 16 

In his resolution, Kamenev called for a fundamental reorganization 

of state power. The Cadet party was to be excluded from the govern

ment, as were representatives of the upper classes in general. The 

government's policies of "compromise and irresponsibility" must be 

"fundamentally altered." The Provisional Government must be re

placed by one "consisting of representatives of the revolutionary pro

letariat and peasantry." The new government must take the following 

measures: 

(I) decreeing a democratic republic; 

(2) immediate abolition of private property in gentry land without re

demption and transfer of the land to management by peasant committees 

until a decision by the Constituent Assembly, with provision of tools for 

the poorest peasants; 

(3) introduction of workers' control over production and distribution on a 

nation-wide scale. Nationalization of the most important branches of the 

economy, including oi l, coal, and metallurgy. Ruthless taxation of large

scale capital and property and the confiscation of war profits; 

(4) proclamation of the secret treaties as invalid and the immediate pro

posal to all the peoples of the belligerent nations of a general democratic 

peace. 

"Immediate measures" to be taken included: 

(I) The halting of all repression of the working clas s and its organ s. Aboli

tion of the death penalty at the front and re storation of full freedom of 

agitation and of all democratic organizations in the army. Purge of the 

counter-revolutionary high command . 

(2) Electability of commissars and other officials by local organizations. 

(3) Establishm ent in practice of the rights of nations living in Russia; first 

of all, satisfaction of the demands of Finland and Ukrain e . 

(4) Abolition of the State Council and the State Duma; immediate convo

cation of the Constituent Assembly. 

(5) Abolition of all class privileges; full equality of citizens. 17 
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Kamenev had done a thorough job. All that was missing from his 

resolution was an explicit call for a new revolution. 

On August 31, the Bolshevik CC adopted Kamenev's resolution 

without change. 18 Stalin was present at the session that discussed and 

adopted it. The protocols record no individual statements, merely 

asserting that "all those present took part in the discussion." It is 

noteworthy, however, that Stalin's first recorded absence in August 

from sessions of the CC took place on the evening of the same day, 

August 3 I, and that he also missed the session of September 3. By his 

vigorous initiative Kamenev had put Stalin in the shade, and it is not 

surprising that Stalin's attendance at CC sessions became irregular. 

It was not only the Bolsheviks, however, who adopted Kamenev's 

resolution. Later on the night of August 31, the Petrograd Soviet held 

a debate on the resolution which lasted through the night and which 

ended at 5:30 A.M. on September I with the rejection of an alternative 

SR proposal and the adoption of Kamenev's resolution. 19 As Rabino

witch points out, 

The August 3 I session marked the first occasion on which a clear majority 

of the deputies present voted with the Bolsheviks on any political issue. 

The leftward shift still fell short, however, of affecting the top 

policy-making echelon in the Soviet. In a lengthy session that ended 

on September 2, the All-Russian Central Executive Committee re

jected Kamenev's resolution as well as an alternative presented by 

Martov on behalf of the Menshevik-lnternationalists, adopting in

stead a resolution drafted by the centrist Mcnsheviks and the SR's 

which favored the early convocation of the Constituent Assembly but 

which meanwhile pledged support to Kerensky's newly hatched five

man Oirectory. 2L1 The Bolshevik spokesmen in the debate were Ka

menev and Ryazanov; Stalin, if present, kept silent. 

Did Stalin collaborate with Kamenev in the preparation of the August 

30 resolution? That possibility is suggested by an editorial, "We De

mand!" published in the August 28 edition of Rabochii put', unsigned 

but attributed to Stalin by the editors of his Worb. 21 

Comparison of Stalin's editorial with Kamencv's resolution reveals 

a high degree of similarity. Virtually every point in Stalin's program 

reappears in Kamenev's resolution. The principal differences lie in the 

organization and formulation of points. By shifting the proposals on 

land, workers' control, and peace to a more prominent position, Ka

menev sharpened the focus on three of the Bolsheviks' principal slo

gans. Reflecting his greater familiarity with governmental agencies 
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and practices, Kamenev included a number of points entirely lacking 

from Stalin's list, for example, the electability of local government 

officials, abolition of the State Council and State Duma, and aboli

tion of all class privileges. 

The major difference between the two documents, however, lay in 

the use to which each was put. For all its comprehensiveness, Stalin's 

editorial remained a paper document, lacking even the author's signa

ture to give it a personal stamp. By contrast, Kamenev's resolution 

was immediately absorbed into the political life of revolutionary Pe

trograd, first in the Bolshevik CC, then in the Petrograd Soviet, 

followed by full debate, though not adoption, in the Central Execu

tive Committee. 

What exactly was Stalin's role in this episode? The near identity of the 

two documents virtually rules out the possibility of coincidence. Did 

Stalin prepare a rough draft, which Kamenev then polished and pre

sented publicly? Or did Stalin obtain a working draft of the document 

from Kamenev, directly or indirectly, and then present it as his own, 

cautiously hiding behind the screen of anonymity? 

Whichever explanation one prefers, the episode is not one in which 

Stalin could take pride. If he did indeed have a hand in the docu

ment's preparation, why did he not acknowledge his part authorship, 

either by signing the August 28 editorial or by publicly identifying 

himself as coauthor of the resolution ? To do so would have lent it 

added weight and authority-after all, Stalin was by now an estab

lished member of the Bolsheviks' leadership, and a Kamenev-Stalin 

resolution, openly sponsored by both men, would have carried more 

weight than one presented by either man alone. 

In this episode, one fact stands out prominently: Stalin's caution, 

his reluctance to commit himself publicly, coupled with a willingness 

to let others take the risk and, if matters turned out favorably, reap 

the rewards of publicity and recognition. 

By the end of August the tempo of revolutionary events was begin

ning to accelerate, creating conditions that favored those willing to 

gamble on an unknown future. This was not Stalin's style, however. 

The qualities and attributes that had hitherto served him were deval

ued in the climactic phase of the revolution now rapidly taking shape. 

The Reemergence of Zinoviev 

Zinoviev remained in hiding throughout most of August. At its ninth 

session, on August 30, the Central Committee took up a proposal by 

Zinoviev that he be authorized to return to party activities. 22 The CC, 
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in response, decided to mount a campaign demanding the freeing of 

party leaders arrested in July and "the return to their posts of the 

prosecuted leaders of the working class-Lenin, Zinoviev, et al." 

Zinoviev made his first postindictment appearance at a meeting of 

the CC on the evening of August 31. He had already begun to con

tribute to the party press: On August 30 an unsigned article by Zino

viev, "What Not to Do," appeared in Rabochii put'. 2l Its thrust was to 

discourage the party in its preparations for an armed uprising, citing 

the example of the Paris Commune of 1871 as a warning. 

Stalin, as senior editor, passed the article for publication without 

comment, an action that Trotsky regarded as characteristic of Stalin's 

lack of full support for the party line. Lenin was quick to rebut Zino

viev's caution in an article written on September 3. 24 Trotsky com

ments, 

Without mentioning Zinoviev, Lenin wrote on September 3, "The refer

ence to the Commune is superficial and even foolish . .. the Commune 

could not at once offer to the people all that the Bolsheviks can offer them 

when they become the government: namely, land to the peasants, imm edi

ate peace prospects ." 

The blow against Zinoviev rebounded at th e editor of the newspaper. 

But Stalin kept silent. Anonymously, he was ready to support any Right 

Wing polemic against Lenin. But he was careful not to involve himself in 

it. At the first sign of danger he stepped aside." 

The Ruckus with the Military Organization 

Meanwhile, Stalin had stirred up a hornets' nest with the Military 

Organization. At its meeting on August 13, the CC named Stalin to 

break the news to the MO that its newspaper, Soldat, was going to be 

taken over by the CC as the official party organ. 26 This would not 

have been an easy assignment under the most favorable conditions, 

but Stalin, by his arrogant and overbearing behavior, managed to 

make it far worse. 

The meeting with the MO took place on August 13. According to 

a formal complaint by the MO to the CC, filed on the fifteenth, 

Comrade Stalin stated that there was no point in his holding talks with 

representatives of the Central Bureau of the MO; that, once a resolution 

had been adopted by the CC, it must be carried out without any discu s

sion. 

Smilga, said the MO, made a similar statement with regard to the 

funds belonging to Soldat. The MO characterized such behavior as 

"inadmissible"; such measures, it said, 
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are not accidental, but from the moment of the change from the former 

composition of the CC have developed into an outright system of persecu

tion and repression of an extremely strange character .... The Central 

Buro of the Military Organization demands from the CC the immediate 

normal regulation of the question as to the form s of th e mutual relations of 

these two organizations, considering that the existing state of affairs hin

ders the work of the Central Buro of the Milit ary Organization in accor

dance with the tasks assigned to it by the All-Ru ssian Conference of 

Military Organizations. z; 

Strong language, directed unmistakably at Stalin. It is not surpris

ing that the MO declaration of August 15 remained buried in the 

archives during the period of Stalin's power; its preservation and 

publication is a stroke of luck for the historian, showing as it does how 

far the Stalin of 1917 had already taken on character traits commonly 

thought of as dating from a much later point in his career. 

The MO's blistering declaration was taken up by the uzkii sostav on 

August 16.28 It flatly rejected the MO's demand for autonomy but 

pointedly refrained from endorsing Stalin's high-handed actions; in

stead, it showed a desire to mollify the MO. "The publication of a 

newspaper for the soldiers," said the CC, 

is recognized as desirable . Such a newspaper is Soldat. The CC entrusts the 

publication of this newspaper to the existing editorial board and delegates 

to it a member of the CC with the right of veto. Naming the editorial 

board is a prerogative of the CC. The Military Buro can propose the 

makeup of the editorial board to the CC. For talks with the Military Buro 

and the establishment of correct relations between them and the CC the 

CC designates Sverdlov and Dzerzhinsky . They are also dire cted to pro

vide temporary supervision of the editorship of Soldat. 

Stalin's behavior in this incident shows how far he had already 

moved in his self-identification with the unchallengeable authority of 

the party. In August 191 7, however, his claim to power could still be 

challenged and curbed. The CC, by its handling of the case, delivered 

an implied reproof to Stalin for his failure to carry out the task to 

which he had been assigned, the takeover of Soldat. The MO's protest 

echoed the reference to Stalin's undesirable "personal characteristics" 

of March (seep. 11). 

For Stalin's current status in the party, the most significant aspect 

of the matter was the CC's decision to send Sverdlov and Dzerzhinsky 

to probe the situation. This was not the first time Sverdlov had been 

called on to clean up one of Stalin's messes; in 1913 he had been sent 

by Lenin to rectify the situation in Pravda's editorial office resulting 

from policies initiated by Stalin of which Lenin disapproved. 
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The August episode served to refresh Sverdlov's impression of Sta

lin's weaknesses and faults of character. When Sverdlov helped to 

choose the team for the seizure of power in October, this shadow over 

Stalin may well have been a significant factor. 

The Kornilov Mutiny 

By the end of the Sixth Congress, Stalin had assimilated the broad 

outlines of Lenin's concept of current power relationships. In the 

events of August Stalin found evidence to confirm his and Lenin's 

view that a right-wing military dictatorship had been or was in the 

process of being established. It was in this context that Stalin viewed 

the Moscow State Conference, which opened on August 12 with 

some twenty-five hundred participants. In an article published on 

August 15 Stalin asserted, 

There is no reason for doubt. Matters are moving toward the establish

ment and legalization of a military dictatorship. 29 

It was under the influence of this concept that Stalin viewed the 

conflict that broke out toward the end of August between Kerensky, 

acting head of the government, and General Lavr Kornilov, com

mander in chief of the army. In an unsigned editorial published on 

August 28, Stalin minimized the significance of the conflict: 

The fight now going on between the coalition government and the Korni

lov party is a contest not between revolution and counter-revolution but 

between two different methods of counter-revolutionary policy.30 

Stalin continued to advance that explanation in his journalistic 

writings of late August and early September. Lacking in Stalin's analy

sis was any recognition of the leading role the party might play in 

using the conflict for its own purposes. 

Lenin's reaction was significantly different. In the rapidly deepen

ing gulf between Kerensky and the army high command Lenin saw 

the opening of a dazzling prospect for the Bolshevik party. On August 

18 and 19 he wrote, 

Our task now would be to take power and to proclaim ourself the govern

ment in the name of peace, land for the peasants, and the convocation of 

the Constituent Assembly .... 

. . . Should a spontaneous movement break out in Moscow today, the 

slogan would be precisely to seize power. 31 

When Lenin learned, on August 30, of the open conflict between 
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Kerensky and Kornilov, he was jubilant. In a confidential message to 

the CC he wrote, 

The Kornilov revolt is a most unexpected (unexpected at such a moment 

and in such a form) and downright unbelievably sharp tum in events .... 

Like every sharp tum it calls for a revision and change of tactics. And, as 

with every revision, we must become extra cautious not to become unprin

cipled. 

What Lenin had in mind was a sharp distinction between supporting 

Kerensky and fighting Kornilov. "We shall fight," Lenin wrote; 

we are fighting Kornilov, just as Kerensky's troops do, but we must not 

support Kerensky. On the contrary, we expose his weakness. That is the 

difference. It is rather a subtle difference, but it is highly essential and must 

not be forgotten . 32 

This strategy, Lenin believed, could lead the party to power. But 

caution and secrecy were imperative: 

we must speak of this as little as possible in our propaganda (remembering 

that even tomorrow events may put power into our hands, and then we 

shall not relinquish it). 31 

The key, Lenin argued, was action by the masses, galvanized into 

action by Bolshevik propaganda and agitation: 

Now is the time for action; the war against Kerensky must be conducted in 

a revolutionary way, by drawing the masses in, by arousing them, by 

inflaming them. H 

Not for a moment did Lenin forget the war: 

In the war against the Germans, action is required right now; immediate 

and unconditional peace must be offered on precise terms. If this is done, either 

a speedy peace can be attained, or the war can be turned into a revolutionary 

war.35 

Lenin's letter to the Central Committee was not intended for pub

lication and therefore presented no problem to Stalin in his capacity 

as senior editor of the party organ. Nonetheless, the letter did create 

an awkward situation for Stalin in its emphasis on the imperative 

need for stirring up the masses against the Kerensky regime, a need 

that could only be met by party leaders with oratorical skills that 

Stalin lacked-but that Trotsky, more than anyone else, possessed in 

full measure. 

From the moment when Lenin's letter of August 30 was received 

and read by the Central Committee, a new phase of the revolution 
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opened, one in which Stalin's innate caution, his dislike for sudden 

shifts in policy, even his smoldering distrust of Lenin's guidance, all 

contributed to place him at a disadvantage. 

Stalin's disadvantage was compounded by the reemergence of 

Lenin's senior lieutenants, Kam enev and Zinoviev, into active politi

cal life and by the meteoric rise of Trotsky. Meanwhile, ignored by 

Stalin and seemingly relegated to a merely administrative role was the 

real master of the party machine, Sverdlov, who worked tirelessly at 

the task of marshaling the party's human resources on behalf of the 

policies laid down by Lenin. Without realizing it, Stalin was being 

outflanked and outmaneuvered. 
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Lenin on the Attack 

The Kornilov mutiny represented a historic turning point in the Rus

sian Revolution-the point at which the Provisional Government lost 

control of the army and, with that loss, the power to shape events. It 

also marked the opening of a split between Lenin and Stalin in their 

evaluation of the current situation and their views on the tactics the 

Bolshevik party should pursue in the changed circumstances. 

For Stalin, the Kornilov mutiny represented nothing new or signifi-

cant. In an August 28 editorial he wrote: 

It is a fact that Kornilov's present action is merely the continuation of the 

notorious machinations of the counter-revolutionary higher army offi

cers .1 

A few days later, Stalin called for a "break with the bourgeoisie and 

landlords" and for the "formation of a government of workers and 

peasants. "2 

That was the formula which Stalin continued to advocate in his 

journalistic writings in late August and early September. Lacking in 

Stalin's concept was any recognition of the leading role the party 

could play by entering directly into the revolutionary process, master

ing it, and imposing a Bolshevik strategy on it. For all his proud boast 
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at the Sixth Congress that he stood on the basis of "creative" Marx

ism, Stalin in August and early September showed no awareness of 

the party's potential for decisive action, at a time when the Provi

sional Government had dealt itself a mortal wound through 

Kerensky's inept handling of the Kornilov mutiny. 

On September 3 Stalin published an unsigned editorial, "The Cri

sis and the Directory," in which he asserted that Kerensky's newly 

formed five-man Directory was in reality a screen for the dominance 

of the Cadets-a screen made plausible by the support given to 

Kerensky by the moderate socialist parties. "An implacable struggle," 

Stalin asserted, 

must be waged against the influence of the Socialist-Revolutionaries on the 

masses, work must be carried on tirelessly to rally the peasants and soldiers 

around the banner of the party of the proletariat. 3 

Stalin's conclusion, like his analysis, amounted to little more than a 

paraphrase of a longer article by Lenin, "From a Publicist's Diary," 

published two days earlier in Rabochii.4 

Stalin missed the Central Committee session on September 3 fo1 

unknown reasons-he was not ill, nor was he absent from the capital. 

The most important business facing the CC was the consideration of 

Lenin's "Letter to the Central Committee of the RSDLP," written on 

August 30, in which he laid out the dual strategy of vigorously enter

ing into the struggle against Kornilov while putting increased pressure 

on Kerensky. 0 

The protocols record only that Lenin's letter "was read." 6 Evi

dently no significant discussion took place. Lenin's boldness and dar

ing found little if any response from a majority of members of the CC, 

including Stalin. 

Lenin Throws Down the Gage: The Central Committee Meeting 

of September I 5 

By mid-September Lenin had reached the conclusion that the time 

was ripe for the Bolshevik party to seize power in the name of the 

workers and peasants. Still in hiding (a secret telegram from the head 

of the Pctrograd Militia ordering his "immediate arrest" was sent out 

on September 14),7 Lenin was forced to communicate with the Cen

tral Committee by letters hand-carried by liaison agents. 

Between September 12 and 14, Lenin wrote a letter to the CC with 

copies to the Petersburg and Moscow party committees, "The Bolshe

viks Must Seize Power." 8 A day or so later he sent a second letter, 

addressed only to the CC, "Marxism and Uprising." 9 The CC consid-
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ered these letters and the challenge they posed at a meeting on Sep

tember 15. IO According to Daniels, 

Smilga, the Bolshevik chief in Helsingfors, took Lenin's letters to Petro

grad on the 15th and turned them over to Krupskaya, who had remained 

in the city. She gave them to Srnlin, who read them to members of the 

Central Committee assembled in Sverdlov's apartment. 11 

Deutscher also asserts that it was Stalin who brought Lenin's letters 

to the CC session of September 15. 12 Despite the fundamental impor

tance of the problem raised by Lenin's letters, the protocols record 

statements on them by only two members of the CC during the 

debate, first Stalin, then Kamenev. 

Comrade Stalin proposes sending the letters to the most important [party] 

organizations with the suggestion that they be discussed. It is decided to 

postpone this to the next CC session. 13 

Thereupon someone proposed keeping only one copy of the letters. 

This proposal was adopted, six to four, with six abstentions. 

For Kamenev, the program outlined in Lenin's letters was down-

right dangerous: 

Comrade Kamenev moved the adoption of the following resolution. After 

considering Lenin's letters, the CC rejects the practical proposals they 

contain, calls on all organizations to follow CC instructions alone and 

affirms once again that the CC regards any kind of demonstration in the 

streets as quite impermissible at the present moment . At the same time the 

CC makes a request to Comrade Lenin to elaborate in a special brochure 

on the question he raised in his letters of a new assessment of the current 

situation and the Party's policy. 

This resolution was defeated; the protocols do not give the exact 

breakdown of the voting. The final action recorded in the protocols 

was the adoption of the following decision: 

CC members in charge of work in the Military Organization and the 

Petersburg Committee are instructed to take measures to prevent demon

strations of any kind in barracks and factories. 14 

This is slim evidence for the line-up of members of the CC, and 

much effort has been expended in an attempt to make out the actual 

stance of individual members of the CC in regard to Lenin's letters. 

What is clear is that the CC as a whole showed no willingness to act in 

accordance with Lenin's wishes. Kamenev's position is the only firmly 

established fact in the situation: he was unalterably opposed. Stalin's 

position is more enigmatic: did his proposal indicate support of Lenin 
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and the desire to increase pressure on the CC to adopt the course of 

action demanded by Lenin, or was it a stalling move, aimed at gaining 

time while not rejecting Lenin's demands outright? Soviet historians 

of the Stalin school had no doubt on this score. For example, 

Yaroslavsky writes: 

Stalin passed severe strictures on Kamenev and thwarted his plans. [There 

is no evidence to support this assertion.] He proposed that Lenin's letters 

be discussed immediately [ this is a barefaced lie] and that copies of them be 

sent to the most important Party organizations for their guidance [italics 

added . Stalin's proposal was for discussion of the letters, not for their use as 

"guidance"]. The Central Committee adopted these proposals [another 

outright lie]. 

Conscious, however, of the thinness of the case for Stalin's acceptance 

of Lenin's demands, Yaroslavsky adds: 

Stalin at this period devoted great attention to the preparation of armed 

uprising, to the formation of a Red Guard, and the arming of the work

ers.15 

The contemporary record provides no support for this assertion. 

More cautiously, the editors of Stalin's Works simply state: 

At a meeting of the Central Committee of the Party, J. V. Stalin opposes 

Kamenev's demand that V. I. Lenin's letters ... should be burned, and 

recommends that they should be circulated for discussion among the big

ger Party organizations. 1" 

For Trotsky, Stalin's motives were clear. Citing "the latest [Soviet] 

commentary," which 

declares that the purpose of Stalin 's proposal was to organize the influence 

of local Party Committees on the CC and to urge it to carry out Lenin's 

directive, 

Trotsky argues, 

Had such been the case, Stalin would have come right out in defense of 

Lenin's proposals and would have countered Kamenev's resolutions 

with-his own! But that was far from his thought. Most of the Committee

men in the provinces were more Rightist than the Central Committee. To 

send them Lenin's letters without the Central Committee's endorsement 

was tantamount to expressing disapproval of them. Stalin's proposal was 

made to gain time and in the event of a conflict to secure the possibility of 

pleading that the local Committees were balking. 

To support his analysis, Trotsky points out that 
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Stalin did not even put in an appearance at the next session [of the CC] 

which met no sooner than five days later [September 25] and the question 

of the letters was not even included in the order of the day. The hotter the 

atmospher e, the colder are Stalin's maneuverings. Ii 

Deutscher tries to mitigate the harshness of Trotsky's evaluation, 

writing, 

Stalin suggested that the letters should be submitted to the major [Party] 

organizations for discussion, which suggested that he supported Lenin 

since any wide discussion of the matter would have tended to commit the 

Party to pass from argument to action ... . In any case, Stalin's proposal 

was not accepted. 18 

One way of identifying Stalin's attitude toward Lenin's proposals is 

to note his behavior as senior editor of Rabochii put'. Roy Medvedev 

writes, 

The sources show that during the decisive days of September and October 

1917, when Lenin was urging immediate preparation for an insurrection, 

Pravda [i.e., Rabochii put'], edited by Stalin, did not carry some of Lenin' s 

articles, or else cut entire paragraphs from them. This behavior on the part 

of Pravda, along with a certain "moderation" in the upper echelon s of the 

Party, provoked sharp protests from him; he even began to communicate 

with Party organizations over the head of the Central Committee . 1" 

A revealing light on Stalin's indecisiveness and procrastination is 

thrown by the contrasting behavior of Sverdlov. Without waiting for 

the CC to make up its mind, Sverdlov, for whom Lenin's word was 

law, took immediate steps to inform the workers at the Putilov factory 

of the substance of Lenin's letters to the CC. 20 

Stalin and the Pre-Parliament 

Stalin missed the next session of the Central Committee, which took 

place on September 20. 21 There had evidently been criticism of his 

work as editor: "Several comrades," reported Sokol'nikov, "had com

plained about the tone of the Central Organ [Rabochii put'] and about 

certain expressions in articles, etc." The CC put off a detailed discus

sion of the matter but affirmed that "the general direction [of the 

Central Organ] fully coincides with the line of the CC." 

Encouraged, no doubt, by this expression of support for his edito

rial work, Stalin attended the next meeting of the CC, on September 

21. 22 Here the question of Bolshevik attendance at the Democratic 

Conference and the Pre-Parliament was the principal item on the 
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agenda. Despite Lenin's insistence on a boycott, the CC decided "not 

to withdraw from the Democratic Conference but merely to recall 

members of our party from the presidium." 

At a conference of the Bolshevik group in the Democratic Confer

ence, held on September 21, Stalin supported Lenin's call for a boy

cott, in opposition to Kamenev and Rykov, who favored atten

dance. 23 It was Trotsky, however, who earned Lenin's approbation; 

learning of Trotsky's advocacy of the boycott at the September 21 

meeting, Lenin wrote, "Trotsky was for the boycott. Bravo, Comrade 

Trotsky!" 24 The conference nevertheless voted 77 to 50 to take part in 

the Pre-Parliament, and at its session of September 21 the CC con

firmed this decision. 25 

Trotsky's Mounting Prominence 

With the release from jail of some of the party's top leaders, Stalin's 

brief eminence was increasingly threatened. At the CC session of 

September 23 (which Stalin did not attend), both Kamenev and Zino

viev put in an appearance, but it was Trotsky who dominated the 

session. 26 First, Trotsky's report on the Democratic Conference was 

formally adopted after a "critical analysis." Next, it was decided to 

appoint Trotsky and Sokol'nikov to a commission of the Democratic 

Conference charged with working out the text of an appeal to all 

nations. 

Trotsky was also named, along with Rykov and Kamenev, to serve 

on the presidium of the Pre-Parliament. It was Trotsky who was cho

sen to speak at a commission of the Democratic Conference, elected 

to negotiate with ministers in the attempt to form a new government. 

Trotsky's services were again enlisted, together with those of Sokol'ni

kov, Bubnov, and Ioffe, to prepare a resolution on the Pre-Parliament 

for the forthcoming party gathering. 

Trotsky's rapid rise in the party was due in large part to his skill as a 

speaker and writer. When the CC met again on September 24 (with 

Stalin present), Trotsky was chosen as Bolshevik candidate for chair

man of the Petrograd Soviet, while Rykov was to be put forward for 

membership on the presidium. 27 At the same session, Sverdlov was 

designated to serve on the commission to prepare the projected Sec

ond Congress of Soviets. It was small consolation to Stalin to find his 

name included with twenty-four others as party nominees for the 

Constituent Assembly. 28 
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The CC Meetings of October 5 and 7: Setting Up Party Machinery 

At the CC session of October 5-the first he had attended in two 

weeks-Stalin successfully proposed the holding on October 10 of a 

party gathering with representatives of the CC and members of the 

Petrograd and Moscow party organizations, timed to coincide with 

the Northern Region Congress of Soviets. zq The idea was not original 

with Stalin, however. The Soviet historian Ye. N. Gorodetsky, citing 

archival evidence, quotes a letter to the CC of October 5 from G. I. 

Bokii, secretary of the Petersburg Committee, which reads, 

Considering the present moment critical for the revolution and consider

ing that extremely great responsibility now falls on our party for the 

further course of events, the E[xecutive] C[ommittee (IK)] of the PK con

siders necessary the immediate calling of a meeting of the CC with Peters

burg and Moscow workers in order to indicate the political line of our 

party. 

On the back of this document, Gorodetsky notes, 

in th e writing of Ya. M. Sverdlov is written: The CC on receiving the 

proposal of the IK PK has decided to call a meeting of the CC with workers 

from the localities. The executive commission will be informed in good 

time concerning the time and place of the meeting. It is proposed to time 

th e meeting for the Northern Oblast Congress of Soviets. 10 

Stalin's modest achievement was promptly overshadowed, more

over, by the omission of his name from a commission to prepare a 

draft program for the forthcoming party congress, the members of 

which were Lenin, Bukharin, Trotsky, Kamenev, Sokol'nikov, and 

Kollontai. 31 

The highlight of the CC session of October 7, which Stalin at

tended, was the naming of Trotsky, Sverdlov, and Bubnov to serve on 

and organize an information bureau under the CC "for the struggle 

against counterrevolution." 12 

Trotsky later recalled Stalin' s role in the establishment of this com-

mittee: 

That very day [Octob er 7], at th e CC session it was decided to organize an 

Information Bureau on Fighting the Counter-Revolution. The deliberately 

foggy name covered a concrete task: reconnais sance and preparation of 

the insurrection. Sverdlov, Bubnov, and I were delegated to organize that 

Bureau. In view of the laconic nature of the protocol and th e absence of 

other documents, the author [i.e., Trot sky] is compelled to resort to his 

own memory at this time. Stalin declined to participate in th e Bureau, 
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suggesting Bubnov, a man of little authority, in place of himself. His 

attitude was one of reserve, if not of skepticism, toward the idea itself. He 

was in favor of an insurrection. But he did not believe that the workers 

and soldiers were ready for action. He lived isolated not only from the 

masses, but even from their Soviet representatives, and was content with 

the refracted impressions of the Party machine. n 

Stalin's refusal to get involved with the technical preparations for an 

uprising was one of the critical factors by which he cut himself off 

from the seizure of power. Agreed in principle to the idea of an 

insurrection, he evidently wanted to avoid committing himself too 

deeply to a risky project whose outcome was unknown. 

The combination of Trotsky and Sverdlov was a powerful one, 

joining the party's most brilliant and effective orator with its master 

organizer. The team of Sverdlov and Trotsky was to dominate the 

climactic events of October, culminating in the seizure of power on 

the twenty-fifth. Stalin's role in the Bolshevik Revolution would be 

determined by what he could contribute to, and what he would be 

asked to contribute, by this team. It was Stalin's misfortune that 

neither Sverdlov nor Trotsky had a high regard for his abilities, nor 

would either man turn to Stalin for help in an emergency. Stalin's role 

in the seizure of power would therefore depend primarily on his own 

perspicacity and energy, his ability to keep pace with the trend of 

events, and his grasp of the strategy as defined by Lenin and imple

mented by party members working under the close supervision of 

Trotsky and Sverdlov. 

Rabinowitch downgrades the importance of the Information Bu-

reau, although he notes its subsequent strengthening: 

Nevsky and Podvoisky from the Military Organization and Latsis and 

Moskvin from the Petersburg Committee were subsequently named to the 

Bureau as well. There is no evidence that the Bureau functioned actively; 

for the time being the Central Committee's primary objective in establish

ing such a body seems to have been to undercut the operation initiated by 

the Executive Commission [of the Petersburg committee]. 14 

But for Stalin, the incident represented another missed opportunity. 

The CC Session of October I 0: Insurrection on the Agenda 

The most famous, most fateful session of the Bolshevik CC took place 

on October I 0. This was not the party gathering that had been ap

proved, on Stalin's proposal, at the CC session of October 5; only 

twelve CC members were present, with no delegates from the Petro-
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grad and Moscow party organizations as in Stalin's proposal. The 

impetus for the October 10 session undoubtedly originated with 

Lenin and enjoyed Sverdlov's full support. For the first time since July, 

Lenin (still in danger of arrest) attended, together with Trotsky, Zino

viev, Kamenev, Stalin, and Sverdlov-the real power center of the 

party-joined by Uritsky, Dzerzhinsky, Kollontai, Bubnov, Sokol'ni

kov, and Lomov (Oppokov). 15 

Sverdlov, as chairman, led off with a rapid but concise survey of 

the political situation in the army on the Rumanian, Lithuanian, and 

Minsk and northern fronts. Lenin then took the floor, to speak on the 

current situation, or, more accurately, to urge in the strongest terms 

that the party commit itself to an armed insurrection in the immediate 

future. "The majority of the population," Lenin argued, 

is now behind us. Politically the situation is completely ripe for a transfer 

of power. 

After discussion, primarily on the urgent need for technical prepara

tion, the CC, by a vote of 10 to 2, adopted the following resolution: 

Recognizing that an armed uprising is inevitable and that its time has 

come, the CC proposes that all organizations of the Party be guided by 

this and from this point of view consider and decide all practical questions 

(Congress of Soviets of the Northern Region, the removal of troops from 

Peter [Petrograd], actions of the Muscovites and Minskites, etc.). 

By their statements at the meeting and by their subsequent conduct, 

Kamenev and Zinoviev identified themselves as the two members who 

voted against the resolution. Stalin can thus be identified as one of the 

majority who voted in favor of an early uprising. His reward took the 

form of inclusion in the seven-man Political Bureau, which was "to 

provide political leadership in the days ahead." 

Was the Political Bureau a forerunner of the later policy-making 

Politburo? Trotsky denies it: 

The new institution, however, turned out completely impracticable. Lenin 

and Zinoviev were still in hiding; Zinoviev, moreover, continued to wage a 

struggle against the insurrection, and so did Kamenev. The political bu

reau in its October membership never once assembled, and it was soon 

simply forgotten-as were other organizations created ad hoc in th e whirl

pool of events. 16 

Deutscher disagrees: 

Thus the institution that was eventually to tower mightily above state, 

party, and revolution was called into being. 
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But he adds, 

The Political Bureau was unable to fulfill the task assigned to it. Zinoviev 

and Kamenev refused to submit to the decision on the insurrection and 

did their utmost to achieve its reversal. Lenin went back into hiding and 

could not take part in the day-to-day preparations. 17 

Fainsod adopts a more positive attitude: 

With the succe ss of the insurrection, its [the Politburo's] purpose was 

achieved, and the PB as originally constituted passed out of existence. 18 

Leonard Schapiro states, 

There is no evidence that this precursor of the Politburo ever functioned. 

The organization of the uprising was in the hands of the Military Revolu

tionary Committee of the Petrograd Soviet, which was formed on 12 

October and of which Trotsky was chairman. 39 

Setting the Date 

Did the CC at its October 10 session set a date for the uprising? 

Deutscher affirms that it did: 

At the same session [of the CC, October 10], 20 October was fixed as the 

day of the insurrection .40 

Trotsky differs: 

it was agreed that the insurrection should precede the Congress of Soviets 

and begin, if possible, not later than October l Sth. 4 1 

The question of a specific date for the uprising was not, however, 

answered at the October 10 meeting of the CC, as can be seen from 

the fact that it was still under discussion at the next meeting of the 

CC, which took place on October 16. 

Did Lenin Meet Stalin on October 8? 

The Central Committee, at its meeting on October 3, resolved to 

propose to Lenin that he move (illegally) to Petrograd, "in order to 

make possible continuous and close contact." 42 

In the period of Stalin's dominance, Soviet historians were under 

orders to portray Stalin, side by side with Lenin, as the leader of the 

armed insurrection for which Lenin had been calling. The exact date 

of Lenin's return to Petrograd was a key element in this attempt to 
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revise the history of the Bolshevik Revolution. Thus, an entry in the 

chronology in volume 3 of Stalin's Works declares under October 8: 

J. V. Stalin discusses preparations for an armed uprising with V. I. Lenin 

who has secretly returned to Petrograd. 43 

Despite prolonged and sometimes acrimonious debate on the exact 

date of Lenin's return to Petrograd, however, Soviet historians have 

admitted that it is impossible to be precise on this key question be

cause of irreconcilable conflicts in the memoir literature and the lack 

of documentary evidence. The carefully prepared "biographical 

chronicle" of Lenin's life, in its volume on March-October 1917, 

provides a concise summary of the debate on this question among 

Soviet historians and concludes, 

Lenin may have returned to Petrograd on one of the days between 3 and 10 

October. 44 

As to Lenin's alleged meeting with Stalin on October 8, Soviet histo

rians in the Khrushchev era no longer accepted it. In a study of Soviet 

historiography on the Bolshevik Revolution, Larry Holmes writes, 

with regard to the period 1957-61, 

No longer was Stalin given a special role in the preparation and leadership 

of the revolt. Stalin was converted into a non-person. The October 8 

meeting between Lenin and Stalin was no longer mentioned. 45 

It would appear, therefore, that the alleged meeting between Lenin 

and Stalin on October 8 was an invention of Soviet historians of the 

Stalin era. 

The earliest irrefutable date for Lenin's presence in Petrograd is 

October 10, the date of the session of the Central Committee which 

he attended in disguise. 

The CC Session of October 16 

Despite its historic significance, the October 10 session of the CC was 

too narrow, its participants were too few, to enact the definitive party 

resolution on the seizure of power. Originally envisioned (by Stalin 

and others) as an enlarged session, the October 10 meeting was actu

ally below full strength. As Daniels has pointed out, several of those 

absent (Rykov, Nogin, Milyutin) would probably have voted against 

the proposal for an armed uprising. 46 

The need for an enlarged session of the CC led on October 16 to a 

meeting that included, besides members of the CC, representatives of 
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the Executive Commission of the Petersburg Committee, the Military 

Organization, the Petrograd Soviet, trade unions, factory-plant com

mittees, the Petrograd regional organization, and railway workers. 

(Contrary to the original plan, no representatives of the Moscow city 

and district committees attended.) 

The purpose of the October 16 meeting is well defined by Rabino

witch: 

reassessment of the party's strategy in the face of the difficulties that had 

developed in implementing the call for an immediate uprising .47 

Sverdlov chaired the session and proposed its three-point agenda: 

reports on the last CC meeting, short reports from representatives, 

and the current situation. 

Lenin dominated the meeting, not only presenting its opening 

report on the October 10 session of the CC but also fighting success

fully for the adoption of his resolution "On the Current Situation" at 

the meeting's conclusion, at 3:30 A.M. on October 17. 

Several items in Lenin's initial presentation deserve comment. A 

difficult point was the relationship between the party and the masses. 

Lenin tried to have it both ways. On the one hand, "the masses were 

supporting us . .. before the Kornilov revolt": 

The Komilov revolt itself pushed the masses even more decisively toward 

us. 

On the other hand, 

One cannot be guided by the mood of the masses for it is changeable and not to 

be calculated; we must go by an objective analysis and assessment of the 

revolution. 

Having thus devalued in advance any pessimistic evaluation of the 

party's policy based on an alleged lack of mass readiness for an armed 

uprising, Lenin added for good measure the international aspect: 

Certain objective faces about the international situation indicate that in 

acting now we will have the whole European proletariat on our side. 

The conclusion, in Lenin's eyes, was obvious: 

A political analysis of the class struggle both in Russia and in Europe 

points to the need for a very determined and active policy, which can only 

be an armed uprising. 411 

To help maintain the momentum and to strengthen Lenin's posi

tion, Sverdlov led off the discussion from local representatives with an 

optimistic report from the Secretariat. The party, said Sverdlov, "has 
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grown on a gigantic scale"; he gave a figure of "no fewer than 400,000" 

for the party's current strength. The increase in numbers was matched 

by an increase in influence: 

Our influence has grown in the same way, especially in the Soviet, and in 

the army and navy. 

But the forces of counterrevolution were also growing in strength and 

organization. Sverdlov went on to report the mobilization of counter

revolutionary forces in the Donetsk district, in Minsk, and on the 

northern front. 49 

The debate that followed was more than spirited; the participants 

fully sensed the gravity of the party's situation. Even Stalin emerged 

briefly from his customary cautious silence to make a statement, lead

ing off with the unimpeachable sentiment that "the right day must be 

chosen for the rising." What that day might be, however, Stalin did 

not say. What he had in mind evidently was a purely theoretical step: 

Why not give ourselves the chance to choose the day and th e conditions 

so the counter-revolution has no chance to organize itself?50 

Even that noncommittal sentiment was not original with Stalin. Mo

lotov, speaking at a meeting of the Petersburg Committee on October 

5, had made the same point more cogently: 

Our task now is not to restrain the masses but to select the most oppor

tune moment for taking power into our own hands . 51 

Like Lenin, Stalin put his faith in the European proletariat: 

There are two lines here: one steers for the victory of the revolution and 

relies on Europe, the second has no faith in the revolution and reckons on 

being only an opposition. 

Stalin argued that the revolution had already begun: 

The Petrograd Soviet has already taken its stand on the road to insurrec

tion by refusing to sanction the withdrawal of troops. Th e navy has 

already rebelled since it has gone against Kerensky.'2 

But Stalin followed Lenin on the basic point, confirmation of the 

October 10 decision on preparation for an uprising. He evidently 

voted with the majority (19 in favor, 2 opposed, 4 abstentions) on 

Lenin's resolution: 

The meeting unreservedly welcomes and entirely supports the CC resolu

tion [of October 10], calls on all [party] organizations and all workers and 
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soldiers to make comprehensive and intensive preparation for an armed 

insurrection and to support the Center created for this by the Central 

Committee and expresses complete confidence that the CC and the Soviet 

will in good time indicate the favorable moment and the appropriate 

methods of attack. 5l 

Since the vote was recorded without the names of those participating, 

it is technically possible that Stalin was one of the four who abstained 

on Lenin's resolution. Zinoviev and Kamenev, it is clear, cast the two 

negative votes. But the weight of evidence indicates that Stalin fol

lowed Lenin on the basic question of preparation for an armed upris

ing. 

Lenin's resolution called for support of "the Center created ... by 

the Central Committee." Did he have in mind the seven-man Political 

Bureau, which the CC had established on October 10? Or did this 

statement anticipate an action to be taken toward the conclusion of 

the October 16 session in which the Military-Revolutionary "Center" 

was actually set up? The step was taken by the CC meeting alone (i.e., 

without the participation of the nonparty, non-CC delegates present 

at the meeting). The center was to consist of five men: Sverdlov, 

Stalin, Bubnov, Uritsky, and Dzerzhinsky. 54 The protocols do not 

record who introduced the resolution to create this body, but clearly it 

must have had Lenin's backing. It was to function as a component of 

"the Soviet Revolutionary Committee," that is, the Military Revolu

tionary Committee (MRC), which the Petrograd Soviet had estab

lished on October 9. 

Stalin's presence on this body has lent it a prominence out of 

keeping with its undistinguished and unrecorded existence. As Dan

iels has noted, 

The center never functioned as a separate group, but the decision estab

lishing it did serve as the factual basis for the legend proclaimed in the 

official history later on that Stalin was the man in charge of the uprising ." 

The composition of the center sufficiently indicates that it could 

not have functioned in any really authoritative way. Uritsky, Bubnov, 

and Dzerzhinsky were second- or third-level party functionaries; 

Sverdlov and Stalin were promising but not yet dominant leaders. 

Trotsky's absence can be explained as the result of the provision that 

the center was to function as part of the MRC, which Trotsky con

trolled. Kamenev and Zinoviev, who had been included in the Politi

cal Bureau, had, by October 16, taken such a resolute stand against 

the decision for an armed uprising that they could no longer be 
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considered for membership in a body set up to implement the deci

sion. 

Stalin's membership in the October 16 center, like his membership 

in the October 10 Political Bureau, was not, however, a guarantee that 

he would actually be allotted a prominent role in the seizure of power. 

It was, rather, an opportunity for him to take a leading role in a 

complex undertaking with enormous possibilities but also with great 

risks. 

Most Western writers have downgraded the significance of both the 

Political Bureau and the Military-Revolutionary Center, pointing out 

that there is no documentary evidence that either body actually 

functioned as such. Soviet historian I. I. Mints has a point, however, 

when he charges that the Western views are based on a misunder

standing of the way in which the two bodies actually functioned. As 

Mints sees it, establishment of the bodies was simply a designation of 

the party figures who served as members to report for duty in the 

activities under way. 56 Even if one accepts Mints's point, however, the 

fact remains that Stalin failed to take advantage of his membership on 

the two committees to make his own contribution to the seizure of 

power. Secure in his newspaper office, out of touch with current 

developments, ignorant of the strategy actually being followed in the 

Bolshevik uprising, Stalin was the victim of his own temperament

and of the low evaluation Trotsky and Sverdlov had formed of his 

character and abilities. 

Formation and Development of the Military Revolutionary Committee 

On October 9 at a meeting of the Petrograd Soviet, Trotsky intro

duced a resolution calling for the creation of a "revolutionary defense 

committee," 

the primary purpose of which was to become fully familiar with all infor

mation relating to the defense of the capital and to take all possible steps to 

arm workers in order to facilitate the revolutionary defense of Petrograd 

and the safety of the public from the attacks being openly prepared by 

military and civil Kornilovites. 57 

Trotsky's resolution was at first rejected in favor of a rival SR

Menshevik one by "a narrow margin," but this vote was reversed at 

"an unusually crowded and lively plenary session of the Petrograd 

Soviet later the same evening." 

On that basis the Soviet proceeded to establish the Military Revo-
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lutionary Committee, which Rabinowitch aptly describes as "the in

stitution used by the Bolsheviks in the following days to subvert and 

overthrow the Provisional Government." 

Did Stalin Understand and Support Trotsky's Strategy of Insurrection? 

According to Rabinowitch, Trotsky was the party's "most influential 

spokesman" for the strategy of linking the overthrow of the Provi

sional Government with the convocation and policies of the Second 

All-Russian Congress of Soviets. 58 Rabinowitch regards Stalin as one 

of "a significant number of ... top Bolsheviks" who shared this view. 

Rabinowitch doe s not, however, provide any evidence to verify Sta

lin's support for the strategy devised by Trotsky and implem ented 

under his direction. It is open to serious doubt, in fact, that Stalin did 

(a) fully understand and (6) effectively support this strategy. His arti

cles and editorials during this period referred instead to an "armed 

uprising" of the workers and poor peasants rather than to action by 

the Bolshevik party. Of course, it can be argued that in his journalistic 

writings Stalin was helping to provide cover for the clandestine prepa

rations under way to carry out the seizure of power. Read at their face 

value, however, Stalin's writings of this period call for a nationwide 

armed uprising in which the role of the party is either not stated at all 

or is restricted to th e level of providing slogans and general guidance 

to the mass movement. 

It is also true that Stalin later defended against Lenin the way in 

which the seizure of power was carried out in 1917, especially the 

prominent role assigned to the Congress of Soviets. 59 But it is doubtful 

that Stalin saw things so clearly at the time. Unwilling to acknowledge 

the leading role played by Trotsky in the seizure of power, Stalin by 

1923 had convinced himself that he, Stalin, had been part of the 

Bolshevik leadership which, against Lenin's advice, had engineered 

the coup in October 1917. 

Kamenev and Zinoviev Break Ranks, with Stalin's Tacit Support 

Continuing his opposition to Lenin's demand for an armed uprising, 

Kamenev on October 18 took the grave step of publishing a statement 

setting forth his and Zinoviev's views in a nonparty newspaper, 

Maxim Gorky's Novaya zhizn'. Lenin's furious reaction, in a letter to 

the CC written on October 19, was to demand the expulsion of the 

two "strike-breakers" from the party. 60 

On the same day, Zinoviev wrote a brief letter to the editorial 
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board of Rabochii put' in which he attempted to minimize the serious

ness of the split. "For a number of reasons," Zinoviev wrote, 

I am obliged to refrain from making a detailed analysis of this polemic 

now. I will only say that my real views on the subject in dispute are very 

far from those with which Comrade Lenin takes issue .... Endorsing 

yesterday's statement by Comrade Trotsky in the Petrograd Soviet of 

Workers' and Soldiers' Deputies, I think that we are quite able to close 

ranks and defer our disputes until circumstances are more favorable. 01 

It was Stalin's responsibility, as senior editor of Rabochii put', to decide 

whether or not to print Zinoviev's letter. Not only did Stalin choose 

to print it-he added an unsigned editorial comment that endorsed it 

and, for good measure, criticized Lenin's letter: 

FROM THE EDITORIAL BOARD . We in our turn express the hope that with 

Comrade Zinoviev's statement (and also Comrade Kamenev's state

ment in the Soviet), the matter may be considered closed. The sharp 

tone of Comrade Lenin's article does not change the fact that, funda

mentally, we remain of one mind. 62 

It was with Stalin's demonstration of the spirit of "forgive and 

forget" fresh before their eyes that the Central Committee met on 

October 20.63 With Lenin still in hiding, it fell to Trotsky to expose 

and condemn Stalin's untimely gesture of reconciliation. The publica

tion of Zinoviev's letter and of the unsigned editorial comment was 

"inadmissible," said Trotsky. Kamenev's resignation from the CC, he 

added, should be accepted. 

Still in search of broad party unity, Stalin demurred; the protocols 

succinctly record his statement: 

Comrade Stalin considers that K[amenev) and Z[inoviev] will submit to 

CC decisions and shows that our whole position is contradictory: he 

maintains that expulsion from the Party is no remedy, what is needed is to 

preserve Party unity; he proposes that these two Comrades should be 

required to submit but be kept in the CC. 

At this point Sokol'nikov, the junior member of the editorial 

board of Rabochii put', could contain himself no longer. Unwilling to 

share responsibility for the anonymous editorial note, Sokol'nikov 

reports that he had no part in the editorial statement on the subject of 

Zinoviev's letter, and considers this statement a mistake. 

Thus, as the result of Trotsky's insistence and Sokol'nikov's dis

claimer, Stalin stood revealed as the anonymous defender of Kamenev 

and Zinoviev. When a vote was taken on Kamenev's resignation from 
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the CC, Stalin experienced a new rebuff; the vote was 5 to 3 in favor 

of accepting Kamenev's resignation. 

Earlier in the session Stalin had proposed deferring to the next 

session of the CC consideration of Lenin's letter dem anding the ex

pulsion of Kamenev and Zinoviev from the party. This proposal was 

now formally rejected-another rebuff to Stalin. Giving further ex

pression to its sober, determined mood, the CC then unanimously 

approved a proposal by Milyutin 

that not a single member of the CC should have the right to come out 

against decisions passed by the CC. 

Although he voted for this proposal, Stalin could not help seeing it 

as an implied repudiation of his attempt to defend Kamenev and 

Zinoviev. His response was drastic: he announced his withdrawal from 

the editorial board of Rabochii put'. The CC, howev er, resolved that 

in view of the fact that Comrade Stalin's statement in today's issue [of 

Rabochii put'] was made in the name of the editorial board and has to be 

discuss ed by the ed itorial bo ard, it is decided to pass on to the next 

busine ss without discussing Comrade Stalin's statement or accepting his 

resignation. 

Before it broke up, the CC endorsed a proposal by Trotsky that 

all our organizations can go into our revolutionary center and di scuss any 

question of interest to them in our group there. 

A few minutes later, Trotsky stressed the need for int erested parties 

"to keep in contact with the Military Revolutionary Committee at

tached to the Soviet," in effect defining the MRC as the real center of 

action in preparation for the uprising . 

Stalin's inglorious performance at the October 20 session of the CC 

must have left him with wounded feelings. His attempt to play the role 

of peacemaker had been unceremoniously rebuffed, with Trotsky fig

uring as his principal critic. His grand gesture of resigning as editor of 

Rabochii put' had not even merited discussion. 

Setting the Agenda for the Congress of Soviets 

Considering the setbacks that Stalin had sustained at the October 20 

session of the CC, and having in mind his extreme touchiness, one 

might have expected him to miss the next session of the CC, held on 

October 21 _M Surprisingly, how eve r, Stalin not only attended th e 

session but made a number of substantial contributions to its work. 

In response to a report by Dzerzhin sky on the "complete disorgani-
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zation" of the Executive Committee of the Petrograd Soviet, the CC 

resolved to send ten of its members to join the Executive Committee 

and work there; Stalin was one of the ten. But this was a sideshow of 

minor importance; the real business of the session was to formalize 

plans for the now imminent Second All-Russian Congress of Soviets. 

It was Stalin who defined the congress's agenda. He proposed that 

reports for the congress be prepared on five subjects: the war, state 

power, control, the national question, and the land. Sverdlov sug

gested that a preliminary meeting of the Bolshevik fraction of the 

congress was necessary and proposed that he himself, together with 

Stalin and Milyutin, be designated for work in the group. 

Stalin then proposed that a comrade be sent to Moscow "demand

ing that the Moscow delegation come immediately." In preparation 

for their arrival, Stalin continued, it was necessary to prepare theses 

on the most important current issues, and he offered the following 

agenda: 

A report by Lenin on land, the war, and power, on workers' control, by 

Milyutin, on the national question, which Stalin would handle, and on 

the current situation, by Trotsky. To this Milyutin added an additional 

report on "rules of procedure," to be given by Sverdlov. 

"All of this," the protocols state, was approved. 

Stalin had reason to be satisfied with his performance at the Octo

ber 21 session. Not only had his proposals dealing with urgent ques

tions been accepted, but he was a member of two new gatherings, the 

ten-man delegation to beef up the Executive Committee of the Petro

grad Soviet and the three-man group to report to the Bolshevik frac

tion of the Congress of Soviets. If his ego had been bruised by the 

rebuffs he had experienced at the October 20 session, he seems to 

have put that aside and returned the following day with the perfor

mance of a real party leader. The auspices were highly favorable, then, 

for Stalin's successful participation in the Bolshevik seizure of power. 

It is in this context that we must evaluate Stalin's puzzling failure at 

the crucial moment. The problem begins with another CC session. 

Stalin and the Military Revolutionary Committee 

By his selection as a member of the Military-Revolutionary Center at 

the October 16 session of the CC, Stalin was also added to the rapidly 

developing Military Revolutionary Committee. Yet in all the docu

mentary or memoir literature on the MRC in those crucial days, there 

is not a single reference to Stalin's having participated in any way as 

an MRC functionary. 
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Part of the reason for his failure to ac t was that the CC, whose 

sessions Stalin attended on an irregular basis, was slow to acknowl

edge the importan ce of the MRC. Rabinowitch points out that 

the published record of the Central Committee's activities during these 

days revea ls that at it s meetings scant attention was paid to the operations 

of th e Military Revolutionary Committee; the Central Committee now 

devoted most of its time to internal party matter s.6 i 

It was in the Petrograd Soviet, however, not the CC, that the MRC 

originated and developed. Rabinowitch notes that 

at no time during the first half of October was the question of forming a 

nonparty institution like the Military Revolutionary Committee eve r 

rai sed in the Central Committee. 6'' 

Under these circumstances it is understandable that Stalin, whose 

views were limited to his participation in meetings of the CC and his 

duties as senior editor of Rabochii put', should have failed to realize the 

significance and potential of the new nonparty body. Stalin was given 

plenty of opportunity to take part in the work of the MRC and 

thereby to play a significant role in the seizure of power, but he failed 

to so do. 

The explanation lies partly in Stalin's own character and limita

tions, but equally in the evaluation of them by those directing the 

work, above all, Trotsky and Sverdlov. It was their failure to ca ll on 

Stalin for any task connected with the uprising which sealed his fate. 

Lomov, a member of the MRC, later recalled a tense moment on 

the morning of October 24, when the Kerensky government was 

taking the offensive. Roused from a troubled sleep by the ringing of a 

telephone, Lomov heard Trotsky summon him with the words, 

'"Kerensky is on the offensive ... we need everyone at Smolny."' 6i 

Everyone-except Stalin . 

The CC Meets without Stalin 

Early on the morning of October 24, the government launched an 

attack on the Bolshevik press, aimed at shutting down the Bolshevik 

new spap ers Soldat and Rabochii put'. On Keren sky' s orders a detach

ment of cadets and police raided the print shop, seized a bundle of the 

day's issue of Rabochii put', and smashed some matri ces. On comple

tion of the raid, the troops sealed th e entrance to the print shop and 

departed, leaving behind a guard. 

The fact that the government's first overt action against the Bolshe

viks was an attack on their press may help to explain why Stalin-
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senior editor of the party organ-remained in his office at a time when 

most other Bolshevik leaders were assembling at Bolshevik headquar

ters in the Smolny for a hastily convened meeting of the CC orga

nized by Sverdlov. 

In an article published several years ago, I argued that it was proba

bly the rebuffs Stalin suffered at the October 20 session of the CC 

which led to his failure to attend the crucial October 24 session and 

thus to miss the opportunity for making any significant contribution 

to the Bolshevik seizure of power. 68 In light of the protocols of the 

October 21 session, however, that judgment must be reconsidered. 

Certainly Stalin was hurt by developments at the October 20 

session-his tender of resignation as editor of the party organ is suffi

cient proof of this. Nevertheless, he mustered sufficient courage not 

only to attend the next session of the CC, on October 21, but to make 

a number of useful contributions to its work . Thus, the evidence 

indicates that Stalin was able to rise above personal considerations 

and submerge his feelings in the common cause. 

All the more puzzling, therefore, is Stalin's absence from the CC 

session of October 24 at which last-minute preparations and assign

ments for the seizure of power were made. 69 The absence of Stalin's 

name from the assignments is striking. Here is the list: 

Bubnov-railroads 

Dzerzhinsky-post and telegraph 

Milyutin-food supplies 

Podvoisky-observation of the Provisional Government (changed to 

Sverdlov, after objections by Podvoisky) 

Kamenev and Vinter (Berzin)-negotiations with the Left SRs 

Lomov and Nogin-information to Moscow 

So far, all assignments had been to members of the CC. Sverdlov, 

however, in response to an urgent demand by Trotsky for establish

ment of a reserve headquarters at the Peter and Paul Fortress, pro

posed giving these tasks to Lashevich, not a member of the CC. The 

committee voted in favor of this proposal, adding G. I. Blagonravov, 

also a nonmember of the CC, and designated Sverdlov himself to 

exercise continuous contact with the fortress. The assignment of 

Lashevich and Blagonravov to a key sector of the uprising is especially 

striking. As Trotsky later wrote, 

When the parts were being assigned to the various actors in that drama, 

no one mentioned Stalin or proposed any sort of appointment for him. He 

simply dropped out of the game. 70 

By contrast, Kamenev, for all his doubts about the uprising, did 
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attend the October 24 session of the CC, showing a full awareness of 

its historic importance by proposing that "no CC member should be 

able to leave the Smolny today without special permission of the CC," 

a proposal that was promptly approved. Kamenev was also given an 

assignment: he and Vinter (Berzin) were named to negotiate with the 

Left SRs. 

The assignment of Bolsheviks to tasks continued throughout the 

day on October 24 as delegates arrived for the Congress of Soviets. 

According to Gorodetsky, 

Arriving Bolshevik delegates were imm ed iately includ ed in the work of the 

preparation of the uprising. They talked with the leading workers of the 

CC and immediately received assignments. ii 

In the heat of the action, Stalin's absence went unnoticed. We should 

not overlook the possibility that Stalin was ignorant about what was 

going on. Having declined a role in the Information Bureau of Octo

ber 7 and having failed to take advantage of his appointment to the 

Political Bureau of October 10 and the Military-Revolutionary Center 

of October 16, Stalin may simply have been in the dark about the 

whole operation. Evidence to support this judgment is provided by 

Stalin himself, in the form of an editorial that he contributed to the 

October 24 number of Rabochii put' . Since this editorial has attracted 

widespread interest among historians of the revolution, it deserves 

close attention. 

"What Do We Need?" 

The editorial that Stalin wrote for the October 24 issue of Rabochii 

put' (but that he did not sign) can be described as an orthodox Lenin

ist analysis of the course of the revolution from February to October. 72 

It was, wrote Stalin, "the workers and soldiers who overthrew the tsar 

in February ." Unfortunately, however, 

the workers and soldiers voluntarily turn ed over th e power to representa

tives of the landlords and capitalists. 

That, wrote Stalin, 

was a fatal mistake on the part of the victors. And for this mistake the 

soldiers at th e front and the peasants in the rea r are now paying dearly. 

As a consequence of this mistake, Stalin continued, the workers have 

"received" high prices and starvation, lockout s and unemployment. 
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The peasants 

have "received" ... arrests of their deputies and punitive expeditions. 

The soldiers have "received" 

a protracted war, which it is intended to prolong until next autumn. 

Finally, said Stalin, the people h ave seen their hopes for an early 

convocation of the Constituent Assembly disappear, since 

it is now obvious that the enemies are preparing to torpedo it outright. 

What is to be done? "This mistake must be rectified at once." Echoing 

Lenin's urgent appeals, Stalin warned, 

The time has come when further procrastination is fraught with disaster 

for the whole course of the revolution. 

Therefore, 

The present government of landlords and capitalists must be replaced by a 

new government, a government of workers and peasants. 

The present impostor government which was not elected by the people 

and which is not accountable to the people must be replaced by a govern

ment recognized by the people, elected by the representatives of the work

ers, soldiers and peasants, and accountable to th eir repre sentative s. 

The Kishkin-Konovalov government should be replaced by a govern

ment of the Soviets of Workers', Soldiers' and Peasants' Deputies. [Nikolai 

Kishkin was minister of the interior in the Provisional Government. Alex

ander Konovalov was deputy premier and minister of industry.] 

On the key question, how this is to be done, Stalin sketched the 

outlines of an organized but peaceful popular uprising. He urged his 

readers 

to muster all your forces, rise up as one man, organize meetings and elect 

your delegations and, through them, lay your demands before the Con

gress of Soviets whi ch opens tomorrow in the Smolny. 

Stalin brushed aside the idea that there might be risks or uncertainties 

in such a course of action: 

If you all act solidly and staunchly no one will dare to resist the will of the 

people. The stronger and the mor e organized and powerful your action, 

the more peacefully will the old government make way for the new. And 

then the whole country will boldly and firml y march forward to the 

conquest of peace for the people, land for the peasants, and bread and 

work for th e starving. 
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Stalin closed by repeating his basic view: 

A new government must come into power, a government elected by the 

Soviets, recallable by the Soviets and accountable to the Soviets. 

Only such a government can ensure the timely convocation of the 

Constituent Assembly . 

Stalin's October 24 editorial shows that he had absorbed some of 

Lenin's sense of urgency, but it demonstrates equally clearly that he 

had failed to grasp Lenin's acceptance of the fact that a Bolshevik 

seizure of power in the name of the soviets would almost certainly lead 

to a prolonged and bitter civil war. There was no hint in Stalin's 

editorial that the use of armed force would be necessary to conquer 

power and to defend it. Nor was there the slightest sign of recognition 

that the Bolsheviks, aided by the Left SRs, could achieve victory by 

timely action in the exercise of what Lenin called "the art of insurrec

tion." 

So far out of line with reality, in fact, was Stalin's October 24 

editorial that few Western historians believe that it was intended to be 

taken at face value . Rabinowitch, for example, sees Stalin's editorial as 

being squarely in line with Bolshevik policy: 

The continuing emphasis of th e Bolshevik Central Committee and the 

Military Revolutionary Committee on the role of the Congress of Soviets 

in completing the task of subverting the Provisional Government and creat

ing a revolutionary soviet regime was nowhere more clearly reflected than 

in the lead editorial prepared by Stalin for the edition of Rabochii put ' 

which reached the streets some time after midday on O cto ber 24." 

Stalin, however, said nothing about "completing" the task of subvert

ing the Provisional Government; for him, the entire action was to 

consist of "organiz[ing) the workers," "elect[ing] your delegates" and 

"lay[ing) your demands before the Congress of Soviets." 

For Deutscher, the defensive spirit of the editorial was part of "the 

cautious camouflage of the insurrection."i-l In the late Stalin period, 

according to Holmes, Stalin's editorial 

was regarded [by Soviet historians] as an appeal to the populace to begin 

the revolt. According to historian s, Stalin convoked the TsK [CC]. which 

then ordered the VRK [MRC] to begin the revolt. 

During the brief period of the anti-Stalin campaign, Soviet histo

rians belatedly recognized that the editorial did not reflect favorably 

on Stalin's role. According to Holmes, 
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Historians [i.e., Soviet historians) not only complained that previous [So

viet) historiography exaggerated Stalin's positive contribution, but also 

asserted that Stalin was one of the key opponents to Lenin's plan for a 

socialist revolution. Stalin's October 24 article . . . was termed anti

Leninist. Directly refuting Stalinist historiography, it was asserted that the 

article did not call for revolution but appealed for peaceful transfer of 

power to Soviets. 75 

Stalin Speaks to the Bolshevik Fraction 

Stalin did not spend the entire day on October 24 at his editorial 

office. In the afternoon, together with Trotsky, he attended a meeting 

of the newly arrived Bolshevik delegates to the forthcoming Second 

Congress of Soviets. No exact record of what he said on that occasion 

has been preserved, but fortunately one of the delegates, a certain 

Zhakov, attended the meeting and shortly thereafter summarized it in 

a letter that was later published in Proletarskaia revoliutsiia. 

As reported by Zhakov, both Stalin and Trotsky emphasized the 

defensive character of the strategy being pursued by the Military 

Revolutionary Committee. According to Zhakov, 

Stalin gave a speech about the latest reports available to the CC (RSDLP). 

From the front they're coming over to us. One Latvian regiment came 

over to us, [but was) detained. [There is) wavering in the Provisional 

Government. Today at 5-6 o'clock [they] are sending [someone) for nego

tiations . 

. . . the CC of the Party of SRs asked what is the purpose of the Military 

Revolutionary Committee-uprising or defense of order? If the former, we 

will recall [our representatives]. (In the Committee Left-SRs are active.) We 

of course replied, order, defense. They left their [people in the committee). 

Sailors arrested 50 junkers. In the Military Revolutionary Committee there are 

two tendencies (1) immediate armed uprising, (2) first, to gather forces. The CC 

RSDLP supports the latter. The [cruiser) Aurora has asked whether to fire on 

attempts to raise the bridge. We recommended not firing. In any case the 

bridge will be ours, and the Troitsky bridge will be defended. There is 

mutiny among the junkers and the armed troops. We have special weap

ons for beating off the armored troops. Rabochii put' is being set up. The 

telephones so far are not ours. (Within two minutes news was received 

that an armored troop soldier, posted by the government at the Central 

Station, is a Bolshevik, and the telephones have come over to the side of 

the government.) The post office is ours. Two regiments are coming from 

the front to help us. The bicycle troops called from the front to subdue us 

have sent a delegation with a Bolshevik resolution and are asking whether 

to come to our aid or to return to the front. 76 
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Thanks to Zhakov's brief summary, we have a fairly clear picture of 

Stalin's state of mind and fund of information on the afternoon of 

October 24. By this time, evidently, Stalin was aware that widespread 

action was under way aimed at subverting the Provisional Govern

ment. Stalin's remarks point to the conclusion, however, that his 

information was gleaned principally from the CC; his data on the 

MRC's actions and policies are seco nd-hand, reflecting a CC point of 

view rather than one based on first-hand experience. It is also clear 

that by the afternoon of the twenty-fourth Stalin had come to the 

Smolny and was trying to keep abreast of the rapidly changing situa

tion. He showed no awareness, however, of the fact that the CC had 

held a meeting earlier in the day, or that specific assignments in 

support of the uprising had been made to other members of the CC. 

These impressions are reinforced by one of the rare glimpses available 

of Stalin's mood at this time. 

On the Eve 

According to Anna Allilueva, Stalin came back to his apartment on 

the evening of October 24 in a jubilant mood. She quotes him as 

saying, 

"Yes, everything is ready. Tomorrow we act. All city districts are in our 

hands. We will seize power."" 

Allilueva's testimony is valuable, even if we discount her ability years 

later to recall Stalin's exact words. What she reports is in general 

agreement with other evidence, including Zhakov's letter. 

In the official record, the Bolshevik Central Committee meeting on 

the morning of October 24 was the last to be held before the seizure of 

power. Recently, however, Ye. A. Lutsky, a Soviet historian, has ad

vanced the claim that an unscheduled meeting of the CC took place 

at Bolshevik headquarters in the Smolny on the night of October 24/ 

25. Lutsky recognizes that no official protocol of such a meeting ha s 

been found, and he candidly admits that the evidence for it comes 

either from unpublished archival sources or from memoirs published 

as late as 195 7. iH Nevertheless, the case he makes deserves serious 

consideration, not least because of it s bearing on Stalin's role in the 

seizure of power. 

Lutsky names the hours from 2 to 5 A.t..t. on October 25 as th e time 

of the meeting. He believes ten members of the CC were present, 

including Lenin, Zinoviev, Kamenev, Trotsky, and Stalin. Missing 

were all but one member of the Military-Revolutionary Center-
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Bubnov, Dzerzhinsky, Sverdlov, and Uritsky. The odd man out (or in) 

was Stalin. The other members of the center, in Lutsky's words, "were 

occupied with organizational-operational matters arising out of the 

armed uprising." Stalin's presence at the meeting in the Smolny there

fore constitutes further proof that he had been assigned no part in the 

action to overthrow the Provisional Government. 

Reports on the current status of the uprising, according to Lutsky, 

constituted part of the work of the session, but its main function was 

to plan for the establishment of the new government. Following a 

proposal advanced earlier by Lenin, the meeting adopted the title, 

"Worker-Peasant Government." The old term "minister" for a cabinet 

member carried too many associations with the old regime. In its place 

Lenin proposed "commissar," in part because it had been used by the 

Paris Commune. Although Lutsky does not say so, it was Trotsky 

who suggested adding "people's." The executive of the new govern

ment, accordingly, would be styled "the Council [Soviet] of People's 

Commissars." Trotsky remembered Lenin's delight: "That's splendid; 

smells terribly of revolution." 79 To no one's surprise, Lenin agreed to 

head the new regime. 

Recognizing that peasant support would be vital, the meeting gave 

top priority to drafting a "Decree on the Land," using the SR land 

program as the basis. According to Lutsky, that action concluded the 

session. 

Not all Stalin's biographers consider his inactivity a problem; 

Tucker, for example, passes over it in silence, while Ulam offers the 

ingenious explanation that Stalin's assigned task was precisely not to 

expose himself to arrest by taking an active part in the uprising but to 

remain in the background, as part of a reserve party center, ready to 

take responsibility in case the insurrection misfired. so 

Of all Stalin's Western biographers, it was Deutscher who felt most 

acutely the need to rationalize and explain Stalin's absence from the 

action on October 24. Deutscher writes, 

It is not possible to find any alternative explanation for Stalin's absence or 

inactivity at the headquarters during the rising. But the queer and undeni

able fact remains .81 

The Soviet historian Gorodetsky faults Stalin for his "mistaken" posi

tion on the twenty-fourth, as manifested by the editorial "What Do 

We Need?" and by his emphasis on the defensive aspect of the MRC 

in his speech to the Bolshevik fraction that afternoon. 82 But Goro

detsky makes no attempt to explain Stalin's misfire. Can a satisfactory 

answer be found to the question that puzzled Deutscher ? Part of the 

answer, as I have indicated, lies not in Stalin himself but in the failure 
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by others, notably Trotsky and Sverdlov, to bring him actively into 

the preparation and execution of the uprising. 

Yet Stalin had behaved well in the July Crisis and had effectively 

shared with Sverdlov direction of the Sixth Party Congress. Thus, 

Stalin's record included a number of positive aspects. Sverdlov was 

too objective in his evaluation of a party comrade's capabilities, in any 

case, to let personal feelings block his use of each individual's capaci

ties in the way best calculated to advance the party's cause. In Octo

ber, Sverdlov either personally sponsored or acquiesced in the desig

nation by others of Stalin's assignment to a number of potentially 

important party bodies, the Political Bureau of October 10 and the 

Military-Revolutionary Center of October 16 being the most signifi

cant. It was up to Stalin, however, to grasp his opportunity and join 

his comrades in the challenging task at hand. This he conspicuously 

failed to do, just as he failed to attend the decisive October 24 meeting 

of the CC. Neither Sverdlov nor Trotsky thought highly enough of 

Stalin to make certain of his attendance. Their failure to notify Stalin 

of the October 24 session can be reckoned among the basic factors 

accounting for the "queer and undeniable fact" that puzzled Deut

scher. 

What about Stalin's own evaluation of the situation and his place 

in it? Can the hurt feelings generated by the October 20 CC session 

provide all or part of the answer? In my 1977 article I laid emphasis on 

that factor, using the protocol of the CC session of October 20 as my 

principal basis, while recognizing that other factors were involved. 

The chief obstacle to acceptance of the "hurt feelings" explanation 

is that Stalin not only attended the next session, on October 21, but 

virtually dominated it. If one triangulates three clusters of data-the 

protocol of the October 21 session, Stalin's October 24 editorial, 

"What Do We Need?" and his speech to the Bolshevik fraction on the 

afternoon of October 24-a different explanation emerges. In this 

reading we have Stalin rebounding from the, for him, highly unsatis

factory session of October 20 by coming back on the following day 

with a positive program for moving closer to the seizure of power. 

First, he outlined the agenda for a series of reports by Bolshevik 

leaders at the forthcoming Congress of Soviets. A little later he filled 

in the blanks by naming specific party leaders, including Lenin and 

Trotsky, to deliver reports, with Stalin himself taking responsibility 

for the national question. 

At the same session the CC members showed their regard for 

Stalin by naming him to two new groups: a detachment of prominent 

party figures charged with strengthening the Executive Committee of 

the Petrograd Soviet and a three-man group (Sverdlov, Stalin, and 
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Milyutin) designated to speak to the incoming Bolshevik delegates to 

the Congress of Soviets. (Later, this was changed-Sverdlov and Mil

yutin dropped out, and Trotsky joined Stalin in addressing the dele

gates.) 

On the basis of these data a hypothesis can be established along the 

following lines: Stalin, by the afternoon of October 24, and possibly a 

few hours earlier, had become aware of the existence of the Military 

Revolutionary Committee. He had not, however, grasped the fact 

that the MRC, acting in close cooperation with the CC and the MO, 

had assumed responsibility for carrying out the uprising . For Stalin, as 

his speech to the delegates on the afternoon of October 24 shows, the 

MRC's activities were defensive. The uprising was to be a genuine 

mass action, with workers and soldiers meeting, electing representa

tives, and laying their demands before the Congress of Soviets, which 

would take power without encountering effective resistance from the 

Provisional Government. 

Stalin, in this reading, believed that he had done his duty by his 

constructive suggestions at the October 21 CC session and by his 

programmatic editorial in the October 24 issue of Rabochii put'. Hav

ing failed to report for an assignment, Stalin remained unaware of the 

direction being taken by the process of subverting the Provisional 

Government. He felt no need, therefore, to check in at the Smolny 

after the October 21 CC session. His failure to attend the meeting on 

the morning of October 24 was the result of Sverdlov's bypassing 

Stalin in calling the meeting; Stalin's own lack of initiative which kept 

him from checking in at party headquarters; and his mistaken belief 

that the uprising was to be carried through on October 25 by action of 

the masses. It is conceivable that Sverdlov welcomed Stalin's igno

rance of the real strategy. Sverdlov may have realized that an espousal 

by Stalin of the vision of a mass armed uprising could serve as camou

flage for the strategy actually being employed. In this reading, Stalin 

served unwittingly as part of the cover plan. 

Stalin was by no means stupid, but he sometimes had difficulty in 

grasping a new situation. Capable of committing a blunder the first 

time a new challenge faced him, Stalin learned from experience. His 

best accomplishments were those in which he acted deliberately but 

forcefully in a situation that he thoroughly understood as the result of 

prior experience. The Bolshevik seizure of power was a once-and-for

all operation in which there was no opportunity for a slow learner like 

Stalin to attend a dress rehearsal in preparation for the actual event. 

Thus, the Bolshevik Revolution was an operation in which Stalin was 

at a disadvantage. No single factor determined the outcome; it was the 

interaction of subjective elements, a low evaluation of Stalin's capaci-
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ties by others, and a modicum of sheer chance (a casual visit to the 

Smolny on the morning of October 24 would have done the trick) 

which sealed Stalin's fate. 

What could be more ignominious for a man who claimed to be one 

of the party's top leaders (and who already dreamed of being its sole 

leader) than to have missed the great, never-to-recur, moment of 

truth, the seizure of power? Acres of print, tidal waves of ink (and 

blood), would be needed before Stalin could feel comfortable in the 

belief that his failure to lead the revolution in 1917 had been blotted 

out of men's memories forever. 
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Why, finally, did Stalin miss the October Revolution? The simplest 

answer, and one that contains perhaps 75 percent of the truth, is that 

the Bolshevik seizure of power was a team effort, and Stalin was not a 

team player. If one adds that he was not perceived to be a team player 

by those who organized and directed the operation, one can add 

another 5 percent to the probability of our thesis. 

To move still closer to a full explanation of Stalin's default, one 

must shift one's attention from Stalin as an individual and focus on 

two complex clusters of data which helped shape the events in which 

he was involved: the structure of power at the time of the October 

Revolution and the nature of Lenin's contribution to the Bolshevik 

victory. 

The Structure of Power Immediately Preceding the Bolshevik Revolution 

The structure of Bolshevik and Soviet power in Petrograd on the eve 

of the October Revolution was unique in Bolshevik history. 

Take first the party itself and its official policy-making body, the 

Central Committee. In the final three and a half weeks of October 

1917, the CC was torn by internal dissension arising out of Lenin's 

demand for an immediate uprising and the varied responses to this 

demand by other members of the CC. Lenin's two most articulate 
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opponents were Kamenev and Zinoviev, hitherto among his most 

trusted and reliable supporters. 

The CC's inner policy-making body, the uzkii sostav, had ceased to 

function-its final recorded session took place on August 23. Lenin, 

the party's recognized leader, remained in hiding until the final week 

in October and during much of that time was forced to convey his 

views to the CC in the form of directives and letters. The only regular 

sessions of the CC he attended in person prior to the seizure of power 

were those of October 10 and 16. 

The point is not that Lenin was not providing leadership-he was, 

and to an increasingly urgent degree, wielding his most powerful 

weapon, his pen. But there was a great difference between Lenin 

present and Lenin absent. 

For Stalin, the rapid changes in the locus of power in the party

the eclipse of the uzkii sostav, the shift by Kamenev and Zinoviev to 

outright opposition, Lenin's absence from Petrograd, the rise of 

Trotsky-created a situation in which it became increasingly difficult 

for him to find a solid footing. How little Stalin understood what was 

taking place is revealed by his unsigned editorial note in Rabochii put' 

for October 20, in which he deplored the sharpness of Lenin's attack 

on the two "strike-breakers" and asserted that "basically we [including 

Kamenev and Zinoviev] remain of one mind." 1 

By his own decisions and actions, arising out of his customary sense 

of caution when confronted with a new challenge, Stalin took no part 

in the work of the two bodies that played leading roles in the seizure of 

power-the Military Revolutionary Committee (MRC), set up by the 

Petrograd Soviet under Trotsky's direction, and the Bolshevik Mili

tary Organization (MO), which functioned as a manpower reservoir 

for the MRC, but with which Stalin had broken his close ties by his 

high-handed behavior in mid-August. Aware though he certainly was 

by October 24 of the MR C's existence, and with the path open to him 

of taking an active part in its operations if he so desired, Stalin failed 

to grasp the potential inherent in the MRC's rapid expansion and 

bold assertiveness. On Stalin's part were caution and distrust, on the 

MRC and MO's side a concentration on immediate tasks which left 

little room for concern lest Stalin miss out on the fun. 

Lenin's Contributions to the Bolshevik Victory 

After Stalin's death and Khrushchev's attack on his "cult of personal

ity," Soviet historians and their masters on the Communist Party 

Central Committee were faced with a serious problem: in rewriting 

party history, including the history of the October Revolution, what 
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figure should take the central position hitherto occupied by Stalin as 

Lenin's right-hand man, in official party histories during the years of 

Stalin's dominance? Should they rehabilitate Trotsky and accord him 

a position roughly equivalent to his true historical importance, or 

should they continue to deny his pivotal role in the seizure of power? 

The party's answer was clear and unequivocal: Trotsky's posthu

mous disgrace as an enemy of the party, if not an unperson, was to 

continue, and his true stature in the events of October was to be 

denied as fervently as it had been under Stalin. To do otherwise, the 

party ideologists must have felt, would be to risk undermining the 

party's claim to power based in part on its monopoly of historical 

interpretation of the revolution. 

The downgrading of Stalin's role and the continued denial of 

Trotsky's importance left the party ideologists no choice but to en

large the role of Lenin. In post-1956 party history, therefore, Lenin's 

figure, already a commanding one before 1956, was inflated to super

human proportions. 2 Not only did Lenin, in the new Soviet historiog

raphy, provide the impetus and the theoretical basis for Bolshevik 

strategy, but he was also given credit for the day-to-day preparations 

for Bolshevik victory, including detailed masterminding of the strat

egy that led the Bolsheviks to power. 

To overcome the awkward absence of contemporary documenta

tion that would support this inflation of Lenin's status, surviving 

veterans of the revolution were encouraged to rewrite their memoirs 

and reminiscences, assigning a central position to Lenin and ignoring 

or denying the role played by Trotsky. One of the survivors, Pod

voisky, proved to be especially suited to this kind of revisionism, 

publishing new memoirs in which Lenin's steady and sure guidance of 

the MRC's operation was prominently featured. 3 Soviet historians of 

the revolution, led by Academician I. I. Mints, made their contribu

tion in the form of monographs and collections of documents in 

which Trotsky's name was either absent or denigrated. 4 Mints then 

cited his own editorial work as proof that Trotsky had played no 

significant role as leader of the MRC. 5 

It is regrettable that Soviet historians took this path rather than 

candidly admitting past errors and reevaluating the situation con

fronting the party in October 1917. The effort to assign total credit for 

Bolshevik strategy to Lenin suffered from serious weaknesses and con

demned Soviet historians to propagate a version of the revolution 

which cannot be brought into accord with the facts. 

An insurmountable obstacle to accepting the "Lenin did it all" 

interpretation is the impassioned letter he wrote to the CC on the eve 

of the seizure of power, late on October 24, 1917, in which he ex-
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pressed his agonized fear that nothing was being done to overthrow 

the Provisional Government and that the chance of victory was being 

blindly thrown away-this at a time when the Military Revolutionary 

Committee was well on its way to nailing down a total triumph over 

the decrepit Kerensky government. 6 If Lenin had been personally 

directing the operations of the MRC, it is inconceivable that he would 

have written the letter dated the evening of October 24. Only a man 

gripped by an almost physical sense of doom could have written that 

anguished appeal for action. 

It is probable that Stalin made a significant contribution to Lenin's 

befuddlement. Since mid-July Stalin had served as one of the liaison 

agents charged with keeping the party leader informed on the current 

state of affairs. A Stalin out of touch with the fast-breaking drama of 

insurrection on October 24 was a poor source of information for 

Lenin. 

Another reason for doubting the "Lenin did it all" interpretation is 

that the strategy advocated by Lenin-a nationwide armed uprising

was not the form taken by events. What actually took place was a 

well-coordinated seizure of power in the nation's capital, followed at 

varying intervals of time in Moscow and other urban centers through

out the Russian Empire. This is not to deny the importance of the 

peasant revolt and the army mutiny, which provided the indispensa

ble background for the power shift in Petrograd. But peasant revolt 

and army mutiny were ongoing processes, not a sudden, sharp explo

sion in late October. 

The task set for Soviet historians by party ideologists is an almost 

impossible one. On the one hand, they must portray Lenin as the 

dominant figure in the seizure of power. On the other hand, they are 

required to show Trotsky as an evil-minded spoilsport who nearly 

wrecked Lenin's strategy by his insistence on timing the insurrection 

to coincide with the convening of the Second Congress of Soviets. For 

Lenin, waiting for the Congress of Soviets was a betrayal of the party's 

revolutionary mission-delay could be fatal, botching a unique oppor

tunity. Yet without Trotsky's insistence on timing the action to occur 

at the same time as the congress, the events of October would have 

lacked any significance broader than that of a minority party's effort 

to seize power at the moment of the existing government's mortal 

weakness. 

Lenin was wrong in mid-July when he asserted that a military

right-wing dictatorship had been established, at a time when the 

Kerensky government was staggering from one disaster-the political 

crisis and the failure of the offensive-to another, the Kornilov mu

tiny. Having made a faulty analysis in July, Lenin advocated a strategy 
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for the party-a nationwide armed uprising-which was equally faulty . 

(It was their well-founded distrust of this strategy which sparked Zino

viev's and Kamenev's break with Lenin in October.) 

Logically, Lenin should have revised his strategy at the end of 

August when the clash between Kerensky and Kornilov revealed t~e 

weakness of the government and its loss of control over the army. 

Lenin immediately saw the party's opportunity, but he continued to 

speak in terms of an armed uprising when existing conditions made 

possible a much more direct attack on the Provisional Government. 

Lenin's miscalculation in mid-July was linked with his general view 

of the soviets. Unlike Trotsky, Lenin never had the experience of 

serving in a soviet . His attitude toward the soviets was purely instru

mental: in his view they were tools to be picked up or discarded as 

political conditions changed. He had little sense of their appeal to 

workers and soldiers, for whom they provided a deeply satisfying 

mode of expressing their aspirations in the ongoing revolution . 

Although Lenin changed his concept of the soviets' role in early 

September, he still failed to see the way in which they could be linked 

with a Bolshevik drive for power. Tacitly discarding the right-wing

military dictatorship construct of mid-July, Lenin still spoke in terms 

of a nation-wide armed uprising at a time when the Provisional Gov

ernment needed merely a well-coordinated push to stagger to its fall. 

Lenin's Positive Contribution 

Lenin's contribution to the Bolshevik victory, nevertheless, was deci

sive on two counts . First, by tirelessly demanding that the party pre

pare itself for the seizure of power, Lenin supplied a sense of drive 

which could not be ignored. Under the enormous pressure of his 

impassioned call for immediate action, his old leadership team split 

asunder-Kamenev and Zinoviev came out in open opposition, and 

Stalin wavered. Had it not been for the energy and enthusiasm of a 

new pair of leaders, Sverdlov and Trotsky, Lenin's urgent appeals 

could not have been translated into action. Stalin, meanwhile, sought 

his bearings in the power structure of an earlier, less hectic time. His 

move to shield Zinoviev from Lenin's wrath, together with his unsuc

cessful attempt to blunt the edge of Kamenev's proffered resignation 

from the Central Committee, shows how little he understood the new 

situation. 

Paradoxically, however, Lenin's second vital contribution to the 

Bolshevik triumph was his provision of the myth of armed uprising to 

transform the seizure of power into one of Marxism's most revered 

and potent symbols. Because of the timing of the action-not merely 
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the convening of the All-Russian Second Congress of Soviets but also 

the breakdown of discipline in the army, the tacit support of the 

Petrograd workers, the rapid deepening and spreading of the peasant 

revolt-the necessary conditions were present in which party spokes

men could maintain that what took place on October 24-25 in Petro

grad was in fact the armed uprising that Lenin had been demanding. 

The consequences of this situation for Stalin were far from favor

able. By October 24 he had come to accept an armed uprising as the 

next item on the party's agenda; in his October 24 editorial he pro

vided his own interpretation of the Leninist vision. Since Lenin ne

glected, however, to alter his strategic goal to correspond to the al

tered "current situation," Stalin was left rudderless and adrift. Lenin's 

position in the party and in history was immeasurably strengthened 

by the apparent coincidence between his strategic vision and the 

epoch-making events of October 25, 1917, notwithstanding the fact 

that the seizure of power took place at a time and under circumstances 

not of his choosing. Lacking Lenin's stature and vision, Stalin could 

not so easily surmount his own shortcomings. In the future he would 

always be dogged by a sense of having somehow missed the revolu

tion. 

The Implications for Stalin's Later Career 

Does it really matter that Stalin missed the revolution? A good case 

can be made, as Tucker has shown, for viewing Stalin as an up-and

coming party official whose contribution to the overall success of 

Bolshevik policies in 1917 was creditable if not outstanding. 7 Granted 

the merits of Tucker's defense of Stalin's record in 1917, that record 

was nowhere near what Stalin's own sense of destiny was to demand. 

A number of consequences followed from Stalin's perception of the 

inadequacies of his performance in 191 7. 

First, and a necessary precondition for any further progress toward 

a more satisfying record, was to discredit, defeat, and destroy the 

image of Trotsky as one of the principal architects of Bolshevik victory 

coequal with Lenin. That task, not too difficult, given Trotsky's blun

ders and underestimation of Stalin, was completed by 1929, when 

Trotsky, stripped of his power, was deported. Like Banquo's ghost, 

however, Trotsky refused to lie down and die, and it took Stalin 

another eleven years finally to destroy him and silence his accusing 

voice. 

A much more difficult problem for Stalin was to rewrite the history 

of the revolution in his own terms. In a sense, Stalin never solved this 

problem. The general outlines of the history of the revolution were 
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too well established to provide an opportunity for the kind of recon

struction which would have been needed. Even in the party history 

written on his orders in the late 1930s-the famous "Short Course"

Stalin and his stooge-historians failed to create a plausible image of 

Stalin as Lenin's coequal leader of the Bolshevik party in 1917. Some 

thing more was needed-the demonstration that Stalin was capable of 

planning and directing a revolution even more sweeping, even more 

fundamental than Lenin's 1917 triumph. 

The "revolution from above," which Stalin directed in the l 930s

the collectivization of agriculture, the construction of a heavy indus

trial base, and the profound social transformation that accompanied 

these shifts-was, among other things, Stalin's demonstration that he, 

even more than Lenin and far outclassing Trotsky, was capable of 

"making a revolution." Yet there was more to Stalin's "second revolu

tion ." 

For Stalin there still remained the unacceptable presence of wit

nesses from 1917 who knew the hollowness of his claim to having 

played a leading role in the revolution. Among the motives that led 

Stalin to unleash the Great Purge, in which Old Bolsheviks were a 

prominent category of victims, this urge to destroy and silence awk

ward witnesses was prominent. The sadistic intensity with which Sta

lin pursued and destroyed those who failed to "remember" his role as 

he wanted it portrayed grew directly out of his bitter memories of his 

missteps and shortcomings in 1917. 

Ultimately, then, it was Stalin's self-perceived failures in 1917 

which helped drive him to the heights and depths of his own revolu

tion, out of which emerged a new society, a new Communist party, 

and a new nation. 

Note: While this book was in press, A. M. Sovokin published an 

article, "V. I. Lenin in the Days of October" (Voprosy istorii KPSS, 

1987, no. 4), which can best be described as the latest "Lenin did it 

all" interpretation of the October Revolution. Stalin is not directly 

mentioned, but his concept of "creative Marxism" is applied three 

times to Lenin. A 1953 article by Podvoisky is cited in support of the 

assertion that Lenin personally directed the uprising, and Trotsky is 

portrayed as its evil genius . Soviet historians will have to do better 

than this. 
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